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Foreword 

The Black Panther Party for Self-Defense, later simply the Black 
Panther Party (BPP), was founded in Oakland, California, in 1966 
by Huey Newton and Bobby Seale, two students at Merritt Col

lege who were influenced by the political upsurge in the country 
and angered by the continued police violence and harassment in 

African American communities, including Oakland. They were 

later joined by Eldridge Cleaver, David Hilliard, and others. Es

timates are that at their peak, the Panthers claimed thousands 
of members and many more supporters, including a number of 
prominent celebrities, artists, and intellectuals. Romanticized by 
some and vilified by others, they became icons of the Black Power 
movement, but the organization was eclectic and complex and its 

story is a nuanced one. Its macho image disguises a reality where 

the struggle against sexism was intense and ongoing. The stoic, 
militant urban-warrior profile camouflaged a profound commit
ment to the organization's survival and service programs. And 

the "all-things-Black" exterior cloaked the internal politics of sol
idarity and internationalism. 

I was nine years old when the Black Panther Party was founded, 
but its emergence would have a profound impact on my evolv
ing consciousness as a young Black woman growing up in the late 
1960s and early '70s. I remember the familiar image of large Af
ro-wearing men and women hawking Panther newspapers on De
troit street corners: "Black Panther paper, young sister?" And then 
I remember the funeral of a friend's brother who died way too 
young. He was a Panther. The funeral took place in a local Cath
olic church with a casket draped in a red, black, and green flag 
and pallbearers wearing black berets, leather jackets, and Black 
Panther buttons, fists raised as they honored a fallen comrade and 
brother. Their slogan, "All Power to the People," was ubiquitous. It 

ix 
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was on posters, buttons, T-shirts, even bumper stickers. I did not 
really understand the politics of the Panthers at the time, or the 
seriousness of what those politics represented in the real world. 
All I knew was that their bold defiance to unjust authority was 
contagious and exhilarating. 

The BPP was one of the most audacious and influential orga
nizations of the 1960s and 1970s, but it was also an organization 
that has been vastly misread and misunderstood. When histori
an Philip Foner first edited and published Black Panthers Speak 
in 1970, he disrupted the mythmaking by creating a platform for 
Panther voices to be accessed directly by a larger audience than 
those who experienced the organization firsthand. In recent 

years, a new generation of scholars (and activists) are engaging the 
Panther legacy with rigor and a resolve to get the story right and 
to position the Panthers not at the margins, but at the center of 
the storm of political activity that, against all odds but with some 
margin of success, attempted to confront racism and injustice, 
militantly strike a blow against empire, build new communities 
and social practices, and change the world. 

What these documents also demonstrate is something radical 
Trinidadian intellectual C.L.R. James recognized decades ago: 
that, above all, we must remember that history and revolutionary 
movements are made by human beings: flawed, inconsistent and 
sometime misguided, brilliant and confused, kind and vengeful, 
selfless and self-promoting-all in the same moments of intensity 
and passion. 

The Panthers represented the militant spirit of urban Black youth 
who refused to be broken by the policeman's baton, refused to de
fer to the authority of a racist state apparatus, and refused the fun
damentally skewed logic of American capitalism. They were bold 
and brazen, defiant, sometimes to the point of recklessness. And 
for this they paid a terrible price. When most of these documents 
were written, the leaders of the BPP were under serious surveil
lance and assault. Many chapters had been infiltrated by the FBI's 
famed COINTELPRO (counterintelligence) program. COINTEL
PRO sought to disrupt, divide, and destroy the organization. The 
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Panther leadership knew at the time that they were being targeted, 
but later, with the release of formerly classified documents through 

the Freedom of Information Act, the vastness and ruthlessness of 
the government campaign against the Panthers was revealed. FBI 
director J. Edgar Hoover insisted, "The Black Panther Party, with
out question, represents the greatest threat to [the] internal securi
ty of the country."1 COINTELPRO was designed to eliminate that 
perceived threat. 

From 1968 on, there was a series of killings and court cases that 

devastated the organization. In April 1968, seventeen-year-old 
Bobby Hutton was shot dead by police after his arrest in Oakland. 
In January 1969, John Huggins and Alprentice (Bunchy) Carter 
were killed during a confrontation with cultural nationalists in 
Maulana Karenga's US organization after a meeting on UCLA's 
campus. Huggins left behind his wife and comrade Erica Huggins 
and their infant daughter, Mai. The following December, young 
Panthers Fred Hampton and Mark Clark were killed in a bloody 
nighttime police raid on Chicago's West Side. And there were ar
rests and trials that further tapped the resources of the group and 
undermined its ability to carry out its work. The Panther 21 trial 

in New York and the New Haven Nine in Connecticut were two of 
the most high-profile cases, but the most dramatic was the surreal 
courtroom scene that surrounded Bobby Seale's indictment as a 
part of the 1969 Chicago Eight trial, an outgrowth of the 1968 
protests at the Democratic National Convention. During the trial, 
the judge ordered Seale bound, gagged, and shackled in his chair 
in order to silence his outbursts, after which his trial was separat
ed from his co-defenders, leaving them as the Chicago Seven. 

By 1970 dozens of Panther leaders had been jailed, their offices 
had been raided in multiple cities, members had been wounded 
and killed, and two prominent leaders, Eldridge and Kathleen 
Neal Cleaver, were in exile in Algeria. It was a violent and tumul
tuous time in the United States and the world, and the Black Pan
ther Party was in the thick of the fray. 

In the words of the Panthers' eloquent young Chicago martyr 
Fred Hampton, "You can kill a revolutionary, but you can never 
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kill the revolution." The revolutionary ideas and ideals that the 
Panthers embraced were indeed bigger than them. Their reach was 
long and it touched young radicals around the globe. More import
ant even than what the Panthers did or said is what they represent
ed. The organization's powerful symbolism extended well beyond 
its membership and has lived long after its demise. A narrow read 
of what the Panthers symbolized would focus on its youthful, mil
itant defiance to the violent racism and police brutality suffered 
by urban Black populations. The actions that first earned them 
notoriety were their armed police-monitoring efforts and their in
sistence on the right to bear arms for community self-defense. But 
there was more. The Panthers also engaged in the gender-bending 
practice of promoting women warriors and male community ser
vants. They, like the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 
(SNCC), also recalibrated notions of intergenerational work. No 
longer was the accepted protocol simply to defer to wise elders and 
seasoned political experts. Equally significant was their broad and 
forward-looking Third World internationalism. Finally, their class 
politics were pivotal. Working-class Black youth were not viewed 
as angry rebels or as young proteges of successful movement vet
erans, but as strategists and revolutionary change agents in their 
own right-at least, that was the aspiration. This praxis was in
formed by the Panthers' appreciation of Marxist, and specifically 
Maoist, ideas about class struggle, nationalism, and revolution. 

Over the years there has emerged a growing body of scholarship 
on the Panthers, including significant research on the role of gen
der in Party politics and the importance of the organization's "sur
vival" or community service programs. These scholars are re-en
gaging the Black Panther Party with the benefit of hindsight as well 
as the challenges of distance and time. But this re-engagement is 
not simply an academic pursuit. The Panthers remain a source of 
political fascination and inspiration, even as their legacy is hot
ly contested, their mistakes fully acknowledged, and their losses 
deeply mourned. Panels, conferences, reunions, memorials, and 
memoirs have provided opportunities for new revelations, insights, 
and debates regarding the history of the Black Panther Party. 
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The issue of gender, the role of women in the Party, and the ide
alized notion of Black manhood continue to be significant points 
of interest and analysis when it comes to the Panthers. Initially, the 
gender discourse around the Panthers was male-centered, ground
ed in the assertion of Black manhood through self-defense. Even 

some women in the Party expressed their own humanity in mas
culine terms in those days. Elaine Brown's poem in this volume is 

a good example. She ends it with: "We'll just have to get guns and 
be men." At the same time, Panther ideas and symbolism may have 
both inhibited and ignited radical Black feminist (or womanist) 

consciousness and actions. Angela Davis, the late June Jordan, and 

other Black feminists trace their political lineage, in part, to a crit
ical engagement with the politics and practices of the BPP. 

Black Panthers Speak foregrounds, above all, the sense of urgen

cy that characterized the historical moment in which the BPP ex
isted. The Panthers believed, for good, reason that in the late 1960s 

Black urban communities were under siege and had to be defend
ed. They refused to turn a blind eye to the threats, intimidation, 
police beatings, and killings that occurred. In cities like Detroit, 

for example, there was a police decoy unit called S.T.R.E. S. S. (Stop 
the Robberies Enjoy Safe Streets), which was notorious and feared 
for its extreme entrapment methods, which led to many arrests 
and shootings on city streets and alleyways.2 Militant resistance 
seemed at the time to be a necessary tactic for survival. 

Police brutality and harassment were not the only threats to 
Black survival, however. The problem, as the Panthers saw it, was 
systemic and required a dual set of responses that were both de
fensive and proactive. The survival programs of the BPP were in
timately bound up with their notions of personal transformation, 
liberation, and community defense. The defenses they sought to 
provide were against poverty, despair, unemployment, physical 
illnesses, and miseducation as much as against police tyranny. 
They radically and idealistically organized thousands of young 
Black people and their white supporters to help create alternatives 
to existing institutions, a process through which they hoped both 
communities and individuals would be transformed. One example 
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of this effort was the Oakland Community School, founded by the 
Panthers as an innovative model for community-based education, 
which lasted until 1983. The Free Breakfast for Children program, 
held in community centers, schools, and church basements around 
the country, was another such program. A site for political educa
tion as well as nourishment, this program showcased the Panthers' 
compassion for the suffering of poor Black folks and exposed the 
unwillingness of the government to adequately meet community 
needs. The Panthers' ethos was a spirit of self-help coupled with a 
practice of protest and confrontation. 

Similarly, the People's Free Medical Clinics, which historian 
Alondra Nelson chronicles in her book Body and Soul, were set 
up in Portland, Washington, D.C., Oakland, and elsewhere. The 
clinics relied on donated labor and supplies and held up a differ
ent view of medicine and health that promoted prevention and 
health education and stressed the social and political context in 
which health and illness occur, pointing out racialized health dis
parities that negatively affected Black and Brown communities.3 

All of this work was undergirded by an analysis of the racialized 
nature of Western capitalism and imperialism that is as relevant 
today as it was in 1966 . The Panthers focused their organizing 
efforts on the so-called "lumpenproletariat," those at the very 
bottom of the social and economic hierarchy who make a living 
on the margins or in the illegal underground economy. In other 
words, those bearing the brunt of what Beth Richie calls the "pris
on nation" and Michelle Alexander calls "the new Jim Crow" to
day. Even as they recruited young people who had previously been 
in street gangs or in jail, the Panthers also reached out to college 
students. Martha Biondi's book The Black Revolution on Campus 
argues that the BPP had considerable sway among Black campus 
activists in the 1970s.4 

The Panthers also stood in solidarity with the rising new na
tions of the former colonial world, with the expectation that many 
of those countries, from Cuba to Algeria to Vietnam, were head
ed toward a more humane alternative to capitalism. History did 
not unfold the way they hoped. Still, into the twenty-first century, 
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the need for transnational solidarity campaigns remains a critical 
part of any serious transformative politics, from post-apartheid 
South Africa to Palestine. 

Woman-of-color feminism and "queer of color" analyses of 
gender and sexuality emerged after the Panthers' demise as an 
organization, but to their credit, and despite some pretty inex
cusable sexism by individual leaders, there was a persistent push 
within the organization for women's leadership, sexual freedom, 
and independence from the conservative confines of traditional 
heterosexual family structures. Collective childrearing practices, 
community nurseries, and schools were alternatives to privatized 
parenting and male-headed nuclear families where women were 
expected to do the domestic work. Scholars Tracye Matthews and 
Robyn Spencer have written on the complex gender dynamics in 
the Party; in former Party leader Elaine Brown's memoir, A Taste 
of Power, she offers her own take on the nexus between sex, power, 
and violence in the Panthers. 5 

In this volume, a 1969 message from a male party leader reads: 
"It is mandatory that all manifestations of male chauvinism be 
excluded from our ranks and that sisters have a duty and the right 
to do whatever they want to do to see that they are not relegated to 
an inferior position." Saying this did not make it so, but the formal 
position represented an advance over other Black organizations 
and most white organizations in 1969, which did not even see gen
der inequality as a problem. 

In terms of the BPP's stance on gender and sexuality, Huey New
ton's 1970 statement on homophobia was also hugely important. 
One year after the Stonewall rebellion in New York's Greenwich 
Village credited with igniting the modern gay rights movement, 
Huey wrote: 

Whatever your personal opinions and your insecurities about 
homosexuality and women (and I speak of homosexuals an.d 
women as oppressed groups), we should try to unite with them 
in a revolutionary fashion .... We must gain security in our
selves and therefore have respect and feelings for all oppressed 
people .... We have not said much about the homosexual at all, 
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but we must relate to the homosexual movement because it is a 
real thing. And I know through reading, and through my life 
experience and observations that homosexuals are not given 
freedom and liberty by anyone in society. They might be the 
most oppressed people in society . . . .  There is nothing to say 
that a homosexual cannot also be a revolutionary . . . .  Maybe a 
homosexual could be the most revolutionary . . . .  We should be 
careful about using those terms that might turn our friends off. 
The terms "faggot" and "punk" should be deleted from our vo
cabulary . . .. We should try to form a working coalition with the 
gay liberation and women's liberation groups. 6 

Finally, something must be said of Philip Foner, the prolific white 
leftist historian who edited the first edition of this powerful collec
tion of primary documents in 1970, when the history of the BPP was 
still unfolding. Shaped by the radical interracial organizing of the 
1930s, Foner understood not only the importance of a group like the 
Panthers to Black communities and to the left in general, but to our 
collective understanding of late-twentieth-century United States 
history overall. His antiracist consciousness and selfless service to a 
people's history and a useable past were truly exemplary. 

Forty-eight years after the Panthers' founding, it is important 
to revisit what the organization meant in its own time and what 
it means in ours. What is the lesson for this historical moment? It 
is a different time and we are in a different place. Yet many of the 
problems, challenges, and threats the Panthers faced remain with 
us. COINTELPRO surveillance is mirrored in the far-reaching 
high-tech surveillance of the US National Security Agency. With 
the wanton murder of Black Florida teenager Trayvon Martin by a 
white vigilante in 2012 and the court's subsequent refusal to hold 
his killer accountable, we are reminded of the continued devalu
ation of Black life, even as we witness a greater display of power 
wielded by privileged Black politicians and elites than ever before. 
In the language of the Panthers, poor black folk are still "catch
ing hell." The epidemic of mass incarceration is but one symptom; 
continued disparities in health, education, and income are others. 

Many of the brave, idealistic, and committed young people who 
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gave themselves, as Nelson's book title reminds us, "body and 
soul" to the struggle for Black liberation, and by extension human 

liberation, in the late 1960s and '70s are elders now. Some did not 
survive. Some were set up by COINTELPRO and spent decades 

in prison. Panther political prisoners like Dhoruba bin-Wahad 
and the late Geronimo ji-Jaga finally had their convictions over
turned and were released. Others like Ahmad Rahman, jailed at 
age nineteen in Detroit for Party activity, did their time, got out, 

rebuilt their lives, and continue to "serve the people." Still others 
remain in prison or exile. There is the well-known case of Mumia 
Abu-Jamal, but there are the lesser known cases of Black Libera
tion Army members Mutulu Shakur and Sundiata Acoli, who have 
spent most of their adult lives in prison for their political activities 
in the 1970s. A campaign continues to win their freedom and that 
of others, including their Puerto Rican nationalist comrade and 

fellow political prisoner Oscar Lopez Rivera. Former BLA mem
ber Assata Shakur has lived in exile in Cuba since soon after her 
escape from a New Jersey prison in 1979, for a crime most who 

know her and the details of the case insist she did not commit. 
Others took different paths after the Panthers split in 1971 and the 

organization gradually unraveled. Some former Panthers wrote 
books, others became lawyers and college professors, and one, 
Bobby Rush, was elected to the US Congress from Illinois's First 
Congressional District. Many former Panthers remain committed, 
in various ways, to ongoing struggles for freedom and justice. 

The legacy of the Panthers is not defined, however, by the life 
and career trajectories of individuals. It is defined by how the cur
rent generation of activists has learned from its strengths and its 
mistakes and how they read Panther history into current Black 
political realities. The coercive arm of the state still polices young 
Black bodies on the streets of major cities, demanding that they 
justify congregating together, walking in certain areas, and even 
wearing their clothes a certain way, but much more sinister is that 
more than a million Black and brown bodies are policed inside the 
walls of prisons and correctional facilities of various types. The 
United States cages and confines more of its citizens than any oth-
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er society in history. Young people in groups like Students Against 
Mass Incarceration (at Howard and Columbia Universities), the 
Black Youth Project 100, the Florida-based Dream Defenders, and 
the intergenerational and interracial activists in prison-abolition 
groups like Critical Resistance are responding with steady chal
lenges, mobilizations, popular education, courage, and creative 
determination to confront and change that reality, as are networks 
of activists like Ella's Daughters. The documents, speeches, essays, 
and poems in this volume represent the militant voices of resis
tance in the twentieth century. The voices of the twenty-first cen
tury may speak, chant, scream, and "flow" in a different rhythm 
and register, but they are no less outraged at the injustices of their 
time and no less hungry for something different and better. 

-Barbara Ransby, 2014 
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Preface 

In April, 1970, I was asked by Edward P. Morgan, Correspondent 
for the American Broadcasting Companies, how black people feel 
about the Black Panthers . I replied ( and the reply was broadcast on 
the ABC-TV program "The Panthers " ) : 

\Vhat the Panthers do more than anything else is they set a stand
ard, that young black people particularly want to measure up to . . . .  
It 's a standard of aggressiveness, of militancc, of just forcefulness, the 
sort of standard we haven't had in the past. Our idols have been Dr. 
King who, for all of his beauty as a man, was not an aggressive man, 
but the Panthers, and I think Malcolm X, have set this new kind of 
standard that a great many people want to adhere to. 

Mr. Morgan then asked, "But figurative [ly] speaking, you're not 
about to become a Panther?" I replied, "No, not today or tomorrow 
at any rate. Maybe the day after." 

The Black Panthers Speak should give the American people a clear 
idea of why I answered as I did . So much has been written and 
spoken about the Black Panthers in the press and over the radio and 
TV that one might suppose that most people know what the organi
zation really stands for and seeks to achieve . But this is far from the 
case. Only rarely does the press report what the Panthers are actually 
saying and doing and how they view the problems of black people 
in our society. The result is that most Americans have obtained their 
impression of the Panthers from statements issued by those who 
wish to see them eliminated as a factor in American life . 

The language of the Panthers is often shocking to those accustomed 
to the ordinary expressions of political figures, but we might as well 
get accustomed to it, for it expresses the sentiments of a vast section 
of oppressed Americans. The Panthers articulate what the people 
in the ghettoes feel and, in so doing, enable all of us to gain insight 
into deep-set anger of so many of our deprived citizens as well as their 
determination to change these conditions. 

Mr. Morgan observed back in April that throughout his talks with 
black Americans, it became clear that "there is a great deal of truth 
in what the Panthers have been saying." Now all of us have the op
portunity to learn what that is. 

-JULIAN BOND 
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I ntroduction 

In 1919 Paul R. Brissenden, Professor of Economics at Columbia 
University, wrote in his pioneer study of the Industrial Workers of 
the World : "The public still knows but little about the organization 
and its members . . . .  The public has not been told the truth about 
the things the I.W.W. has done or the doctrines in which it believes. 
The papers have printed so much fiction about this organization 
and maintained such a nationwide conspiracy of silence as to i ts 
real philosophy-especially to the constructive items of its philos
ophy-that the popular conception of this labor.: group is a weird 
unreality." If one were to substitute the words "white Americans" for 
"the public" and "Black Panther Party" for "I .W.W.," Professor 
Brissenden's statement could be reprinted today without any other 
alteration. 

To the average white American the Black Panther Party conjures 
up the picture of an anarchistic band of gun-toting, white-hating 
thugs. This is hardly surprising, for the Black Panthers have been 
subjected to a campaign of vilification (to say nothing of terror. ) 
from the inception of their organization, and this was intensified 
as the movement grew. FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover (who spear
headed the drive against the I .W.W. and other radical groups in the 
post-World War I era ) described the Panthers as a "black extremist 
organization" consisting mostly of "hoodlum-type revolutionaries" 
who stockpile weapons, espouse Marxist-Leninist doctrines, and ter
rorize black communities. Vice-President Spiro Agnew, exceeding his 
usual caustic language when dealing with d issenters, declared that 
the Panthers are a "completely irresponsible, anarchist group of crim
inals." Attorney-General John Mitchell has ruled that "the Panthers 
are a threat to national security and thus subject to FBI wiretap
ping." 

Even l iberals have gotten into the popular act of vilifying the 
Black Panthers. Daniel P. Moynihan obviously had the Panthers in 
mind when, in his notorious "benign neglect" memorandum to 
President Nixon, he referred to "black extremists" who used "lower
class" blacks "to threaten white society with the prospect of mass 
arson and pillage." Daniel J .  Boorstein, an American h istorian, di
rector of the Smithsonian Institution's National Museum of History 
and Technology, in a paper presented to the House Committee on 
Science and Astronautics, referred to the "aggressive ethnicity and 
racism of groups like the Black Panthers," and accused them of 
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"destructive and illegal acts." 1 Writing in Dissent (March-April, 
1970 )  under the provocative title, "Panthers : Black Men in Ex
tremis,'' Jervis Anderson accused the Black Panthers of del iberately 
provoking the police to kill them because of a psychological desire 
for "martyrdom." He advises the Panthers to cease playing· with 
"martyrdom,'' and devote themselves to the business of "getting 
your work done,'' adding the sneering comment-"assuming, in the 
case of the Panthers, that there is something worthwhile they would 
like to do, and that they have some idea of how to do it." 

In general, the attacks on the Black Panthers, whether from die
hard reactionaries or l iberals, boil down to the theme that they 
deserve what they get. A letter to the editor of Life (February 20, 
1970 ) ,  put it this way : "If the Panthers didn't preach the overthrow 
of society and didn't make their homes arsenals, there would be no 
raids. One has but to reflect back a few years to the raid on con
servative 'Minutemen'-all white-to see that social justice is against 
armed camps of revolutionaries and not against Black Panthers per 
se." This sweeping judgment has about as much substance to it as 

I In addition to being labeled "black racists," the Panthers have also been 
accused of being anti-Semitic. (See the document issued by the American Jewish 
Committee, February, 1970, entitled "The Black Panther Party-the Anti
Semitic and Anti-Israel Component," and the article by Gerald Emanuel Stem 
in the New York Times Magazine, March 8, 1970.) The Black Panthers, how· 
ever, insist that they are not anti-Semitic and "do not lump all Jews with slum
lords." But they do contend that they are anti-Zionist and view Israel as a 
"puppet imperialist state." While one can certainly argue that  this is a simplistic 
view of a complex issue, it is difficult to see how being anti-Zionist and anti
Israel makes one ipso facto anti-Semitic. Certainly the American Jewish Com· 
mittee is on weak ground when it asserts in its document: "While we do not 
necessarily equate anti-Israel or anti-Zionist sentiment with anti-Semitism, the 
Panthers' expression of support for Al Fatah has been so strident and distorted 
as to make it impossible to make the distinction." But thousands of Jewish 
Americans who have rallied to the support of the Black Panthers do make that 
distinction. Moreover, on January 13, 1970, at the winter leadership meeting of 
the Jewish Cultural Clubs and Societies, representing sixty-six New York organi
zations, the persecution of the Panthers was protested. "We will do everything 
in our power," the clubs' resolution stated, "to oppose those forces that are now 
trying to use repression, terror and police brutality against the black people and 
other minorities in our land, a repression that will soon be applied to Jews, 
labor, students and others fighting for full freedom and equality for all peoples 
if it is not halted by the united action of all Americans who cherish democracy." 
And Rabbi Arth ur J. Lelyveld, head of the American Jewish Congress, declared 
on December 16, 1969, in calling for the defense of Panther civil liberties, "No 
consideration of which we can conceive would justify lawless activity on the part 
of the police." 

A criticism of a different nature, most sharply voiced by Harold Cruse, is that 
for all  its  revolutionary rhetoric, the Black Panther Party works for essentially 
reformist demands. Of course, those who voice such criticisms are clearly unaware 
of the essential unity between immediate demands and a long-term revolutionary 
goal. 
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the other comments on the Black Panthers cited above. The writer 
ignored the easily ascertainable facts that though the Minutemen 
were arrested with an arsenal that included $ 140,000 worth of arms, 
including an anti-tank weapon and a bazooka, two of the Minute
men were released on their own recognizance pending trial, and 
were ultimately given a suspended sentence of six months. Robert 
Boliver De Pugh, national coordinator of the Rightist paramilitary 
organization, was sentenced to four years in prison, to be followed 
by five years' probation, for conspiracy and violation of the Federal 
Firearms Act after a cache of machine guns was seized in rural 
Missouri. Minutemen have been treated gently and never harassed by 
arresting officials . Contrast this with the treatment meted out to the 
New York Panthers, who were arrested and charged with "conspir
acy "-no actual act at all was charged-to bomb and destroy property 
and lives all over the city. All twenty-one had bail immediately set 
at one hundred thousand dollars for each alleged conspirator, and 
were not even given a hearing on reduction of bail-a request for it 
was denied-until three and a half months after their arrest . 

In an address on March 4, 191 1 ,  delivered before the Republican 
Club of New York City, Dr. W. E. B. Du Bois, the distinguished 
black scholar, declared : "If the question before the court was simply 
one of justice between individuals the task would be an easy one, 
but a man enters court today to be tried and convicted according 
to the class he belongs to . . . .  The Negro never enters a court in 
the South as a man, but always as a Negro. He knows that individual 
virtues will not weigh in the court's decision. The natural result of 
this is that the Negro has no faith in the courts. " On April 24, 
1970, Kingman Brewster, president of Yale University, brought Dr. 
Du Bois's observation up to date when he said that he was "skepti
cal of the ability of black revolutionaries to achieve a fair trial any
where in the United States. " And on July 6, 1970, The New York 
Times quoted the courageous black jurist, Judge George Crockett of 
Detroit's Recorders Court, as saying that while "the public likes to 
believe that the courts are crystallized in majestic neutral ity, the truth 
is that they are not. The legal system does not work for blacks now. 
We have all the laws we need but we have too many police and 
government officials who do not live by the laws we have. " Cer
ta inly the experience of the Black Panthers in court bears out the 
truth of these comments. 

The fearsome picture painted of the Black Panthers by men who 
have little understanding of their program and little desire to under
stand it is not shared by the black community. Three black members 
of Local 1 199 ( Drug and Hospital Workers Union ) ,  interviewed by 
the union's magazine in January, 1970, as to their reaction to the 
Black Panthers, expressed admiration for them. The report noted : 
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When asked about the charges that the Panthers are a violent 
group, the feelings of all three men were summed up in the comment 
of one of them, Ed Mayo of Clara Maass Hospital in New Jersev: 
"They're fighting for the same cause as we are in the union-to be 
free and have human dignity. Some people don't see clearly what the 
fight is about because they see only violence. But these people don't 
see the disgusting things that are happening to us in this country. 
Every organization has its own way of fighting these things." 

It may be argued that this finding is hardly convincing since it 
reflects the views of members of a militant and progressive trade 
union . But it is not so easy to dismiss reports in the established mass 
media . On January 1 3, 1970, The Wall Street Journal featured on its 
front page a lengthy article headed, "Panther Supporters " and sub
headed : "Many Black Americans Voice Strong Backing for Defiant 
Militants . " Four reporters had investigated a sampling of opinion 
among black citizens of San Francisco, New York, Cleveland, and 
Chicago, and concluded that "a clear majority of blacks support 
both the goals and methods of the Black Panthers. An even larger 
percentage believes, moreover, that police officials are determined to 
crush the party by arresting or killing its key officials. " Here is a 
response from one of the blacks who were interviewed : 

"I dig the Black Panthers. I think a lot of them," says Evord 
Connor who is head of an antipoverty center in Yonkers, N.Y., and 
who is black himself. "They appeal to young kids and create a lot 
of black awareness. They're not just advocating militancy; they're 
talking about economic and political power. Right now, they're back
ing up what they preach, and that's why the man is coming down 
on them." 

Much of the support for the Black Panthers, The Wall Street 
Journal pointed out, came from young people who were a ttracted 
by the distinctive uniforms of black berets and black leather jackets, 
their display of guns, "their avowed determination to overturn the 
American 'system,' their refusal to back down under intense police 
pressure. " It continued : 

But a sizeable number of blacks support the Panthers because 
they admire other, less-publicized activities of the Party such as its 
free-breakfast program for ghetto youngsters, its free medical care 
program and its war on narcotics use among black youth. 

"The news media never says how strong the Panthers are against 
narcotics," says Mr. Conner of the Yonkers antipoverty center. "You 
take the kids in Harlem, they sort of envy hustlers-guys who take 
numbers, push dope. But the Panthers are telling kids from grade 
school level, don't mess with dope. It works." 

The Wall Street Journal concluded that "Mr. Conner's view Il_lay 
be surprising to those whites who regard the Panthers as a radical 
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splinter group without wide support among black Americans. But 
his' views may be more widely shared among blacks than many 
whites suppose." 

In the next two months "those whites" were further surprised . A 
nationwide poll of black people in the United States, conducted by 
Louis Harris for Time magazine (published on March 30, 1970, in 
a special issue of Time which for the first time devoted virtually 
an entire issue to one subject ) revealed that while "the vast majority 
want to work through the existing system" to further their position, 
9 per cent of the black people across the country, more than two 
million black Americans, count themselves as "revolutionaries," and 
believe that only a "readiness to use violence will ever get them 
equality." The poll showed that the number of those who believe 
that the blacks "will probably have to resort to violence to win 
rights," had risen from 21 per cent in 1966 to 31 per cent in 1970. 
The finding also disclosed that while 75 per cent of blacks admired 
the NAACP "a great deal," 2 5  per cent had this view of the Black 
Panthers. 

Another poll, of black Americans living in New York, San Fran
cisco, Detroit, Baltimore, and Birmingham, Alabama, taken by Mar
ket Dynamics, Incorporated, for ABC-1V (broadcast on ABC-1V's 
"The Panthers," April 13, 1970) ,  disclosed that of the best-known 
organizations, the NAACP is regarded as having done most for 
black people over the past two years; the late Martin Luther King's 
Southern Christian Leadership Conference came next, with the Black 
Panthers showing up in third place. But when it comes to the future, 
the Panthers are rated the only black group which will increase its 
effectiveness if only in a small way, while both the NAACP and 
SCLC contributions to the black cause are expected to diminish . 
Sixty-two per cent of the people polled admire what the Black 
Panthers are doing. 

Never before in the history of black Americans has an admittedly 
revolutionary party won such support in the leading black communi
ties of this country. Yet the Black Panther Party has been in existence 
less than four years . 

In 1896 the National Association of Colored Men declared that 
"the American Negro has at no time in the past been either un
mindful or indifferent to or failed to assert and contend for his own 
rights." What was true prior to 1896 has also been true since that 
year. The history of black Americans from 1619 to the present has 
been a history of protest. This protest reached a climax in the decade 
of the 1960's-the decade of the Civil Rights demonstrations, of the 
freedom rides and the sit-ins, of the Black Power movement, of the 
rebellions in Watts, Newark, and Detroit . New protest movements 
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arose in black communities, and older ones increased their mili
tancy. Since the assassination of Malcolm X on February 21, 1965, 
the most militant and effective leadership in the black community 
has been that of the Black Panthers-a name chosen because the 
panther is reputed never to make an unprovoked attack but to 
defend itself ferociously whenever it is attacked.2 

The Black Panther Party for Self-Defense was organized in Oak
land, California, in the fall of 1966 by two black militants : Huey P. 
Newton and Bobby G. Seale. ( Seale was Chairman and Newton 
Minister of Defense. )  Newton was born in Louisiana in 1942; when 
he was a year old, h is family moved to California. Although he was 
graduated from high school, he became literate by "self determina
tion," attended Merritt Junior College and went to law school for 
six months. He also attended a music conservatory and mastered the 
concert piano. Seale, a musician, carpenter, journeyman sheet metal 
mechanic and a mechanical draftsman, was born in Dallas, Texas, 
in 1936. He moved with his family to California, and was graduated 
from Oakland High School after a stint in the Air Force. 

Newton and Seale met at Merritt College and worked together 
to initiate courses in Black History and lay the groundwork for h iring 
more black instructors . They also worked at the North Oakland 
Poverty Center, and both joined the Afro-American Association-a 
black nationalist group at Merritt�arly in 1965. They left within 
a year, dissatisfied with the group's emphasis on cultural nationalism 8 
and its middle-class composition . Not content to remain classroom 
theoreticians, they began working in the black community, knocking 
on doors and asking the residents of Oakland's ghetto what they 
needed and wanted . From the answers they received, they developed, 
after forming the Black Panther Party, its ten-point program. ( See 
page 2 below. )  "We're going to draw up a basic platform," Newton, 
who wrote the program, explained, "that the mothers who struggled 
hard to raise us, that the fathers who worked hard to feed us, that 
the young brothers in school who come out of school semi-illiterate, 
saying and reading broken words, and all of these, can read . . .  .'' 

During all this time, Newton and Seale had been reading Malcolm 
X and Frantz Fanon, and they were deeply influenced by these 
black revolutionaries. (Later, they were to read and study the writings 

2 The "Black Panther" was originally the emblem of the Lowndes County 
Freedom Party in Alabama, organized in 1965. The Panther, symbol of black 
militancy, was hailed and copied at other points across the nation . . 

8 Cultural nationalists see the white man as the oppressor, and make no dis· 
tinction between racist whites and nonracist whites. They also emphasize that a 
black man cannot be the enemy of the black people. Apart from questioning the 
validity of this thesis, Newton and Seale were irritated by the fact that  the cul· 
tural nationalists mainly met and talked and did nothing concrete to end the 
oppression in the black ghetto. 
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of Marx, Engels, Lenin, Mao Tse-tung, Ho Chi Minh, and Che 
Guevara .) Both knew that Malcolm had consistently denounced 
white oppressors, but after his visit to the Near East and Africa, 
he had no longer based his philosophy on hatred of whites alone. 
Rather, he chose to stress the beauty of black culture, its h istoric 
contributions, the joy of black brotherhood and community, and 
the wisdom of working with whites whenever it would be useful 
for black people to do so-provided that the power to decide policy 
and action alternatives lay in black hands. Modeling themselves on 
Malcolm's philosophy-Newton viewed himself as Malcolm's heir 
and the Black Panther Party as the successor to his Organization of 
Afro-American Unity-the founders of the BPP expressed belief in 
black nationalism and black culture, but they did not believe either 
would lead to black liberation . 

It was the martyred Malcolm X's emphasis on self-defense and 
his effort to lead the struggle for freedom "by any means necessary" 
that most deeply impressed Newton and Seale, and they frequently 
quoted h is famous statement: "We should be peaceful, law-abiding, 
but the time has come to fight back in self-defense whenever and 
wherever the black man is being unjustly and unlawfully attacked . 
If the government thinks I am wrong for saying this, then let the 
government start doing its job." Newton and Seale read and reread 
Fanon's The Wretched of the Earth, and they were impressed by 
the black psychia trist's thesis that revolutionary violence was nec
essary in order for the oppressed to get the oppressors' boot off their 
neck and that it was essential in order to achi1"'e the transformation 
or rebirth of the black personality._ By fighting back, the black man 
would assert his dignity as a man .4 The Black Panthers repeatedly 
reminded black Americans that their future was linked to their past, 
to the experience of such slave rebels as Toussaint L'Ouverture, 
Gabriel Prosser, Denmark Vesey, and Nat Turner, who did not 
hesitate to use revolutionary violence in their efforts to free their 
people from slavery. 

In its early phase, the BPP emphasized Point No. 7 of its ten
point program: "We want an immediate end to police brutal ity and 
murder of black people.' In its relations with the police as in all 

4 It is interesting to note that  the personality of Frederick Douglass was trans
formed when as a slave he fough t back, risking death, against Edward Covey, 
the slave breaker. After having been Bogged daily until he was "broken in body, 
soul and spirit," he found th e courage one day to tum on his tormentor and 
soundly thrashed th e slave breaker. The result was that  Covey abandoned the 
whip and ignored Douglass for the four remaining months of hire. "111e battle 
with Mr. Covey was the turning-point in my career," Douglass wrote later. "I 
was a changed being after that  fight. I was nothing before, I was a man now ... 
with a renewed determination to be a free man .... I now resolved that, how
ever long I migh t remain a slave in form, the day had passed forever when I could 
be a slave in fact. . . ." 
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other aspects, Oakland was a typical black ghetto. What this means 
was graphically spelled out by the National Commission on the 
Causes and Prevention of Violence, set up under the chairmanship 
of Milton S .  Eisenhower at  the Center for the Study of Law and 
Society in Berkeley, California, August 28, 1968. In its report sub
mitted March 2 1 ,  1969, the Commission said : 

. . .  for the black citizen, the policeman has long since ceased to be 
-if indeed he ever was-a neutral symbol of law and order. Studies 
of the police emphasize that their attitudes and behavior towards 
blacks differ vastly from those taken toward whites . Similar studies 
show that blacks perceive the police as hostile, prejudiced, and cor
rupt. In the ghetto disorders of the past few years, blacks have often 
been exposed to indiscriminate police assaults and, not infrequently, 
to gratuitous brutality . . . .  Many ghetto blacks see the police as an 
occupying army . . . .  

In view of these facts, the adoption of the idea of self-defense is 
not surprising . . . .  

The Commission might have added, first, that black Americans 
had taken up guns and practiced self-defense in the struggle against 
slavery, kidnappers of fugitive slaves, anti-Negro rioters, and lynchers, 
and, secondly, that organized white and black workers had also armed 
themselves and used guns in self-defense against armed vigilantes, 
Pinkerton Detectives, militias, and police serving the interests of 
antiunion employers . 

"The readiness of police to use their weapons is a tenet of black
town life," W. H. Ferry has observed . "The cop's trigger-finger is the 
gavel of justice in blacktown.' To meet this ever-pressing problem 
facing the black people of Oakland, the Black Panther Party began 
to operate as an armed association for community protection against 
the police. ( Carrying rifles and other unconcealed weapons was then 
legal in California . )  Newton, a meticulous student of every legal 
aspect of the right of citizens to arm themselves, instructed all party 
members in the basic constitutional rights governing arrests and 
gun laws. He pointed to the second amendment of the Constitution 
of the United States and read the words-"the right of the people 
to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed ." Newton went to great 
lengths to stress two points about armed self-defense : first, they were 
operating within the law as defined by gun regulations and the 
constitutional right to bear arms; second, the arms were to serve a 
political purpose and were not to be viewed in purely milita ry terms. 

The Party established a system of anned patrol cars, completely 
legal, carrying both guns and lawbooks. The Panthers trailed police 
cars through the slums of Oakland with guns and a lawbook, to halt 
police brutality. Whenever black men or women were stopped by 
the police, armed Panthers would be on the scene, making sure that 
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their constitutional rights were not violated. The Oakland police 
were outraged, but the black community was impressed, especially 
after Newton, Seale and a half dozen other young Panthers calmly 
faced down a carload of police outside their Oakland headquarters . 
More important, the brutality and harassment directed against black 
men and women tapered off. Little wonder then that news of the 
Party's existence spread rapidly, and the armed and disciplined groups 
of Panthers in the Bay Area began to be the talk of black com
munities on the Coast. 

Just how the Party operated in its early phase was shown in the 
action taken around the death of Denzil Dowell at the beginning 
of 1967. Dowell, a black youth living in North Richmond, Cal ifornia, 
had been shot and killed by the police, whose official account of 
the slaying contradicted dozens of black eyewitnesses. The Dowell 
family called in the Panthers to investigate, and the Party decided 
to hold a street-comer rally in the neighborhood to expose the facts 
of the slaying and the political importance of self-defense. The 
Panthers, assuming the police would try to stop the rally, decided 
to demonstrate their point on the spot and set up armed guards 
around the rally site. 

Hundreds of black people turned out, many carrying their own 
weapons. The police who came to stop the rally quickly turned away, 
except for one, caught in the middle of the crowd, who sat quietly 
and listened to the speeches . Several Panthers addressed the crowd, 
explaining the Party's program.  Then Huey Newton spoke. "The 
masses of the people want peace. The masses of the people do not 
want war. The Black Panther Party advocates the abolition of war. 
But at the same time, we realize that the only way you can get rid of 
war, many times, is through a process of '  war. Therefore, the only 
way you can get rid of guns is to get rid of the guns of the oppressor. 
The people must be able to pick up guns, to defend themselves . . . .  " 

At that point a police hel icopter began buzzing over the crowd. 
Newton pointed up and shouted, "And always remember that the 
spirit of the people is greater than the man's technology." The 
crowds cheered, and hundreds signed up to work for the Party that 
day. 

After the meeting, the first number of The Black Panther, the 
official organ of the Party, was issued. I t  was two sheets of legal
sized mimeographed paper, printed on both sides . The headline 
was WHY WAS DENZIL DOWELL KILLED? ( See page 9 
below. ) About five to six thousand copies were printed and dis
tributed in the black community of Richmond. 

Early in 1967 the Party dropped "for Self Defense" from its title. 
William L. Patterson, a veteran black Communist and a longtime 
figure in the struggle for civil rights and for the legal defense of 
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black people, explains that the dropping of "for Self Defense " re
sulted from the understanding on the part of the Panther leaders 
"that a broader political offensive was necessary to real ize the self
defense they sought. It [ the BPP] took a political and organizational 
leap forward that carried it beyond the positions occupied by any 
of the other organizations of the black liberation movement. It  began 
to measure the strength of capitalism in the United States and to 
analyze the position and weight of the forces al igned against the 
blacks. " Patterson points out that the Panther leadership challenged 
the "illusion that the black people, of historical necessity, had to go 
it alone . . . and began to see that the unity of the oppressed 
was something for which a desperate fight had to be made. " He also 
observes that the Black Panther Party not only "repudiated the anti
white abstraction, " but rejected anti-Communism . "The Panthers, " 
he notes, "are the first black-led organization to understand the 
menace of anti-Communism and unqualifiedly to express opposition 
to it. " 

To this, one should add that the Black Panthers, while by no 
means the first blacks in the United States to oppose the capitalist 
system and espouse the cause of Socialism, were the first to do so 
as a separate organization . Heretofore, blacks who favored a Socialist 
solution for the evils of capitalist society-and there have been many 
since the end of the Civil War-<lid so either through the Socialist 
Party, the Socialist Labor Party, or the Communist Party. Here they 
became members of parties made up mainly of whites. The Black 
Panthers, though favoring Socialism and coalitions with other op
pressed groups, retain their separate identity as a revolutionary 
movement. 

While the Black Panthers were receiving attention for their self
defense activities, by 1 967 they were already deeply involved in a 
wide variety of other work. The Party was protesting rent eviction, 
informing welfare recipients of their legal rights, teaching classes in 
Black History, and demanding and winning school traffic lights. The 
installation of a street light at 5 5th and Market Streets is an im
portant event in the Party's early history. Several black children 
had been killed coming home from school, and the community was 
enraged at the indifference of the authorities. Newton and Seale told 
Oakland's power structure that if the light was not installed, the Party 
would come down with its guns and block traffic so the children 
could cross in safety. The traffic light was installed . 

At this time, the Panthers had about seventy-five members, and 
were based primarily in the Bay Area. But the Party was attracting 
statewide attention, and new recruits were joining every day. One 
of them was Eldridge Cleaver, who had spent nine years .in priso� 
anc't:-was out on parole; he was writing for Ramparts, a radical, anh-
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war, muckraking magazine published in San Francisco. Early in 1967 
Cleaver got his first sight of an armed guard of Black Panthers, 
organized to escort Betty Shabazz ( Malcolm X's widow) on her 
appearance at Black House, San Francisco. Here is how he was 
affected : 

The most beautiful sight I had ever seen .  Four Black men wearing 
black berets, powder-blue shirts, black leather jackets, black trousers, 
shiny black shoes-and each with a gun ! In front was Huey P. New
ton . Beside him was Bobby Seale . A few steps behind him was Bobby 
Hutton. Where was my mind at? Blown. 

Cleaver joined the Party and became Minister of Information . 
Later, the publication of his widely acclaimed Soul on Ice, written 
in prison, gave the Party nationwide publicity. Kathleen Cleaver, 
Eldridge's wife, also joined the Party and became Communications 
Secretary. 

"We're the other half, the equal half," explained Artie Seale [Mrs . 
Bobby Seale, who also became a member of the Party] . "At first, 
when Bobby and Huey were just starting the organization, the women 
hung back. They felt they belonged at home in their kitchens because 
that had always been their role. But we began to find out that the 
pigs• don't care that we were women. So we had to change our way 
of looking at ourselves." 

111e Party's initial successes had already reverberated to the state 
legislature in Sacramento, where California Assemblyman Don Mul
ford introduced a gun-control bill designed as an attack on the 
Panthers .  Huey Newton developed a plan to protest the state as
sembly's attempt to pass a bill infringing on the Panthers' right to 
bear arms as guaranteed by the second amendment to the Consti· 
tution . Although it was decided that he should not go to Sacramento, 

G The expression "pig," originally signifying the police and later extended to 
all elements in the capi talist power structure, was first popularized by th e Black 
Pan thers and later adopted by other radical groups, including many student pro· 
testers . I t  is in teresting to note that the Panthers were not the first to use the 
concept of the "pig" to denote evil forces in American society . In The New Flag, 
an anti-imperialist poem by Henry Blake Fuller, published in 1 899, American 
imperialism is depicted as a "hog ."  In the introduction to his poem, Fuller pre· 
sen ted the following "Picture of th e Great Expansion Argument." 
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In view of the militant stand taken by th e Black Pan thers against imperialism 

as a worldwide system whose center is in the United States, it  is worth noting that 
leading black Americans, such as W. E .  B. Du Bois, Kelly Miller, and Lewis H .  
Douglass, son o f  Frederick Douglass, were members o f  the American An ti
Imperialist League, founded in 1 898 . 
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thirty members of the Party went, carrying firearms.  On May 2, 
1967, while the gun bill was being debated, the armed Panthers, 
twenty-four men and six women, walked up the steps of the Capitol 
building, and Bobby Seale read a statement, written by Newton, 
asserting the Party's principles ( see page 40 below ) .  Then the 
Panthers walked into the visitors' gallery of the legislative Chambers . 

When the police, press and TV cameramen arrived, creating a 
flurry of excitement, the Panthers left the building, read the state
ment again, and started to leave. At this point they were all arrested 
on a charge of conspiring to disturb the peace and held for several 
days until bailed out. 

Newton had planned the action carefully and had taken every 
precaution to make sure it was legal at every step. But while members 
of the "gun lobby" who were also present registering opposition to 
the new law went unnoticed in the press, the specter of "blacks
with-guns-invading-the legislature"-as the headlines the following 
day read-was too much for the Establishment, and the news media 
reported the awesome event across the nation . None of this was 
entirely unexpected by the Panthers. 'Tm going to show you how 
smart brother Huey was when he planned Sacramento," Bobby Seale 
stated . "He said, 'Now the papers are going to call us thugs and 
hoodlums . . . .  But the brothers on the block, who the man's been 
calling thugs and hoodlums for 1 00 years, they're going to say, 
"Them's some out of sight thugs and hoodlums up there." ' . . .  
Who is these thugs and hoodlums? Huey was smart enough to know 
that the black people were going to say, 'Well, they've been calling 
us niggers, thugs and hoodlums for 400 years, that ain't gon' hurt 
me, I'm going to check out what these brothers is doing ! '  " 

To be sure, Bobby Seale and several others served a six-month 
prison sentence as a result of the action and the gun restrictions 
were passed. But the Panthers were now nationally known, and within 
a few months branches had been established in Los Angeles, Ten
nessee, Georgia , New York and Detroit. Hundreds of black ghetto 
youth were attracted to the party and its program.  

But Sacramento initiated a campaign of hysteria against the Pan
thers on a nationwide scale, and most white Americans recoiled in 
fear and horror at the sight of armed blacks . To the Panthers this 
reaction was to be expected . In time, the Panther program would 
win allies among whites who would understand that they, too, were 
victimized by the system. "We feel there are two things happening 
in this country," said Eldridge Cleaver. "You have a black colony 
and you have the white mother country and you have two different 
sets of political dynamics involved in these two relationships . What's 
called for in the mother country is a revolution and there's a black 
liberation called for in the black colony." 
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Following the Sacramento action and the legal defense they 
had built around it, the Panthers continued their operations in the 
Oakland black community. The police patrols functioned, as did the 
Party's educational work, around its ten-point program, and the 
circulation of the weekly Party newspaper grew. Newton made it 
clear that the Party was " the people's party," and was "l ike an oxen, 
to be ridden by the people and serve the needs of the people." I f  
black children were being harassed in  the schools, the Panthers 
organized mothers to patrol the halls while armed Party members 
stood guard outside. 

As the Party's community activities increased and its successes 
grew, so did the intensity of police harassment .  Police bulletin 
boards featured descriptions of Party members and their cars .  On 
foot or driving around, Panthers would be stopped and arrested on 
charges ranging from petty traffic violations to spitting on the side
walk. Newton was stopped almost daily by the police intent on 
arresting h im .  

Early i n  the morning o f  October 28, 1 967, an Oakland police car  
reported over the radio that one o f  the occupants was asking for a 
license check on a tan VW and that he planned to stop it at Seventh 
and Willow. " It's a known Panther vehicle," Officer John Frey 
radioed . 

The driver of the VW was Huey Newton, and the car was regis
tered in the name of LaVerne Williams, his fiancee. The car was 
stopped, and Frey began to write out a citation before any informa
tion on the license check came over the radio. Newton, who had 
identified himself, was ordered out of the car. As he walked to 
the police cars parked behind it, shooting was said to have started . 
A few moments later Officer Frey was dead, another was wounded, 
and Huey Newton was under arrest with four bullet wounds in his 
stomach. When he recovered, he was charged with murder and 
kidnapping, and locked in Alameda County jail without bail . 

Newton immediately proclaimed his innocence, and the Black 
Panther Party mobilized its forces for a "Free Huey" defense cam
paign . A number of blacks insisted that the Party hire a black lawyer 
to defend their leader, but the Panthers argued for a man with 
sufficient experience to win, especially with experience in defense 
of dissenters. Although it aroused considerable resentment among 
cultural nationalists and caused a number of blacks to abandon the 
campaign to "Free Huey," the Party engaged the services of Charles 
R. Garry, a white lawyer with a background of successfully defending 
radicals and trade unionists. When asked what fee his firm would 
charge, Garry replied, "Let's not worry about that. Let's worry about 
the fact that we want to free Huey." 

While Newton was in prison awaiting his trial, thousands, black 
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and white, rallied to his defense. During the same period, the Peace 
and Freedom Party emerged as a political force, first in California, 
and then across the country. The PFP was a coalition mainly of 
white left-liberals and radicals organized as a third-party electoral 
alternative in opposition to the war in Vietnam and in support of 
black liberation. The Panthers saw, in the emergence of the PFP and 
its campaign machinery, a chance for a wider campaign in Newton's 
defense. They indicated a willingness to join forces with the PFP, 
but insisted that any "functional coalition" with· whites could be 
formed only on the basis of support for the demand to "Free Huey." 

Because of fear of the liberal element that association with the 
Panthers would antagonize potential "respectable" voters, the PFP 
at first hesitated to join forces with the Black Panther Party. But 
as the time approached for the PFP to file its ballot petitions at 
the end of 1967, a shortage of signatures brought the issue to the fore . 
The radicals, who had favored the coalition from the beginning, won 
out and the alliance was formed . The Panthers took the petitions 
into the black community and put the PFP on the ballot . Huey 
Newton, Bobby Seale and Kathleen Cleaver ran as candidates for 
state offices on the PFP ticket, but on the basis of the Panther 
ten-point program .  Eldridge Cleaver was to be the California PFP's 
presidential candidate, and later he won the national PFP nomina
tion. Even though his name was kept off several state ballots ( in
cluding California ) because of his youth, the official election tallies 
gave him almost 200,000 votes . Moreover, his candidacy had enabled 
him to bring the program of the Black Panthers and the significance 
of the "Free Huey" campaign to thousands around the country, 
espt�cially to scores of college campuses . 

The basis of the coalition with the PFP was that the Panthers 
would set the PFP line on all issues related to the black community. 
As Cleaver summed it up : "We approached the whole thing from 
the point of view of international relations . We feel that our coali
tion is part of our foreign policy . . . .  " Representatives of the "black 
colony" and the "white mother country" had joined in an alliance 
which respected the rights of black people to self-determination . 

But a number of black radicals who were exponents of the 
doctrine of Black Power and of the necessity for blacks to form 
independent all-black political movements viewed the alliance with 
whites with considerable dismay, and some even charged a betrayal . 
The issue was complicated by the fact that precisely at this time, 
the Panthers were in the process of forming a "merger" with SNCC, 
which was formally announced at an Oakland "Free Huey" rally on 
February 17, 1 968-Newton's birthday-and which was unus�al not 
only for the size of the gathering, but for the fact that it was 
policed not by the police of Oakland but by the blacks themselves 
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-the Panthers . At the meeting, the principal leaders of SNCC
Stokely Carmichael, James Forman, and H.  Rap Brown-were named 
to prominent positions in the Black Panther Party, with the leaders 
of both groups announcing a plan to form a mass black political 
party. 

The "merger" was short-lived and began to crumble as soon as it 
was fonned . Basically, the reason was the difference in outlook on 
the question of forming alliances with nonblacks . The Panthers 
would not accept the view of the SNCC leaders that all whites were 
evil and only blacks were wortJ1y of being considered for inclusion 
in any struggle which had black l iberation as its goal. "We know that 
you don't have to be white to be a pig," the Panthers put it .  "The 
pig comes in all colors."  By the same token, the victims of the 
"pigs," while primarily the black people, were also men and women 
of other colors who faced exploitation, poverty and repression.6 

Soon after the PFP campaign and the defense of Newton got 
under way, the anticipated police repression began .  On January 16, 
1968, the police raided the Cleavers' home. "From then on," said 
Kathleen Cleaver, " the harassment of the Party intensified." A month 
later, following a raid on his home, Seale was arrested and charged 
with conspiracy to commit murder. Newly formed Party branches 
were raided across the country. On April 3, a public Party meeting 
was broken up by armed searches by Oakland police. 

On April 4, 1 968, Martin Luther King, Jr., was assassinated, and 
in the next few days riots exploded in the black ghettos of over 
one hundred cities in the United States . But Oakland was not among 
them. I t  was the Black Panther Party, pictured daily in the press 
as "gun-toting crazies who shriek a_nd practice violence," which was 
responsible. In his report for the National Commission on the Causes 
and Prevention of Violence, Jerome H .  Skolnick acknowledged that 
the Black Panther Party had to be "given credit for keeping Oak
land cool after the assassination of Martin Luther King." He noted, 
correctly, that "this has not stemmed from any desire on their 
[ the Panthers ] part to suppress black protest in the community. 
Rather it stemmed from a sense that the police are waiting for a 
chance to shoot down blacks in the street." 

Two days after the King assassination, dozens of police opened 
fire on a home where a Panther meeting was taking place .  Bobby 
Hutton, the first  member of the Party to join after Newton and 
Seale, was murdered while trying to surrender and Eldridge Cleaver 
was wounded and placed under arrest .  

The trial of Huey Newton lasted from July 15 to September 8, 
and marked a high point both in Panther and Black History. The 
public attention given to the trial, resulting in large part from the 

e See Eldridge Cleaver's letter to Stokely Carmichael, page 1 04 below. 
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defense efforts and the PFP campaign, provided the Panthers with 
an excellent opportunity not only to defend Newton but to expose 
the racist character of the entire legal system . 

The testimony during the trial-over four thousand pages-in
cludes urban sociology, black history and the Declaration of Inde
pendence. At one point early in the proceedings, Superior Court 
Judge Monroe Friedman said, "I feel like I 've taken a course in 
sociology the last few days ." Viewing Newton as a "political prisoner" 
and the trial as a "political trial," Charles R. Garry, his attorney, 
made it a practice to enable those in the courtroom and thousands 
on the outside to learn the racist nature of court procedure in the 
United States : that black people are virtually excluded from jury 
panels, often cannot afford bail or are rejected by bondsmen, tried 
by juries not of their peers and under laws they did not participate 
in making, and that they receive consistently heavier sentences . All 
of this aside from the police harassment described so fully by the 
Kerner Commission. In his address to the jury, Garry pleaded : 
"White America, listen. The answer is not to put Huey Newton in 
the gas chamber. The answer is to listen to him so that black brothers 
and sisters can walk down the street with dignity." 

In his own testimony Newton had denied having fired any shot. 
He had been wounded almost immediately after the car was stopped; 
he said that he had slumped to the ground unconscious, and that 
"I don't know what happened ." He did not have a gun when he 
left his car. Doctors testified at the trial that, indeed, Newton's 
wound was compatible with his claim that he had been unconscious . 
Garry asked that the jury be given instructions that unconscious
ness, if proved, constituted a complete defense to a charge of criminal 
homicide. But Judge Friedman refused to give such instructions . 
After deliberating for twenty-eight hours and fifty minutes, the jury 
handed down a contradictory verdict. It found Newton guilty of 
"voluntary manslaughter" in the death of policeman John Frey, and 
innocent of shooting patrolman Herbert Heanes . ( Garry had already 
won an acquittal of the kidnapping charge. ) As Garry noted im
mediately after the verdict : "It makes no sense on legal or evi
dentiary grounds . . . .  He either had a gun or he didn't ." But he was 
a Black Panther, and he had to be put away. 

Newton was sentenced to two to fifteen years . On May 29, 1970, 
the California Court of Appeals, in a fifty-one-page opinion, reversed 
the conviction . It ruled that the trial judge had erred in not in
structing the jury that if it accepted Newton's contention that he 
was unconscious at the time of the shooting, this would have con
stituted a complete defense and would have resulted in a verdict of 
acquittal . The court also cited other errors it noted had occurred 
during Newton's eight-week trial . Although Newton had already 
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served over two years in prison, and although it agreed that he 
should have been acquitted, the Court still refused him bail pend
ing the state's appeal to a higher court. 

The Oakland police had expected Newton to die in the gas cham
ber, and they were enraged by the verdict of manslaughter. Only 
hours after it was announced, the Panther office was riddled with 
bullets . On September 27, the day Newton was sentenced, the courts 
reversed the decision on Cleaver's parole and gave him sixty days 
to return to prison. In November, Cleaver went into foreign exile 
rather than return to prison, where he believed he would be killed . 

But this was only the beginning of a deliberate campaign to destroy 
the Black Panther Party. Late in November, 1968, Seale publicly 
stated that the Party had been heavily infiltrated by police agents. 
By December, Party branches everywhere were under attack by local 
police, with clear indications that the attacks were directed from 
Washington . On February 7, 1970, Mayor Wes Uhlman of Seattle 
disclosed that he had turned down a Federal proposal for a raid on 
Black Panther headquarters . His statement confirmed the widely 
reported information that Treasury Department Agents have been 
largely responsible for provoking and organizing nationwide raids 
against the Black Panther Party. 

On December 5, 1 969, Charles R.  Garry told newsmen that since 
January 1 ,  1%9, twenty-eight members of the Black Panther Party 
had been killed by the police.7 At a press interview on December 19, 
the Executive Director of the American Civil Liberties Union de
clared : "The record of police actions across the nation against the 
Black Panther Party forms a prima facie case for the conclusion that 
law enforcement officials a re waging a drive against the black militant 
organization resulting in various civil l iberties violations . . .  [and 
that]  high national officials, by their statements and actions, have 
helped to create the climate of oppression and have encouraged 
local police to institute the crackdown." The ACLU released a l ist 
of forty-eight major police-Panther "incidents ." 

The whole world knows of the murder of Fred Hampton and 
Mark Clark, killed by an invasion of Chicago police as they slept. 
As usual the police cla imed that they had been attacked by the 
Panthers, but so flimsy was the claim that a Federal Grand Jury 
investigation labeled it false, and the case against the seven Panthers 
who survived the raid has been dismissed. ( No action, however, was 
taken to bring the guilty police to justice. ) In an editorial entitled 
"Panthers and the Law," The New York Times ( May 1 8, 1970 ) ,  
while engaging in the typical anti-Panther diatribes, accusing them 

7 The entire issue of The Black Panther of February 2 1 ,  1970, is devoted to 
listing the victims of government harassment from May 2, 1967, to December, 
1969 .  The "Special Issue" is entitled "Evidence and Intimidation of Fascist 
Crimes by U .S .A." 
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of having "committed unlawful and coercive acts, often against the 
black community itself," declared : 

The story unfolded by th.e Chicago grand jury makes it appear that 
the law-enforcement agencies, more than the .Panthers, were acting 
out a conspiracy. The police, following Federal tips, sprayed the Pan
thers' lodging with massive gunfire, even though no more than one 
shot was found to have been fired from the inside. Chicago officials 
subsequently engaged in a deliberate publicity campaign to depict 
the Panthers as the aggressors . Police laboratories, lacking either in 
competence or integrity, provided erroneous findings to serve the 
same purpose. 

Against a background of doctored evidence and coached police wit
nesses, it is not surprising that the State's Attorney, who initially had 
played a leading role in building the public case against the Panthers, 
finally dropped all charges against them. A more pertinent question 
now is whether a case which left two men dead can properly be 
closed with the mere demotion of three police officers . 

Another "pertinent question" is whether The New York Times 
will report how an organization which it accuses of having com
mitted "unlawful and coercive acts" against " the black community 
itself," how the Black Panther Party, while compelled to devote a 
large part of its time to defense activities, is carrying out the Party's 
original "serve the people" program in the black communities. Four 
programs have been launched : free breakfast for children, free health 
clinics, liberation schools and petition campaigns for community 
control of the police. ( See page 1 68 below. )  Every branch has moved 
to implement at least the breakfast program and the police petitions. 

The Black Panthers have felt the type of repression that has been 
experienced by radical and labor groups throughout our history, but 
in addition, they are black and they are experiencing the type of 
repression that only black revolutionaries can experience in a racist 
society. Yet the evidence points to the conclusion that the Panthers 
are continuing to grow and to advance their program, and that they 
are gaining wide support among increasing numbers of people
black, brown, yellow, red, and white. There already is a Black Panther 
Party in England. 

On June 19, 1 970, the Panthers and their supporters gathered on 
the steps of the Lincoln Memorial in Washington, D.C., to hear the 
Black Panther Party issue a call for a "revolutionary people's con
stitutional convention" to be convened on September 7, Labor Day, 
in Philadelphia . The gathering was in observance of the anniversary 
of the Emancipation Proclamation, officially dated January 1, 1 863, 
but actually delivered on June 19. The statement of the BPP, read 
by Chief of Staff David Hilliard, declared, "The end result of the 
Emancipation Proclamation was supposed to be the freedom and 
liberation of the black people from the cruel shackles of slavery; 
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yet one hundred and seven years later black people still are not free. 
Where is that freedom?" The statement documented the "unbroken 
chain of abuse" committed against black people by the ruling class, 
including the murder of Malcolm X, Martin Luther King, Jr., and 
hundreds of ordinary black citizens. ( For the full text of the mani
festo, see page 267. ) 

In February, 1969, Mayor of San Francisco Joseph Alioto told 
a Presbyterian convention that the Black Panthers "encouraged vio
lence." Challenged from the audience by . the Director of the Com
mission on Religion and Race, the Mayor retorted : "Have you ever 
read the ten commandments of the Black Panther Party? . . .  Did 
you like that section about robbing and raping?" The reference ( a  
perfect example o f  the "big lie" ) was actually t o  the "8 Points of 
Attention" which the Panthers print in every issue of their weekly 
newspaper, and, as the reader will see if he turns to page 6, these 
"commandments" actually encourage the opposite of what the 
Mayor of San Francisco charged . But how many in the audience had 
ever read The Black Panther and how many who listened to him 
over the air or read the account in the next morning's newspaper 
had ever seen the actual text of the "8 Points of Attention"? In his 
interview with Eldridge Cleaver in Algiers, late in June, 1 969, Lee 
Lockwood asked the Minister of Information for the Black Panther 
Party : "But is it a Panther policy to tell somebody to take a gun 
and hold up a store?" Cleaver replied : "If you listen, you will not 
hear anyone saying that it is a Panther policy except those who are 
saying it at the behest of the pigs and to help the pigs . So just 
listen to what the Panthers are saying . . . .  " 

What the Black Panthers have been saying has been public in
formation since the first issue of its weekly paper was published on 
April 2 5, 1 967, a year after the Party was organized in Oakland, 
California . Each week thereafter The Black Panther made its ap
pearance, carrying the Ten-Point Program and Rules and Regulations 
of the Party, editorials, speeches by leading Black Panthers, inter
views with a number of them, poetry, art, letters and dispatches 
from various parts of the Third World . In addition, many of the 
leading radical journals such as The Guardian, the Daily World, and 
the People's World, and the less radical weekly, Village Voice, the 
chief underground papers, among them The Movement, Rat, Nickel 
Review, and Quicksilver, and student newspapers l ike The Rag of 
the University of Texas, have featured articles about the program 
and interviews with leaders of the Black Panthers . 

In  short, there has been no lack of information as to the program, 
policies and objectives of the Black Panther Party. Unfortunately, it 
has been easier to read distortions in the mass media than to obtain 
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copies of the Party's weekly, radical journals, and the underground 
and student papers . It  is the purpose of this volume to correct 
this situation . Here in their own words are the views, the policies 
and objectives of the black men and women who have in a short 
time built one of the most significant movements in the entire 
history of black Americans, as well as those of men and women of 
other races and colors-Puerto Ricans, Mexican-Americans, Chinese
Americans, and Poor Whites-who have been influenced by the 
Panthers to build a similar movement in their own communities. 
One does not necessarily have to agree with their philosophy or the 
solution they hold out for the evils of our society . But every 
American owes it to himself at least to understand what the Black 
Panthers are saying. 

I t  may be argued by some that the present volume may derive its 
significance from the fact that it appears at a time when the Black 
Panther Party is doomed to extinction because of the nationwide 
repression against its leaders and members. David Hilliard, the 
Party's national chief of staff, and, at the time this is written ( July, 
1970 ) ,  its h ighest ranking officer out of jail, rejected this viewpoint . 
"I don't think that we can say," he wrote in The Black Panther 
of January 3, 1970, "the organized attempt to destroy the B .P.P. 
was successful . What it has done, is that it brought to the attention 
of the American people the atrociousness of the American Govern
ment, in tenns of its subjects . . . .  But as far as their successfulness 
is concerned, they're not successful. They can never exterminate the 
Black Panther Party because the Black Panther Party is not just a 
party for itself but rather it's a party for the people." While I am 
aware of the effectiveness of government and vigilante repression in 
destroying a large number of past radical and labor movements which 
seemed to pose a threat to the established order in America, I am 
inclined to agree with David Hilliard . I am confident that the Black 
Panthers will continue to speak for a long time to come. 



Black Panther Nallonal Anthem 
by Elaine 

Yes-He turned and he walked 
Past the eyes of my life. 
And, he nodded and sang without sound. 
And his face had the look 
Of a man who knew strife 
And a feeling familiarly came around. 
REFRAIN : 

I said, 
Man, where have you been for all these years 
Man, where were you when I sought you 
Man, do you know me as I know you 
Man, am I coming through 

And, he spoke in a voice 
That was centuries old . 
And, he smiled in a way that was strange. 
And, his full lips of night 
Spoke about our people's plight 
And a feeling familiarly came around. 
REFRAIN : 

And, we sat and we talked 
About freedom and things. 
And, he told me about what he dreamed. 
But I knew of that dream 
Long before he had spoke 
And a feeling familiarly came around. 

REFRAIN 

-The Black Panther, April 27, 1969 
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AN D  P ROG RA M 

R U L ES O F  T H E 

B LAC K PA N T H E R  PA RTY 

Between October l and October 1 5, 1966, in North Oakland, Cali
fornia, Huey P. Newton and Bobby Seale prepared the ten-point 
platform and program of the Black Panther Party. Seale made 
suggestions, but the platform and program were actually written by 
Newton, who divided them into "What We Want" and "What We 
Believe." The Rules of the Party were set down later and added to 
as more were required. Today there are twenty-six rules : some for 
members of the Party and others for office and Party functionaries. 
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October 1 966 Black Panther 
Party Platform and Program 

What We Want 
What We Bel ieve 

The Black Panthers Speak 

1. We want freedom. We want power to determine the destiny of 
our Black Community. 

We believe that black people will not be free until we are able 
to determine our destiny. 

2. We want full employment for our people. 
We believe that the federal government is responsible and obli

gated to give every man employment or a guaranteed income. We 
believe that if the white American businessmen will not give full 
employment, then the means of production should be taken from 
the businessmen and placed in the community so that the people 
of the community can organize and employ all of its people and 
give a high standard of living. 

3.  We want an end to the robbery by the white man of our Black 
Community. 

We believe that this racist government has robbed us and now 
we are demanding the overdue debt of forty acres and two mules. 
Forty acres and two mules was promised 100 years ago as restitution 
for slave labor and mass murder of black people. We will accept the 
payment in currency which will be distributed to our many com
munities. The Germans are now aiding the Jews in lsrael for the 
genocide of the Jewish people. The Germans murdered six million 
Jews. The American racist has taken part in the slaughter of over 
fi fty million black people; therefore, we feel that this is a modest 
demand that we make. 

4. We want decent housing, fit for shelter of human beings. 
We believe that if the white landlords will not give decent housing 

to our black community, then the housing and the land should be 
made into cooperatives so that our community, with government aid, 
can build and make decent housing for its people. 

5. We want education for our people that exposes the true nature 
of this decadent American society. We want education that teaches 
us our true history and our role in the present-day society. 
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We believe in an educational system that will give to our people 
a knowledge of self. If a man does not have knowledge of himself 
and his position in society and the world, then he has little chance 
to relate to anything else. 

6. We want all black men to be exempt from military service. 
We believe that Black people should not be forced to fight in the 

military service to defend a racist government that does not protect 
us. We will not fight and kill other people of color in the world who, 
like black people, are being victimized by the white racist govern
ment of America. We will protect ourselves from the force and 
violence of the racist police and the racist military, by whatever 
means necessary. 

7. We want an immediate end to POLICE BRUTALITY and 
MURDER of black people. 

We believe we can end police brutality in our black community 
by organizing black self-defense groups that are dedicated to defend
ing our black community from racist police oppression and brutality. 
The Second Amendment to the Constitution of the United States 
gives a right to bear arms. We therefore believe that all black people 
should arm themselves for self-defense. 

8. We want freedom for all black men held in federal, state, county 
and city prisons and iails. 

We believe that all black people should be released from the many 
jails and prisons because they have not received a fair and impartial 
trial . 

9. We want all black people when brought to trial to be tried in 
court by a ;ury of their peer group or people from their black com
munities, as defined by the Constitution of the United States. 

We believe that the courts should follow the United States Con
stitution so that black people will receive fair trials. The 14th 
Amendment of the U.S. Constitution gives a man a right to be 
tried by his peer group. A peer is a person from a similar economic, 
social, religious, geographical, environmental, historical and racial 
background. To do this the court will be forced to select a jury 
from the black community from which the black defendant came. 
We have been, and are being tried by all-white juries that have no 
understanding of the "average reasoning man" of the black 
community. 

1 0. We want land, bread, housing, education, clothing, ;ustice and 
peace. And as our ma;or political ob;ective, a United Nation

.
s

supervised plebiscite to be held throughout the black colony m 
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which only black colonial sub;ects will be allowed to participate, 
for the purpose of determining the will of black people as to their 
national destiny. 

When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for 
one people to dissolve the political bands which have connected 
them with another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, 
the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and 
nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of man
kind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them 
to the separation . 

We hold these truths to be self-eviderit, that all men are created 
equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalien
able rights; that among these are l ife, liberty, and the pursuit of 
happiness. That, to secure these rights, governments are instituted 
among men, deriving their ;ust powers from the consent of the 
governed; that, whenever any form of government becomes destruc
tive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish 
it, and to institute a new government, laying its foundation on such 
principles, and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall 
seem most likely to effect their safety and happiness. Prudence, 
indeed, will dictate that governments long established should not 
be changed for light and transient causes; and, accordingly, all ex
perience hath shown, that mankind are more disposed to suffer, 
while evils are sufferable, than to right themselves by abol ishing 
the forms to which they are accustomed . But, when a long train of 
abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same ob;ect, evinces 
a design to reduce them under absolute despotism, it is their right, 
it is their duty, to throw off such government, and to provide new 
guards for their future security. 

Ru les of the Black Panther Party 

CENTRAL HEADQUARTERS, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA 

Every member of the BLACK PANTHER · PARTY throughout 
this country of racist America must abide by these rules as functional 
members of this party. CENTRAL COMMITIEE members, CEN
TRAL STAFFS, and LOCAL STAFFS, including all captains subor
dinate to either national, state, and local leadership of the BLACK 
PANTHER PARTY will enforce these rules . Length of suspension 
or other disciplinary action necessary for violation of these rules will 
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depend on national decisions by national, state or state area, and 
local committees and staffs where said rule or rules of the BLACK 
PANTHER PARTY WERE VIOLATED. 

Every member of the party must know these verbatim by heart. 
And apply them daily. Each member must report any violation of 
these rules to their leadership or they are counter-revolutionary 
and are also subjected to suspension by the BLACK PANTHER 
PARTY. 

The rule• ares 

1 .  No party member can have narcotics or weed in his possession 
while doing party work. 

2. Any party member found shooting narcotics will be expelled 
from this party. 

3 .  No party member can be DRUNK while doing daily party 
work. 

4. No party member will violate rules relating to office work, 
general meetings of the BLACK PANTHER PARTY, and meetings 
of the BLACK PANTHER PARTY ANYWHERE. 

5 .  No party member will USE, POINT, or FIRE a weapon of 
any kind unnecessarily or accidentally at anyone. 

6. No party member can join any other army force other than the 
BLACK LIBERATION ARMY. 

7. No party member can have a weapon in his possession while 
DRUNK or loaded off narcotics or weed. 

8. No party member will commit any crimes against other party 
members or BLACK people at all, and cannot steal or take from 
the people, not even a needle or a piece of thread. 

9. When arrested BLACK PANTHER MEMBERS will give only 
name, address, and will sign nothing. Legal first aid must be under
stood by all Party members . 

10 .  The Ten-Point Program and platform of the BLACK PAN
THER PARTY must be known and understood by each Party 
member. 

1 1 .  Party Communications must be National and Local .  
1 2 .  The 10-1 0-1 0-program should be known by al l  members and 

also understood by all members. 
1 3. All Finance officers will operate under the jurisdiction of the 

Ministry of Finance. 
14. Each person will submit a report of daily work .  
1 5. Each Sub-Section Leaders, Section Leaders, and Lieutenants, 

Captains must submit Daily reports of work. 
16. All Panthers must learn to operate and service weapons 

correctly. 
17. All Leadership personnel who expel a member must submit 
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this information to the Editor of the Newspaper, so that it will be 
published in the paper and will be known by all chapters and 
branches. 

18. Political Education Classes are mandatory for general mem
bership. 

19. Only office personnel assigned to respective offices each day 
should be there. All others are to sell papers and do Political work 
out in the community, including Captains, Section Leaders, etc. 

20. COMMUNICATIONS-all chapters must submit weekly re, 
ports in writing to the National Headquarters . 

2 1 .  All Branches must implement First Aid and/or Medical 
Cadres . 

22. All Chapters, Branches, and components of the BLACK PAN
THER PARTY must submit a monthly Financial Report to the 
Ministry of Finance, and also the Central Committee. 

23 .  Everyone in a leadership position must read no less than two 
hours per day to keep abreast of the changing political situation. 

24. No chapter or branch shall accept grants, poverty funds, money 
or any other aid from any government agency without contacting 
the National Headquarters. 

25.  All chapters must adhere to the policy and the ideology laid 
down by the CENTRAL COMMITTEE of the BLACK PAN
THER PARTY. 

26. All Branches must submit weekly reports in writing to their 
respective Chapters. 

I Points of Attention 
1 )  Speak politely. 
2 )  Pay fairly for what you buy. 
3 )  Return everything you borrow. 
4) Pay for anything you damage. 
S )  Do not hit or swear at people. 
6 )  Do not damage property or crops of the poor, oppressed 

masses. 
7 )  Do not take liberties with women. 
8 )  If we ever have to take captives do not ill-treat them. 

3 Moln Rulo1 of Discipline 
1 ) Obey orders in all your actions 
2 )  Do not take a single needle or a piece of thread from the poor 

and oppressed masses. 
3 )  Turn in everything captured from the attacking enemy. 



2. 
TH E B LACK PANTH ER: 
VOICE OF TH E PARTY 

Huey P. Newton often declared : "The newspaper is the Voice of 
the Party and the Voice of the Panther must be heard throughout 
the land. Because the Newspaper is one of the main tools for edu
cating the masses of Black People." In this section the reader wi11 
find an estimate of the function and role of The Black Panther, and 
some typical editorials, comments and letters which have appeared 
in the newspaper. From its earliest issues, The Black Panther carried 
poetry by black poets, either members of the Party or sympathizers, 
and several of the poems wi11 be found in this section . 
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The Black Panther: 
Mirror of the People 

Just what is the Black Panther Black Community News Service? 
Is it something like the bourgeois press, to be read once and then 
discarded in the nearest trash can, or is it something else-some
thing more? 

1 The Black Panther Black Community News Service, is not just a 
newspaper in the traditional sense of the word, it's more than that. 
The Black Panther Black Community News Service is a living con
temporary history of our people's struggle for liberation at the grass 
roots level! It's something to be studied and grasped, and saved for 
future generations to read, learn and understand. 

The Black Panther Black Community News Service tells the 
story of our people's struggle in the streets . Its story unfolds far 
from the perfumed parlors of the petty bourgeoisie. It  tells the true 
story of what happens in the concrete inner-city jungles of Babylon 
when brothers and sisters off the block, workers, and members of 
the petty bourgeoisie decide to cast aside their petty personal goals 
and aspirations, and begin to work unselfishly together with a com
mon goal in mind : to serve the people and l iberate the colony, by 
the only means necessary-the GUN. 

The history of the Black Panther Black Community News Service, 
goes back to the first issue printed in 1967 (VOL. I NO. 1 ) ,  back 
to the vicious murder of Denzil Dowell by fascist gestapo pigs in 
Richmond, Calif., and documents what happens when the people of 
the community say "This is enough," decide to arm themselves to 
put an end to exploitation and oppression and is an objective lesson 
in the art of self-defense, serving the people, national l iberation, and 
revolution. 

The Black Panther documents step by step the actions taken by, 
and programs instituted by the Black Panther Party in its unstop
pable drive to serve the people; and documents before the whole 
world the repression and murders committed by Amerikkka's corrupt 
monopoly capital in its dastardly attempts to stop this move to in
stitute people's power. 

The Black Panther Black Community News Service, tells how 
our courageous Minister of Defense, Huey P. Newton, the baddest 
brother to ever step into history, stood up in the bowels of fascist 
Amerikkka with a shotgun in his hands and told those murderous 
mad dogs who occupy our community like a foreign army : "My 
name is Huey P. Newton, Minister of Defense of the Black Panther 
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WHY WAS DEN I IL � 

DOWE LL KI LLED 
APR I L 
F I RST  
3:so a.m. 

"'l BELI EVE THE ftOLICE 
MURDEftED MY soN • ws 
THE MOTH E R  OF DENZ IL 
DOWELL . 
Brothers and S i sters of the 
Rl chmond commun1. ty , here 
1• the vi ew of the family ' s  
s ide of the death o f  Dent! l 
Dowell aa compi led by the 
Black Panther Party for 
sett I>erense , concenied 
cl.thens , and the DOwell 

r tnt. A.a you know , AprU 
, 961 , Dentel Dowell 

( age 22 ) ,  was shot and k1 lled 
by an "offi cer of the 
Ma rtinet Sher! f' f 1 a  Depa rtment " ,  
s o  read the newspaper. 

But there are too many 
unanswered queat l ons that 
have been raised by the 
Dowell fam i ly and other 
ne l ghbora in the North 
Richmond community. Quea t l ona 
that don ' t  meet the aatis
factton of the kill ing o f  
Denti l .  The R J chmond 
Police,  the Martinez Sheri ff ' •  
Department , and the Richmond 
I nd�endent would have us 
bla� people bel i e v e  some 
thi ng contrary to Mrs . Dowell ' •  
accusat i on .  That l a ,  her son 
was "unjustt fiably"  murdered 
by a ac i at cop . 

There are too many question
able tacts  support i ng the 
Dowell fami ly ' •  potnt of v i ew .  

These quest l onable fac t s  are 
as follows : 

1 .  Denz l l Dowell was unanned 
ao how can a t x  bullet holes 
and shot gun blasts be 
cons 1 dered " .iuatttiable 
homo'ei de " ? Con • t  Page 2 

WE BLACI< PEOPJ. E AR£ 
f'1EE TIN6 SA TIJIUJAY /:30 
AT /711 SECONO STl?c�T 
J.£T I.IS SVPl'ORT THE 
DO WELL FA/111. 't 
£VEl?Y BJ.A C K  8f(O rHER 
AND s1s rEtr /1VS T VI/I T£ 
FOR HE.A L  POI.IT/CAL ACT/ 



Page 2 
2 .  -111y di d the newspc.per and 

pol i c e  BS<! only three shots 
were fi red Whun the coroner ' s  
report and surround1Jl8 neigh
bors established the fact 
that ai.x to ten shots were 
used and hee.rd? 

3.  The police and the newspaper 
stated thnt the tl.Jlle of the 
shooting . was 4 . 49 A . M . to 
5 : 01 A . M . , yet Dctl!! i l  Dowel.l ' s  
s t ater W'ld neighbo:s in the 
area testified "o hearing 
•hots at 3 : 50 A . M .  

4.  Onl. y  Richmond police were 
first seen on the s c en e ;  not 
unt i l  later (an '1our or so ) ,  
around 4 : 50  .A . M .  were Martinez 
sheriffs s een on the s c ene 
where Denz i l  Dowell was 
murdered . 

5 .  The poli c e  reported that 
Denz i l  Dowell was running and 
jumped a fenc e lllld ran to 
jump another when he was shot . 
The Dowel.l family bows th£.t 
Denzi l  had been injured in 
the hip in a car accident 
some time �o and after leaving 
the hosp ital �uld not run 
much at all , let alone jump 
two fenc es with a hamer in 
his hand . 

6 ,  'D\e lot that Denz U was 
supposed to have ru11 across 
betwee� th� two fenc es ia an · 
old car jun!-: yara loaded with 
grease and oil imC. why wasn ' t  
oil found o� hi s aho e e ?  

THE BLACK PANTHER - Ap ril 25, 19G 
gave ite verdi ct . ·nie foreman on 
the jury could not read . A biased 
�u17 or 10 white people and two 

Negroes " p rotected the rac i s t  
c o p  who murde red Denz i l  Dowel.l . 

11 . The D'.>we ll fami ly aleo notes a 
very iloportant fact . The cop 
who shot Denz il Dowell knew 
him bl' name and had stopped 

I 
Denz il and hollered to hl.Jn 
11:any t il11e a ,  "Denz il Dowell 
�i ve me your l.deni;ificati on . " 
The cop had t:.t other times 

I �hreatcr:ea-to kill h l.Jn .  

e The 'Dowell fami ly and conc emed 
i c i t i z ena have . c.llled for a Grand ! Jury in·1eAtigation and are 

· 

! demanding ·�hat �.11 law enforce
, ment offi�era cru:.nge the i r  
j policy or killing people over ! p rop erty . 

on April 18th a group or 
conc erned c i t 1 7. ens went to diacuaa 
this proposal With Sheriff Young 
or Mart-Lnez . Th<o c it i z ens 
enumerated th<o �reas or doubt in 
the case or Denz i l  Dowell and 
requested that the offi c e r  who 
admitted doing the shooting be 
remo ved from duty pending an 
investigat ion . The Sheriff 
REFUSED to hear our request and 

. we con s i d e r  hl. s action to be a ! rac i s t  di s regard for the reason
able r·equest or )le.ck taxpayers 
and c i t i z �ns conc e rned With the 
,;urlf'.!. val or black peopl e .  

I LET US ORGANIZE 
TO DEFEND O\JR::lELVES 

7 . The coron� r repo rted that 
Denz il Dowell bled -co death . I "We bel:c e ve we �11r1 end police 
Where was the blood where brutc.l i ty �n our black community 
Denzil Dowell lay ? Denz il ' a  by c.rgun.� z ing black i> elf-defens e 
sister remembers that night and groups that �re dedicated to 
sa;ys she aaw very little blood . I defenuin::; O'-'�· black community frcm 
She ·sai d ahe never saw a 1 rr,;, ist pol.lee oppression and 
pool of blood and yet the brutality . The second Amendment 
coroner aal.d he bled to death or the Constitution or the lJnit ed 
atter being shot ten times .  State s gi. ves a :::-ight to bear 

anns .  We therefore b e l i e ve that 
all olack people should ann 
themsel ves for self defens e . " ( from the progra11 of the B!A.ck 
Panther P�rty for Self Defens e ,  
Point No . 7 or "What W e  Beli e ve " )  

a .  Denz11 Dowell wc.s round by his 
brother and friend e.J\d they 
noticed that no attempt ha.d 
been made by pol i c e  to swnmon 
a docto r or to save hi s life . 

9 .  The family of Denz il Dowell 
haa been denied the right to 

WHY MUST BT.JtCK PEOPI.E ORGANIZE? 

- -The murder of Den�tl Dowell 
April 1, 1967 her in North 
Richmond ; 

s ee or have the clothes that 
Denz il waa murdered in. They 
want the clothes to s ee how I many bullet hol es the c lothes 
have in them . The family was --The murder or 
also deni ed the right to take a week before 

two black Brothers 
la.Et Chr1Btma& 
Richmond ; pictures of his body ao they I 

here in North 
could check for n1.1I11erous bullet 
holes . ' --The brub.l bea-ting of a black · 

I woman hi;,•e :en Ri cl1Jnond; 
10 . 'l'he newspaper c ame out with a i statpent or " justifiable hano- - -The killing o.f George ThClllPBOn 

ci de 2 hours before tha jury ) in Hunt ers ·f'�Hlft ��Uoo 
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1n S911t-ber ,  1900 1 

--1'le beating of a 14 year old 
gi rl in East Oakland 1n October 
1966 . 

1beae are only a few Of the 
murders and brutal beat1nga by 
racist cope that have happened 
and been reported 1n the news
paper and are known about in the 
black community . 

BRO'mERS AND SISTERS THESE 
RACIST MURDERS ARE HAPPENING 
JYWWi THEY COULD HAPPEN 
� OP US .  

BROTHERS AND SIS'l'ERS WE MUST 

UNITE . MANY OTHER MURDERS AND 
BRUTAL BEATINGS HAVE TAKEN PLACE 

WITHOUT US DOING MUCH OP All'LTHING 

BUT LET 1 S STOP IT !!Q.!! ! 

WITH 
SOME 

REAL ,  
NITTY GRITTY 

POLITICAL ACTION 
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AR M ED 
BLACK BROTHERS 
\ N  R ICHMON D 
COM M U N \TY 
15 Black Brothers ,  most of them 
armed; w1 th Magnum 12 gauge shot 
guns , M-1 rifle s ,  and s ide anui , 
held a street rally at the corner 
of Third and Chesley 1n North 
Richmond last Saturday afternoon 
about 5 P . M .  'ftl.e nice thing 
about these Bloods is that they 
had their arms to defend them;. 
selves and their Black Brothers 
and Sisters whi le they exerc·ised 
their Constitutional Rights : 
Freedom of Speech , and the right 
to Peacefully As s emble . And 
while they exercised another 
Constitutional right : the i'ight 
to bear anns to defend thmnaelvea, 

The rac ist cops could only look 
on . The Dog Cops made no attempt 
to break up the meeting like 
they generally do when Black 
people get together to sound out 
their gre viancee against the 
white power structure . The 
point to get firmly into your 
mind is that both the Black 
Brothers and the racist cops had 
" POWER" . They. ·had righteous 
"GUN POWER " ,  but the s ignificant 
thing is that the Black Brothel:'ll 
had some of this POWER . , .:rn the 

(con ' t  " • n• "'l' 

MEETING APR IL 2 9™ 
£VERY800Y 

THIS C0/111/NG SA TVR()AY 
SO WE'LL KNOW WHAT TO DO AND 

HOW TO DO IT N O W  I 
1717 SECO N D STREET 

NO�TM 61CHM 0!:4D 

AT 1=30 P. M .  
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the mercy of cop1 who feel that 
their badges are a license to 
shoot , JllAim, and out-right murder 
any Black man, wauan, or child 
who crosses thei r  gun-s i ghts . 
But there are now st rong Black 
men and wauen on the scene who 
are wi lling to step out front 
and do what ie necessary to 
bring peace ,  security, and 
justice to a p eople who have been 
denied all of these for four 
hundred years . 

At thia rally, the Brothers were 
uptight and knew exactly what 
they were doing at all times . 
They knew that they were acting 
strictly within the i r  ri ghts . 
These Brothers have become aware 
of sanething that the white 
rac i1ts have been trying to keep 
s ecret !ran Black people all the 
time : that a c i tizen has the 
right to protect himsel f .  They 
were ready to insure that the 
rally went ahead as planned, 
without any interferenc e  from 
outlaw cops who wanted to suppress 
the meeting so that other Black 
People �d not , get the message . 

Black People must realize that 
the time is short and growing 
aborter by the day . Check i t  
out . People talk about "Powe r "  

· There is Whi t e  Power, Black Power 
Yellow Power ,  Green Powe r ,  etc . 
but all Black People want out of 
all these di fferent fonns of 
Power ia BLACK POWER , Black 
People want and need the power 
to stop the white racist power 
structure !ran grinding the life 
out of the Black Race through 
the daily operation of thi s  
system which i s  des i gne d to 
exploit and oppress Black People . 

The beautifUl thill8 abOut the 
Brothers who held the rally i s  
that they are organiz ed, di scip
lined and poli tically aware of 
the ins and outs of the problems 
facing Black People throughout 
the Bay Area in parti cular .  When 
the cops ceme rolling up looking, 
the brothers spreaded out all 
ac ross the street waitill8 for 
some tool cop to try and start 
something . nte brothers were 
organi .:ed . 

S o ,  Brothers and S i stere e very
where 1 righteous BLACK POWER lani&ea 18 where i t s  at . The 

:;:�Y
P�e::J:�-

goill8 . nteae b rothers are the 
c ream of Black Manhood . They are 
there for the p rotection . and 
defense of our Black Community . 
The Black Community owes it to 
i:�ei� · ig th; ���a ��

e
�r 

ro era an o e e wor 
know that black people are not 

·•tupid fools who are unable to 
recogniz e  when someone is acting 
in the beat inte rest of Black 
People . These Brothers have a 
political perspec t i ve . Moat 
important , 'they are down here on 
the GRASS .ROOTS LEVEL where the 
great maj ority of our people are . 
The BLACK PANTHER FARTY FOR SELF 
DEFENSE move s . The PARTY takes 
action . Everybody else juat alt• 
back and talk . All Black People 
know what needs to be done, but 
not all of them are willing to 
do i t .  The White man has 
instilled fear into the very 
hearts of our peop l e .  We must 
act to remove this fear . The 
only way to remove thi s fear is 
to stand up and look the white 
man in hi s blue eyes . Many Black 
People are able nowadays to look 
the white man in the eyes--but 
the . line thins out when it 
comes to looking the white cops 
in the eye . But the white cop 
i s  the instrument s ent into our 
canmunity by the Power Structure 
to keep Black People quiet and 
under control . So it ia no\ 
surpri s ing that the acti on these 
days centers around the conduct 
of thes e white cops who cane !ran 
way ac ross town to patrol our 
communities for 8 hours a day . 
But Black People have to l i ve in 
these cammuni tieo 2J� hours a day .  
S o  i t  i s  time that Black People 
start moving in a di rection that 
will free our communities !ran 
this !onn of outright b rutal 
oppress i on . The BLACK PANTHER 
1'¥1.RTY FOR SELF DEFENSE has worked 
out a progra..-. that is caretul.ly 
desi gned to cope with this s i tua-
tion .  

· 

BLACK MEN! ! !  It �s your duty to 
your wanen and children, to your 
mothers and s i sters , to investi
gate the program of the PARTY. 
ntere is no other way . We have 
tri ed e verything else . Thia i s  
the moment in history when Black 
People have no choice but to 
move and mo ve rap i dly to gain 
the i r freedom , just i c e ,  and all 
the other ingredi en,ts· of ci viliz-

. ed l i vill8 that have b e en  denied t 
us . This is where it is at . Ch 
it out , Black·· Brothers and S iaterJ 
This 1 8  our Day l l l l !· . 
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Party. I 'm  standing on  my  constitutional right t o  bear arms t o  defend 
my people. If you shoot at me pig, I'm shooting back." And thus 
his courageous example moved the struggle of our people to a higher 
level-from throwing rocks and bottles, to arming themselves for 
survival . The Black Panther teaches the people the strategic means 
for resisting the power structure. 

The Black Panther Black Community News Service, tells how the 
correct examples of the Party, led by Huey P. Newton, spread like 
wildfire throughout fascist Amerikkka-as exemplified by Detroit 
and Newark-and how on the morning of October 28, 1967, two 
night-riding greasy Oakland pigs tried to murder our Minister of 
Defense from ambush . It also tells how that attempt failed and one 
pig, Frey went to the pig' sty in the sky, and the other one, Haines, 
somehow received three bullet holes. 

The Black Panther documents for all humanity to see, how the 
wretched slaves of Amerikkka moved fearlessly to establish ALL 
POWER TO THE PEOPLE. It also shows how the forces of reac
tion perfected their ambushes and murdered Li'l Bobby, Robert, 
Tommy, Steve and other Party members in attempts to stop us. 
The weekly issues of The Black Panther also shows how people who 
will be free refuse to be either cowed or intimidated by death, 
imprisonment or exile, and continue to develop and expand. It  is 
a lesson in the objective truth, that  the spirit of the people is indeed 
greater than the man's technology. The best that humanity possesses 
will never yield to any oppressor. 
' Iss,ue by issue the people's . revolutionary struggle for national 

salvation unfolds in the pages of THE BLACK PANTHER COM
MUNITY NEWS SERVICE, free from the distortion, bias, and 
lies of the oppressor controlled mass media . The People's paper tells 
how starting out with nothing, the People's Party, The Black Pan
ther Party, moved with the people to implement Free Breakfast 
Programs to feed our hungry children, Free Health Clinics to care 
for the sick, Free Clothing Programs to clothe our needy, Liberation 
Schools to educate our youth, and Community Centers to keep 
the community informed; and how with each meal served, with each 
child clothed, and with each bandage applied, we were attacked 
wilder and wilder-Fred Hampton and Mark Clark murdered in 
their sleep by Chicago's thin blue line on December 4, 1969 and 
the L.A. office attacked by 400 crazed pigs on December 8, 1969 
( VOL. IV NO. 2 ) . • 

The Black Panther Black Community News Service, is not only a 
history of the people's growth, but also the pigs fanatical repression 
as they near total destruction. The Black Panther documents �nd 
indicts Amerikkka for the fascist pol ice state that it is, attemptmg 
to crush all dissent by force. 
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The Black Panther Black Community News Service, when put 
together is a glorious l iving history, a testament to the fact that  no 
matter how the pigs try to stop us, the people will be free; clearly 
points out that all the wild attacks by the pigs is l ike a fool picking 
up a rock only to drop it on his own foot; and gives proof of the 
objective truth that oppression only creates resistance. 

The Black Panther Black Community News Service, is a l iving, 
breathing history that continues each and every day. Each new issue 
has its message, its lessons to be learned, its objective truth . 

Nol The Black Panther Black Community News Service, is not 
an ordinary newspaper. I t  is the flesh and blood, the sweat and tears 
of our people. It is a continuation of the story of the middle passage, 
of Denmark Vesey, of Nat Turner, of Harriet Tubman, of Malcolm 
X, and countless other oppressed people who put freedom and 
dignity beyond personal gain . The Black Panther Black Community 
News Service, is truly a mirror of the spirit of the people 

ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE 

Paw
'
s FOR PANTHERS 

BLACK PANTHER PARTY 
Political Prisoner, Denver Colorado 
Landon Williams 

-The Black Panther, January 17, 1970 

A Pig 

A Pig is an ill-natured beast who has no respect for law and order, 
a foul traducer who's usually found masquerading as a victim of 
an unprovoked attack. 

-The Black Panther, May, 1967 

Black Lawyers 

Scottsboro boys and of Sacco and Vanzetti . The issue at stake was 
Huey's life, and the best legal skills and resources were needed . 
There was no basis to quibble about color. If the Minister of Defense 
had suffered a heart attack, and the best heart specialist were needed 
to save his life, I wonder if the same outcry would be raised, if 
the doctor turned out to be white? 
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The point has been made that for Huey P .  Newton t o  go t o  court 
with a white lawyer weakens the argument for black liberation . 
Seeing as how the entire legal system is white, the logic of this 
complaint escapes me. However, to reply to it, as it has become 
an issue in the Bay Area, I would say first that black lawyers do 
far more to weaken the argument for black power than the Black 
Panthers' using the assistance of white lawyers, and that what is on 
trial before a white court is first of all, the Minister of Defense of 
the Black Panther Party and secondly, the entire vanguard of the 
radical black movement in this country. What is at stake is first of all, 
Huey's life, and secondly, the right of black people to self-defense 
against armed aggression on the part of the police as the military 
arm of the racist power structure. What is necessary is for Huey to 
be set free. This demands the most competent and powerful legal 
resources available. 

Charles R. Garry has a record of 24 capital cases, all of which 
he has won . He has taken the extreme expense of some of his cases 
out of his own pocket to defend a client he believed was innocent. 
Attorney Garry has assured the Newton family and the Black Pan
ther Party that he will fight this case as far as it can be fought. His 
determination and technical skill is not dependent upon the ability 
of the Huey P. Newton Defense Fund to pay the entire cost of the 
case, which will be quite a few thousand dollars. The resources of 
the entire firm, Garry, Dreyfus, McTernan, and Brodsky, of which 
one of the lawyers is black, are being dedicated to this case. 

White power runs this country, white power is dispensed in its 
courts, white power shot Huey Newton and put h im in jail, and 
white power is trying to gas him. Huey P. Newton is a brill iant 
spokesman of black power, a living embodiment of black power. 
Whether his attorney is white or black, black power is on trial . 
White resources at the disposal of black people, a white legal firm 
defending the Minister of Defense of the Black Panther Party is a 
defense example of black power. Black skin is not-as our black 
lawyers, politicians, doctors, teachers, and other professionals highly 
attest in their mad scurry for white power, white values, white ac
ceptance, and white hostil ity to black power. 

Being deeply committed to the struggle for black liberation, and 
not feeling compromised by the use of white lawyers, I wonder 
how many of these people who complain about the white attorney 
are really concerned about the black movement, really concerned 
about Huey's l ife, really concerned about the Black Panther Party, 
really concerned about putting an end to the racist exploitation of 
black people, really concerned about putting an ending to the wanton 
murder of black people by the police, and if they are so concerned, 
what are they doing to show it? Are these the same people who 
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have contributed to the Huey P. Newton Defense Fund, helped the 
Black Panther Party to grow, made constant personal sacrifices and 
endured serious danger to see their commitment bear fruit? Or are 
these people onlookers of a liberation struggle being waged for their 
benefit who just generally dislike white people and don't like the 
way it looks in court? Are these people black lawyers and their 
friends who want to cash in on the prestige associated with this 
historic case? Whose benefit are they concerned with, Huey P. New
ton's or black lawyers? 

-The Black Panther, November 23, 1967 

Revolutionary Art/ Black Liberation 

Besides fighting the enemy, the Black Panther Party is doing prop
aganda among the masses of black people-

The form of propaganda I'm about to refer to is called art, such 
as painting, sketching, etc.-

Art a1 Revolution 

The Black Panther Party calls it revolutionary art-this kind of 
art enlightens the party to continue its vigorous attack against the 
enemy, as well as educate the masses of black people-we do this 
by showing them through pictures-"The Correct Handling of the 
Revolution." 

lrld1•• llown Up 
We, the Black Panther artists, draw deadly pictures of the enemy 

-pictures that show him at his death door or dead-his bridges are 
blown up in our pictures-his institutions destroyed-and in the 
end he is lifeless-

W e try to create an atmosphere for the vast majority of black 
people-who aren't readers but activists-through their observation 
of our work, they feel they have the right to destroy the enemy. 

To give you an example of where revolutionary art began-we 
must focus on a particular people, our brothers, the Vietnamese. In 
the beginning stages of their struggle against U.S. Imperialism-so 
as to determine the destiny of their own community-they had no 
modern technical equipment, such as, tanks, automatic weapons or 
semi-automatic weapons, etc. • 

In these days of struggle for Black Liberation, here in Ameri<:a,
we have no modern technical equipment compared to that of our 
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oppressor-going back to Vietnam, as time progressed, the Viet
namese people have the same kind of technical equipment as the 
U.S. imperialists which also is made by the same manufacturer-

One lullot, 40 Pigs 
So, here is where we began to create our revolutionary art-we 

draw pictures of our brothers with stoner guns with one bullet going 
through forty pigs taking out their intestines along the way-another 
brother comes along, rips off their technical equipment; brothers in 
tanks guarding the black house and the black community-also 
launching rock�ts on U.S. military bases-Minister of Justice H. Rap 
Brown burning America down; he knows she plans to never come 
around; Prime Minister of Colonized Afro-America Stokely Car
michael with handgrenade in hand pointed at the Statue of Liberty; 
preaching we must have undying love for our people; LeRoi Jones 
asking, "Who will survive America?" "Black people will survive 
America"-taking what they want-Minister of Defense Huey P. 
Newton defending the black community-two pigs down two less 
to go. 

Standard 011 Molotov• 
We draw pictures that show Standard Oil in milk bottles launched 

at Rockefeller with the wicks made of cloth from I Magnin and 
J Magnin-pictures of Chinese fire works in gunpowder form a imed 
at the heart of the enemy-Bank of America-pictures of pigs hang
ing by their tongues wrapped with barbed wire connected to your 
local power plant . 

This is revolutionary art-pigs lying in alley ways of the colony 
dead with their eyes gouged out-autopsy showing cause of death : 
"They fail to see that majority rules ." Pictures we draw show them 
choking to death from their inhuman ways-these are the kinds of 
pictures revolutionary artists draw-. 

The Viet Cong stabbing him in his brain-black people taking the 
hearts of the enemy and hanging the hearts on the wall ( put one 
more notch on our knife ) skin them alive and make rugs out of 
them-

We must draw pictures of Southern cracker Wallace with cancer 
of the mouth that he got from his dead witch's uterus-

Pictures that show black people kicking down prison gates-snip
ing bombers shooting down helicopters police mayors governors 
senators assemblymen congressmen firemen newsmen businessmen 
Americans-
"We shall conquer 
without a doubt"-

revolutionary artist-Emory 
-The Black Panther, May 1 8, .1968 
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On Violence 

Let us make one thing crystal clear :  We do not claim the right 
to indiscriminate violence .  We seek no bloodbath . We are not out 
to kill up white people. On the contrary, it is the cops who claim 
the right to indiscriminate violence and practice it everyday. I t  is 
the cops who have been bathing black people in blood and who 
seem bent on killing off black people. But black people, this day, 
this time, say HALT IN THE NAME OF HUMANITY! YOU 
SHALL MAKE NO MORE WAR ON UNARMED PEOPLE. 
YOU WILL NOT KILL ANOTHER BLACK PERSON AND 
WALK THE STREETS OF THE BLACK COMMUNITY TO 
GLOAT ABOUT IT AND SNEER AT THE DEFENSELESS 
RELATIVES OF YOUR VICTIMS. FROM NOW ON, WHEN 
YOU MURDER A BLACK PERSON IN THIS BABYLON OF 
BABYLONS, YOU MAY AS WELL GIVE IT UP BECAUSE WE 
WILL GET YOUR ASS AND GOD CAN'T HIDE YOU. 

We call upon the people to rally to the support of Minister of  
Defense, Huey P. Newton. We call upon black people and white 
people who want to see the dawn of a new history in this land . 
We call upon people who want to see an end to the flow of blood . 
We call upon people who want to avoid a war in this land, who 
want to put an end to the war that is now going on in this land . 
We call upon people to take up the cry : HUEY MUST BE SET 
FREE! 
Minister of Information 
Black Panther Party for 
Self-Defense 

-The Black Panther, March 23,  1968 

The Black Panther Party recognizes, as do all Marxist revolution
aries, that the only response to the violence of the ruling class is 
the revolutionary violence of the people. The Black Panther Party 
recognizes this truth not as some unspecified mechanistic Marxist
Leninist truism, but as the basic premise for relating to the colonial 
oppression of Black people in the heartland of Imperialism where 
the white ruling class, through its occupation police forces, · agents 
and dope-peddlers, institutionally terrorizes the Black ·community. 
Revolutionary strategy for Black people in America begins with the 
defensive movement of picking up the Gun, as the condition for 
ending the pigs' reign of terror by the Gun . Black people picking up 
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the gun for self-defense is the only basis in America for a revolution
ary offensive against Imperialist state power. 

-The Black Panther, April 2 5, 1970 

As Jose Marti, the Cuban revolutionary, said, "The best way of 
telling is doing." This l4oes not mean arbitrary confrontations, ram
pages through the streets, knocking down old women; we can't be 
anarchists and emotionalists, we have to be clear-headed and orga
nized. An example of this type of cool-headedness is the fact that 
young students cut their hair and took the time to go into the 
White middle-class communities to rally support for this trial and 
for the cause of justice in the United States . Breaking windows, 
snatching pocketbooks will never lay a foundation for the long, 
hard struggle ahead . Politicizing and educating the various segments 
of the young, the open-minded, and the concerned will. 

-From Collective Statement by the Connecticut 9, Political 
Prisoners, published in The Black Panther, May 2, 1970 

For Huoy, lobby, Eldrldge 

Free by Any Means Necessary 

by Sarah Webster Fabio 

The pen 
is a weapon; 
it can discharge 
volleys of 
meaning 
hurled toward 
the bull's eye 
of truth ;  

it can deafen 
the ear with 
the roar of 
a people's voice 
clamoring for 
justice. 

It  can kill 
lies emitted 

in ink from 
oppressor's presses 
making beasts 
of holy men 
justifying 
their slaughters 

Black people 
righteous men, 
throw away 
those water pistols 
what we need 

· are stoners to 
riddle America's 
bastions of 
bigotry 

which have 
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kept the black 
man back 
the poor people 
poor 
the dispossessed 
and isolated 
estranged from 
the mainstream 
of life. 

The pen 
has always 
been a white 
weapon; it 
must be wrested 
from the oppressor's 
hands by 
black power. 

It must blast 
forth the fire 
of black 
consciousness, 
creating new images 
of our people, 
by our people, 
for our people; 

the black panthers 
are the holy men 

of our time; 
they are the 
last practitioners 
of the judeo-christian 
ethic-all others 
have turned their 
priesthoods into a mafia 
protecting, not man 
but status quo. 

Free Huey 
Free American justice 

Free Leroi 
Free creativity & art 

Free Rap 
Free free speech 

Free Bobby 
Free love, respect and power 

Free Eldridge 
Free our souls on ice 

Free black panthers . 
Free humanism 
Free black men 
Free goodness & honor 
Free Huey, now, 
and Free us all. 

2 1  

-The Black Panther, May 1 8, 1968 

Correcting Mistaken Ideas 

by Capt. Crutch 

There are numerous adverse ideas within the Black Panther Party. 
In the Black Liberation Army which greatly hinder the application of 
the Party's correct ideology. But unless these ideas are thoroughly 
corrected, the Black Liberation Army cannot possibly shoulder the 
tasks assigned to it Black America 's great revolutionary struggle. The 
source of such incorrect ideas is that the party is composed largely 
of ghetto street niggers, together with elements of petty bourgeois 
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niggers . The leaders of the party, however, fail to wage a concerted 
and determined struggle against these incorrect ideas, to educate 
( and re-educate ) the members in the party's correct ideology
which is also an important cause of their existence and growth . 
Therefore, I shall attempt to help point out some of the mani
festations of various incorrect ideology within the party. And I call 
upon all party members to help eliminate mistaken ideas and in-
correct methods thoroughly. • 

1 .  The purely military viewpoint is highly developed among quite 
a few members . 

a. Some party members regard military affairs and pol itics as op
posed to each other and refuse to recognize that military affairs 
are only one means of accomplishing political tasks . 

b. They don't understand that the Black Panther Party is an 
armed body for carrying out the political tasks of revolution. We 
should not confine ourselves merely to fighting. But we must also 
shoulder such important tasks as doing propaganda among the peo
ple, organizing the people, arming the people, and helping them to 
establish revolutionary political power for Black people. Without 
those objectives fighting loses its meaning and the Black Panther 
Party loses the reason for its existence.  

c. At the same time in propaganda work they overlook the 
importance of propaganda teams . They also neglect the organizing 
of the masses . Therefore, both propaganda and organizational work 
are abandoned . 

d. They become conceited when a battle is won and dispirited 
when a battle is lost . 

e. Selfish departmentalism-they think only of the Black Pan
ther Party and do not realize that it is an important task of the 
Black Liberation army to arm the local masses . This is cliquism in 
a magnified form . 

f. Unable to see beyond their limited environment within the 
Black Panther Party. Such statements as 'us San Francisco Pan
thers,' 'us New York Panthers,' and etc. They have to realize 
Panthers are all one and the same . Also, a few Panthers believe 
that no other revolutionary forces exist . Hence their extreme 
addiction to the idea of conserving strength and avoiding action. 
This is a remnant of opportunism . 

g. Some Panthers disregarding the subjective and objective con
ditions, suffer from the malady of revolutionary impetuosity; they 
will not take pains to do minute and detailed work among the 
masses . They do not want to distribute leaflets, sell newspapers, 
etc. These things seem small although they are very important. 
Yet they are riddled with illusions, and want only to do big things . 
This is a remnant of putschism. 
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The sources of the purely military viewpoint are 
I .  A low political level . 
2. The mentality of mercenaries . 
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3 .  Over confidence in military strength and absence of confidence 
in the strength of the masses of the people. This arises from the 
preceding three. 

The methods of 'correction are as follows. 
I .  Raise the political level in the party by means of education. At 

the same time, eliminate the remnants of opportunism and putsch
ism, and break-down selfish departmentalism. 

2 .  Intensify the pol itical training of officers and men. Select work
ers and people experienced in struggle to join the party; thus, or
ganizationally weakening or even eradicating the purely military 
viewpoint. 

3 .  The party must actively attend to and discuss military work. 
4. Draw up party rules and regulations which clearly define its 

tasks, the relationship between its military and its political apparatus, 
and the relationship between the party and the masses of the people. 

-The Black Panther, October 26, 1968 

The Power of the People 

The Black Panther Party ( or any Black liberation force ) cannot be 
successful without the complete support of the people. All power 
comes from the people. But we often hear that a certain segment of 
the general population has all of the power because it has the largest 
concentration of money or weapons. This is not true . Without 
people, both money and weapons are useless. Weapons are a source 
of power only if they are subject to the will of the people. If a group 
of IO men had the only atomic bomb in existence, their power would 
still be limited by their number. They could not force the rest of the 
world to pay tribute to them simply because ownership of a de
structive weapon does not make man invincible. Man is always sus
ceptible to defeat .  

The people of the world would not submit to a group of I O  men. 
People would fake submission; then destroy the IO men at the first 
opportunity. 

The example of IO  men possessing an atomic bomb is pure con
jecture, although the same situation could be reduced to one man 
holding a pistol on IO  men. The man with the gun only has the 
power to destroy, but not the power to control . The IO unarmed 
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men could overpower the one man and take his weapon. Some of 
the unarmed men might die in the attempt, but death for a few 
is often the price of liberty for all . 

Money too requires people for power. If people would refuse to 
accept the money of a country as payment for goods and services, 
that country would have to depend on the labor of its people as its 
only source of wealth and power. Such a situation can be compared 
to traveling around America with a checkbook but no cash. If no 
one accepts your check, all of the money that you might have in 
your bank account would be useless. 

The people are the ultimate source of power. Let's unite and give 
more power to the Black Panthers, so that the Panthers will liberate 
all the power for " the people." 

-The Black Panther, October 26, 1968 

Black Child's Pledge 

by Shirley Wil l iams 
(Richmond Black Belt) 

I pledge allegiance to my Black People. 
I pledge to develop my mind and body to the greatest extent 

possible. 
I will learn all that I can in order to give my best to my People 

in their struggle for liberation . 
I will keep myself physically fit, building a strong body free from 

drugs and other substances which weaken me and make me less 
capable of protecting myself, my family and my Black brothers and 
sisters .  

I will unselfishly share my knowledge and understanding with 
them in order to bring about change more quickly. 

I will discipline myself to direct my energies thoughtfully and 
constructively rather than wasting them in idle hatred . 

I will train myself never to hurt or allow others to harm my Black 
brothers and sisters for I recognize that we need every Black man, 
Woman, and child to be physically, mentally and psychologically 
strong. These principles I pledge to practice daily and to teach them 
to others in order to unite my People. 

-The Black Panther, October 26, 1968 
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In White America Today 

by Evette Pearson 

The descendants of the god-fearing racists who committed geno
cide against a race of red men ( so they can have a place to worship 
god freely ) are trying to commit genocide against you, black man. 
Your wife is jacked up on birth control pills . Your daughter is being 
eaten away by syphilis. Your son is in Viet Nam, black man. 

In  white america today, god-fearing racists are buying guns, black 
man. The guns are to blow your brains out after they pray to the 
god that ordered black Adam out of the garden of eden . He'll whis
per a prayer, give your wife a pill; deny your daughter medication, 
put your son on the front lines, and piously blow your brains out. 
Dig it, black man. He has the grace of god on h is side : 

Our father, ( says white america ) 
which art in heaven 
how I love this game. 
Of all the blessings 
you've given me-
this game of pain 
is closest to my heart. 
I said I'd pray and pray 
you gave me the U .S .A .  
I joined the Trustee Board 
You let me kill the lnjuns, lord. 
You blessed me with slaves 
You blessed me with fools-
Then the niggers started going to schools . 
Integration ! Freedom! 
Now it's revolution!  
But I know 
the lord is good 
Your grace is sufficient to silence niggers-

AMEN! 
for good. 

Dig it . They left their mother country to worship their god . They 
crossed the wicked seas with their hands cupped in prayer. They 
wiped out your red brothers and took over the land, black man. 
They brought you here to build their nation. Machines have now 
taken over the work your black hands have done. 
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Shrewdly, cunningly, he starts to do you in . Genocide. 
Planned Parenthood 

Birth Control 
Vietnamese War 

Prostitution 
Venereal disease 

Pigs, punks and 
Tricky Dicky Nixon 

Genocide. Dig it, black man. 
I t  is t ime to deal with the s ituation . Educate your woman to stop 

taking those pills . You and your woman-replenish the earth with 
healthy black warriors . You and your woman can build the black 
Liberation Army to end the god-fearing, god loving racist white dog 
monster who is piously praying to h is scurvy god to WIPE YOU 
OUT! ! . . . . .  Panther Power . . .  

-The Black Panther, January 4, 1969 

Editoria l Statement 

The Black Panther Party appreciates the contributions of all revo
lutionary people and will attempt to publish all relevant material 
that is submitted to the Black Panther newspaper. THE BLACK 
PANTHER is an instrument of political education and is published 
with the intent of countering the misinformation that often appears 
in the mass communication media . 

THE BLACK PANTHER is not to be considered an outlet for 
emotional outburst of irrevelant  profanity. This is not to imply that 
all profanity will be eliminated from THE BLACK PANTHER, but 
to inform contributors that all material must correspond with the 
primary purpose of the paper-to educate the oppressed. 

-The Black Panther, February 2, 1969 

Revolutionary Letter # 1 5  

When you seize Columbia, when you 
seize Paris, take 
the media, tell the people what you're doing 
what you're up to and why and how you mean 
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to do it, how they can help, keep the news 
coming, steady, you have 70 years 
of media conditioning to combat, it is a wall 
you must get through, somehow, to reach 
the instinctive man, who is struggling like a plant 
for light, for air 

when you seize a town, a campus, get hold of the power 
stations, the water, the transportation, 
forget to negotiate, forget how 
to negotiate, don't wait for De Gaulle or Kirk 
to abdicate, they won't, you are not 
"demonstrating" you are fighting 
a war, fight to win, don't wait for Johnson or 
Humphrey or Rockefeller, to agree to your terms 
because it's yours 
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-The Black Panther, January 1, 1969 

The Genius of Huey Newton 

by Alprentice (Bunchy) Carter 

But I want to try to explain something here. I want to try to say 
what Huey Newton is . The genius of Huey Newton is that he is the 
highest personification of what  Malcolm ever talked about . The 
genius of Huey Newton and the relevance of the BLACK PAN
THER PARTY is that the Party has been engendered from the first 
generation of urban blacks on the West Coast .  That either if we 
weren't ourselves, if the rank and file of the BLACK PANTHER 
PARTY itself was not born in the south . then our parents were, but 
that by and large we grew up on the West Coast .  That what's sig
nificant is that this has happened . That where in the South, niggers, 
you know, like the white man, racist white power structure, is not 
only upon 'em, oppressing them, around them, surrounding them, 
within them, intimidating them, killing them, black people are very 
conscious of this happening, you know, and consequently they're 
like affected by it, molded by it. And their activities, their whole 
course of life is directed from the fact that they ARE oppressed, 
surrounded, behind, over and under, by this power structure, by 
racism . 

On the West Coast, it has not been the case. Like the first genera
tion of urban blacks ( and that's us, the BLACK PANTHER 
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PARTY) ,  we've been pushed into corners, into ghettos, you dig it? 
And the only time that we come into contact with, I mean into vi
sual, physical contact, is either through the businessman, the avari
cious businessman, the insurance salesman, the milkman, or the 
occupying forces of the pigs, you dig it? That we have not, even 
though we haven't been educated, you dig it? ( Like we haven't had 
no schoolin', because we didn't relate to that ) ,  but we was still, by 
and large, kinda free. I mean like we were able to produce a Huey 
Newton, a cat who could be free, who would say, "Well, motherfuck 
the police." you dig it? "Parker's sister, too." Who could say, "The 
racist dog policeman must withdraw immediately from the black 
community, cease the wanton murder and brutality of black people, 
or suffer the wrath of the armed people." He was free enough to 
realize this, and free enough to express this. This is the genius of 
Huey Newton, of being able to TAP this VAST RESERVOIR of 
revolutionary potential. I mean, street niggers, you dig it? Niggers 
who been BAD, niggers who weren't scared, because they ain't never 
knew what to be scared was, because they been down in these ghettos, 
and they knew to live they had to fight; and so they been able to do 
that .  But I mean to really TAP it, to really TAP IT, to ORGANIZE 
it, and to direct it into an onslaught, a sortie against the power struc
ture, this is the genius of Huey Newton, this is what Huey Newton 
did. Huey Newton was able to go down, and to take the nigger on 
the street and relate to him, understand what was going on inside of 
him, what he was thinking, and then implement that into an organ
ization, into a PROGRAM and a PLATFORM, you dig it? Into the 
BLACK PANTHER PARTY-and then let it spread like wildfire 
across this country. 

This is the genius of Huey Newton, the engendering, the establish
ing of the first vanguard party in the liberation struggle in the West
ern hemisphere. Huey Newton and the genius of it. 

-The Black Panther, March 3, 1969 

by Eldridge Cleaver 

One of the great contributions of Huey P. Newton is that he gave 
the Black Panther Party a firm ideological foundation that frees us 
from ideological flunkeyism and opens up the path to the future-a 
future in which we must provide new ideological formulations to 
fit our ever changing situation . 

Essentially, what Huey did was to provide the ideology and the 
methodology for organizing the Black Urban Lumpenproletariat. 
Armed with this ideological perspective and method, Huey trans-
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formed the Black lumpenproletariat from the forgotten people at the 
bottom of society into the vanguard of the proletariat. 

-From "On the Ideology of the Black Panther Party," 
The Black Panther, June 6, 1970 

Erica's Poem 

by Erica Huggins 

This is the dawning of the age of aquarius 
the rise of the Black man 
the liberation of the black woman 
the year of the PANTHER 
This is the beginning of the end of the beginning of 

Revolutionary struggle 
This is the new world 
the world of guns and political direction 
and shouts of no more MURDER put an end to the terror 
this dying has been done 
for all of us-no crucifixion, no martyrdom 
There is true understanding-no ignorance 
but revolutionary arrogance 
we will dare to struggle and dare to win 
this head, this heart, this hand, this body 
will clean itself of 
this filth these morals, these ethics 
This spirit will strike out against 
Racism, Capitalism, Imperialism, oppression and brutality 
Huey is free-he realizes-WE are jailed 
this woman will fight to the end for Malcolm, for Bobby, 

Eldridge, for Huey, for Jon, for Bunchy 
for Mai and for the anonymous 
black man, black woman, black child 
I am anonymous so I must FIGHT 
This is the dawning of the age of 
REV-0-LU-TIONI GUNS! BLOODSHED? 
BLOODSHED-No, this is the dawning of the age of JUST war 

against unjust degradation, humiliation, starvation, castration, 
unsurpation, abasement torture 

If bloqd be shed for the future of our people, LET IT BE DONE 
Coldblooded-this is cold-blooded COLD BLOODED 
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Black man, can you hear me? 
We are being murdered S .O.SS.O.S. 
Black woman, your unborn baby is dying 
LISTEN-somebody 
I am screaming 
I can hear my mind scream 

H * E * L * P 
there is no other hope 
there is no other generation 
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there are no more ways of looking at this problem 
We must change this dawning of the age of permanent 

darkness 
( dark except for the bark of riot 20 shotguns ) 
In the hands of Nixon's gestapo 

Forget the pleasure you once had, it 
Remains that we suffer 
Even when we do not know it 
Even when we smile 

Hell awaits us, we will die 
Unless we fight to the 
End using political direction and 
Your strength 

-The Black Panther, May 25, 1969 

The revolutionary spirit of Anton io Maceo 
l ives on today in the 
People's revolutionary vang uard, 
the Black Pa nther Party, and in our new 
revolutionary warrior named after h im.  

A new revolutionary warrior has been born into our midst .  Our 
new little brother's name is Antonio Maceo Cleaver. He is the son 
of our Minister of Information, Eldridge Cleaver, and our Com
munications Secretary, Kathleen Cleaver. 

He is named after the Black Cuban revolutionary, Antonio Maceo 
( 1 848-1896 ) who played a vital role in the struggle of the Cuban 
people for independence from Spain . He was one of the few leaders 
in the struggle that refused to agree with the phony Armistice Pact 
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proposed i n  1 878 by the Spanish government after a n  armed struggle 
of the Cuban people against the Spanish rulers .1 Unfortunately, the 
majority of the Cuban leaders accepted the Pact and the Cuban 
people were forced to suffer the consequences of continuing Spanish 
oppression, exploitation and brutality toward them . Antonio Maceo, 
( like our brother and leader Eldridge Cleaver) , was forced to leave 
the country-into exile. 

In 1 892 Jose Marti who was the founder of the Cuban Revolu
tionary Party along with Antonio Maceo and other revolutionary 
leaders planned an uprising against the Spanish rule . On February 
24, 1 895, the call to war was heard all over Cuba . In April, Maceo 
landed in Cuba with a rebel group. Jose Marti was supreme chief; 
Maximo Gomez was Commander-in-Chief of the Liberation Army; 
Antonio Maceo was Lieutenant. The brilliant military strategy and 
tactics of Maceo and Gomez was called "the most daring military 
campaign of the century." This time around, Spain lost and the 
Cuban people gained their independence .  

Antonio Maceo, the best warrior of the 1 895 campaign was killed 
by the enemy on December 7, 1 896. 

All Power to the People 
Right On Eldridge and Kathleen! 

-The Black Panther, August 16, 1969 

A Black Panther Song 

by Elaine Brown 

Have you ever stood 
In the darkness of night 
screaming silently you're a man 
Have you ever hoped 
That a time would come 
When your voice could be heard 
In the noonday sun? 
Have you waited so long 
Till your unheard song 
Has stripped away your very soul 
well then believe it my friends 
That  the silence will end 
We'll just have to get guns and 

be men. 
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To the Courageous Vietnamese People, 
Commemorating the Death of Ho Chi Minh 

To die for the fascist imperialistic warmongers of the U.S. and 
others in the world; to die for the oppressive rul ing circles of the 
bourgeoisie exploiters; to die for the capitalistic, aggressive, inhu
mane, atrocious, genocidal regimes is a death lighter than a feather 
which a destructive windstorm can blow about at random will . 

But to die for the people; to die for the correct socialistic develop
ment of mankind; to die in the midst of social istic revolutionary 
change for human survival; to die for your nation and peoples' right to 
self-determination in their land, home and community; to die for the 
freedom of all from oppression that the Black Panther Party has 
witnessed in the proletarian internationalism practiced by the Viet
namese peoples' revolutionary representatives that we have met; to 
die after all the great heroic and dedicated years of sacrifice to bring 
to the world and its people an end to the murderous, stormy winds 
of capital ism's fascist, aggress ive imperialism; to die because he loved 
the people of his nation and humans of the world ( and Brother Ho 
Chi Minh had practiced this all the days of his life ) ;  to die for all 
of this is a death heavier than the highest mountain in the world of 
which no, not any destructive fascist imperialistic storm can blow 
away at will . 

Who can find the feather or feathers that were blown away by the 
destructive windstorm? I can't  find any. Who can see the mountains 
since the windstorm is gone? I can see many, they still stand . There! 
That mountain will always stand and Ho Chi Minh is that moun
tain-a death heavier than Mt. Thai. 

-The Black Panther, September 1 3, 1969 

The Ch icago 8 
by John Coleman 

Anyone who has closely been following the trial in Chicago now 
must realize that Fascism is running rampant in courts where po
litical prisoners are being tried. I have been following the trial 
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closely and the proceedings of that kangaroo court under the direc
tion of "Judge Magoo" has hardened my stand behind the Black 
Panther Party and I am quite certain it has also won the vanguard 
party increased support. 

Chairman Bobby, has made evident by the treatment he has re
ceived, to the whole of America what has been known by many 
Black brothers who have come in contact with justice in a racist 
society, a fair impartial trial is impossible. Chairman Bobby asks for 
only what he is entitled to under the constitution, that being : the 
right to cross examine witnesses, the right to represent h imself or 
have a lawyer of his own choice. All these have been denied, Judge 
Hoffman is truly a "blatant racist", for he has denied them to 
Bobby. 

Judge Hoffman, merely Tricky Dick's "flunky", is trying to have 
the trial labeled a mistrial, drop all charges and prevent the inevitable, 
an appeal to the higher courts. They realize that  if this so-called riot 
conspiracy law was ever tested for constitutionality it would not 
survive, it is an obvious denial of the free speech amendment. 

The purpose of the trial as everyone knows, is to make it appear 
that the violence of last year's demonstration was planned by the 
eight now on trial, th is is utterly ridiculous and completely un
founded . The denial of the eight, Bobby Seale in particular, the 
right to cross examine witnesses is an obvious attempt to cover up 
something. Whatever is trying to be hidden must be vital to the 
court because they are denying those on trial their constitutional 
rights . 

A conspiracy does exist however, a governmental conspiracy of 
suppression of political activists Black and White who are hell bent 
on kicking the racists, the capitalists and others who would not grant 
self-determination to people, out of places of power. The eyes of the 
world are on this court thanks to Chairman Bobby's undaunted cry 
for justice, credit must also be given to Judge Magoo, for his inability 
to cope with Bobby's cry, he has shed much light on the suppressive 
policy of Tricky Dick and his running dog flunkies . People are not 
going for all the bulls-t America preaches, the inconsistencies are 
becoming clearer and the people of the U.S. ( oppressed peoples ) 
are forming a proletarian intemational istic force that will rise and 
crush the pig power structure. 
ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE! ! 

-The Black Panther, November 1 5, 1969 
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Pigs-Panthers 

by Candy 

It is undeniably true, that in the cities of "Babylon" fortunate 
enough to have a branch of the Black Panther Party, a day does not 
pass where there isn't at least one instance of Pol ice-Panther 
antagonism . To many people, I 'm sure that this phenomenon must 
seem perplexing. \Vhy is i t  that the police are always raiding Panther 
pads, vamping on their offices and harassing the Pan thers in their 
various duties of serving the people? Do the police antagonize this 
group merely because they are Black men and women, and exhibit 
their pride of this in all of their actions? Or do they fear the Panthers 
because they represent certain threats to their security? 

To understand this antagonism between the two groups, we have 
to examine objectively their purposes, tactics, and legitimacy. Their 
purpose would be why they exist; tactics would be the means they 
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use to achieve the purpose; and legitimacy would answer whether 
their existence was valid or not. 

On every police car, one can read the words, "To protect and to 
serve". The question that a rises here is, "To protect and to serve 
who?" Well, if we remember that Babylon today is a racist, fascist 
oppressive state, we can begin to answer that question . 

One aspect of American society consists of the oppressor
oppressed relationship. As we live in a capital ist environment, the 
masses of the public are exploited at the hands of a few individuals 
that control and hold all of this nation's wealth . More people are 
waking up to the facts of capitalism's true nature, and as these peo
ple do so, they see that capitalism is the oppressor. Once this is 
realized these aware segments of our communities then move to 
further the destruction of this capital ist state. That puts them in 
direct opposition to the government, which perpetrates and tries to 
spread capitalism and imperialism throughout the world. 

As capitalism is very individualistic, the perpetrators of this sys
tem have no regard for the people. Their only interest is in making 
money, and they will use any means to achieve this goal . The capi
tal ist has even gone so far as to distort the Constitution. Some people 
actually believe that we are living in a country that follows the 
doctrine :  "Government of the people, for the people, and by the 
people" . The system of today comes no where near this. Do you 
think that the people would exploit themselves? Obviously there is 
some discrepancy here between the way this country is supposed to 
be run, and the way it is being run. 

No, there are no limits to the means the capitalist will employ to 
increase his wealth. He's pit different racial groups against one an
other, so that the people will be busy fighting and hating one 
another, rather than realizing that it is capitalism that they should 
fight and hate. He's enslaved one group of people, and tried to ex
terminate another ( the Indians ) .  The capitalist is completely un
scrupulous in his quest for power and money. 

From this basic understanding, we can see who the police are to 
"protect and serve". They are in our communities to protect and 
serve the interests of this capitalist, exploitative state. They have no 
conception of what it would be to protect and serve the people, be
cause they are merely an extension of the state that exists to keep the 
minorities in a state of neo-colonial ism, and all people oppressed and 
exploited . This means that they must not allow for any disturbances 
of the status quo, which would be detrimental to the interests of the 
capitalist state. 

On the other hand, the Black Panther Party has seen through the 
screen of madness that the capital ists have created to keep our minds 
from dealing with why this society is in the situation that we find 
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ourselves . The Panthers therefore, work to bring about a revolution 
that will free all peoples from the oppression of capitalism, racism 
and imperialism . They are working to establish a society in which 
every man will be free to determine his own destiny. 

Here lies one antagonism between the two groups. Police, who 
represent this capitalist state, are working for, and in the interests 
of a few individuals . Panthers are working for, and in the interests 
of the people. 

In the area of tactics, we have many examples of both groups. As 
the function of the police is to make sure that the people act ac
cording to the needs and wants of the state, their means of reaching 
this end is through facism. Terror, intimidation, brutality, and mur
der have become the order of the day as the police try to keep any 
progressive or dissenting elements from developing in our 
communities . 

In sharp contrast to this are the tactics that the Panthers use. They 
feel that through setting correct examples for the people, and by 
educating the people, their purpose will be fulfilled. For example, 
after the Party initiated the Free Breakfast Programs, many com
munities real ized the need and validity of such programs, and moved 
to establish their own Free Breakfast or Lunch Program. This can be 
attributed to the correct example set by the Black Panther Party. 

Deal ing with legitimacy, the Constitution is based upon the idea 
of the power of the people to enjoy certain "inalienable rights", and 
exercise these rights. Supposedly it is the people that direct the 
actions of the government and sanction its authority. Today, the 
Constitution has been distorted and we find "Government of a few, 
for a few, and by a few". In light of this, the police, in their present 
role, as arms of this type of government have no right in our com
munities. They are not, in these fascist times, living up to their 
motto, or the U.S. Constitution, and are therefore illegitimate 
bodies in our society. 

The members of the Black Panther Party are of the people, for 
the people, and their actions, programs and direction is governed 
by the needs of the people. They see the police for what they are
oppressive forces that are keeping the American people in a repressed 
state. This is why they must fight the legitimacy of the police's 
presence in our communities . The move for decentralization of the 
police department is just one means of attacking the existence of the 
hostile occupying troops . 

There could be nothing but antagonism between the police and 
the Panthers, as they serve different groups, with different interests. 
One ( the police ) functioning only to keep the people oppressed, 
exploited and mere pawns in the Man's game-and the other ( Pan
thers ) trying to free the people and move to a society where men 
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individually, determine their own destiny, and collectively, their type 
of society. 

Think about the phrase, "All Power to the People" . The founding 
fathers realized the beauty of the essence of those words and based 
the Constitution upon them. We must all realize their beauty, and 
live to make them become a reality in this country. 

ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE 

-The Black Panther, November 22, 1969 

On Criticism of Cuba 

There are two types of criticism, revolutionary criticism and re
actionary criticism. Revolutionary criticism is done on a principled 
basis, at the proper time, when the objective and subjective con
ditions are right, and it is given to reach a higher level of unity and to 
strengthen the revolutionary camp. Reactionary criticism generally 
takes the form of a personal attack because of some personal griev
ance. It is generally onesided criticism based on a subjective analysis 
not having looked at a situation on all sides and reactionary criticism 
only served the interest of the fascist and imperialist. 

On the question of socialism and racism the Black Panther Party 
does not and never has said that if socialism is instituted that racism 
automatically ceases. Although some critics of the Black Panther 
Party have implied, namely Stokely Carmichael, that we have taken 
tha t position. What we say is that in a social ist society the conditions 
are more favorable for a people to begin to struggle to eliminate 
racism . 

Cuba, 90 miles from Florida where they launch those Saturn 
rockets, with a U.S. naval base, Guantanamo, right on their island, is 
struggl ing for the defense of the Cuban people and their revolution 
under an economic blockade, and this is strangulating and threaten
ing to get tighter. We see the Cuban revolution as a great achieve
ment in the world revolution by establishing an island of socialism 
in an ocean, the western hemisphere, of capitalist exploitation, im
perialist aggression and fascist suppression .  We wish the Cuban 
people victory in their struggle against the blockade and may the 
Cuban people achieve their goal of 10,000,000 tons in the 1970 sugar 
cane harvest . 

We were not born on Cuban soil. Some members of the Black 
Panther Party used Cuba as the means of escape from fascist sup-
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pression in Babylon and they are alive, well and free today. It would 
not be in the interest of Cuba or the world revolution to begin to 
launch attacks at Cuba because they have not been able to eliminate 
all forms of racism in the ten years since their revolution began. 

TI1e cardinal rule of the Black Panther Party says, Have Faith in 
the People, Have Faith in the Party. This principle is not to be ap
plied just in Babylon but around the world . On this basis and 
relating to historical materialism we know that Cuba, the U.S. and 
the world will be free of racism and the last shall be first and the 
first shall be last. 

ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE 
Los Ten Million Van [We're making the ten million tons . ]  

-The Black Panther, December 27,  1969 



3. 
H U EY P. N EWTO N S P EA KS 

Black Panthers refer repeatedly to "The Genius of Huey P. New
ton ." Here are representative articles, interviews, and messages of 
the Minister of Defense of the Black Panther Party which clearly 
reveal why this characterization is used . Most of them were written 
or taped in prison at Los Padres, California, where Huey Newton is 
still imprisoned as of this writing. 
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In Defense of Self-Defense: 
Executive Mandate Number One 

In response to the Mulford Gun Bill, Minister of Defense Huey 
Newton wrote a statement which Panther Chairman Bobby Seale 
delivered on the steps of the Capitol in Sacramento on May 2, 1967. 
The statement is as follows : 

The Black Panther Party for Sel f-Defense calls upon the American 
people in general and the Black people in particular to take careful 
note of the racist California Legislature, which is now considering 
legislation aimed at keeping the Black people disarmed and power
less at the very same time that racist police agencies throughout the 
country are intensifying the terror, brutali ty, murder and repression 
of Black people. 

At the same time that the American government is waging a racist 
war of genocide in Vietnam, the concentration camps in which 
Japanese Americans were interned during World War I I  are being 
renovated and expanded. Since America has historically reserved the 
most barbaric treatment for nonwhite people, we are forced to con
clude that these concentration camps are being prepared for Black 
people, who are determined to ga in their freedom by any means 
necessary. The enslavement of Black people from the very beginning 
of this country, the genocide practiced on the American Indians and 
the confining of the survivors on reservations, the savage lynching of 
thousands of Black men and women, the dropping of atomic bombs 
on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and now the cowardly massacre in Viet
nam, all testify to the fact that towards people of color the racist 
power structure of America has but one policy : repression, genocide, 
terror and the big stick .  

Black people have begged, prayed, petitioned, demonstrated and 
everyth ing else to get the racist power structure of America to righ t 
the wrongs which have h istorically been perpetrated against Black 
people. All of these efforts have been answered by more repression , 
deceit, and hypocrisy. As the aggression of the racist American gov
ernment escalates in Vietnam, the police agencies of America esca
la tes the repression of Black people throughout the ghettos of Amer
ica . Vicious pol ice dogs, cattle prods and increased patrols have be
come familiar sights in Black communities . City Hall turns a deaf 
ear to the pleas of Black people for rel ief from this increasing terror. 

The Black Panther Party for Self-Defense believes that  the time 
has come for Black people to arm themselves against this terror 
before it is too late. The pending Mulford Act brings the hour of 
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doom one step nearer. A people who have suffered so much for so 
long at the hands of a racist society, must draw the line somewhere . 
We believe that the Black communities of America must rise up as 
one man to halt the progression of a trend that leads inevitably to 
their total destruction . 

-The Black Panther, June 2, 1967 

The Correct Hand l ing of a Revolution 

Most human behavior is learned behavior. Most things the human 
being learns are gained through an indirect relationship to the ob
ject . Humans do not act from instinct as lower animals do. Those 
things learned indirectly many times stimulate very effective re
sponses to what might be later a direct experience. At this time the 
black masses are handling the resistance incorrectly. The brothers in 
East Oakland learned from Watts a means of resistance fighting by 
amassing the people in the streets, throwing bricks and molotov 
cocktails to destroy property and create disruption. The brothers and 
sisters in the streets were herded into a small area by the gestapo 
police and immediately contained by the brutal violence of the op
pressor's storm troops . This manner of resistance is sporadic, short
lived, and costly in violence against the people. This method has 
been transmitted to all the ghettos of the black nation across the 
country. The first man who threw a molotov cocktail is not person
ally known by the masses, but yet the action was respected and fol
lowed by the people. 

The Vanguard Party must provide leadership for the people. It 
must teach the correct strategic methods of prolonged resistance 
through literature and activities. If the activities of the party are 
respected by the people, the people will follow the example. This 
is the primary job of the party. This knowledge will probably be 
gained secondhand by the masses just as the above mentioned was 
gained indirectly. When the people learn that it is no longer advan
tageous for them to resist by going into the streets in large numbers, 
and when they see the advantage in the activities of the guerrilla 
warfare method, they will quickly follow this example. 

But first, they must respect the party which is transmitting this 
message. When the Vanguard group destroys the machinery of the 
oppressor by dealing with him in small groups of three and four, and 
then escapes the might of the oppressor, the masses will be over
joyed and will adhere to this correct strategy. When the masses hear 
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that a gestapo policeman has been executed while sipping coffee at  a 
counter, and the revolutionary executioners fled without being traced, 
the masses will see the validity of this type of approach to resistance. 
It is not necessary to organize thirty million Black people in primary 
groups of two's and three's but it is important for the party to show 
the people how to go about revolution . During slavery, in which no 
vanguard party existed and forms of communication were severely 
restricted and insufficient, many slave revolts occurred . 

111ere are basically three ways one can learn : through study, 
through observation, and through actual experience. The black com
munity is basically composed of activists . The community learns 
through activity, either through observation of or participation in the 
activity. To study and learn is good but the actual experience is the 
best means of learning. 111e party must engage in activities that will 
teach the people . The black community is basically not a reading 
community. Therefore it is very significant that the vanguard group 
first be activists . Without this knowledge of the black community 
one could not gain the fundamental knowledge of the black revolu
tion in racist America . 

111e main function of the party is to awaken the people and to 
teach them the strategic method of resisting the power structure, 
which is prepared not only to combat the resistance of the people 
with massive brutality, but to totally annihilate the black community, 
the black population . 

I f  it is learned by the power structure that black people have "x" 
amount of guns in their possession, this will not stimulate the power 
structure to prepare itself with guns, because it is already more than 
prepared . 

The result of this education will be positive for Black people in 
their res istance and negative for the power structure in its oppress ion, 
because the party always exemplifies revolutionary defiance. If  the 
party is not going to make the people aware of the tools of libera
tion and the strategic method that is to be used, there will be no 
means by which the people will be mobilized properly. 

The relationship between the vanguard party and the masses is a 
secondary relationship. The relationship between the members of the 
vanguard party is a primary relationship. I t  is important that the 
members of the vanguard group maintain a face-to-face relationship 
with each other. This is important if the party machinery is to be 
effective. It  is impossible to put together functional party machinery 
or programs without this direct relationship. 111e members of the 
vanguard group should be tested revolutionaries. This will minimize 
the danger of Uncle Tom informers and opportunists. 

The main purpose of a vanguard group should be to raise the con-
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sciousness of the masses through educational programs and certain 
physical activities the party will participate in. The sleeping masses 
must be bombarded with the correct approach to struggle through the 
activities of the vanguard party. Therefore, the masses must know 
that the party exists . The party must use all means available to get 
this information across to the masses . If the masses do not have 
knowledge of the party, it will be impossible for the masses to follow 
the program of the party. 

The vanguard party is never underground in the beginning of its 
existence, because this would limit its effectiveness and educational 
processes . How can you teach people if the people do not know and 
respect you? The party must exist above ground as long as the dog 
power structure will allow, and hopefully when the party is forced to 
go underground the message of the party will already have been put 
across to the people. The vanguard party's activities on the surface 
will necessarily be shortlived . 

This is why it is so important  that the party make a tremendous 
impact upon the people before it is driven into secrecy. 

At this time, the people know the party exists, and they will 
seek out further information on the activities of this underground 
party. 

Many would-be revolutionaries work under the fallacious illusion 
that the vanguard party is to be a secret organization that the power 
structure knows nothing about, and the masses know nothing about, 
except for occasional letters that come to their homes by night .  
Underground parties cannot distribute leaflets announcing an under
ground meeting. These are contradictions and inconsistencies of the 
so-called revolutionaries .  The so-called revolutionaries are in fact 
afraid of the very danger that they are advocating for the people. 
These so-called revolutionaries want the people to say what they 
themselves are afraid to say, and the people to do what they them
selves are afraid to do. This makes the so-called revolutionary a 
coward and a hypocrite. 

I f  these imposters would investigate the history of revolution, they 
would see that the vanguard group always starts out above ground 
and is la ter driven underground by the aggressor. The Cuban Revolu
tion exemplifies this fact; when Fidel Castro started to resist the 
butcher Batista and the American running dogs, he started by 
speaking on the campus of the University of Havana in public . He 
was later driven to the hills. His impact upon the dispossessed people 
of Cuba was very great and received with much respect. \Vhen he 
went into secrecy, Cuban people searched him out. People went to 
the hills to find him and his band of twelve. Castro handled the 
revolutionary struggle correctly. If the Chinese Revolution is investi-
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gated, it will be seen that the Communist Party was quiet on the sur
face so that they would be able to muster support from the masses. 
There are many areas one can read about to learn the correct ap
proach, such as the revolution in Kenya, the Algerian Revolution, 
Fanon's THE WRETCHED OF THE EARTH, the Russian Revo
lution, the works of Chairman Mao Tse-tung, and a host of others . 

A revolutionary must realize that if he is sincere, death is immi
nent due to the fact that the things he is saying and doing are ex
tremely dangerous. Without this realization, it is impossible to 
proceed as a revolutionary. The masses are constantly looking for a 
guide, a Messiah , to liberate them from the hands of the oppressor. 
The vanguard party must exemplify the characteristics of worthy 
leadersh ip. Millions and millions of oppressed people might not 
know members of the vanguard party personally or directly, but they 
will gain through an indirect acquaintance the proper strategy for 
liberation via the mass media and the physical activities of the party. 
It  is of prime importance that the vanguard party develop a political 
organ, such as a newspaper produced by the party, as well as employ 
strategically revolutionary art and destruction of the oppressor's ma
chinery. For example, Watts. The economy and property of the 
oppressor was destroyed to such an extent that no matter how the 
oppressor tried to whitewash the activities of the black brothers, 
the real nature and the real cause of the activity was communicated 
to every black community. For further example, no matter how the 
oppressor tries to distort and confuse the message of Brother Mal
colm X, Black people all over the country understand it perfectly 
and welcome it. 

The Black Panther Party for Self Defense teaches that in the final 
analysis, the amount of guns and defense weapons, such as hand 
grenades, bazookas, and other necessary equipment, will be supplied 
by taking these weapons from the power structure, as exemplified by 
the Viet Cong. Therefore, the greater the military preparation on the 
part of the oppressor, the greater is the availability of weapons for 
the black community. It  is believed by some hypocrites that when 
the people are taught by the vanguard group to prepare for res istance, 
this only brings the man down on them with increasing violence and 
brutality; but the fact of the matter is that when the man becomes 
more oppressive, this only heightens the revolutionary fervor. The 
people never make revolution . The oppressors by their brutal actions 
cause the resistance by the people. The Vanguard Party only teaches 
the correct methods of resistance. So, if things can get worse for 
oppressed people, then they will feel no need for revolution or re
sistance. The complaint of the hypocrites that the Black Panther 
Party for Self Defense is exposing the people to deeper suffering is 
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an incorrect observation . People have proved that they will not toler
ate any more oppression by the racist dog police through their 
rebellions in the black communities across the country. The people 
are looking now for guidance to extend and strengthen their resist
ance struggle. 

-The Black Panther, May 18, 1968 

Functiona l Definition of Politics 

I Politics is war without bloodshed . War is politics with bloodshed . 
Politics has its particulat characteristics which differentiate it from 
war.1 When the peaceful means of politics are exhausted and the 
people do not get what they want, politics are continued . Usually it 
ends up in physical conflict which is called war, which is also 
political :  

Because we lack political power, Black people are not free. Black 
reconstruction failed because Black people did not have political 
and military power. Tfhe masses of Black people at the time were 
very clear on the definition of political power. It was evident in the 
songs of Black people at  that time. In the songs it was stated that on 
the Day of Jubilee we'd have forty acres and two mules ' This was 
promised Black people by the Freedman's Bureau .  This was freedom 
as far as the Black masses were concerned . 

The Talented Tenth at the time viewed freedom as operative in 
the pol itical arena. Black people did operate in the political arena 
during reconstruction . They were more educated than most of the 
whites in the south . They had been educated in France, Canada and 
England and were very qualified to serve in the pol itical arena. But 
yet, Black Reconstruction failed . 

1When one operates in the political arena, it is assumed that he has 
power or represents power; he is symbolic of a powerful force. There 
are approximately three areas of power in the political arena : eco
nomic power, land power ( feudal power ) and military power. \ I f  
Black people at the time had received 40 acres and 2 mules, we 
would have developed a powerful force) Then we would have chosen 
a representative to represent us in this political arena. Because Black 
people did not receive the 40 acres and 2 mules, it was absurd to 
have a representative in the political arena . -

When White people send a representative into the pol itical arena, 
they have a power force or power base that they represent. When 
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White people, through their representatives, do not get what they 
want, there is always a political consequence. 111is is evident in the 
fact that when the farmers are not given an adequate price for their 
crops the economy will receive a political consequence. They will 
let their crops rot in the field; they will not cooperate with other sec
tors of the economy. 1To be political, you must have a political con
sequence when you do not receive your desires-otherwise you are 
non-political .  

When Black people send a representative, he is somewhat absurd 
because he represents no pol itical power. He does not represent land 
power because we do not own any land . He does not represent eco
nomic or industrial power because Black people do not own the 
means of production. The only way he can become political is to 
represent what is commonly called a military power-which the 
BLACK PANTHER PARTY FOR SELF-DEFENSE calls Self
Defense Power. Black people can develop Self-Defense Power by 
arming themselves from house to house, block to block, community 
to community, throughout the nation . Then we will choose a politi
cal representative and he will state to the power structure the desires 
of the Black masses. If the desires are not met, the power structure 
will receive a political consequence. We will make it economically 
non-profitable for the power structure to go on with its oppressive 
ways. We will then negotiate as equals. There will be a balance be
tween the people who are economically powerful and the people 
who are potentially economically destructive. 

111e White racist oppresses Black people not only for racist reasohs, 
but because it is also economically profitable to do so. Black people 
must develop a power that will make it non-profitable for racists to 
go on oppressing us. If the White racist imperialists in America con
tinue to wage war against all people of color throughout the world 
and also wage a civil war against Blacks here in America, it will be 
economically impossible for him to survive. We must develop a 
strategy that will make his war campaigns non-profitable. 111is racist 
United States operates with the motive of profit. He lifts the gun 
and escalates the war for profit reasons. We will make him lower 
the guns because they will no longer serve his profit motive . .  

Every man is born, therefore he has a right to live, a right to share 
in the wealth . If he is denied the right to work, then he is denied the 
right to live. If he can't work, he deserves a high standard of living, 
regardless of his education or skill . It should be up to the adminis
trators of the economic system to design a program for providing 
work or livelihood for his people1. To deny a man this is to deny him 
life. The controllers of the economic system are obligated to furnish 
each man with a livel ihood . If they cannot do this or if they will 
not do this, they do not deserve the position of administrators . The 
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means of production should be taken away from them and placed in 
the people's hands, so that the people can organize them in such a 
way as to provide themselves with a l ivelihood . The people will 
choose capable administrators, motivated by their sincere interest 
in the people's welfare and not the interest of private property. The 
people will choose managers to control the means of production and 
the land that is rightfully theirs .  Until the people control the land 
and the means of production, there will be no peace. Black people 
must control the destiny of their community. 

Because Black people desire to determine their own destiny, they 
are constantly inflicted with brutality from the occupying army, 
embodied in the police department .  There is a great similarity be
tween the occupying army in Southeast Asia and the occupation of 
our communities by the racist police. The armies are there not to 
protect the people of South Vietnam, but to brutalize and oppress 
them for the interests of the selfish imperial power. 

The police should be the people of the community in uniform . 
There should be no division or conflict of interest between the peo
ple and the police . Once there is a division, then the police become 
the enemy of the people. The police should serve the interest of the 
people and be one and the same. \Vhen this principle breaks down, 
then the police become an occupying army. When historically one 
race has oppressed another and policemen are recruited from the 
oppressor race to patrol the communities of the oppressed people, 
an intolerable contradiction exists . 

THE RACIST DOG POLICEMEN MUST WITHDRAW IM
MEDIATELY FROM OUR COMMUNITIES, CEASE THEIR 
WANTON MURDER AND BRUTALITY AND TORTURE OF 
BLACK PEOPLE, OR FACE THE WRATH OF THE ARMED 
PEOPLE. 

-The Black Panther, January 17, 1969 

Message to "Free Huey Ral ly," Oakland 
Auditorium, February 1 7, 1 968 

"Taped In Prl1on" 
REVOLUTIONARY BROTHERS AND SISTERS, WHITE RAD
ICALS WHO ARE BECOMING BROTHERS AND SISTERS : 

I 'm very happy that we are all here together today, not because 
it's my birthday, but because we should be together o.n any and 
every occasion that we possibly can in the name of solidanty. 
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February 17th fortunately is also the Tet of the lunar new year. So 
we're celebrating the lunar new year with our brothers in Viet Nam. 
We're daily making the people more and more aware of the need for 
unity among all revolutionary people and also that it's impossible for 
us to overcome the treaicherous bureaucratic class without an or
ganized force. 

The students at the many universities across the nation are chal
lenging the reactionary authority of the schools and are also point
ing out very vividly that it's impossible to have a free university, free 
schools, or a free society, in a society that's ruled by a fascist military
industrial complex. The community is now seeing that our fight on 
the campuses is more than just a fight for "freedom of speech" on 
the campus, or Blacks gaining a knowledge of our heritage; it's also 
showing the direct relationship between the reactionary government 
and the agencies and institutions that are only an arm of these re
actionaries . Until we penetrate the community and make them aware, 
and plant the seed of revolution, we will never have freedom at our 
schools . The community now is being mobilized by the Black revolu
tionary forces and along with them are our white revolutionary 
comrades .  

I t  seems that the time has  come for an escalation of  our  offens ive. 
Just as our brothers in Viet Nam had the Tet offensive last year, this 
celebration today will only be a prelude or celebration to the offen
sive that we are going to wage in the not-too-far future. " In the near 
future a colossal event will occur where the masses of the people will 
rise up like a mighty storm and a hurricane, sweeping all evil gentry 
and corrupt officials into their graves ." Brother Mao put that quite 
well, and we will follow the pattern and follow the thoughts of 
Chairman Mao. 

Today it should mark a new time for the TWO-REVOLUTION
AR Y force in the country : the alienated white group and the masses 
of Blacks in the ghettos, who for years sought freedom and l iberation 
from a racist, reaction-system . After approximately three years now 
that the Panthers have been organized, we have gained even closer 
relationship with our Latin American brothers, our Chicano brothers 
in the United States, and the Cuban people, and every other people 
who are striving for freedom. 

I would like to thank everyone very much for coming, and we 
must remember. that we must never make excuses for such gather
ings as this . Today we'll use the excuse of my birthday; but the real 
issue is the need to come together in unity and brotherhood . 

Our Minister of Information Eldridge Cleaver is with us in spirit, 
and I'm very sure that this decadent fascist society wasn't worthy of 
him and couldn't tolerate his presence because he acted as a guide 
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flag for the people. So we must make a society that will welcome 
people like our Minister of Information . 

The Oakland Seven are now standing trial for resisting the fascist 
system, and we would like to let them know and would like to rally 
the community for support. They have a very able representative in 
court with them, Charles Garry, who is very capable and truly a 
revolutionary. Brother Eldridge Cleaver has said on more than one 
occasion that he would go into any court in the world with an 
attorney like Charles Garry. I would like to bear witness to that from 
a personal experience. With a representative like Charles Garry we're 
sure that we would have victory as long as the community supports 
us . We have, with the support of the community and with the fine 
attorney such as Charles Garry, we have nothing to fear. 

A short time ago we suffered a very tragic experience in that two 
of our very talented and gifted and dedicated brothers were assas
sinated in L.A. : Brother "Bunchy" and Brother Huggins . This was 
only an escalation of the oppression against us. The assassins were 
agents of the establishment, and they took the occasion to eliminate 
the people's fighters, or fighters for the people. Knowing that the 
people have no recourse, the institutions and the court institutions 
give us no recourse because they're only representatives of the re
actionary system. The community will have to erect revolutionary 
courts and also a community militia to protect the community and 
see that the community gets justice. . 

Brother Ruben has suffered many investigations, and now he's 
under investigation . He's going to trial on or about four or five dif
ferent alleged crimes, and the crimes are SEEKING JUSTICE. The 
society views any person who's striving after justice and freedom and 
to end exploitation as a "criminal ." We know that if we are crim
inals, the criminals have received their ultimate revenge when Karl 
Marx indicted the bourgeoisie of grand theft. We realize that it's 
they who are criminals and it's they who will have to be brought to 
justice. We will have to go on fighting in spite of the losses and in 
spite of the hardships that we're bound to suffer, until the final 
downfall of the reactionary power structure. 

SO, POWER TO THE PEOPLE, BLACK POWER TO BLACK PEOPLE, AND 
PANTHER POWER TO THE VANGUARD! 
Huey P. Newton 
Minister of Defense 
Black Panther Party 

-The Black Panther, March 3, 1969 
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Huey Newton Ta lks to the 
Movement About the Black Panther Party, 
Cu ltura l Nationa lism, SNCC, Liberals 
a nd White Revolutionaries 

THE MOVEMENT : The question of nationalism is a vital one in the 
black movement today. Some have made a distinction between cul
tural nationalism and revolutionary nationalism. Would you comment 
on the differences and give us your views? 

HuEY P. NEWTON : There are two kinds of nationalism, revolution
ary nationalism and reactionary nationalism. Revolutionary national
ism is first dependent upon a people's revolution with the end goal 
being the people in power. Therefore to be a revolutionary nationalist 
you would by necessity have to be a socialist. If  you are a reactionary 
nationalist you are not a socialist and your end goal is the oppression 
of the people . 

Cultural nationalism, or pork chop nationalism, as I sometimes 
call it, is basically a problem of having the wrong political perspec
tive . It seems to be a reaction instead of responding to political 
oppression . The cultural nationalists are concerned with returning 
to the old African culture and thereby regaining their identity and 
freedom. In other words, they feel that the African culture will 
automatically bring political freedom. Many times cultural national
ists fall into line as reactionary nationalists. 

Papa Doc in Haiti is an excellent example of reactionary national
ism . He oppresses the people but he does promote the African 
culture. He's against anything other than black, which on the surface 
seems very good, but for him it is only to mislead the people. He 
merely kicked out the racists and replaced them with himself as the 
oppressor. Many of the nationalists in this country seem to desire the 
same ends. 

The Black Panther Party, which is a revolutionary group of black 
people, realizes that we have to have an identity. We have to realize 
our black heritage in order to give us strength to move on and 
progress. But as far as returning to the old African culture, it's un
necessary and it's not advantageous in many respects . We believe that 
culture itself will not liberate us. We're going to need some stronger 
stuff. 

Revolutionary Natlonallsm 
A good example of revolutionary nationalism was the revolution 

in Algeria when Ben Bella took over. The French were kicked out 
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but i t  was a people's revolution because the people ended up in 
power. The leaders that took over were not interested in the profit 
motive where they could exploit the people and keep them in a state 
of slavery. They nationalized the industry and plowed the would-be 
profits into the community. That's what  socialism is all about in a 
nutshell . The people's representatives are in office strictly on the 
leave of the people. The wealth of the country is controlled by the 
people and they are considered whenever modifications in the indus
tries are made. 

The Black Panther Party is a revolutionary Nationalist group and 
we see a major contradiction between capitalism in this country and 
our interests . We realize that this country became very rich upon 
slavery and that slavery is capitalism in the extreme. We have two 
evils to fight, capitalism and racism. We must destroy both racism 
and capitalism. 

MOVEMENT : Directly related to the question of nationalism is the 
question of unity within the black community. There has been some 
question about this since the Black Panther Party has run candidates 
against other black candidates in recent California elections. What 
is your position on this matter? 

HUEY : Well a very peculiar thing has happened . Historically you 
got what Malcolm X calls the field nigger and the house nigger. The 
house nigger had some privileges, a little more. He got the worn-out 
clothes of the master and he didn't have to work as hard as the field 
black. He came to respect the master to such an extent until he 
identified with the master because he got a few of the leftovers that 
the field blacks did not get .  And through this identity with him, he 
saw the slavemaster's interest as being his interest . Sometimes he 
would even protect the slavemaster more than the slavemaster would 
protect himself. Malcolm makes the point that if the master's 
house happened to catch on fire the house Negro will work harder 
than the master to put the fire out and save the . master's house, 
while the field Negro, the field blacks was praying that the house 
burned down. The house black identified with the master so much 
that when the master would get sick the house Negro would say, 
"Master, we's sick !"  

Black lourgeolsle 
The Black Panther Party are the field blacks, we're hoping the 

master dies if he gets sick .  The Black bourgeoisie seem to be acting in 
the role of the house Negro. They are pro-administration . They 
would like a few concessions made, but as far as the overall setup, 
they have a little more material goods, a little more advantage, a 
few more privileges than the black have-nots; the lower .cl�ss . And so 
they identify 'with the power structure and they see their mterests as 
the power structure's interest . In fact, it's against their interest. 
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The Black Panther Party was forced to draw a line of demarcation. 
We are for all of those who are for the promotion of the interests 
of the black have-nots, which represents about 983 of blacks here in 
America . We're not controlled by the white mother country radicals 
nor are we controlled by the black bourgeoisie. We have a mind of 
our own and if the black bourgeoisie cannot align itself with our 
complete program, then the black bourgeoisie sets itself up as our 
enemy. And they will be attacked and treated as such . 

MovEMENT : The Black Panther Party has had considerable contact 
with white radicals since its earliest days .  What do you see as the role 
of these white radicals? 

HUEY : The white mother country radical is the off-spring of the 
children of the beast that has plundered the world exploiting all 
people, concentrating on the people of color. These are children of 
the beast that seek now to be redeemed because they realize that 
their former heroes, who were slave masters and murderers, put 
forth ideas that were only facades to hide the treachery they inflicted 
upon the world. They are turning their backs on their fathers . 

The white mother country radical, in resisting the system, becomes 
somewhat of an abstract thing because he's not oppressed as much 
as black people are. As a matter of fact his oppression is somewhat 
abstract simply because he doesn't have to live in a reality of 
oppression . 

Black people in America and colored people throughout the world 
suffer not only from exploitation, but they suffer from racism . Black 
people here in America, in the black colony, are oppressed because 
we're black and we're exploited . The whites are rebels, many of them 
from the middle class and as far as any overt oppression this is not 
the case. So therefore I call their rejection of the system somewhat 
of an abstract thing. They're looking for new heroes . They're looking 
to wash away the hypocrisy that their fathers have presented to the 
world. In doing this they see the people who are really fighting for 
freedom. They see the people who are really standing for justice and 
equal ity and peace, throughout the world . They are the people of 
Vietnam, the people of Latin America, the people of Asia, the peo
ple of Africa, and the black people in the black colony here in 
America .  

White Revolutlonarle1 
This presents somewhat of a problem in many ways to the black 

revolutionary especially to the cultural nationalist. The cultural na
tionalist doesn't understand the white revolutionaries because he 
can't see why anyone white would turn on the system. So they think 
that maybe this is some more hypocrisy being planted by white 
people. 
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I personally think that there are many young white revolutionaries 
who are sincere in attempting to realign themselves with mankind, 
and to make a reality out of the high moral standards that their 
fathers and forefathers only expressed . In pressing for new heroes 
the young white revolutionaries found the heroes in the black colony 
at home and in the colonies throughout the world . 

The young white revolutionaries raised the cry for the troops to 
withdraw from Vietnam, hands off Latin America, withdraw from 
the Dominican Republic and also to withdraw from the black com
munity or the black colony. So you have a situation in which the 
young white revolutionaries are attempting to identify with the 
oppressed people of the colonies and against the exploiter. 

The problem arises then in what part they can play. How can they 
aid the colony? How cari they aid the Black Panther Party or any 
other black revolutionary group? They can aid the black revolution
aries first by simply turning away from the establishment, and 
secondly by choosing their friends . For instance, they have a choice 
between whether they will be a friend of Lyndon Baines Johnson or 
a friend of Fidel Castro . A friend of Robert Kennedy or a friend of 
Ho Chi Minh. And these are direct opposites . A friend of mine or a 
friend of Johnson 's. After they make this choice then the . white 
revolutionaries have a duty and a responsibility to act. 

The imperialistic or capitalistic system occupies areas. I t  occupies 
Vietnam now. They occupy them by sending soldiers there, by 
sending policemen there. The policemen or soldiers are only a gun 
in the establishment's hand . They make the racist secure in his 
racism. The gun in the establishment's hand makes the establish
ment secure in its exploitation. The first problem it seems is to 
remove the gun from the establishment's hand . Until lately the 
white radical has seen no reason to come into conflict with the 
policemen in his own community. The reason I said until recently is 
because there is friction now in the mother country between the 
young white revolutionaries and the police. Because now the white 
revolutionaries are attempting to put some of their ideas into action, 
and there's the rub . We say that it should be a permanent thing. 

Black people are being oppressed in the colony by white police
men, by white racists. We are saying they must withdraw. We realize 
that it is not only the Oakland police department but rather the 
security forces in general .  On April 6 it wasn't just the Oakland police 
department who ambushed the Panthers . It was the Oakland police 
department, the Emeryville police department and I wouldn't be 
surprised if there were others . When the white revolutionaries went 
down to close up the Army terminal in October 1965 it wasn't the 
Oakland police by themselves who tried to stop them. It was the 
Oakland police, the Berkeley police, the Highway Patrol, the Sher-
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iff's Department and the national guard was standing by. So we see 
that they're all part of the security force to protect the status quo; to 
make sure that the institutions carry out their goals. They're here to 
protect the system. 

As far as I 'm concerned the only reasonable conclusion would be 
to first realize the enemy, realize the plan, and then when something 
happens in the black colony-when we're attacked and ambushed in 
the black colony-then the white revolutionary students and intel
lectuals and all the other whites who support the colony should 
respond by defending us, by attacking the enemy in their commu
nity. Every time that we're attacked in our community there should 
be a reaction by the white revolutionaries; they should respond by 
defending us, by attacking part of the security force. Part of that 
security force that is determined to carry out the racist ends of the 
American institutions. 

As far as our party is concerned, the Black Panther Party is an all 
black party, because we feel as Malcolm X felt that there can be no 
black-white unity until there first is black unity. We have a problem in 
the black colony that is particular to the colony, but we're willing to 
accept a id from the mother country as long as the mother country 
radicals realize that we have, as Eldridge Cleaver says in SOUL ON 
ICE, a mind of our own .  We've regained our mind that was taken 
away from us and we will decide the politica l  as well as the practical 
stand that we'll take. We'll make the theory and we'll carry out the 
practice. It's the duty of the white revolutionary to aid us in this. 

So the role of the mother country radical, and he does have a role, 
is to first choose his friend and his enemy and after doing this, which 
it seems he's already done, then to not only articulate his desires to 
regain h is moral standard and align himself with humanity, but also to 
put this into practice by attacking the protectors of the institutions. 

MovEMENT : You have spoken a lot about dealing with the pro
tectors of the system, the armed forces . Would you like to elaborate 
on why you place so much emphasis on this? 

HuEY : The reasons that I feel very strongly about dealing with the 
protectors of the system is simply because without this protection 
from the army, the police and the military, the institutions could not 
go on in their racism and exploitation . For instance, as the Viet
namese are driving the American imperialist troops out of Vietna!11, 
it automatically stops the racist imperialist institutions of Amenca 
from oppressing that particular country. The country cannot imple
ment its racist program without the guns . And the g':ms a.re the 
military and the police. I f  the military were disarmed m Vietnam 
then the Vietnamese would be victorious. 

We are in the same situation here in America . Whenever we attack 
the system the first thing the administrators do is to send out their 
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strongarm men . If it's a rent strike, because of the indecent housing 
we have, they will send out the police to throw the furniture out the 
window. They don't come themselves. They send their protectors . 
So to deal with the corrupt exploiter you are going to have to deal 
with his protector, which is the police who take orders from him. 
This is a must. 

MovEMENT : Would you like to be more specific on the conditions 
which must exist before an alliance or coalition can be formed with 
predominantly white groups? Would you comment specifically on 
your alliance with the California Peace and Freedom Party? 

HuEY : We have an alliance with the Peace and Freedom Party. 
The Peace and Freedom Party has supported our program in full 
and this is the criterion for a coalition with the black revolutionary 
group. If they had not supported our program in full, then we would 
not have seen any reason to make an alliance with them, because we 
are the reality of the oppression . .  They are not. They are only op
pressed in an abstract way; we are oppressed in the real way. We are 
the real slaves ! So it's a problem that we suffer from more than 
anyone else and it's our problem of liberation. Therefore we should 
decide what measures and what tools and what programs to use to 
become liberated . Many of the young white revolutionaries realize 
this and I see no reason not to have a coalition with them. 

MovEMENT : Other black groups seem to feel that from past ex
perience it is impossible for them to work with whites and impossible 
for them to fonn alliances. What do you see as the reasons for this 
and do you think that the h istory of the Black Panther Party makes 
this less of a problem? 

SNCC and Liberals 
HUEY : There was somewhat of an unhealthy relationship in the 

past with the white liberals supporting the black people who were 
trying to gain their freedom. I think that a good example of this 
would be the relationship that SNCC had with its white liberals. I 
call them white liberals because they differ strictly from the white 
radicals. The relationship was that the whites controlled SNCC for 
a very long time. From the very start of SNCC until here recently 
whites were the mind of SNCC. They controlled the program of 
SNCC with money and they controlled the ideology, or the stands 
SNCC would take . The blacks in SNCC were completely controlled 
program-wise; they couldn't do any more than these white liberals 
wanted them to do, which wasn't very much .  So the white liberals 
were not working for self-determination for the black community. 
They were interested in a few concessions from the power structure. 
They undermined SNCC's program. 

Stokely Carmichael came along and realizing this started to follow 
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Malcolm X's program of Black Power. This frightened many of the 
white liberals who were supporting SNCC. Whites were afraid when 
Stokely came along with Black Power and said that black people have 
a mind of their own and that SNCC would be an all-black organiza
tion and that SNCC would seek self-determination for the black 
community. The white liberals withdrew their support leaving the 
organization financially bankrupt. The blacks who were in the organi
zation, Stokely and H . Rap Brown, were left very angry with the 
white liberals who had been aiding them under the disguise of being 
sincere . They weren't sincere. 

The result was that the leadership of SNCC turned away from 
the white liberal, which was very good . I don't think they distin
guished between the white liberal and the white revolutionary, be
cause the white revolutionary is white also and they are very much 
afraid to have any contact whatsoever with white people. Even to the 
point of denying that the white revolutionaries could give support, 
by supporting the programs of SNCC in the mother country . Not by 
making any programs, not by being a member of the organization, 
but simply by resisting. Just as the Vietnamese people realize that 
they are supported whenever other oppressed people throughout the 
world resist. Because it helps divide the troops . I t  drains the country 
militarily and economically. I f  the mother country radicals are sin
cere then this will definitely add to the attack that we are making on 
the power structure . The Black Panther Party's program is a program 
where we recognize that the revolution in the mother country will 
definitely aid us in our freedom and has everything to do with our 
struggle! 

Hate the Oppre11or 
I think that one of SNCC's great problems is that they were con

trolled by the traditional administrator :  the omnipotent adminis
trator, the white person .  He was the mind of SNCC. And so SNCC 
regained its mind, but I believe that it lost its political perspective . 
I think that this was a reaction rather than a response. The Black 
Panther Party has NEVER been controlled by white people. The 
Black Panther Party has always been a black group. We have always 
had an integration of mind and body. We have never been con
trolled by whites and therefore we don't fear the white mot�er 
country radicals. Our alliance is one of organized black groups with 
organized white groups . As soon as the organized white groups do not 
do the things that would benefit us in our struggle for liberation, that 
will be our departure point .  So we don't suffer in the hangup of a 
skin color. We don't hate white people; we hate the oppressor. And 
if the oppressor happens to be white then we hate him. When �e 
stops oppressing us then we no longer hate him . And right now m 
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America you have the slave-master being a white group. We are 
pushing him out of office through revolution in this country. I think 
the responsibility of the white revolutionary will be to aid us in this. 
And when we are a ttacked by the police or by the milita ry then it will 
be up to the white mother country radicals to attack the murderers 
and to respond as we respond, to follow our program. 

Slave Masters 

MovEMENT : You indicate that there is a psychological process that 
has historically existed in white-black relations in the U.S. that must 
change in the course of revolutionary struggle. Would you like to 
comment on this? 

HUEY : Yes . The historical relationship between black and white 
here in America has been the relationship between the slave and the 
master; the master being the mind and the slave the body. The slave 
would carry out the orders that the mind demanded him to carry out. 
By doing this the master took the manhood from the slave because 
he stripped him of a mind . He stripped black people of their mind . 
In the process the slave-master stripped himself of a body. As Eld
ridge puts it the slave-master became the omnipotent administrator 
and the slave became the supermasculine menial. This puts the 
omnipotent administrator into the controlling position or the front 
office and the supermasculine menial into the field . 

The whole relationship developed so that the omnipoten� admin
istrator and the supermasculine menial became opposites . The slave 
being a very strong body doing all the practical things, all of the work 
becomes very masculine. The omnipotent administrator in the proc
ess of removing himself from all body functions realizes later that he 
has emasculated himself. And this is very disturbing to him . So the 
slave lost his mind and the slave-master his body. 

Penis Envy 
This caused the slave-master to become very envious of the slave 

because he pictured the slave as being more of a man, being superior 
sexually, because the penis is part of the body. The omnipotent ad
ministrator laid down a decree when he realized that his plan to 
enslave the black man had a flaw, when he discovered that he had 
emasculated h imself. He attempted to bind the penis of the slave . 
He attempted to show that his penis could reach further than the 
supermasculine menial's penis. He said "I, the omnipotent adminis
trator can have access to the black woman." The supermasculine 
menial then had a psychological a ttraction to the white woman ( the 
ultra feminine freak ) for the simple reason that it was forbidden 
fruit. The omnipotent administrator decreed that this kind of con
tact would be punished by death .  At the same time in order to re-
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inforce his sexual desire, to confirm, to assert his manhood, he would 
go into the slave quarters and have sexual rela tions with the black 
woman ( the self-reliant Amazon ) .  Not to be satisfied but simply to 
confirm his manhood . Because if he can only satisfy the self-reliant 
Amazon then he would be sure that he was a man. Because he 
doesn't have a body, he doesn't have a penis, he psychologically 
wants to castrate the black man. The slave was constantly seeking 
unity within himsel f :  a mind and a body. He always wanted to be 
able to decide, to gain respect from his woman .  Because women want 
one who can control . I give this outline to fit into a framework of 
what is happening now. The white power structure today in America 
defines itself as the mind. They want to control the world . They go 
off and plunder the world . They are the policemen of the world 
exercising control especially over people of color. 

Re-capture the Mind 
The white man cannot ga in his manhood, cannot unite with the 

body because the body is black. The body is symbolic of slavery and 
strength . I t's a biological thing as he views it. The slave is in a much 
better situation because his not being a full man has always been 
viewed psychologically. And it's always easier to make a psychologi
cal transition than a biological one. If he can only recapture his mind, 
recapture his balls, then he will lose all fear and will be free to deter
mine his destiny. This is what .is happening at this time with the 
rebellion of the world 's oppressed people against the controller. 
They are regaining their mind and they're saying that we have a mind 
of our own. They're saying that we want freedom to determine the 
destiny of our people, thereby uniting the mind with their bodies . 
They are taking the mind back from the omnipotent administrator, 
the controller, the exploiter. 

In America black people are also chanting that we have a mind of 
our own . We must have freedom to determine our destiny. I t's 
almost a spiritual thing, this unity, this harmony. This unity of the 
mind and of the body, this unity of man within himself. Certain 
slogans of Chairman Mao I think demonstrate this theory of uniting 
the mind with the body within the man. An example is his call to 
the intellectuals to go to the countryside. The peasants in the coun
tryside are all bodies; they're the workers . And he sent the intellec
tuals there because the dictatorship of the proletariat has no room 
for the omnipotent administrator; there's no room for the exploiter. 
So therefore he must go to the countryside to regain his body; he 
must work. He is really done a favor, because the people force him to 
unite his mind with his body by putting them both to work . At the 
same time the intellectual teaches the people political ideology, he 
educates them, thus uniting the mind and the body in the peasant. 
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Their minds and bodies are united and they control their country. I 
think this is a very good example of this unity and it is my idea of the 
perfect man. 

The Guerrllla 
MovEMENT : You mentioned at another point that the guerrilla was 

the perfect man and this kind of formulation seems to fit in directly 
with the guerrilla as a political man. Would you like to comment on 
this? 

HUEY : Yes. The guerrilla is a very unique man. This is in contrast 
to Marxist-Leninist orthodox theories where the party controls the 
military. The guerrilla is not only the warrior, the military fighter; he 
is also the military commander as well as the political theoretician . 
Debray says "poor the pen without the guns, poor the gun without 
the pen" .2 The pen being just an extension of the mind, a tool to 
write down concepts, ideas. The gun is only an extension of the body, 
the extension of our fanged teeth that we lost through evolution . 
It 's the weapon, it's the claws that we lost, it's the body. The guer
rilla. is the military commander and the political theoretician all in 
one. 

In Bolivia Che said that he got very little help from the Commu
nist Party there . The Communist Party wanted to be the mind, the 
Communist Party wanted to have full control of the guerrilla activity. 
But yet weren't taking part in the practical work of the guerrillas . The 
guerrilla on the other hand is not only united within himself, but he 
also attempts to spread this to the people by educating the villagers, 
giving them political perspective, pointing out things, educating 
them politically, and arming the people. Therefore the guerrilla is 
giving the peasants and workers a mind. Because they've already got 
the body you get a unity of the mind and the body. Black people 
here in America, who have long been the workers, have regained our 
minds and we now have a unity of mind and body. 

MovEMENT : Would you be willing to extend this formula in 
terms of white radicals; to say that one of their struggles today is to 
get back their bodies. 

HuEY : Yes . I thought I made that clear. The white mother 
country radical by becoming an activist is attempting to rega in his 
body. By being an activist and not the traditional theoretician who 
outlines the plan, as the Communist Party has been trying to do for 
ever so long, the white mother country radical is regaining his body. 
The resistance by white radicals in Berkeley during the past three 
nights is a good indication that the white radicals are on the way 
home. They have identified their enemies. The white radicals have 
integrated theory with practice. They realize the American system is 
the real enemy but in order to attack the American system they must 
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attack the ordinary cop. In order to attack the educational system 
they must attack the ordinary teacher. Just as the Vietnamese people 
to attack the American system must attack the ordinary soldier. The 
white mother country radicals now are regaining their bodies and 
they're also recognizing that the black man has a mind and that he is 
a man. 

MOVEMENT : Would you comment on how this psychological un
derstanding aids in the revolutionary struggle? 

HuEY : You can see that in statements until recently black people 
who haven't been enl ightened have defined the white man by calling 
him "the MAN" . "The Man" is making this decision, "The Man" 
this and "The Man" that. The black woman found it difficult to 
respect the black man be�ause he didn't even define himsel f as a 
man! Because he didn't have a mind, because the decision maker 
was outside of himself. But the vanguard group, the Black Panther 
Party along with all revolutionary black groups have regained our 
mind and our manhood. Therefore we no longer define the omnipo
tent administrator as "the Man" . . .  or the authority as "the MAN". 
Matter of fact the omnipotent administrator along with his security 
agents are less than a man because WE define them as pigs ! I think 
that this is a revolutionary thing in itself . That's political power. 
That's power itself. Matter of fact what is power other than the 
ability to define phenomenon and then make it act in a desired 
manner? When black people start defining things and making it act 
in a desired manner, then we call this Black Power! 

MovEMENT : Would you comment further on what you mean by 
Black Power? 

HuEY : Black Power is really people's power. The Black Panther 
Program, Panther Power as we call it, will implement this people's 
power. We have respect for all of humanity and we realize that the 
people should rule and determine their destiny. Wipe out the con
troller. To have Black Power doesn't humble or subjugate anyone to 
slavery or oppression. Black Power is giving power to people who 
have not had power to determine their destiny. We advocate and we 
aid any people who are struggl ing to determine their destiny. This is 
regardless of color. The Vietnamese say Vietnam should be able to 
determine its own destiny. Power of the Vietnamese people. We 
also chant power of the Vietnamese people. The Latins are talkin� 
about Latin America for the Latin Americans. Cuba Si and Yanqm, 
Non. It's not that they don't want the Yankees to have any power 
they just don't want them to have power over them. They can have 
power over themselves. We in the black colony in America want to 
be able to have power over our destiny and that's black power. 

MovEMENT : A lot of white radicals are romantic about what Che 
said : "In a revolution one wins or dies . . .  " For most of us it is really 
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an abstract or theoretical question. I t's a real question for you and 
we'd l ike you to rap about how you feel about it. 

HuEY : Yes . The revolutionary sees no compromise. We will not 
compromise because the issue is so basic. If  we compromise one iota 
we will be selling our freedom out. We will be selling the revolution 
out. And we refuse to remain slaves . As Eldridge says in SOUL ON 
ICE "a slave who dies of natural causes will not balance two dead 
flies on the scales of eternity." As far as we're concerned we would 
rather be dead than to go on with the slavery that we're in .  Once we 
compromise we will be compromising not only our freedom, but also 
our manhood . We realize that we're going up against a highly tech
nical country, and we real ize that they are not only paper tigers, as 
Mao says, but real tigers too because they have the ability to 
slaughter many people. But in the long run, they will prove them
selves paper tigers because they're not in line with humanity; they 
are divorced from the people. We know that the enemy is very 
powerful and that our manhood is at stake, but we feel it necessary 
to be victorious in regaining ourselves, regaining our manhood . And 
this is the basic point. So either we will do this or we won't have any 
freedom. Either we will win or we will die trying to win . 

Mood of Black People 
MovEMENT : How would you characterize the mood of black peo

ple in America today? Are they disenchanted, wanting a larger slice 
of the pie, or alienated, not wanting to integrate into a burning house, 
not wanting to integrate into Babylon? What do you think it will 
take for them to become alienated and revolutionary? 

HuEY : I was going to say disillusioned, but I don't think wc were 
ever under the illusion that we had freedom in this country .  This 
society is definitely a decadent one and we realize it. Black people 
are realizing it more and more. We cannot gain our freedom un
der the present system; the system that is carrying out its plans of 
institutionalized racism. Your question is what will have to be done 
to stimulate them to revolution . I think it's already being done. I t's a 
matter of time now for us to educate them to a program and show 
them the way to liberation . The Black Panther Party is the beacon 
light to show black people the way to l iberation . 

You notice the insurrections that have been going on throughout 
the country, in Watts, in Newark, in Detroit. They were all re
sponses of the people demanding that they have freedom to deter
mine thei r destiny, rejecting exploitation . Now the Black Panther 
Party does not th ink that the traditional riots, or insurrections that 
have taken place are the answer. It is true they have been against the 
Establ ishment, they have been against authority and oppression 
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within their community, but they have been unorganized . However, 
black people learned from each of these insurrections. 

They learned from Watts . I'm sure the people in Detroit were 
educated by what happened in Watts. Perhaps this was wrong 
educat ion . It sort of missed the mark. It wasn 't quite the correct 
activity, but the people were educated through the activity. The peo
ple of Detroit followed the example of the people in Watts, only 
they added a l ittle scrutiny to it .  The people in Detroit learned that 
the way to put a hurt on the administration is to make Molotov 
cocktails and to go into the street in mass numbers . So this was a 
matter of learning. The slogan went up "Burn, baby, burn" .  People 
were educated through the activity and it spread throughout the 
country. The people were educated on how to resist, but perhaps 
incorrect! y. 

Educate Through Activity 
What we have to do as a vanguard of the revolution is to correct 

this through activity. The large ma jority of black people are either 
ill iterate or semi-l iterate . They don't read. They need activity to 
follow. This is true of any colonized people. The same thing hap
pened in Cuba where it was necessary for twelve men with a leader
ship of Che and Fidel to take to the hills and then attack the cor
rupt administra tion; to attack the army who were the protectors of 
the exploiters in Cuba . They could have leafleted the community 
and they could have written books, but the people would not re
spond. They had to act and the people could see and hear about it 
and therefore become educated on how to respond to oppression . 

In th is country black revolutionaries have to set an example. We 
can't do the same things that were done in Cuba because Cuba is 
Cuba and the U.S. is the U.S .  Cuba has many terrains to protect 
the guerril la . Th is country is mainly urban .  We have to work out new 
solutions to offset the power of the country's technology and com
munication; its ability to communicate very rapidly by telephone and 
teletype and so forth . We do have solutions to these problems and 
they will be put into effect. I wouldn't want to go into the ways and 
means of th is, but we will educate through action. We have to engage 
in action to make the people want to read our literature. Because they 
arc not attracted to all the writing in this country; there's too much 
writing. Many books makes one weary. 

Threat from Reformers 
MovEMENT : Kennedy before h is death, and to a lesser extent 

Rockefeller and Lindsay and other establ ishment l iberals have be�n 
talking about making reforms to give black people a greater share m 
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the pie and thus stop any developing revolutionary movement. 
Would you comment on this? 

HuEY : I would say th is : I f  a Kennedy or Lindsay or anyone else can 
give decent housing to all of our people; if they can give full em
ployment to our people with a high standard; if they can give full 
control to black people to determine the destiny of their commu
nity; if they can give fair trials in the court system by turning over 
the structure to the community; if they can end their exploitation 
of people throughout the world; if they can do all of these things 
they would have solved the problems . But I don't believe that under 
this present system, under capitalism, that they will be able to solve 
these problems .  

Poople Must Control 

I don't think black people should be fooled by their come-0ns 
because every one who gets in office promises the same thing. They 
promise full employment and decent housing; the Great Society, the 
New Frontier. All of these names, but no real benefits. No effects are 
felt in the black community, and black people are tired of being de
ceived and duped . The people must have full control of the means of 
production. Small black businesses cannot compete with General 
Motors. That's just out of the question. General Motors robbed us 
and worked us for nothing for a couple hundred years and took 
our money and set up factories and became fat and rich and then 
talks about giving us some of the crumbs. We want full control . 
We're not interested in anyone promising that the private owners 
are going to all of a sudden become human beings and give these 
things to our community. It  hasn't ever happened and, based on 
empirical evidence, we don't  expect them to become Buddhists over 
night .  

MovEMENT : We raised this question not because we feel that 
these reforms are possible, but rather to get your ideas on what 
effects such attempted reforms might have on the development of a 
revolutionary struggle. 

HuEY : I think that reforms pose no real threat. The revolution has 
always been in the hands of the young. The young always inherit the 
revolution . The young population is growing at a very rapid rate and 
they are very displeased with the authorities . They want control. I 
doubt that under the present system any kind of program can be 
launched that will be able to buy off all these young people. They 
have not been able to do it with the poverty program, the great 
society, etc. This country has never been able to employ all of its 
people simply because it's too interested in private property and the 
profit motive. A bigger poverty program is just what it says it is, a 
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program to keep people in poverty. So I don' t  think that there is any 
real threat from the reforms . 

MovEMENT : Would you like to say something about the Panther's 
organizing especially in terms of the youth? 

HuEY : The Panthers represent a cross section of the black com
munity. We have older people as well as younger people. The younger 
people of course are the ones who are seen on the streets . They are 
the activists. They are the real vanguard of change because they 
haven't been indoctrinated and they haven't submitted . They haven't 
been beaten into line as some of the older people have. But many of 
the older people realize that we're waging a just fight against the 
oppressor. They are aiding us and they are taking a part in the 
program .  

Jall 

MovEMENT : Tell us something about your relations with the 
prisoners in the jail . 

HuEY : The black prisoners as well as many of the white prisoners 
identify with the program of the Panthers .  Of course by the very 
nature of their being prisoners they can see the oppression and 
they've suffered at  the hands of the Gestapo . They have reacted to it .  
The black prisoners have all joined the Panthers, about 95% of them . 
Now the jail is all Panther and the police are very worried about 
this . The white prisoners can identify with us because they realize 
that they are not in control . They realize there's someone controll ing 
them and the rest of the world with guns. They want some control 
over their l ives also . 111e Panthers in jail have been educating them 
and so we are going along with the revolution inside of the jail .  

MovEMENT : What has been the effect of the demonstrations out
side the jail calling for "Free Huey"? 

HuEY : Very positive reactions . One demonstration, I don't re
member which one, a couple of trustees, white trustees, held a card
board s ign out the laundry window reading "Free Huey" . They say 
people saw it and responded to it. They were very enthusiastic 
about the demonstrators because they too suffer from being treated 
unfairly by the parole authorities and by the police here in the jail . 

Open or Underground 
MovEMENT : The Panthers' organizing efforts have been very open 

up until this point . Would you like to comment about the question 
of an underground political organ ization versus an open organization 
at this point in the struggle? 

HuEY : Yeah. Some of the black nationalist groups feel that they 
have to be underground because they'll be attacked . But we don't feel 
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that you can romanticize being underground . They say we're romantic 
because we're trying to live revolutionary l ives, and we are not taking 
precautions. But we say that the only way we would go underground 
is if we're driven underground. All real revolutionary movements are 
driven underground . Take the revolution in Cuba . The agitation that 
was going on while Fidel was in law school was very much above 
ground. Even his existence in the h ills was, so to speak, an above 
the ground affair because he was letting it be known who was doing 
the damage and why he was doing the damage. To catch him was a 
different story .  The only way we can educate the people is by setting 
an example for them. We feel that this is very necessary. 

This is a pre-revolutionary period and we feel it is very necessary 
to educate the people while we can .  So we're very open about this 
education . We have been attacked and we will be attacked even more 
in the future but we're not going to go underground until we get 
ready to go underground because we have a mind of our own. We're 
not going to let anyone force us to do anything. We're going to go 
underground after we educate all of the black people and not before 
that time. Then it won't really be necessary for us to go underground 
because you can see black anywhere. We will just have the stuff to 
protect ourselves and the strategy to offset the great power that the 
strong-arm men of the establishment have and are planning to use 
against us. 

White Or9anlzln9 
MovEMENT : Your comments about the white prisoners seemed 

encouraging. Do you see the possibility of organizing a white 
Panther Party in opposition to the establishment possibly among 
poor and working whites? 

HUEY : Well as I put it before Black Power is people's power and as 
far as organizing white people we give white people the privilege of 
having a mind and we want  them to get a body. They can organize 
themselves . We can tell them what they should do, what their 
responsibility is if they're going to claim to be white revolutionaries 
or white mother country radicals, and that is to arm themselves 
and support the colonies around the world in their just struggle 
against imperialism . But anything more than that they will have to 
do on their own. 

-Pamphlet published by The Movement 
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The Peace Movement is extremely important, more important 
than I thought it was, say, two years ago. Matter of fact, it 's one 
of the most important movements that's going on at  this time. Be
cause a person is in the Peace Movement and he works with the 
Peace Movement, the Peace Movement is not necessarily a pacifist 
movement. I think that the reason I place so much emphasis now 
upon the Peace Movement I see that i f  peace were to come about 
this would force a re-evaluation and a revolution in the basic eco
nomic composition of the country. 

I 'l l explain that further. For instance, we all know now this is a 
garrison state, the warfare state. And this is not by accident .  After 
capitalism reaches a point where it can no longer expand, it looks 
for other avenues, other deposits, other places to expand the Capi
tal istic interest . And at this time super-capitalists (we know people 
like General Motors, Chrysler, General Dynamics, and all the SU
PER COMPANIES-I understand there's about 76 that control 
the whole economy of this country ) and these companies, including 
the automobile companies that I just named are the prime people, 
or they are the military contractors . They run the defense plants 
as far as getting the contracts from the Pentagon . Chrysler made 
that batch of tanks that wouldn't fire, ( you probably saw in the 
paper ) through a contract with the government and with the Penta
gon . In other words, super-capitalists are now putting their over
expanded capitalistic surplus into military equipment . And this 
military equipment is then placed in foreign countries, which is 
the final depository for expendable goods, such as Viet Nam, such 
as what' happened in the Dominican Republic some years ago.3 In 
other words, with the wedding of the industry with the Pentagon, 
they have a new avenue to invest. And they invest in military equip
ment. And this equipment is expendable, because this is the purpose 
of it : To explode it and then build new ones, you sec. So it's a 
perpetual type of process . 

We know now that the U.S .  has a secret pact with Thailand.  
These things are not by accident, are not by chance; but i t ' s  a l l  part 
of a super-plan in order to keep the economy going. What would 
happen then, if peace were to come about? If  peace were to come 
about then you wouldn't have that final depository for expendable 
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goods and the surplus would then be turned back into the country. 
The military plants and the related defense plan ts, industrial plants 
would be brought to a grinding halt. 

And th is is why you have some of the union representatives sup
porting the war effort. This is why the AFL-CIO supported the 
invasion of the Dominican Republic. It forced out Juan Bosch for 
the simple reason, they know that as long as war goes on, then 
they can exploit the people through taxation and also exploit the 
people through human l ives, because we sent sold iers, you see 
brothers, because they're expendable too; people are expendable. 
So, this is to keep it going, to keep getting the contracts. 

So what happens is that one of the favored arguments of the 
capitalists is that America is not an imperialistic country because the 
traditional ways and means of imperialists is to go into a developing 
country and rape the country of its raw materials and refine them in 
the colony, in the developing country or send them to the mother 
country to be refined or refine them and sell them back at  a high 
price to the colonized people. And the argument is that "America 
is not doing that. We don't need what's in Vietnam; we don't need 
any equipment, and the raw materials out of Vietnam ." And this 
is very true. This sort of puzzled me for a while; and I couldn't 
really answer it ,  and so I just talked around it . But now I under
stand that something new has happened; that with the wedding 
of science with industry, with the industrial plants, that America 
has solved the basic problem of raw materials through synthetics 
and through knowing how to use raw materials that are already here 
and using them in a variety of ways, therefore keeping the plants 
going. So, therefore this is the favored argument of the capitalis t :  
"So, we  must be  there to  stop communism or  wars o f  subversion, 
you see, subversive wars ." But what's overlooked is the fact that 
the super-capital ists know we don 't need to rape the country. I think 
Cuba was the turn ing poin t where it was sort of the traditional 
colonized country. And I 'll inject this and that is that. 

Another argument is that we need the positions, their strategic 
military positions, which we know tha t the U.S. does not need any 
strategic mil itary positions because they already have enough equip
ment to defend this country from any point in the world if  we 
were attacked . So they could only be there to use this developing 
country as depository for expendable goods. And in traditional im
perialism, people from the mother country usually go to the colony, 
set up government there and the government heads and also the 
leaders of the military. 

And this is not so at this point, see. In Vietnam, people from 
the mother country have not gone to the colonized country and 
jockeyed for position, bUt it 's all been turned back into America . 
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The defense contractors jockey for pos1hon now in the mother 
country, you see, for the defense contracts . And then they set up a 
puppet government or a military regime so that they can supply 
these developing countries with military equipment. And they really 
don 't want to be in Vietnam or any of the developing countries, 
because they feel ( and they have done this ) they've bought off the 
militaries in these various developing countries so that they will only 
be an arm of the Pentagon, for instance, the military regime in 
Greece. So therefore, they have full control of the military officers, 
through buying them off, paying them high salaries and so forth so 
they feel that they won 't have to send American troops, and there
fore, they won 't disturb or cause chaos in America and the mother 
country. 

But what happens when one battal ion of your military is de
feated? Then you send in reinforcements to a defeated puppet army 
in that developing country. The whole government becomes subject 
to the army. And the army becomes suspicious of the civil govern
ment in these developing countries, because they are told by the 
Pentagon through indoctrination and money that the civil govern
ment is communist or a threat to the nation. So then you have 
military coups, and this is what happens over and over with the 
support of the U.S. 

So what we have, we have really an imperialistic variation of im
perial ism.  And I said before, the jockeying for position of power is 
inside of the mother country now. So, in fact, the American people 
have become colon ized . 

At one time I thought that only Blacks were colonized . But I 
th ink we have to change our rhetoric to an extent because the whole 
American people have been colonized, if you view exploitation as a 
colonized effect, now they're exploited . They support the super
capitalist through taxation . And ( through taxation ) with tax to 
support the super-capitalist, or these 76 companies. 

So, therefore, the whole American people are colonized people 
and even more so than the people in these developing countries 
where the militaries operate. And these are the points that we have 
to get across to the people to show them that we are a colonized 
people and l ift their consciousness to a point to have a successful 
revolution. 

Well, anyway, I won 't go on with that. But I hope you get the 
point, and I hope I'm clear enough . But, this is why the Peace 
Movement is so important. If the Peace Movement is successful, 
then the revolution will be successful . If the Peace Movement fails, 
then the revolution in the mother country fails .  In other words the 
people will be pushed so up-tight once they found war were to stop, 
but then the whole economy would go down the drain because you 
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would have to have a planned economy to combat the chaos that 
would be caused by the absence of any incentive for the factories 
to go. Now war is the incentive for the military contractors . 

So this is why it is very important that we have communications 
with, not only communications with, we should engage in writing 
in our paper that we support the Peace Movement, actually get out 
and support it in various ways th rough l iterature and demonstrations 
in all the ways that the people struggle against the antagonistic 
ruling capitalist class in order to bring about change, because we 
realize that waging the struggles of antagonistic forces are the ele
ments and the essence of all change. So at this point we're just 
involved in a struggle by antagonistic forces, and that is the people 
who work for a living and the people who own and exploit for their 
well-being. 

So we have to realize our position and we have to know ourselves 
and know our enemies . A thousand wars and a thousand victories. 
And until we know who the enemy is and what the situation is 
we will only be marking time. Even the Peace Movement doesn't 
compromise our defense principles. We stil l will defend ourselves 
against attack and against agression . But overall , we're advocating the 
end to all wars .  But, yet, we support the self-defense of the Viet
namese people and all the people who are struggling. 

ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE 
Huey P. Newton 
Minister of Defense, 
Black Panther Party 

-The Black Panther, September 27, 1969 

To the R.N.A. 

This is Huey P. Newton, at Los Padres, California 1969, Sep
tember 1 3 . 

Greetings to the Republic of New Africa and President Robert 
Williams. I'm very happy to be able to welcome you back home.4 
I might add that this is perfect timing. And we need you very much, 
the people need you very much . And now that the consciousness of 
the people is at such a high level, perhaps they will be able to 
appreciate your leadership, and also be ready to move in a very 
revolutionary fashion. 
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Some time ago I received a message from the Republic of New 
Africa with a series of questions concerning the philosophy of the 
Black Panther Party; and very detailed questions on certain stands, 
and our thinking on these positions .  At that time I wasn't prepared 
to send a message out. I 've had to think about many of the ques
tions, and due to the situation here it's very difficult for me to 
communicate, so that explains this lapse in time between question 
and answer. I won't be able to expound on all the questions, but 
I would like to give some general explanations to the Black Panther 
Party's position, as related to the Republic of New Africa . 

The Black Panther Party's position is that the Black people in 
the country are definitely colonized, and suffer from the colonial 
plight more than any ethnic group in the country. Perhaps with 
the exception of the Indian, but surely as much even as the Indian 
population. We too, realize that the American people in general 
are colonized . And they're colonized simply because they're under 
a capitalistic society, with a small clique of rulers who are the 
owners of the means of production in control of decision making, 
they're the decision making body. Therefore, that takes the freedom 
from the American people in general .  And they simply work for 
the enrichment of this ruling class. As far as Blacks are concerned, 
of course, we're at the very bottom of this ladder, we' re exploited 
not only by the small group of ruling class, we're oppressed, and 
repressed by even the working class Whites in the country. And this 
is simply because the ruling class, the White ruling class uses the 
old Roman policy of divide and conquer. In other words, the White 
working class is used as pawns or tools of the ruling class, but they 
too are enslaved . So it's with that historical thing of dividing and 
ruling, that the ruling class can effectively and successfully keep the 
majority of the people in an oppressed position; because they're 
divided in certain interest groups, even though these interests that 
the lower class groups carry doesn't necessarily serve as beneficial 
to them . 

As far as our stand on separation, we've demanded, as you very 
well know, a plebiscite of the U.N. to supervise, so that Blacks 
can decide whether they want to secede the union, or what posi
tion they'll take on it. As far as the Black Panther Party is con
cerned we're subject to the will of the majority of the people, but 
we feel that the people should have this choice, and we feel that 
the Republic of New Africa is perfectly justified in demanding and 
declaring the right to secede the union. So we don't have any 
contradiction between the Black Panther Party's position and the 
Republic of New Africa 's position that I know, it's simply . a matter 
of timing. We feel that certa in conditions will have to exist be�ore 
we're even given the right to make that choice . We also take into 
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consideration the fact that if Blacks at this very minute were able 
to secede from the union, and say have five states, or six states, it 
would be impossible to function in freedom side by side with a 
capitalistic imperialistic country. We all know that mother Africa 
is not free simply because of imperialism, because of Western dom
ination. And there's no indication that it would be any different 
if we were to have a separate country, here in North America . As 
a matter of fact, by all logic we would suffer imperialism and 
colonialism even more so than the Third World is suffering it now. 
They are geographically better located, thousands of miles away, 
but yet they are not able to be free simply because of highly tech
nological developments, the highest technological developments that 
the West has that makes the world so much smaller, one small 
neighborhood . 

So taking all these things into consideration, we conclude that 
the only way that we're going to be free is to wipe out once and 
for all the oppressive structure of America . We realize we can't do 
this without a popular struggle, without many alliances and coali
tions, and this is the reason that we're moving in the direction that 
we are to get as many alliances as possible of people that are equally 
dissatisfied with the system. And also we're carrying on, or attempt
ing to carry on a political education campaign, so that the people 
will be aware of the conditions and therefore perhaps they will be 
able to take steps to controlling these conditions . We think this is 
the most important thing at this time; is to be able to organize 
in some fashion so that we'll have a formidable force to challenge 
the structure of the American empire. 

So we invite the Republic of New Africa to struggle with us, 
because we know from people whom I 've talked to, ( I 've talked to 
May Mallory, and other people familiar with the philosophy of the 
Republic of New Africa ) they seem to be very aware that the whole 
structure of America will have to be changed, in order for the people 
of America to be free. And this is again with the full knowledge 
and the full view of the end goal of the Republic of New Africa 
to secede. In  other words we're not really handling this question at 
this time because we feel that for us that it is somewhat premature, 
that I realize the physiological value of fighting for a territory. But 
at this time the Black Panther Party feels that we don't want to be 
in an enclave type situation where we would be more isolated than 
we already are now. We're isolated in the ghetto areas, and we think 
that this is a very good location as far as strategy is concerned, 
as far as waging a strong battle against the established order. And 
again I think that it would be perfectly justified if the Blacks 
decided that they wanted to secede the union, but I think the 
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question should be left up to the popular masses, the popular 
majority. So this is it in a nutshell . 

As I said before, I don't have the facilities here to carry on long 
discussions, I look forward to talking with Milton Henry in the 
near future ( if it's possible, I know that he has his hands full now ) 
or representatives of the Republic of New Africa. So we can talk 
these things over. There are many things that I don't know about 
the position of the Republic of New Africa, there are things I heard, 
things I read, I'm in total agreement with. I would like for the 
Republic of New Africa to know that we support Robert Williams 
and his plight at this time, that we support him one hundred per 
cent, and we're willing to give all services asked of us; and we would 
like to find out exactly what we can do that would be most helpful 
in the court proceedings coming up, what moral support we could 
give. Perhaps we could send some representatives, and we will pub
lish in our paper, The Black Panther, articles educating people to 
Robert Williams' position on the criminal activities that he's been 
victim of for some eight or nine years . I would also l ike to request 
of the Republic of New Africa to give us some support in Bobby 
Seale, our Chairman of the Black Panther Party. Bobby Seale is now 
in prison as you know in San Francisco, he has a case coming up 
in Chicago, and one in Connecticut, and we invite the Republic 
of New Africa to come in support . We would like this very much, 
and whatever moral support they could possibly give, we would 
welcome it. 

We should be working closer together than we are, and perhaps 
this would be an issue that we could work together on. The issue 
is the political prisoners of America,  and people as one to stand 
for the release of all pol itical prisoners . This might be a rallying 
point where all the Black revolutionary organizations and parties 
could rally around. Because I truly believe that some good comes 
out of every attack that the oppressor makes . It educates, it en
lightens many people to his viciousness . So perhaps this will be a 
turning point in both our organizations and parties . So I would l ike 
to say, "ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE, AND MORE POWER 
TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF NEW AFRICA, 
ROBERT WILLIAMS." 

-The Black Panther, December 6, 1969 
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Prison, Where Is Thy Victory? 

When a person studies mathematics, he learns that there are 
many mathematical laws which determine the approach he must 
take to solving the problems presented to him . In  the study of 
geometry, one of the first laws a person learns is that "the whole 
is not greater than the sum of its parts" .  This means simply that 
one cannot have a geometrical figure such as a circle or a square 
which in its totality, contains more than it does when broken down 
into smaller parts. Therefore, if all the smaller parts add up to a 
certain amount, the entire figure cannot add up to a larger amount. 
The prison cannot have a victory over the prisoner, because those 
in charge take the same kind of approach to the prisoner and as
sume if they have the whole body in a cell that they have there all 
that makes up the person . But a prisoner is not a geometrical figure, 
and an approach which is successful in mathematics, is wholly un
success ful when dealing with human beings . 

In  the case of the human, we are not dealing only with the single 
individual, we are also dealing with the ideas and beliefs which have 
motivated him and which sustain him, even when his body is con
fined . In the case of humanity the whole is much greater than its 
parts, because the whole includes the body which is measurable 
and confineable, and also the ideas which cannot be measured and 
which cannot be confined . The ideas are not only within the mind 
of the prisoner where they cannot be seen nor controlled, the ideas 
are also within the people . The ideas which can and will susta in 
our movement for total freedom and dignity of the people, cannot 
be imprisoned, for they are to be found in the people, all the 
people, wherever they are. As long as the people l ive by the ideas 
of freedom and dignity there will be no prison which can hold 
our movement down. Ideas move from one person to another in 
the association of brothers and s isters who recognize that a most 
evil system of capitalism has set us against each other, when our 
real enemy is the exploiter who profits from our poverty . When we 
realize such an idea then we come to love and appreciate our 
brothers and sisters who we may have seen as enemies, and those 
exploiters who we may have seen as friends are revealed for what 
they truly are to all oppressed people. The people are the idea ; 
the respect and dignity of the people, as they move toward their 
freedom is the sustaining force which reaches into and out of the 
prison. The walls, the bars, the guns and the guards can never 
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encircle or hold down the idea of the people. And the people must 
always carry forward the idea which is their dignity and their beauty. 

The prison operates with the idea that when it has a person's 
body it has his entire being-since the whole cannot be greater than 
the sum of its parts . They put the body in a cell, and seem to get 
some sense of relief and security from that fact. The idea of prison 
victory then, is that when the person in jail begins to act, think, 
and believe the way they want  him to, then they have won the 
battle and the person is then "rehabilitated" .  But this cannot be 
the case, because those who operate the prisons, have failed to 
examine their own beliefs thoroughly, and they fail to understand 
the types of people they attempt to control . Therefore, even when 
the prison thinks it has won the victory, there is no victory. . 

There are two types of prisoners . The largest number are those 
who accept the legitimacy . of the assumptions upon which the 
society is based . They wish to acquire the same goals as everybody 
else, money, power, greed, and conspicuous consumption . In order 
to do so, however, they adopt techniques and methods which the 
society has defined as illegitimate. When this is discovered such 
people are put in jail. They may be called " illegitimate capitalists" 
since their aim is to acquire everything this capitalistic society 
defines as legitimate. The second type of prisoner, is the one who 
rejects the legitimacy of the assumptions upon which the society 
is based . He argues that the people at the bottom of the society 
are exploited for the profit and advantage of those at the top. Thus, 
the oppressed exist, and will always be used to maintain the priv
ileged status of the exploiters . There is no sacredness, there is no 
dignity in either exploiting or being exploited . Although this system 
may make the society function at a high level of technological 
efficiency, it is an illegitimate system, since it rests upon the suffer
ing of humans who are as worthy and as dignified as those who do 
not suffer. Thus, the second type of prisoner says that the society is 
corrupt and illegitimate and must be overthrown . This second type 
of prisoner is the political prisoner. They do not accept the legiti
macy of the society and cannot participate in its corrupting ex
ploitation, whether they are in the prison or on the block . 

The prison cannot gain a victory over either type of prisoner no 
matter how hard it tries . The " Illegitimate capitalist" recognizes 
that if he plays the game the prison wants him to play, he will 
have his time reduced and be released to continue his activities . 
Therefore, he is willing to go through the prison programs and. do 
the things he is told . He is wil� ing to say the t.hi�p th� . pnso� 
authorities want to hear. The pnson assumes he 1s rehab1ht�ted, and ready for the society. The prisoner has really played the 1.ms?n. s game so that he can be released to resume pursuit of his cap1tahshc 
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goals . 111ere is no victory, for the prisoner from the beginning ac
cepted the idea of the society. He pretends to accept the idea of 
the prison as a part of the game he has always played. 

The prison cannot gain a victory over the political prisoner be
cause he has nothing to be rehabilitated from or to. He refuses 
to accept the legitimacy of the system and refuses to participate. 
To participate is to admit that the society is legitimate because of 
its exploitation of the oppressed. This is the idea which the political 
prisoner does not accept, this is the idea for which he has been 
imprisoned, and this is the reason why he cannot cooperate with 
the system. The political prisoner will, in fact, serve his time just 
as will the "illegitimate capitalist". Yet the idea which motivated 
and sustained the political prisoner rests in the people, all the prison 
has is a body. 

The dignity and beauty of man rests in the human spirit which 
makes him more than simply a physical being. This spirit must 
never be suppressed for exploitation by others . As long as the people 
recognize the beauty of their human spirits and move against sup
pression and exploitation, they will be carrying out one of the most 
beautiful ideas of all time. Because the human whole is much greater 
than the sum of its parts, the ideas will always be among the people. 
The prison cannot be victorious because walls, bars and guards 
cannot conquer or hold down an idea . 

POWER TO THE PEOPLE : 

Huey P. Newton 
Minister of Defense 
Black Panther Party 

-The Black Panther, January 3, 1970 



4. 
B O B BY S EA L E  S P EA KS 

Bobby Seale, Chairman of the Black Panther Party, defendant in 
the Chicago Conspiracy cases, and one of the New Haven Panther 
1 4, was cofounder with Huey P. Newton of the Black Panther Party. 
Here, in articles, messages, and an interview, Bobby Seale expla ins 
the ideology of the Black Panther Party. 
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The Ten-Point Platform and Program 
of the Black Panther Party 

"WE WANT LAND, BREAD, HOUSING, EDUCATION, 
CLOTHING, JUSTICE, AND PEACE. . . .  " 

Today, that's only part of number 10 of the Black Pa.nther Party's 
Ten Point Platform and Program of "What We Want.'' The ex
ploited, laboring masses and poor, oppressed peoples throughout 
the world want and need these demands for basic human survival. 
The Black Panther Party began when Huey and I outlined the basic 
pol itical des ires and needs and put them into the form of a platform 
and program with ten points of "What We Want" and ten of "What 
We Believe ." Huey and I sat there in the Poverty Office where we 
worked, one night in October 1966, and began a revolutionary po
litical party, knowing that the program was not just something we 
had thought up.' The program was an outline of the basic political 
desires and needs that went back into the history of Black people 
suffering under the exploitative oppression by the greedy, vicious, 
capitalistic ruling class of America : The Platform and Program is 
nothing more than the 400-year old crying demands of us Black 
Americans. They are basic demands of 'What We Want' and 'What 
We Believe' . 

Naturally these demands have a very international proletarian 
likeness to those of any people who are struggling against the three 
levels of oppression : the greedy, exploiti!1g, rich, avaricious business
men; the misleading, lying, tricky, demagogic politician, and the 
atrocious, murdeting, brutalizing, intimidating, fascist, pig cops . 
These three levels of oppression exist in virtually every country 
where there is overt capitalistic exploitation and the minority, but 
oppressive ruling class circles of America are in the head of it all .  
They lead it with their imperialistic, fascist, aggressive, colonialistic 
war mongering, not only abro:Jd, but right here at home in America 
( Babylon ) ,  where hundreds of years of subtle and maniacal racism 
has been organized and developed by the greedy rich, organized 
and developed into domestic imperialism-fascism. 

Community imperialism is manifested or is readily seen with 
respect to the domestic colonialization of Black, Chicano, Indian, 
and other non-White peoples being cooped up in wretched ghettos 
and/or on Southern plantations and reservations with the murder
ing, fascist, brutalizing pig, occupying the communities and areas 
just like a foreign troop occupies territory. Domestic imperialism 
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of this sort is not limited to Black, Brown, and Red peoples, espe
cially nowadays when the masses of Americans take time to remem
ber fascist suppression by thousands of cops and National Guards
men at the Democratic Convention last November. Also, in the 
last few years, on every major college campus, murderous, brutal 
fascism in America made its appearance against \Vhite, Black, and 
Brown students and other students who attempted to use their 
basic "democratic rights" to change racist administrations and pro
test the war in Vietnam and brutality and poverty in the ghettos in 
America . 

Fascism in America has existed for so many more years before the 
recent forms of repression came about. And every American ( and 
Black people in particular )  CAN identify it for exactly what it is .  
Racism plus capitalism breeds fascism when the avaricious business
men refuse to give control to the unemployed workers and theit 
unions. And history has testified to this from the years of repression 
and unemployment in the thirties to the present day, when the union 
people will work and strike and peoples will demand right before 
our eyes that they be allowed to work too. And brutal cops will 
come about and tricky politicians will come about to trick and mis
lead the people, to oppress the people and repress their actions, to 
take over the very factories where they have to produce goods and 
wealth that they never receive back. 

Fascism breeds when the lazy, tricking, demagogic politicians lie 
and mislead people about the suffering that Black people are sub
jected to, that Brown peoples are subjected to, that any color peoples 
or minority group peoples, or any poor \Vhite peoples are sub
jected to. \Vhen the people move to demonstrate or protest and 
these human rights workers and civil rights workers are murdered 
and killed; when babies are bombed in the church as back in 1963 
in Birmingham, thousands of demonstrators are clubbed and bru
talized such as in Birmingham, Alabama back in 1963. This in itself 
begins to prove the demagogic politicians for what they are-with 
promises of ending poverty, with promises of a "Great Society", 
the promises of "looking into the matter," etc. ,  etc., etc. 

Because of the basic Ten Point Platform and Program that was 
put together that deals with the need for full employment for our 
people, that spells it out; that deals with a need for decent housing, 
fit for shelter of human beings ; that deals with a decent education 
that teaches us our history and our place in the world and in society; 
that deals with the need to have fair trials by our peer groups or 
people from our Black communities or the districts where we liv

_
e

because of a program that talks about land, bread, housing, education, 
clothing, justice, and peace; because of a program that talked about 
a United Nations supervised plebiscite to be held throughout the 
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Black colony where the colonial subjects would participate and de
termine our will and our destiny; because of a program that stated 
in it that we wanted Black men to be exempt from military services 
because of all the injustices we have suffered after fighting in wars 
in the past for the fascist ruling class ( and we refuse to continue 
dying for them ) ;  because our Ten Point Platform and Program 
had in it point number seven that says, "We want an immediate end 
to police brutality and murder of Black people"; because Huey P. 
Newton put this program together and founded this organization 
with this Ten Point Platform and Program that outlined the basic 
political desires and needs of the people; because of that; because 
we began to implement it; because we went to the streets to begin 
to teach the people and educate the people to the strategic methods 
to have these political desires and needs answered; because of that, 
Bobby Hutton was murdered by fascist Oakland pigs . Because of 
that, we had Alprentice "Bunchy" Carter and brother John Huggins 
also murdered at UCLA by jealous, egotistical, piggish dogs who 
worked for the pigs of the ruling class. Because of that and because 
of this Ten Point Platform and Program that's there for the basic 
political desires and needs of Black people here in America and 
any other people and any other proletarian struggles going on 
throughout the world-because of that we've had two more brothers 
murdered by these Black nationalist, cultural nationalist pigs . 

Because of this program, we have political prisoners . We have 
dead members . We have a war going on. The war started 400 years 
ago, and the war must be ended. And only by us continually 
going forth to implement the Ten Point Platform and Program; 
by us hanging to the fact that we will receive, through all the 
struggle, some kind of freedom and dignity and justice, will point 
number ten be realized . We say in number ten, we want some land, 
some bread, some housing, some education, some clothing, some 
justice, and some peace. Because of that, it seems that we'll die; 
it seems that we'll be in exile; and it seems we'll have political 
prisoners . 

So let's free all the political prisoners, because of the Ten Point 
Platform and Program. Because that's the idea ; that's the idea that 
can never be stopped . And as our Minister of Defense so eloquently 
explained to us in "Prison-Where Is Thy Victory?" and idea belongs 
to the people. 

POWER TO THE PEOPLE 
Chairman, Bobby Seale 
Black Panther Party 

-The Black Panther, October 18, 1969 
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Bobby Seale Explains Panther Pol itics: 
An I nterview 

You have been in jail since August. Could you gi.ve some details 
on your treatment in jail since then. 

Well I 've been in a number of jails since I was arrested Aug. 19 
-S.F. County and Cook County [Chicago ] and a number of other 
jails across the country .  In S .F. County jail I was thrown in the 
hole for having a Black Panther party newspaper that one of the 
guards here actually let me have after my lawyer, Charles Garry, 
requested that I have it based on the fact that I had to make some 
notes and outlines on some speeches that I had made, the content 
of which was to come up in court . 
Could you describe the hole? 

The hole itself is a box five feet wide and seven feet long. You 
have no bed, no bunk, no toilet . There is only a hole in the floor 
where one could defecate, urinate and this often overflows . This 
hole was ruled unconstitutional by state supreme court in 1966. 
The ruling stated that a man's supposed to have at least a mattress 
of some kind, full meals and a toilet . Recently there has been a 
grand jury investigation of county jail conditions, but every time 
a grand jury member comes around they take prisoners out of the 
hole until he has left; then they'll put him back in .  
What kind of reading are you allowed here? 

The only thing allowed is the daily newspaper and of course 
that's very limited in terms of any kind of black history or literature 
dealing with the revolutionary change that's going on in America .  
Even if I wanted to  read about the history of Chicano people, Asian 
or African peoples, they won't allow those materials in the jails. 
They call it contraband here . 
Why were you charged in the Chicago 8 conspiracy case since your 
connection with the other seven was tenuous and you spent only 
some 1 2  hours in Chicago during the riot period? 

Well, I was one of the leaders in the Panther's contribution to 
the revolutionary struggle along with Huey Newton and Eldridge 
Cleaver. Huey was in jail and Cleaver was in political exile and I 
think they also saw the necessity to move on me. At the time I 
was charged I was on a speaking tour in the Scandinavian countries .� 
so perhaps they were hoping I wouldn't come back. All in all, their 
reasons for moving against me are the same as the reasons they are 
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now moving against brother [ David] Hilliard and other Panther 
leaders . They don't have any evidence against me. All I did was 
make a speech [ in Chicago] about the right to self-defense against 
brutal, unjust attack .  We've always made speeches like this, but 
they turned it around and said that I was advocating a riot . The 
Black Panther party shows that we don't believe in spontaneous 
riots because we've seen so many of our people killed due to the 
lack of proper organization . Another reason they included me in 
the conspiracy is that the power structure is beginning to realize 
that 30 million black people are beginning to listen to the Panther 
party. I f  we were black racists they could easily isolate us, but such 
is not the case. 
The Black Panther party has been criticized for its rhetoric. What 
is your reaction to this? 

When we use the term "pig," for example, we are referring to 
people who systematically violate peoples' constitutional rights
whether . they be monopoly capitalists or police . The term is now 
being adopted by radicals, hippies and minority peoples . Even the 
workers, when the pigs supported strike-breakers l ike they did at 
Union Oil in Richmond where 100 local police came in and cracked 
strikers' heads, began to call them by their true name. But I think 
people, especially white people, have to come to understand that 
the language of the ghetto is a language of its own and as the party 
-whose members for the most part come from the ghetto--seeks 
to talk to the people, it must speak the people's language. 
Were you brought to trial in the conspiracy as a result of the 
continuing crackdown by Mayor Daley and Chicago authorities on 
the Black Panther party, which in December resulted in the deaths 
of Fred Hampton and Mark Clark? Were they afraid of the growing 
influence of the party on Chicago's West Side? 

Definitely. But I would not only localize this conspiratorial at
tempt to part of the avaricious demagogic ruling class, which ex
tends from the Nixon regime on down. All are part and parcel of 
this attempt to wipe out the party. When we see what happened 
to brother Fred Hampton and brother Mark Clark in the pre-dawn 
raid. When we see this kind of action we see the smack of 
fascism . They think they can get away with what they're doing 
because they've fooled and misled the people. You see when they 
charge a person with a crime the mass media will tend to discredit 
a person completely. We see this happen in the Panther cases in 
Connecticut and New York . . .  and in the case of brother Hilliard, 
there was no understanding in the press of the way he talks and 
the language in the ghetto. For example his remarks represented 
a gross criticism of Nixon and the power structure he represented . 
The media took his remarks out of this context and created a 
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climate of public opinion whereby he could be charged with threat
ening the Pres ident's life. ( See page 1 30 . )  As a result of this type of 
media coverage, law enforcement felt that the people had been 
sufficiently misled to allow them to move on the Panthers . 
After they had effectively taken away the leadership they could then 
move on the rank and file membership of the Party? 

· 

Exactly. 
Why do you think this backfired on them? 

They couldn't wipe the blood off their hands quick enough . They 
had done similar things in the past .  A lot of brothers had been shot 
and killed . Before, the press would print the pol ice reports and no 
one would be able to know what really happened . But in this case 
it was different .  An estimated 80,000 people went through the house 
where Hampton was shot dead and actually saw the bullet holes 
in the wall. These people received a first-hand experience of geno
cidal tactics .  
In the case of  the police attack in  Los Angeles, a similar educational 
experience took place didn't it? 

Precisely. I assume that what the L.A. police hoped to do was 
pull off an early morn ing 10 or 1 5  minute raid and shoot up and 
kill whoever they wanted to and get out of there but the party was 
smart and a sister in the office got a phone call out before they 
cut the lines saying we need the people and press here, and they 
came to the shoot-out scene. So when the police version of the 
story came out in the press the people were able to compare that 
version with what they saw . . . .  
It is significant that in the L.A. case some 300 to 500 police equipped 
with the most advanced weaponry took five hours to overcome a 
force of 1 4  men and women Panthers. 

That's an important point. You know they had a tank ready on 
the scene.  That's fascism-that's all that is .  Despite police reports 
to the contrary that they knocked on the door and asked the brothers 
to come out, the brothers were sleeping when the police riddled the 
office with bullets and when they broke down the door and came 
in shooting the brothers had no choice but to defend themselves . 
Such tactics reveal the true nature of police intentions : one, to 
shoot up and kill as many Panthers as possible; two, to put the rest 
in jail on trumped up charges . In other words, law enforcement 
wants to wipe the Panthers out . They don't hide their conspiratorial 
intent .  In the L.A. case it was in the papers how [Gov. Ronald ] 
Reagan and [ FBI  head ] Hoover were talking over the phone be�ore 
the raid shows th is. Then when the Justice Department cla1�s 
that it has no intention of wiping out the Panthers we kno"." . its 
cla ims to be false and we know that they are bent on pohhcal 
repression. 
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With regard to the Chicago conspiracy trial, defendant Rennie Davis 
has said that the single most important issue dramatized by the 
trial was racism, as symbolized by your gagging and chaining. How 
do you see that? 

Well, it's symbolic in the sense tha t judicial racism is as old as 
Dred Scott and it shows that very l i ttle has changed since 1 8 57 
in the courts. On the other hand, my chaining and gagging points 
out the fact that in America nobody has justice. I mean the wh ite 
cats in that trial were treated similar to the way I was treated . The 
racist mentality can also be applied to people other than blacks . 
This is the most important point ra ised by my treatment in the 
trial . I mean the fact that they had black marshals in the trial didn't 
really stop the racism of the trial itsel f. The use of the black marshals 
was a diversionary tactic on the part of the court. The court could 
then claim as it did that the presence of black law enforcement in 
the courtroom made my cla ims of racism inapplicable . Well, I say 
that if a black judge was going to use the same fascist, racist tactics 
as Julius Hoffman, I would have acted no differently. You see an 
important thing to unders tand is that the system itself is white . 
It's evident lately that there has been a tactical change on the part 
of radicals with regard to the judicial system. Heretofore radicals, 
both white and black would sit back and allow the court to proceed 
in "orderly" fashion. Now radicals have decided to make their trials 
into political forums to expose the political nature of the prosecu
tion and to publicize political ideas and life styles. Why has this 
change happened? 

We have all found that the process of the American judicial sys
tem, including trial procedure and jury makeup, presently viola tes 
the constitutional righ t to a fair trial by a jury of one's peers . It 
doesn't stop in the courtroom. Look at the ransom bails in the 
N .Y. 21 case, which amount to forcible detention . They do have 
ba il-$100,000 each-but it can't be met. This is an outright vio
lation of constitutional rights . In my case in Chicago, I wasn't 
allowed to even defend myself, whereas in Nazi Germany in 1933, 
a Bulgarian Communist [ Dimitroffj accused of setting the Reichstag 
fire was allowed to . In L.A. recently, the Panthers accused of at
tempted murder in the Watts shootout brought rats to the court
room which they had caught in their jail cells . Even jail conditions 
violate one's constitutional rights. In tha t same jail recently, one 
of the deputies tried to beat a brother up and the brothers had 
to defend themselves against the deputies, so one can see that the 
unconstitutional ity of the judicial system applies to all levels, in
cluding the penal . The people who bear the blunt end of this 
system are now showing a willingness to stand up against it and 
recent trials point this out. They are willing to define a racist judge 
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as a fascist and a pig-that's what the party means by pig, one who 
violates a person's constitutional rights . In any case the judicial 
branch of the government is the last area of appeal for a person 
whose rights have been viola ted by unjust laws and brutal enforce
ment, so when you get to a courtroom and find that the judge 
himself is a fascist at this point one doesn't have much choice 
but to expose his racism and fascism and stand up for his con
stitutional rights . All I did in Chicago was to exercise my legal righ t 
to speak in my own behalf and I was given four years in jail as a 
resul t .  But I think the most serious injustice perpetrated by the 
court system in America is the inability of a black man to get a 
jury of his peers . In Huey Newton's trial there was one black on 
the jury and he was over 40. This happened in a city which is over 
50% black. Now Huey had been a student in college . Why couldn't 
he have had some young people or students on that jury? 
What do you think about the recent revelation by the Mayor of 
Seattle that federal authorities attempted to influence him to raid 
the Panther headquarters in that city? 

It 's no revelation . We have been talking about a federally-led 
conspiracy against the party for some time. In one sense it is a 
revelation that a government official would expose the attempt. But 
the man compared us to Minutemen and we're not Minutemen. 
We don 't believe in building arsenals of weapons .  I f  you were to go 
into a Panther office and find IO Panthers you would probably find 
that each one of these people owns a gun for self-defense only. The 
party's rules are quite strict about this . I th ink it's important that 
this official didn' t give in to the Gestapo tactics of federal law 
enforcement, but I think h is conception of the party's attitude about 
self-defense is erroneous. This is a typical mistake : many people 
concentrate on the self-defense aspect of the party's program and 
don't take a look at other programs the party supports like free 
breakfast for children, commun ity control of the police, free clothing 
programs, cooperative markets, cooperative housing, with an em
phasis to uni fy all workers around the issue of a 30-hour work week 
in this country with the same pay, the issue of jobs for the poor 
and oppressed and the issue of who controls the means of production 
in this country. In other words, drastic social change through so
cial ism . With th is in mind, it is hard to accuse us of being Minute-
men types . . 
The self-defense aspect of the party does bother a lot of people m 

this country. Could you clarify the Panther position? 
First of all, no Panther can break a gun law unless his l ife is 

in danger and the party recognizes this .  If he does so we will expel 
or suspend him depending on the seriousness of his offense. Panther 
party training in the area of self-defense includes a study of gun 
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laws, safe use of weapons and there is a strict rule that no party 
member can use a weapon except in the case of an attack on h is 
l ife-whether the a ttacker be a police officer or any other person. 
In  the case of police harassment the party will merely print the 
offending officer's picture in the newspaper so the officer can be 
identified as an enemy of the people . . . no attempt on his l ife 
will be made. 
What is the Black Panther party's position on male chauvinism? 

The fight against male chauvinism is a class struggle-that's hard 
for people to understand. To understand male chauvinism one has 
to understand that it is interlocked with racism. Male chauvinism is 
directly related to male domination and it is perpetuated as such 
by the ruling class in America . When we talk about women's l iber
ation we're not talking so much about biological equal ity. There is 
a basic biological difference between males and females just as there 
are even more striking biological similarities between the sexes . 
Though male and female differ with respect to the genitalia, all 
human beings have an essential biological s imilari ty-two arms, two 
legs and what have you . But that is not what we're talking about 
when we talk about equality for women . All people talk, th ink, feel 
and human relationships have to be determined on that basis, not 
on a sex basis. The same goes for racial differences . The puritanical 
tradition also had a lot to do with male chauvinism . The taboo on 
sex was absurd in the first place because three billion people got 
on this earth that way. Looking back in history, it is easy to see 
that women have received the blunt end of European prejudice 
against sex. How is racism connected with this? A good part of 
racism is the absurd psychological fears on the part of people who 
think that the black man has a bigger penis than the white. Thus 
male supremacy on the basis of sexual organs can be connected to 
racial supremacy arrived at through the notion of sexual differences 
by race . Cultural nationalists, l ike Ron Karenga, are male chauvinists 
as well .  What they do is oppress the black woman.  Their black 
racism leads them to theories of male domination as well .  Thus 
black racists come to the same conclusions that white racists do 
with respect to their women .  The party says no to this . Personally, 
I don't think that women who want liberation want  penises-they 
just want to be treated as human beings on an equal basis, just as 
blacks who demand the l iberation of their people. Eldridge Cleaver 
talked about this in "Soul on Ice ." Superman never tries to relate 
to Lois Lane, nor does he try to relate to the oppressed . Rather he 
relates to superficial violence, throwing people halfway across the 
ocean, etc. The concept I'm trying to establish is the cross-relation 
of male chauvin ism to any other form of chauvinism-including 
racism . In other words the idea of saying "keep a woman in her 
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place" is only a short step away from saying "keep a n igger in his 
place." As Eldridge said in his book, the white woman is a symbol 
of freedom in this country. The white man took this ch ick and 
stuck her up on a pedestal and called her the Statue of Liberty and 
gave her a torch to hold . Well I say put a machine gun in her other 
hand. 
Recently Jerry Rubin remarked that although the ;udge in the 
conspiracy trial has complained about the language of the defendants, 
the real obscenity in the case was the willingness of the court to 
use violence in the courtroom to prevent the defendants from assert
ing their constitutional rights. 

That's typical .  It shows the system's preoccupation with words 
rather than the more basic question of how people rela te to one 
another. For example, in lower class terms, motherfucker doesn't  
necessarily mean a sexual taboo . I t  can be used five times in one 
sentence by a brother in the black ghetto and each time it will have 
a different meaning and connotation. In any case, research indicates 
that the origin of the term comes from the slave master's rape 
of a slave's mother. We see the taboo concept as being closely 
linked to racism . At the same time the party sees the need to stop 
using the term just so we can get a segment of the white population 
to understand the aims of the party. When we talk about obscenity 
in the courtroom, I think the most obscene thing is the ruling 
class' refusal to rela te to the life, l iberty and pursuit of happiness 
of those who culturally refuse to go along with its norms. We say 
human beings have a right to live and survive. The obscenity in the 
Chicago courtroom is the violation of human and constitutional 
rights . 
Much of the mass media has been playing up the circus aspect of 
the trial in Chicago and has been treating Hoffman as an exceptional 
case in a ;udicial system which is otherwise ;ust and honorable. 
What do you think? 

People like Hoffman are the rule especially with respect to minor
ity peoples . Murtagh, the judge in the New York Panther 21 case, 
is a notorious racist. I t's just now that people like Murtagh and 
Hoffman are being exposed for what they are : fascist and racist . 
Do you expect any changes in the structure or direction of the Black 
Panther party in the future? 

Our objective is the education of the people. I don't think we'll 
make the same mistake that the Communist party made in the 
1950s as a result of the repressive measures the government took 
during that time. You have to go out and fight the battle for the 
oppressed people-white, black, red, brown-wherever they may be. 
The party's recent formation of the National Committee to Combat 
Fascism represents a change, a good one, in that it creates an organ-
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ization in which movement groups can come together and coalesce 
to fight the oppressor. In any case I don't think there is any way 
for the party to stop doing what it's doing and I don't think it will 
undertake any significant policy change in the near future. 

-The Guardian, February, 1970 

Black Sold iers as Revolutionaries 
to Overthrow the Ru l ing Class 

This is the county jail, city prison, San Francisco, Cali fornia . 
And this is Bobby Seale, the Chairman of the Black Panther Party 
of which Huey P. Newton is the Minister of Defense, and Eldridge 
Cleaver is the Minister of Information. I am presently incarcerated 
here as a political prisoner in the same manner that our Minister 
of Defense, Huey P. Newton, is incarcerated in another prison here 
in Cal ifornia known as C.M.C. ( south of San Francisco 200 miles ) .  
And I wanted to send a message from jail here as a political prisoner. 

We are here in America , brothers, ( Black G.I .'s, who this message 
is to ) ,  trying to rid ourselves of the oppressive conditions that 
we've been subjected to for 400 years . And now they have Black 
brothers with their lives on the line, dying and fighting a people 
who are only wanting for themselves, sel f-determination in their 
own homeland and to unify their country and unify their people. 
And the only reason that Black G.I . 's a re over there, or Brown 
G.I .'s, or Red ( Indian-American )  G.I .'s, Chicanos, and even white 
G.I .'s, the only reason you're there is because the fascist, ruling 
class circles of America ( the avaricious, big-time, businessmen, the 
big rich men; the demagogic, lying politicians, the misleading poli
ticians who mislead and try to lie to the people ) are the ones who 
put you there and the ones who mean to keep you there. They' re 
the ones making fascists out of you brothers . And it's correct that 
the Vietnamese should defend themselves and defend their land 
and fight for the right to self-determination, because they have 
NEVER oppressed us. They have NEVER called us "nigger" . They 
have NEVER done anything wrong to us. The leadership of the 
Vietnamese is that of heroic people. lbis is also true of the Viet
namese people who are heroic people, fighting for their right to 
self-determination . 

And so, the same goes for Black people here in America living in 
wretched ghettos and oppression. We have been struggling for 400 
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years, as many of you Black brothers are well aware .  I know you 
dream about home. But when you come home, come home and 
realize that you have a fight here, that we have the right to control 
our destinies in our Black community; as the Chicano people have 
a right to control their destin ies in their Chicano community or 
areas and places where they l ive; as the American Indians have a 
right to control their destiny; as the poor, oppressed white people 
have a right to control their destiny ( many poor, oppressed white 
people must realize that it 's the ruling class ) .  The Indian-Americans, 
the Chicano-Americans, the Latino-Americans and Brown people, 
and Black people in America are beginning to move more and more 
in opposition to the oppressive conditions that the SAME avari
cious businessmen and demagogic, lying politicians create and main
tain-that exploitation. The workers of this country are beginning 
to move more and more, day by day, step by step from a lower 
to a higher level in opposing the rul ing class circles, because they 
( the ruling class circles ) are the ones who keep the racism going. 
They are the ones who keep people hating each other because of 
skin color, etc. 

The Black Panther Party, brothers, does not fight racism with 
racism. There are no white people in the Black Panther Party but 
we do have all iances with white radical student groups who have 
stood up in protest against that war for your sake and for all the 
C.I . 's sake . We wanted them back home. We wanted to bring them 
back home as a means to end that war, demanding and protesting 
that the C.I . 's come back home and the war end . 

The Black brothers, Vietnam Black C.I . 's, must understand and 
feel desire to oppose oppression right here at home domestically. 
Oppose fascism. The cops occupy our community just like a foreign 
troop occupies territory. Just like, you are a foreign troop there in 
Vietnam, occupying territory at the directions of the fascist ruling 
class and their military leaders who are also a part of the fascist 
ruling class. Not at the will of the people of America are you there. 
You're there because the imperialist U.S .  aggressors ( and that's 
exactly what they are ) have sent you there .  And we'll be glad when 
you come back, because here you must fight the pigs who occupy 
our community. In every major city and metropolis throughout 
America police forces have been doubled, tripled, and quadrupled 
wherever Black people live; where the large populations of Chicano 
people live; where the large popu�ations of peoi;>le who are protest
ing and opposing war, are protestmg and opposmg the poverty and 
the murder and brutality that's committed against Black people in 
the Black community. Wherever the case, these police forces have 
been tripled and quadrupled with machine gu�s, AR- l  5s ( the same 
kinds of guns you brothers got and are carrymg over there ) . 3 57 
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magnums ( you can stand up and shoot 10 demonstrators with one 
bullet with a .3 57 or a .44 magnum ) that these cops carry here. 

They're not solving the problems of the people, the U.S. govern
ment, the local government, the federal government, and the city 
governments. All they're doing is putting money out for more arms. 
And now a state of DOMESTIC imperial ism exists here to the 
extent that genocide can begin to be committed tomorrow, if  they 
decide . 

We'll be glad when you come home. We oppose the war here, 
we say, "Power to the People." We want all the people to move to 
have proletarian democracy-workers democracy ( a  real people's 
democracy ) ,  and not capitalistic, exploiting democracy for the mi
nority ruling class. There are only 800 big, rich businessmen who 
control this imperialistic regime in America . There are numerous 
demagogic pol iticians, from the local government to the federal 
government. There are approximately half a million or more local 
police, some more millions of national guardsmen . But they are 
used against, not to protect the people. They' re used to murder and 
to brutalize the people, such as at the National Democratic Con
vention back in August of 1968. 

The numerous amounts of brutality that are going on, and you 
brothers haven't even heard about them . The political prisoners that 
Black Panther Party members have been made ( We have over 50 
political prisoners here. ) all because the Ten Point Platform and 
Program of the Black Panther Party began to be implemented . And 
what was the Ten Point Platform and Program of the Black Pan
ther Party? 

From the very beginning of the Party the Ten Point Platform has 
always read : We want freedom. We want the right to determine our 
destiny in our own Black community. Number two : We want full 
employment for our people. Number three : We want the end to 
oppression and the exploitation of the Black community by the 
capitalists in our communities . Number four : We want decent hous
ing fit for shelter of human beings . Five says : We want a decent 
education. I t  says we want decent education that teaches us about 
the true nature of this decadent American society, an education that 
teaches us our true history and our role in the present day society. 
And number six says : We want all Black men to be exempt from 
military service. Tnat's what we demand here of this government. 
( We really want you home, brothers ) . N um her seven says : We 
want an immediate end to police brutality and murder of Black 
people. The last two points of the Program covers our right to fair 
trial by peers as it says in the Constitution of the United States. 

I t's important Black brothers that we understand the need to come 
home. I t's important that we understand that the Vietnamese 
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people are only fighting for the right to self-determination i n  their 
land. It 's important, brothers, that we understand it's the fascist 
ruling class circle who have you there, who got you fighting there . 
It's important, brothers, that you understand that your fight is 
really right here at home in America . So when you come back, you'll 
be fighting against the oppression that we've been subjected to for 
400 years. So I will wind this statement up and probably, hopefully, 
send some more. Better yet, I think I should say a few more things 
concern ing Black G.I . ' s  and the history of this country. 

In the Civil War when there was a fight between the North and 
the South, in that Civil War, 1 86,000 Black people enlisted in the 
military service . We were promised freedom, justice, and equality; 
and we never received it. During World War I there were over 
350,000 Black Americans in World War I .  And we were promised 
freedom, j ustice, and equal ity; and we never received it. In World 
War I I  some 8 50,000 almost a million Black Americans fought in that 
war as Black G.I .'s .  And we were promised freedom, justice, and 
equality; and we never received it. Then there was the Korean War 
the fascist ruling class aggressors put together. And we fought there . 
Now, here it is again-another war aga inst a people who are trying 
to fight for the right of their self-determination . They don't even 
promise you "freedom, justice, and equality" anymore. Kinda bad 
now, brothers . 

If we would only begin to real ize the necessity of not being a 
tool for the fascist aggressor ! And that doesn't only go for Black 
G.I . ' s .  TI1at goes for Mexican-American G. I .'s, Chicano brothers, 
rather;. that goes for the Indian American G.I .'s and Chinese-Ameri
can G.l . 's; and that goes for even the poor white American G.I .'s 
who have to understand. That goes for even the G.I . 's who have 
some humanistic understanding about a people's right to survive 
and a right to determine their own destiny in their own land, l ike 
the average human being who can understand that Black people 
have been oppressed for 400 years here in America-all G.I . 's .  And 
the Chicano people are oppressed, and the Indian-Americans are 
oppressed . 

You guys know that .  Every last one of you know that. You cats 
come from off the block, you Black brothers. And I know you. You 
know me just as well as I know you. The many times we use to 
break off into parties and be fighting and carrying on. Some of you 
would be blowing joints, and drinking and carrying on and being 
sharp, trying to get you some clean clothes, and chasing them sis!ers 
out there. You ain't no different from other brothers; only we 1ust 
turned pol itical. We just turned political .  We're being made_

politi�al 
prisoners because we're standing up out there against this fascist 
rul ing class, against those fascist, racist pigs who occupy our com-
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munity like a foreign troop occupies territory . We're the same, but 
we're just in two different places . We should be here fighting here 
at home. They protest over here for the freedom of political prison
ers . You should all be closer at protesting over there for the freedom 
of political prisoners in America . 

Power to the people. Power to the people; that's what we say. 
Power to all the people. And get rid of the power, take the power 
away from the minority ruling class circles, the imperialists and 
fascists here in America . The same thing they're doing over there to 
the Vietnamese people, they're getting ready to upstep and do to 
Black American people .  The same thing; the same kind of weapons, 
vicious weapons. They have tanks; they have nerve gas and every
thing else prepared . And it's time that we understand and realize this . 
All the masses of the people and the G.I . 's and the people at home 
are the ones who have to protest the war, are the ones who have 
to protest the injustices right here at home. 

So you brothers who are dreaming about coming back home, when 
you get back home, you're going to see that same oppression . They're 
going to promise you a job; but you're going to be out of a job. In 
some cases they're going to try to give some of you dishonorable 
discharges for one reason or another and tell you that you can't get 
a job when you get back . But all you have to do is tell him it 
wasn't no jobs here when you left. And that's why you got off into 
that thing anyway. You went into the service for the same reason 
I went into it at one time over 10 years ago, some fourteen years, 
now; 'cause it wasn 't no jobs, it wasn't noth ing to do, and you 
didn't have any money in your pocket and you was frustrated with 
your surroundings and basically your environment. That's the reason 
most of you brothers went in there. I t was a way to get a chance 
to do something. And you feel you'd go in the Army and some 
guy'd sell you some insidious notion about being a man, and all 
that kind of crap. And you were already a man. You're a human 
being. That's the first basis for being a man; it's being a human 
being, and not going out trying to prove how many colored peoples 
you can kill in a foreign land . That's not being a man; that's being 
a fascist. And that's what the fascist power structure does . 

So to ALL Black American G . l .'s, it's very important that you 
understand the need to come home; the need to relate to the 
struggle here; the need for the people and us to get mobil ized and 
to amass together to free the political prisoners; the need to fight 
for community control of police where the people will have control, 
not of the same police, but fire those in now and set up community 
control operations .  111e Breakfast for Children Programs. Under
stand that the demagogic politicians are lying. They' re lying on the 
Party. They've attacked the Party; they've attacked our offices . And 
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in some cases we've had to defend ourselves with weapons because 
we vowed that we would stand and defend ourselves, to defend our 
people and teach our people the correct methods to resist the pig 
power structure here in America, the fascist ruling class, the ex
ploiters. That's what they are--0ppressors . 

So, power to the people, brothers. And please come on home, 
brothers . And when you get home, we'll be waiting for you. 

BOBBY SEALE 
CHAIRMAN 
BLACK PANTHER PARTY 

-The Black Panther, September 20, 1969 

Bring It Home 

Ed itor's Note: On November 5,  1 969, over half a m i l l ion Amer
icans  gathered i n  Wash i ngton, D.C. ,  to demand i mmediate tota l 
withdrawa l from Vietnam.  They marched, sang songs, a nd l i stened 
to speeches by Coretta King, Dr.  Benja m i n  Spock, Dave Del l i nger, 
and others. One speech was read to the aud ience becau se the man 
who was  to  del iver i t  was  i n  ja i l .  Sea le was  one of e ight  defenda nts 
in the C h icago Conspi racy tria l ,  a nd he sent the fol lowi ng message 
from prison.  

This is Bobby Seale in the San Francisco County Jai l .  I just 
arrived back here today, November 1 0th, Monday. And there's a 
word to be said to the progressive forces in America, about im
perialism abroad, and domestic imperialism ( fascism ) here at home. 

It's correct that many mill ions of people, 5 5-60 percent of the 
nation or more, are fed up with this unjust, aggressive war against 
the Vietnamese people. It 's understood that the Vietnamese people 
are fighting for their right to sel f determination, their right to 
determine their own destiny in their own land, country, in their 
communities . It's good that progressive forces ( organizations and 
people ) can come forth and mass and demonstrate and red�ess 
their grievances against the government for waging such a war agamst 
people unjustly, not only in Vietnam, but anywhere else iI_l �he 
world. But it's got to be understood that if there is impenah.sm 
abroad, if there is a war going on in the part of the fascis� rulmg 
class circles that are infested inside the U .S. government, 1f the�e 
is a war going on that they perpetrate and put together there, it 
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must be understood that they're not waging that war for those 
peoples' right to self determination, that they're waging that war 
for some inequality and unjustness against those people. And it's 
evident that it is being waged for this reason on their part because 
of the fact that there is no equality and there's no justice at home 
for people right here in America, like Black people in particular 
who've suffered under racism and brutal ity and m\uder for 400 years 
right here in America . It 's evident and it's clear that if there is 
genocide in a country as in Germany during World War I I ,  then 
anything that ruling class fascist government docs outside is also 
unjust and is also aggression and is also out to deny and murder 
and kill people. 

What we have to understand is that right here at home in America 
we have to oppose imperialism, also. That you can't just fight im
perialism, the acts of imperialism abroad, without understanding and 
recognizing community imperialism abroad, without recognizing 
community imperial ism here of Black people, Brown people, Red 
people and even to the point of protesting students and radicals 
and progressive peoples here, in America. 

Domestic imperialism at home is in fact fascism. But what in 
essence is it? I think Black people if  we go over the concrete ex
periences that we've had in America and what's going on now against 
us we can understand exactly what it is-to be corralled in wretched 
ghettoes in America and look up one day and see numerous police
men occupying our community, and brutal izing us, killing brother 
Linthcombe, murdering young Bobby Hutton . 'Ine fact that much 
brutality goes on to the extent that all the fascist press and all the 
demagogic politicians say it and the only thing that the courts put 
out is that it's supposedly " justifiable homicide" on the part of 
policemen who occupy our community. 

The police state that exists here in America right now is in fact 
fascism right before our eyes . There are numerous examples of the 
police state activities . Only last week, I hear and understand, that 
a young Black brother was al legedly or supposedly cashing a so-called 
fictitious check in a bank here in San Francisco and was walking out 
of the bank amongst a crowd of people and this police guard runs 
out of the bank and he's only walking and the brother is shot dead 
in the mid-section of his back. He's dead and killed. Black brothers 
and Black people who have experienced and know these fascist 
tactics and know of too many cases and too many situations where 
young brothers and Black people have been gunned down and mur
dered by these cops, and it's becoming more and more out of hand. 
It's becoming out of hand because in every major city, in every 
major metropolis where Black people l ive, police forces have been 
doubled, tripled, and quadrupled . 
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Also, the racist courts of America are justifying the pol ice brutality 
and murder of Black people and any people. The democratic con
vention as EVERYBODY knows, as everybody saw on the T.V. 
and read in the papers was nothing more than pigs, cops running 
rampant, brutalizing, murdering and bashing skulls . And many Black 
people looked on and said, "Look at those White people getting 
beaten", because we knew we had been beaten and brutalized for 
many years and still are. · 

They dragged me into this case . They put me as one of the 
defendants there, and they literally, overtly, fascisticly, piggishly, and 
racistly denied me my basic constitutional rights . Charles R. Garry, 
the most beautiful lawyer in the world, a revolutionary lawyer, was 
here at home going through an operation.  He's a beautiful brother. 
He's 60 years old and had to have an operation for his health and 
couldn't come to the court. Dr. Goodlett explained it to the court 
a month before the court even convened that Charles would be 
risking his life, and I made motion after motion, request after re
quest, and argued those requests and those motions on my behalf 
in my attempts to defend myself there and was literally denied, 
( l iterally denied ) my constitutional rights to be able to defend 
myself, after it was clear that my lawyer wouldn't be able to be there 
to assist me. For a man to stand up and demand his constitutional 
rights and in tum the court looks at him and denies him that is 
to say he's not intelligent enough to see what's going on. But in fact 
we Black people, we people, all people, American people, know that 
to deny people their constitutional rights, their right to defend 
themselves, their right to council, or any constitutional right is 
nothing more than to justify the brutal tactics, murderous fascist 
tactics of the police running rampant in the communities of America, 
and in particular the Black communities of America . 

To the Peace Forces, the progressive forces in America, the pro
testors, those who know the war in Vietnam is unjust, those who 
are going to the streets and demonstrating, those who think they're 
really, really doing something-what they're doing in trying to end 
the war in Vietnam, is not meaningful at all, yet . It's not meaningful 
at all and will not become meaningful at all if you really want to 
stop the war in Viet.nam, until you take �ome action here in Am�r
ica against the fascist brutal forces agamst Black people here m 
America . The very fact that the North Vietnamese government has 
announced that they are willing to release prisoners of war, for the 
release and dropping of all charges and trumped-up charge.s against 
the Minister of Defense Huey P. Newton, and myself, this should 
be demanded also . This is directly relating to the very fact that we 
have to end police brutality and murder of Black people right here 
at home. Because the Black Panther Party itself has moved in this 
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direction from its very inception to get rid of those fascist forces 
that corral us. 

This is the kind of action that has to be taken on the part of the 
Peace Forces in America and the progressive forces in America . And 
until they begin to do that they will not begin at  all to stop im
perialism; they will not begin at  all to stop domestic imperialism 
right here at home. YOU MUST MOVE AGAINST DOMESTIC 
IMPERIALISM, GROWING RAMPANT FASCISM-RIGHT 
HERE IN AMERICA BEFORE YOU CAN END THE WAR IN 
VIETNAM OR ALL FORMS OF AGGRESSIVE WARS LIKE 
THAT AGAINST OTHER PEOPLES ABROAD. The very fact 
that Black, Brown, Red and other peoples in America and poor peo
ple, even poor White people, are corralled in wretched ghettos, espe
cially those people of color and Black people whose communities are 
occupied in the fashion they are and murdered . No, we can't continue 
to allow ourselves to be duped with the notion that we're doing some
thing good until we learn to smash imperialism right here at  home. 
Because to smash imperialism right here at home is to smash im
perialism abroad. Smashing imperialism means taking action, de
manding that those prisoners of war be allowed to come home. 
When you say "Bring the Cl's home", bring the Cl's home. And 
we can bring the prisoners of war home by demanding that the U .S.  
government release political prisoners here in America . Beginning 
with Huey and me, right now in America we will set a precedence 
of opposing fascism, abroad and at home. If that is what the Viet
namese people want, to release the political prisoners and people 
here in America, then I say that the progressive forces have to take 
some action in that direction; and they will be relating directly 
to smashing imperialism at home and recognizing that this has to 
be done. 

People move. Black brothers and sisters, American people, it's 
time that we moved against fascism at home because to smash 
fascism at home is to smash fascism forever abroad. 

-The Black Panther, January 3, 1970 



5. 
E L D R I DG E C L EAV E R  S P EA KS 

F RO M  EX I L E  

On November 24, 1 968, three days before the sentence that would 
have returned him to prison was to go into effect, Eldridge Cleaver, 
Minister of Information for the Black Panther Party, former 
candidate for the Presidency of the United States on the Peace 
and Freedom ticket, and author of the best-selling Soul on Ice, 
disappeared. Today he l ives in exile in Algiers . But he continues to 
speak out on fundamental issues confronting the people of his native 
land through articles, interviews, and messages . Here are his views 
on a number of important questions . 
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Message to Sister Erica Hugg ins 
of the Black Panther Party 

Excerpt from Tape of Eldridge Breaking H is  
Si lence from Somewhere i n  the Third World 

I'd like to send a very special word to sister Erica Huggins, the wife 
of our slain, murdered Deputy Minister of Information, John Hug
gins, who was murdered along with our Deputy Minister of Defense, 
Brother Alprentice "Bunchy" Carter. He's Bunchy to me. 

And now, the pigs have compounded this by taking this woman, 
this black woman, this sister, after inflicting this horrible pain upon 
her by murdering the father of her newborn child . Taking her away 
from her child and placing her behind bars [ in Connecticut ] on some 
trumped-up charges . 

I know Erica, and I know that she's a very strong sister. But I 
know that she is now being subjected to a form of torture that is 
horrible. I know that she is strong and that she will endure and sister 
Erica, be strong sister. 

We must not rest until this sister is l iberated, and if she is not out 
at this moment, then she should be out just as rapidly as it is possible 
for us to get her out. And an example to all of us, let it be a lesson and 
an example to all of the sisters, particularly to all of the brothers, 
that we must understand that our women are suffering strongly and 
enthusiastically as we are participating in the struggle. And I'm aware 
that it has been a problem in all organizations in Babylon to structure 
our struggle in such a way that our sisters, our women are liberated 
and made equal in our struggle and in regard to sister Erica, I know 
that the Minister of Defense, Huey P. Newton has spoken out many 
times that the male chauvinism that is rampant in Babylon in 
general, is also rampant in our own ranks. 

The incarceration and the suffering of Sister Erica should be a 
stinging rebuke to all manifestations of male chauvinism within our 
ranks . That  we must purge our ranks and our hearts, and our minds, 
and our understanding of any chauvinism, chauvinistic behavior 
of disrespectful behavior toward women. That we must too recognize 
that a woman can be just as revolutionary as a man and that she has 
equal stature, that, along with men, and that we cannot prejudice her 
in any manner, that we cannot relegate her to an inferior position. 
That we have to recognize our women as our equals and that rev
olutionary standards of principles demand that we go to great 
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lengths to see to it that disciplinary action is taken on all levels 
against those who manifest male chauvinism behavior. 

Because the liberation of women is one of the most important 
issues facing the world today. Great efforts have been made in various 
parts of the world to do something about this, but I know from my 
own experience that the smouldering and the burning of the flame 
demand for liberation of women in Babylon is the issue that is going 
to explode, and if we're not careful it's going to destroy our ranks, 
destroy our organization, because women want to be l iberated 
just as all oppressed people want to be liberated . 

So if we want to go around and call ourselves a vanguard organiza
tion, then we've got to be the vanguard in a ll our behaviour, and to 
be the vanguard also in the area of women's liberation and set an 
example in that area, and al l  of us to start being respectful and not 
condescending and patronizing, but to really understand and look 
upon this question, recognize, that women are our other half, they're 
not our weaker half, they're not our stronger half, but they are 
our other half and that we sell ourselves out, we sell our children 
out, and we sell our women out when we treat them in any other 
manner. 

We have to be very careful about that, and Sister Erica Huggins 
is a shining example of a revolutionary woman who's been meted out 
the same kind of injustice from the pig power structure that a rev
olutionary man receives . So they didn't put her in a powder puffed 
cell .  They did not make life easy for her. But the pigs recognized 
a revolutionary woman to be just as much a threat as a revolutionary 
man. 

And so we recognize that we also have a duty to stop inflicting 
injustices of misuse of women. We have to be very careful about 
that, and we all know the problem . But I'm saying that it's manda
tory, the Minster of Defense Huey P. Newton has said that it is 
mandatory that all manifestations of male chauvinism be excluded 
from our ranks and that sisters have a duty and the right to do 
whatever they want to do in order to see to it that they are not 
relegated to an inferior position, and that they're not treated as 
though they are not equal members of the Party and equal in all 
regards .  And that they're �ot s�bjected to male practices . . 

And Sister Erica Huggms 1s a good example of a revolutionary 
woman who has sacrificed everything, including her husband . So Sister 
Erica-Right On. 

ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE 

-The Black Panther, July 5, 1969 
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The Black Man's Stake in Vietnam 

The most critical tests facing Johnson are the war in  Vietnam and 
the Negro revolution at home. The fact that the brains in the 
Pentagon see fit to send 16 per cent black troops to Vietnam is one 
indication that there is a structural relationship between these two 
arenas of conflict. And the in itial outrageous refusal of the Georgia 
Legislature to seat representative elect Julian Bond, because he de
nounced the aggressive U.S. role in Vietnam, shows too, the very 
intimate relationship between the way human beings are being treated 
in Vietnam and the treatment they are receiving here in the United 
States. 

We live today in a system that is in the last stages of the pro
tracted process of breaking up on a worldwide basis. The rulers per
ceive the greatest threat to be the national liberation movements 
around the world, particularly in Asia, Africa, and Latin America . In 
order for them to wage wars of suppression against these national 
liberation movements abroad, they must have peace and stability and 
unanimity of purpose at home. But at home there is a Trojan 
Horse, a Black Trojan Horse that has become aware of itself and is 
now struggling to get on its feet. It  too, demands liberation . 

What is the purpose of the attention that the rulers are now 
focusing on the Trojan Horse? Is it out of a newfound love for the 
horse, or is it because the rulers need the horse to be quiet, to be still, 
and not cause the rulers, already with their backs to the wall, any 
trouble or embarrassment while they force the war in Vietnam? 
Indeed, the rulers have need of the horse's power on the fields of 
battle. What the black man in America must keep constantly in mind 
is that the doctrine of white supremacy, which is a part of the 
ideology of the world system the power structure is trying to pre
serve, lets the black man in for the greatest portion of the suffering 
and hate which white supremacy has dished out to the non-white 
people of the world for hundreds of years. The white-supremacy
oriented white man feels less compunction about massacring "niggers" 
than he does about massacring any other race of people on the earth. 
This historically indisputable fact, taken with the present pers istent 
efforts of the United States to woo the Soviet Union into an alliance 
against China, spells DANGER to all the peoples of the world who 
have been victims of white supremacy. I f  this sweethcarting proves 
successful, if the United States is finally able to make a match with 
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Russia, o r  i f  the U.S. can continue t o  frighten the Soviet Union into 
reneging on its commitments to international socialist solidarity 
(a bout which the Soviets are always trumpeting, while still allowing 
the imperialist aggressors to daily bomb the Democratic Republic 
of North Vietnam ) ,  and if the U.S .  is able to unleash its anxious 
fury and armed might against the raging non-white giant of China, 
which is the real target of U.S. stra tegy the world over-if the U.S. 
is successful in these areas, then it will be the black man's turn 
aga in to face the lyncher and burner of the world : and face him alone. 

Black Americans are too easily deceived by a few smiles and 
friendly gestures, by the passing of a few liberal-sounding laws which 
are left on the books to rot unenforced, and by the mushy speech
making of a Pr�s ident who is a past master of talking out of the 
thousand sides of his mouth .  Such poetry does not guarantee the 
safe future of the black people in America . The black people must 
have a guarantee, they must be certa in, they must be sure beyond all 
doubt that the reign of terror is ended and not just suspended, and 
that the future of their people is secure. And the only way they can 
ensure this is to gain organizational unity and communication with 
their brothers and all ies around the world, on an international basis. 
They must have this power. There is no other way. Anything else 
is a sellout of the future of their people. The world of today was 
fashioned yesterday. What is involved here, what is being decided 
right now, is the shape of power in the world tomorrow. 

The American racial problem can no longer be spoken of or solved 
in isola tion . The relationship between the genocide in Vietnam and 
the smiles of the white man toward black Americans is a direct 
relationship. Once the white man solves his problem in the East 
he will then turn his fury again on the black people of America ,  
h i s  longtime punching bag. The black people have been tricked 
aga in and again, sold out at every turn by misleaders . After the Civil 
War, America went through a period similar to the one we are now in. 
The Negro problem received a full hearing. Everybody knew that the 
black man had been denied justice. No one doubted that it was time 
for changes and that the black man should be made a first class 
citizen .  But Reconstruction ended . Blacks who had been elevated to 
high positions were brusquely kicked out into the streets and herded 
along with the masses of blacks into the ghettos and black belts .  The 
lyncher and the burner received virtual license to murder blacks at 
will . White Americans found a new level on which to cool the blacks 
out. And with the help of such tools as Booker T. Washington, the 
doctrine of segregation was clamped firmly onto the backs of the 
blacks . It has taken a hundred years to struggle up from that level of 
cool-out to the miserable position that black Americans find them-
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selves in. Time is passing. The historical opportunity which world 
events now present to black Americans is running out with every 
tick of the clock . 

This is the last act of the show. We are living in a time when 
the people of the world are making their final bid for full and com
plete freedom . Never before in history has this condition prevailed . 
Always before there have been more or less articulate and aware 
pockets of people, portions of classes, etc., but today's is an era of 
mass awareness, when the smallest man on the street is in rebellion 
against the system which has denied him life and which he has come 
to understand robs him of his dignity and self-respect. Yet he is being 
told that it will take time to get programs started, to pass legislation, 
to educate white people into accepting the physically impossible, to 
move as fast as the black man would l ike to move. Black men are 
deadly serious when they say FREEDOM NOW. Even if the white 
man wanted to eradicate all traces of evil overn ight, he would not be 
able to do it because the economic and political system will not 
permit it. All talk about going too fast is treasonous to the black 
man's future. 

What the white man must be brought to understand is that the 
black man in America today is fully aware of his position, and he does 
not intend to be tricked again into another hundred-year forfeit of 
freedom . Not for a single moment or for any price will the black 
men now rising up in America settle for anything less than their 
full proportionate share and participation in the sovereignty of 
America . The black man has already come to a realization that to 
be free it is necessary for him to throw his life-everything-on the 
line, because the oppressors refuse to understand that it is now 
impossible for them to come up with another trick to squelch the 
black revolution . The black man can't afford to take a chance. He 
can't afford to put things off. He must stop the whole NOW and get 
his business straight, because if he does not do it now, if he fails to 
grasp securely the reins of this historic opportunity, there may be no 
tomorrow for him. 

The black man's interest lies in seeing a free and independent 
Vietnam, a strong Vietnam which is not the puppet of international 
white supremacy. If the nations of Asia, Latin America, and Africa 
are strong and free, the black man in America will be safe and secure 
and free to l ive in dignity and self-respect. It is a cold fact that while 
the nations of Africa, Asia, and Latin America were shackled in 
colonial bondage, the black American was held tightly in the vise 
of oppression and not permitted to utter a sound of protest of any 
effect. But when these nations sta rted bidding for their freedom, it 
was then that black Americans were able to seize the chance; it 
was then that the white man yielded what little he did-out of sheer 
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necessity. The only lasting salvation for the black American is to do all 
he can to see to it that the African, Asian, and Latin American 
nations are free and independent. 

In  this regard, black Americans have a big role to play. They are 
a Black Trojan Horse within white America and they number in 
excess of 2 3,000,000 strong . That is a lot of strength . But it is a 
lot of weakness if it is disorganized, and the overriding need is for 
unity and organization. Unity is on all black lips . Today we stand on 
the verge of ,sweeping 'change in this wretched landscape of a thou
sand little fragmented and ineffectual groups and organizations un
able to work together for the common cause. The need for one 
organization that will give one voice to the black man's common 
interest is felt in every bone and fiber of black America . 

Yesterday, a fter firmly repudiating racism and breaking his ties with 
the Black Muslim organization, the late Malcolm X launched a cam
paign to transform the American black man's struggle from the nar
row plea for "civil rights" to the universal demand for human rights, 
with the ultimate aim of bringing the United States government to 
task before the United Nations . This, and the idea of the Organization 
of Afro-American Unity, was Malcolm's dying legacy to his people. It 
did not fall on barren ground. Already, black American leaders have 
met with the ambassadors of Black Africa at a luncheon at UN 
headquarters . The meaning of this momentous event is lost on no 
one. The fact that it was the issue of Julian Bond, his denunciation 
of U.S. aggression in Vietnam, and the action of racist elements in the 
Georgia legislature which brought clearer recognition by black men 
that their interests are also threatened by the U.S. war of suppression 
in Vietnam . This doveta iling of causes and issues is destined to 
bring to fruition the other dream which Malcolm's assassination 
prevented him from realizing, the Organization of Afro-American 
Unity, or perhaps a similar organization under a different name. 
Black Americans now realize that they must organize for the power 
to change the foreign and domestic policies of the U.S. government. 
They must let their voice be heard on these issues . They must let 
the world know where they stand. 

I t  is no accident that the U.S. government is sending all those 
black troops to Vietnam.  Some people think that Vietnam is to kill 
off the cream of black youth . But it has another important result. 
By turning her black troops into the butchers of the Viet
namese people, America is spreading hate aga inst the black race 
throughout Asia . Even black Africans find it hard not to hate black 
Americans for being so stupid as to allow themselves, to be used to 
slaughter another people who are fighting to be free. Black 
Americans are considered to be the world's biggest fools to go to 
another country to fight for something they don't have for themselves . 
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It bothers white racists that people around the world love black 
Americans but find it impossible to give a similar warm affection 
to white Americans. The white racist knows that he is the Ugly 
American and he wants the black American to be Ugly, too, in the 
eyes of the world : misery loves company! When the people around 
the world cry "Yankee, Go Home!" they mean the white man, not 
the black man who is a recently freed slave. The white man is 
deliberately trying to make the people of the world turn against black 
Americans, because he knows that the day is coming when black 
Americans will need the help and support of their brothers, friends 
and natural allies around the world. If through stupidity or by 
following hand-picked leaders who are the servile agents of the power 
structure, black Americans allow this strategy to succeed against 
them, then when the time comes and they need this help and sup
port from around the world, it will not be there. All of the inter
national love, respect, and goodwill that black Americans now have 
around the world will have dried up. They themselves will have 
buried it in the mud of the rice paddies of Vietnam. 

-The Black Panther, March 23, 1 969 

An Open Letter to Stokely Carm ichael 

Stokely Carmichael,  Conakry, Guinea: 

Your letter of resignation as the Prime Minister of the Black 
Panther Party 6 came, I think, about one year too late. As a matter 
of fact, since the day of your appointment to that position-February 
1 7, 1968--events have proven that you were not cut out for the job 
in the first place. Even then it was clear that your position on 
coalition with revolutionary white organiza tions was in conflict with 
that of the Black Panther Party. But we thought that, in time, even 
you would be able to shake the SNCC paranoia about white control 
and get on with the business of building the type of revolutionary 
machinery that we need in the United States in order to unite all the 
revolutionary forces in the country to overthrow the system of 
Capitalism, Imperialism and Racism. 

I know these terms are kicked around like l ifeless bodies and that 
it is easy to allow the grisly realities behind them to become obscured 
by too frequent repetition . But when you see the squalor in which 
people live as a result of the policies of the exploiters, when you see 
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the effects of exploitation on the emaciated bodies of little children, 
when you see the hunger and desperation, then these terms come 
alive in a new way. Since you've made this trip yourself and seen it all 
with your own eyes, you should know that suffering is color-blind, 
that the victims of Imperialism, Racism, Colonialism and Neo
colonialism come in all colors, and that they need a unity based on 
revolutionary principles rather than skin color . 

The other charges which you make in your letter-about our 
new-found ideology, our dogmatism, our arm-twisting, etc.-seem to 
me to be of secondary importance, because, with the exception, per
haps, of the honorable Elijah Muhammad, you are the most dogmatic 
cat on the scene today, and I've never known you to be opposed to 
twisting arms or, for that matter, necks . In many ways your letter 
struck me as being an echo and rehash of the charges brought against 
the party by the bootlickers before the McClellan Committee . And 
since you chose this moment to denounce the party, we-and I am 
sure many other people outside the party-must look upon your 
letter in this light .  The only point in your letter that I think is really 
you is the one about coal ition with whites, because it has been this 
point on which our differences have turned from the very beginning. 

You have never been able to distinguish the history of the Black 
Panther Party from the history of the organization of which you were 
once the chairman-the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Com
mittee. It is understandable that you can have such fears of black 
organizations being controlled, or partly controlled, by whites, be
cause most of your years in SNCC were spent under precisely those 
conditions . But the Black Panther Party has never been in that 
situation .  Because we have never had to wrest control of our organiza
tion out of the hands of whites, we have not been shackled with the 
type of paranoid fear that was developed by you cats in SNCC. 
Therefore we are able to sit down with whites and hammer out 
solutions to our common problems without trembling in our boots 
about whether or not we might get taken over in the process . I t  
has always seemed to  me that you bel ittle the intelligence of your 
black brothers and sisters when you constantly warn them that they 
had better beware of white folks . After all, you are not the only 
black person out of Babylon who has been victimized by white racism .  
But you sound a s  though you are scared of white people, a s  though 
you are still running away from slave-catchers who will lay hands on 
your body and dump you in a bag. 

As a matter of fact, it has been precisely your nebulous enuncia
tion of Black Power that has provided the power structure with its 
new weapon against our people. The Black Panthe� Party tried 
to give you a chance to rescue Black Power from the pigs who have 
seized upon it and turned it into the rationale for Black Capitalism . 
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With James Farmer in the Nixon Administration to preside over the 
implementation of Black Capitalism under the slogan of Black Power, 
what value does that slogan now have to our people's struggle for 
liberation? Is denouncing the Black Panther Party the best you can 
do to combat this evil? I would think that your responsibility 
goes a little further than that .  Even though you were right when you 
sa id that LBJ would never stand up and call for Black Power, 
Nixon has done so and he's bankroll ing it with millions of dollars . 
So now your old Black Power buddies are cashing in on your slogan. 
In effect, your cry for Black Power has become the grease to ease the 
black bourgeoisie into the power structure .  

By giving you the position of Prime Minister of the Black 
Panther Party, we were trying to rescue you from the black 
bourgeoisie that had latched on to your coattails and was riding you 
like a mule. Now they have stolen your football and run away for a 
touchdown : six points for Richard Milhous Nixon. 

In February 1968, at the Free Huey Birthday Rally in Oakland, 
California, where you made your first public speech after returning 
to the United States from your triumphant tour of the revolutionary 
countries of the Third World, you took the occasion to denounce the 
coalition that the Black Panther Party had made with the white Peace 
and Freedom Party. What you called for instead was a Black United 
Front that would unite all the forces in the black community from 
left to right, close ranks against the whites, and all go skipping off 
to freedom. Within the ranks of your Black United Front you wanted 
to include the Cultural Nationalists, the Black Capitalists, and the 
Professional Uncle Toms, even though it was precisely these three 
groups who were working to murder your shit even before it broke 
wind . ( Remember what Ron Karenga did to your meeting in Los 
Angeles? ) 

You had great dreams in those days, Stokely, and your visions, on 
the top side, were heroic. On the bottom side, when it came to the de
tails of reality, your vision was blind . You were unable to distinguish 
your friends from your enemies because all you could see was the color 
of the cat's skin. I t  was this blindness that led you to the defense 
of Adam Clayton Powell, that Jackal from Harlem, when he came 
under attack by his brother jackals in Congress .  And it was this bl ind
ness that led you to the defense of that black cop in Washington, 
D.C., who was being fucked over by the whites above him in the 
Pol ice Department for whom he carried his gun as he patrolled the 
black community. In short, your habit of looking at the world 
through black-colored glasses would lead you, on the domestic 
level, to close ranks with such enemies of black people as James 
Farmer, Whitney Young, Roy Wilkins and Ron Karenga; and on the 
international level you would end up in the same bag with Papa 
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Doc Duvalier, Joseph Mobutu, and Haile Selassie. Yes, we opposed 
that shit then and we oppose it now even more strongly, especially 
since the Nixon Administration has stolen your program from you 
and, I think, included you out. 

And now you are going to liberate Africa ! Where are you going to 
start, Ghana? The Congo? Biafra? Angola? Mozambique? South 
Africa? If you are not aware of it, I think that you should know that 
the brothers in Africa who are involved in armed struggle against the 
Colonialists would like nothing better than for you to pack up your 
suitcase full of African souvenirs and split back to Babylon . They 
have never forgiven the fat-mouthing you did in Dar-es-Salaam when 
you presumed to tell them how to conduct their business .  It seems 
to me that you are now trapped between the extremes of your own 
rhetoric. On the one hand, you have cut yourself off from the 
struggle in Babylon, and on the other hand, you are not about to be
come the Redeemer of Mother Africa . 

The enemies of black people have learned something from history 
even if you haven't, and they a re discovering new ways to divide us 
faster than we are discovering new ways to unite. One thing they 
know, and we know, that seems to escape you, is that there is not 
going to be any revolution or black l iberation in the United States as 
long as revolutionary blacks, whites, Mexicans, Puerto Ricans, 
Indians, Chinese and Eskimos are unwilling or unable to unite into 
some functional machinery that can cope with the situation. Your 
talk and fears about premature coal ition are absurd, because no coali
tion aga inst oppression by forces possessing revolutionary integrity 
can ever be premature. If anything, it is too late, because the forces 
of counterrevolution are sweeping the world, and this is happening 
precisely because in the past people have been united on a basis that 
perpetuates disunity among races and ignores basic revolutionary 
principles and analyses . 

You are peeved because the Black Panther Party informs itself with 
the revolutionary principles of Marxism-Leninism, but if you look 
around the world you will see that the only countries which have 
liberated themselves and managed to withstand the tide of the 
counterrevolution are precisely those countries that have strong 
Marxist-Leninist parties . All those countries that have fought for their 
liberation solely on the basis of nationalism have fallen victims to 
capitalism and neo-colonialism, and in many cases now find the':11-
selves under tyrannies equally as oppressive as the former colonial 
regimes . . 

That you know nothing about the revolutionary process 1s clea�; 
that you know even less about the United States and its people is 
clearer; and that you know still less about humanity than you do 
about the rest is even clearer . You speak about an "undying love 
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for black people." An undying love for black people that denies the 
humanity of other people is doomed . It  was an undying love of 
white people for each other which led them to deny the humanity of 
colored people and which has stripped white people of humanity 
itself. It would seem to me that an undying love for our people 
would, at the very least, lead you to a stra tegy that would aid our 
struggle for liberation instead of leading you into a coalition of pur
pose with the McClellan Committee in its attempt to destroy the 
Black Panther Party. 

Well, so long, Stokely, and take care. And beware of some white 
folks and of some black folks, because I assure you that some of both 
of them have teeth that will bite. Remember what Brother Mal
colm said in his Autobiography : "We had the best organization that 
the black man has ever had in the United States-and niggers ruined 
it !"  POWER TO THE PEOPLE. 

ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, Minister of Information, Black Panther Party. 
July, 1969. 

-Ramparts, September, 1969 

Eldridge Cleaver Discusses Revolution: 
An Interview from Exile 

The exiled Minister of Information of  the Black Panther Party, 
Eldridge Cleaver, surfaced last summer at  the Pan-African Festival 
in Algiers . This interview was done at that time ·by Stefen Aust, a 
West German journalist-Liberation News Service 

QUESTION : What was the situation in America at the time of 
Stokely Carmichael's split from the Black Panther Party, and how did 
it contribute to the split? 

ELDRIDGE : The whole approach to the problem the government 
is taking, black capitalism, they're using the slogan of black power 
to conceal that. This forced Stokely to continue articulating what 
he started in such a way as to make it clear he's not involved in 
black capitalism.  But by quitting the scene and not defending his 
position, the whole thing has been coopted by people who are in 
CORE, the whole organization has gone into black capitalism . The 
former head of CORE, James Farmer, has become the top man in 
the Nixon administration to implement that, the man who suc· 
ceeded Farmer as the head of CORE, Floyd McKissick, he has gotten 
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himself an organization, a business firm which he calls Floyd Mc
Kissick Inc., and a lot of funds are funneled through him. 

We regard this as the advent of the neo-colonialist phase of our 
peculiar situation in the United States because it corresponds to the 
moment the colonial power decides to grant a measure of inde
pendence to the colony and replace the colonial regime with a regime 
of puppets . And this is what they' re doing now in the United States 
by pulling certain levels of the black bourgeois ie into the power 
structure and developing for them a vested interest in the capi
talist system . So these really defiant positions, the people who pre
tended to be revolutionary, are accepting funds . 

The government will give anybody money. They offered money 
to the Black Panther Party; they offer it to everybody, and they don't 
care what your l ine is ,  they just want to get you involved in their 
programs, then they begin to put the squeezes on you to get you 
dependent. 

A lot of people are accepting th is money and they're using the 
slogan Black Power by equating black capitalism with power. And 
this is one of the very bad things that has happened as a result of 
what Stokely was talking about. We offered him the position of 
Prime Minister of the Party to give him a base which he no longer 
has as a result of his problems with SNCC :md the decomposition 
of SNCC itself. But he abandoned the field . Now he's talking about 
the struggles in Africa . He wants to liberate Ghana; it just doesn't 
stand up. 

The key thing to me, he made a statement that I think is very 
key. He said, "You guys are on top now, but just watch, I 'll be back 
up there." So that whole type of thinking is an ego trip and con
stantly making these invidious comparisons .  We were talking to him 
when we first came here because we thought he would realize the 
mistake he had made and apologize to the Party, and we would then 
accept h im back into the Party because we had long been uptight 
about where he was functioning. He sa id he did not know the Mc
Clellan Committee was engaged in investigations of the Party at the 
time he issued his resignation and charges . But the cha rges he lodged 
against the Party seemed to echo the charges of these stooges who 
were mumbling before the McClellan Committee. When this was 
brought to his attention he sa id he didn't know the McClellan 
Committee was involved in an investigation . And in l ight of not 
knowing this, he said he was willing to make a statement to clarify 
the situation and to make it clear that he did not have anyth ing to 
do with the McClellan Committee's attack, so it boiled down to a 
question of how to do that, and he was procrastinating, and then he 
made that final statement, something snapped in me, and I was no 
longer willing to go along with it. 
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I had been the one who was trying to salvage the s ituation and 
give him a chance to apologize to the Party, and everyone else was 
perfectly willing to let him go and not go to the expense. So when 
he took the posit ion he took, we called him up and just told him we 
were not going to try to a rrange that other thing that we were talking 
about, and that we would accept his resignation as he wrote it and 
deal with it as he put it forth . And that's the last we've heard of him. 

QUESTION : His two most important issues in this letter were first, 
calling the Party dogmatic, and second, condemning the alliances 
with white radical movements . 

ELDRIDGE : I think these two are very related because when he re
fers to dogmatism, what he is actually referring to is the fact that 
we are a Marxist-Leninist Party, and implicit in Marxist-Leninism 
is proletarian internationalism, and solidarity with all people who are 
struggling and this, of course, includes white people. So that since 
h is main object is non-alliance with whites, and turning one's back 
on whites and having no policy towards them at all, just to ignore 
them, he has to come down heavy on both those points in order to 
maintain his position. And we consider this position to be racist. 

We recognize that we cannot function in this way, particularly 
these days when na tionally and internationally they're using ne
gritude as a way to create divisions amongst people, and the domestic 
counterpart of this internalional approach is the use of black capi
tal ism, black consciousness. We call it cultural nationalism in the 
United States, and it's been made very clear how they finance certain 
cultural nationalist organizations .  They have already exposed them
selves as being tools of the power structure by their activities . So 
that another definition is required to make distinctions between 
friends and enemies when they are coming in all colors . And we feel 
that the only safe guides to action are the revolutionary principles of 
Marxism-Lenin ism, that they arc relevant at this point for that 
reason and we choose to work on that basis and let the rest of that 
go because black people have already gained their consciousness, they 
have a sense of their identity, which was lost in the United States . 
At the time that this was happening, it was very progress ive, it was a 
very good thing tha t was coming about. But a fter people had 
assimilated that and were reminded of who they were and every
th ing, to maintain that position and not to go any further becomes 
reactionary. 

This is what has happened to Stokely and a lot of other people, 
a lot of other people get hung up culturally in that sense, but Stokely 
has gotten hung up politically in that sense. There's a false distinc
tion people make between culture and politics, and then a fter 
making this false distinction, he confuses culture with poli tics again. 
So that it ' s l ike an error compounded with an error, and we can't 
deal with that. 
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QUESTION : Being critical of cultural nationalism, how do you see 
the role of this African cultural festival? 

ELDRIDGE : Well I think it brought together all of the experienced 
ideological l ines, it forced certain things into the open, and it really 
serves to drive home to a lot of people that this negritude and cul
tural nationalism are stumbling blocks to the people's liberation 
struggles rather than assistances. I think that a lot of the conversa
tions I have had here have been repeated over and over again, 
people who are involved in the process of struggle for liberation at 
this moment, seem to be more keenly aware of the negative aspects 
of this as opposed to those who have already gotten independence 
and have some very reactionary regimes in power, because they're 
using this. The people who are struggling are open to all assistance 
they can get, and they don't want to foreclose any avenue by some 
simple-minded ideological positions. 

But those who are already in power and have gotten their libera
tion on this false basis, they're content to keep it going. One very 
interesting thing that I 've heard people talking about is that following 
World War I I  when all the colonies were fighting for their liberation 
on the basis of nationalism rather than building a strong revo
lutionary party. This has proven to be a mistake historically . It was the 
easy way out because it is easier to mobilize people on the basis of 
nationalism than it is to create a strong Marxist-Leninist organization .  
The counter-revolutions that have set in  and have put  many of these 
nationalist regimes out of power and saddled the people with these 
oppress ive regimes, again demonstrate the point that the only govern
ments that have really been able to survive this sweep have been 
those governments who have gotten their l iberation and created, or 
even had before, or created during the struggle or after the strug
gle, a strong Marxist-Len inist Party. And I think this is borne out by 
the experience of China, Cuba and the Eastern European Socialist 
countries, including the Soviet Union . That no matter what you say 
about some of the revisionist policies that are rampant in that area, 
still I will always choose those Socialist regimes over capitalist 
regimes . There is something there that is able to withstand the 
attempt by the imperialists and capitalists to roll back the tide. 
They found this easy to do in countries that are held together only 
by very narrow nationalism. 

QuESTION : Do you think the role of nationalism in the movement 
for liberation is no longer important? 

ELDRIDGE : I think it will have a continuing importance and there 
is a proper way to deal with nationalism . I don't think there . 

is 
necessarily a distinction between, or should I say a confl ict 
between, nationalism and proletarian internationalism, because it's 
been shown many times that if you can't love those around you, 
which is a form of national ism, relate to those within your own 
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entity, then you can 't relate to those beyond you, and by the same 
token if  you can relate to those beyond you, and not be able to relate 
to those near you, then there's still a problem. I'm talking about this 
full blown nationalist approach to the problem that completely 
obscures class contradictions and class problems and unites people 
over class l ines and fitting the whole nation out for problems later 
on. Because on that basis, the bourgeoisie, which is always better 
educated at this stage, is able to move into the apparatus of the 
government because people with skil ls are required, and when they 
move in they also get the power, and because things arc organized 
on a nationalist base, there's nothing there to counteract them 
usurping the power, organizing coups and turning the tide back . I 
think people are moving away from that, particularly young people, 
young students who are in these countries, most of them are very 
conscious and most of them are turning to Marxism-Leninism. 

QUESTION : The main issue in the split of the American SOS was 
the relation to the black movement. \Vhat do you think of the split, 
what do you think is the task of the white mother country radicals 
in this special situation now? 

ELDRIDGE : I think the people who were disrupting SOS were the 
people who had this faulty analysis of the situation, they were still 
functioning on the basis of an analysis of what we call the Old Left . 
111ey are not recognizing the ethnic struggles that are going on in the 
United States which often obscure the past struggle. The people 
in SOS who we work with have related to the analysis we have made 
and they see that it is functional because in the United States you 
have Mexican-Americans, Puerto-Ricans, Indians, Eskimos, Chinese
Americans, black Americans, white Americans and many other 
ethnic groups. These ethnic groups have been divided from each 
other and they are in such a posture at this time that there's no point 
in trying to make the mistakes that have been made in the past by 
trying to pull them all into one homogeneous organization without 
taking all these peculiarities into consideration . We say that's putting 
the cart before the horse . What we have to do is take the people as 
they are right now, pull them together into organizational machinery, 
and then create other machinery that they can be pulled into once 
they get that consciousness .  This is done through a process of 
coalition, and it docs function, and it's functioning right now, and 
developing, and we're able to deal with much more of the problems 
then we were when we were trying to pull poor people into one 
group and continue depleting a lot of our energies by a lot of in
fighting over that. These people who are in PL and who are very 
dogmatic, and who did not want to recognize what was happening in 
the other communities and start to impose their own ideological 
perspective upon the people, did get rebuffed, I consider them split-
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ting from SDS as a fitting rebuff, to the situation they were trying to 
perpetuate. 

QUESTION : After spending so much time in the Third World, have 
you changed your views on American policy, can you say anything 
about experiences you have had since you left the United States? 

ELDRIDGE : I 've been more confirmed in the position and attitude 
that the Black Panther Party had. ·I recognize now that some of the 
things we were doing and trying to do are even more important 
than we realized they were, particularly in the directions we struck 
out in, in trying to get around the obstacles that were created by 
Stokely Carmichael and SNCC, but which we feel were historically 
necessary-with black power. We took a different course in the 
United States, and we did it out of necessity. After coming into 
contact with other people who are revolutionaries but are not black, 
you see how important it is in order to work with them. I 've been 
appalled to a greater extent than I ever dreamed that I could have 
been by the visible results of colon ial ism and imperial ism .  We in the 
United States who are oppressed, in comparison to what I 've seen 
around the world, it seems as though we are oppressed between 
slices of silk, because there's nothing comparable to the poverty I 've 
seen around the world, there's nothing comparable in the United 
States, even in the most oppressed areas . 

I recognize that the Un ited States government is the number one 
enemy of mankind and very much involved in perpetuating all 
these things which I have seen, through their international organiza
tions such as NATO, SEATO and through the United Nations . They 
are able to perpetuate the stagnation of people and to corrupt their 
attempts to industrial ize their countries . This, I think, has had a 
great influence on me, also a lot of pure revolutionary fervor that I 
have encountered amongst people has served to stimulate more dedi
cation within myself . 

QUESTION : Don't you think it's very important that the liberation 
fronts in the Third World work very closely with the Black Pan
ther Party? 

ELDRIDGE : Not only with the Black Panther Party, but with all 
revolutionary forces within the United States . Certainly, I think it 
has been demonstrated here at this festival in Algiers, which has 
been held under the auspices of the OAU ( Organization of African 
Unity ) but also of the whole government of Algeria, the fact that 
they had the courage to invite us, the fact that they had the 
courage to invite myself, considering the situation that existed, I 
think this has gone a long way toward strengthening sol idarity . 

It had a very strong impact on the United States, I 'm sure, and 
I think that the important thing about this is that in the past there 
have been individuals, black People from the United States who have 
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come over to make certain contacts and made certain promises 
that they were unable to fulfill, and for the first time a strong 
nationwide organization is making contact with these people, and be
cause our relations do not depend on any one person for its per
petuation, that this will have to strengthen these links and create 
channels that can be perpetuated in the future. These are some of 
the very positive aspects that I see in this . 

QUESTION : Are there any concrete plans for cooperation, such 
as sending delegations to other countries? 

ELDRIDGE : Naturally we want to cooperate and a id each other in 
any way that we possibly can .  A lot of this of course cannot be 
talked about, we can say that the people have expressed great glad
ness at the development in the United States, the fact that revo
lutionary vanguards are being created . It gives them great hope to 
know that even in Babylon, a revolution can be struggled for. And 
it helps them in their struggle because they say that if those guys 
can do it over there, then what's wrong with us here !?  We all know 
that we are dealing with the same enemy. Just to know that there 
is someone in the same fight with you always strengthens your 
dedication . 

QUESTION : Do you think the United States had changed since you 
left? 

ELDRIDGE :I think the repression has increased markedly, and this 
means that the effectiveness of the Party's attack on the power struc
ture was becoming intolerable to the power structure itsel f. One of 
the important things that developed after I left was the Breakfast for 
Children Program that the Party adopted . This was a way for the 
Party to strengthen its links with the community and to get thou
sands and thousands of people across the country involved in the 
program, exposed to the Party. And these people got very angry 
when the government started attacking the Breakfast for Children 
Program. There has been much more acceptance of the Party. 

It's very interesting that many of the things that we were advo
cating, that we had been spearheading while I was there, took on 
more urgency and more acceptability after I left, because people had 
to relate to that. I t's just like-from talking to the brothers in the 
delegation that came here from the United States, just to hear 
them talk, there was a long time when the Black Panther Party 
was shot through with cultural nationalism, and we're trying to 
get out of that bag. The brothers who are here now are brothers who 
have been in the Party almost from its beginning and I had a chance 
to watch them develop, see in them resistance to the direction we 
were trying to take, in terms of relations with white revolutionaries, 
so that there has been a complete change in that. 

I heard one brother refer to the people of Scandinavia as our 
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Scandinavian brothers and sisters, and this particular cat at  one time 
when we were trying to mobilize people from the community to go 
out to the courthouse and join in a demonstration at the court for 
Huey Newton when he went to trial , he refused to get into the 
sound truck because the sound truck was being driven by a white 
guy. 

I t  was necessary for this guy to drive the sound truck because he 
had the license and the permit and it just had to be that way. But 
he refused to get into the sound truck, and now he is the one who 
made the statement I referred to. That indicates to me that things 
have changed and that a lot of things that we were trying to do while 
I was there have become accepted . That's just one, there are other 
things, but that's one of the most difficult. 

There is a lot of development. The Party is stronger and much 
larger. I think that the great mushrooming and developing of the 
Party ideologically is one of the most important things that has 
happened . We always did rela te to Marxism-Leninism, but there was 
a great difficulty in maintaining Party discipline. I t  wasn't functional, 
it wasn 't really clear how you could apply democratic centralism in 
that situation, with the cats we had to deal with. 

One thing that's important, a lot of people don 't understand why 
a lot of people were purged from the Party. During the time when 
Huey Newton was going to trial, we dropped a lot of our programs 
because of the necessity of mobilizing as many people as possible. 
We virtually closed the membersh ip, we did not make any public 
announcement, and we started just pull ing people in. We knew who 
the Panthers were, but in order to maximize the number of people 
we pulled in, we did not argue with people if they put on a black 
leather jacket or black berets, or said that they were Panthers. They 
just walked in and said they support Huey Newton and they wanted 
to join our organization . We didn't have time to conduct our 
political education classes on th is, which is a very important 
process in our recruitment, that the brothers maintain .  After the 
trial of Huey Newton was over and the verdict was in, it was a ques
tion of going back to our other activities that we had been involved 
in. At that time, a lot of people who came into the organization in 
that campaign, to free Huey, they proved to be very undisciplined, 
and non-functional, and they created a lot of problems for the Party 
and they were not amenable to pol itical education classes. So .we 
just came down hard .  

I wasn't there a t  the time, I was aware of i t ,  I knew what was 
happening and why it was happening, and a lot of these people were 
defined as not being members of the Party. And those who wanted 
to become members of the Party were required to go through po
litical education classes . So that a lot of people who were purged have 
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been admitted back into the Party, but a lot of them were purged 
for a cause and it will be a long time-if ever-before they will be 
readmitted . 

QuESTION : \Vhat do you plan for yourself for the future : What 
kind of political work do you want to do? 

ELDRIDGE : I think there's a lot I can do making contacts for the 
Party on the international situation, I have a book that I want to 
finish, but really, I must return to the United States, that's what 
I want to do. That's rea lly what I 'm working on, getting that ready. 

QUESTION : Now that the NLF has almost won the Vietnam war 
and entered this new stage of fighting imperialism, does this change 
anything? 

ELDRIDGE : I think it will be very positive, if you think back you 
will remember that the whole approach of U.S .  imperialism at the 
time was that the l iberation forces in Vietnam had to be defeated, 
or else other people will get the idea that they can fight for their 
freedom too. And I think that this has proven that a tenacious fight 
in the end will be victorious . This is now happening. The United 
States will, I think, force people to fight just as hard for their 
l iberation; on the whole I think this will strengthen the determina
tion of people to fight on to victory. 

QUESTION : Do you think that the persecution of the Black Panther 
Party now in the United States demands that you create a new kind 
of tactic to deal with that? 

ELDRIDGE : Those things they've been doing have been frame-ups, 
and a lot of people think we arc not serious when we say that, but 
what they do and what they have been doing is sending in a few 
provacateurs who will indulge people in conversations about blowing 
up bridges, or blowing up supermarkets . And on the basis of a few 
frivolous words that have been passed, they blow it up into a full 
scale conspiracy and arrest all these people and put ransom on 
them as opposed to bail, dra in our finances; they know what they're 
doing and this is the technique they use in the United States to keep 
the Party on the defensive. 

I made the decision that I was not going to submit to this type 
of chicanery and go to jail when it's very clear that they are manip
ulating the situation .  And I think this is something we are all going 
to have to get into, because we cannot come up with $200,000 bail . 
When you think of 2 1  people in New York, 16  people in Chicago, it 
adds up to a king's ransom, and we don't have that kind of money, 
we have no process for getting that kind of money, so I think the 
people who are dedicated to functioning in a revolutionary manner 
will start adopting the attitude that they will not be arrested . And 
they ought to be ready at all times to defend themselves, so that 
when the man comes down on them and tries to arrest them, 
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these cats are going to start dealing with it right on the spot, because 
that's more desirable than laying up in a penitentiary rotting away. 

QUESTION : And is the United Front Against Fascism part of this 
tactic to create solidarity? 

ELDRIDGE : It 's a very important move in tha t regard, but there's 
another front that I think needs to be created, and this is something 
that I have been working on and which I intend to continue working 
on, and it's something we've been calling the North American Lib
eration Front. I think it's very timely, because many people see 
the situation that we are confronted with as one in which politics 
have been transformed into war, and there's no point in kidding our
selves anymore; what we have to do is fight. We have the terrain 
there to fight. Many people think that armed struggle carried out in 
the mountains in Cuba or in Vietnam is one thing, and that it could 
not happen in the United States. But the United States has more 
mountains than all of these other areas, it has the advantage of 
mountainous areas, and a highly organized s ituation, and it has rural 
areas. It 's so large that the government forces would be forced to 
spread out very thinly, at the same time that dissatisfaction in the 
ranks of the United States Army is at an all-time peak. The stockades 
and military prisons are overflowing with people who have deserted 
and don ' t  want to fight in Vietnam. And I think that the contradic
tions that have arisen within the ranks of the United States Army 
will continue to increase, more so when they are finally turned against 
the American people. 

-The Black Panther, October 1 1 , 1969 

The Fascists Have Already Decided 
in Advance to Murder Chairman Bobby Sea le 
in the Electric Chair: A Manifesto 

CONCERNING : The pre-planned pol itical murder of Bobby Seale, 
Chairman of the Black Panther Party, in the electric chair in the state 
of Connecticut. 

The Primary Task of the American Revolution, at this point in our 
history, is to defeat the Number One maneuver of the fascist pO\yer 
structure, which is to make an example of Bobby Seale by puttmg 
him to death in the Electric Chair in the state of Connecticut. 

The fascists have already decided in advance to murder Chairman 
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Bobby Seale in their all-out effort to destroy the leadership of the 
Black Panther Party and to intimidate our membership in particular 
and all other progressive people and organizations .  This should be 
crystal clear even to a blind man . The vicious political persecution 
of Chairman Bobby Seale ranges in time over a four year period
from the very beginning of the Black Panther Party-and, geo
graphically, it follows a twisted trail of trumped-up charges from 
Oakland, Sacramento, Berkeley, San Francisco, Chicago, and now to 
Connecticut .  The plot against Bobby Seale in particular is so out
rageously obvious that even these shameless pigs should not have the 
gall to try to pull it off. 

But the fact that they are going full speed ahead with their dis
graceful conspiracy should make it clear to the American people, 
once and for all, that a desperate hour is upon us and we have no 
time to lose if we are to salvage the situation . Because one thing 
must be made absolutely clear to America : no matter what the White 
people of America are prepared to accept, Black people do not accept 
this ultimate attempt to bind and gag Bobby Seale with death be
cause of the fearless leadership that he has given to our people .  

Black people will never accept this premeditated decision of the 
fascist power structure to murder Chairman Bobby Seale in the 
Electric Chair. So that the question is now posed, pure and simple : Is 
America going to have a Class War or a Race War? The fascists 
have already declared war upon the people. Will the people as a 
whole rise up to meet this challenge with a righteous People's War 
against these fascist pigs, or will Black people have to go it alone, 
thus transforming a dream of interracial solidarity into the nightmare 
of a Race War? 

Our brothers are being murdered in their sleep by the shock 
troopers of the power structure; our offices are being subjected to 
all-out military attack; our lawyers arc being sentenced to prison 
along with us; and the fascist Nixon Administration has unleashed the 
pol itical police of the F.B . I .  and thrown away all pretenses of justice 
and equality under the law. Lip-service to the Constitution of the 
United States of America has been replaced by outright fascist terror 
and naked repression . Hundreds of our Party members have been 
jacked-up on highly pol itical charges . Scores of our party members 
languish in jails and prisons, subjected to scandalously high ba ils 
that are tantamount to RANSOM. Throughout the length and 
breadth of this depraved land, the situation is the same. It  is nothing 
but an attempt to sabotage the 400 year struggle of our people for 
freedom and liberation. 

Our Minister of Defense, Huey P. Newton, teaches us that in 
order to have security from the unceasing aggressions of the enemy, 
we must always be in a position to inflict a political consequence 
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upon the aggressor for each act o f  aggression . This attempt t o  mur
der Chairman Bobby Seale coldbloodedly in the Electric Chair is 
an open provocation and the ultimate aggression against Black peo
ple. It is a calculated step taken by fascist pigs in the unfolding of 
their vicious blueprint of genocide against Black people. We, Black 
people, if we are forced to go it alone, must be prepared to unleash 
the ultimate pol itical consequence upon this racist nation . The 
ultimate political consequence which Black people have in their 
power to unleash is RACE WAR. Indeed, we have been and at this 
very moment are the victims of a systematic racist repression . The 
Black Panther Party, as everyone knows, has taken a leading role in 
trying to avoid precisely th is disastrous RACE WAR which the 
fascist oppressors have been working day and night to bring about. 
But we cannot and will not continue this policy to the point of racial 
suicide. We will not sacrifice Chairman Bobby Seale on the altar of 
interracial harmony if White people continue to sit back and allow 
this ghastly plot to go forward. So if the so-called freedom loving 
White people of America do not stand up now, while there are still 
a few moments of time left, and put an end to the persecution of 
Chairman Bobby Seale, then Black people will have to go it alone 
and step forward alone. This will mean the end of our dreams for the 
Class War which America needs and the beginning of the Race 
War which America cannot endure. This is the political consequence 
which America faces because of this unspeakably evil attempt to 
murder Chairman Bobby Seale in the Electric Chair. 

Eldridge Cleaver 
Minister of Information 
Black Panther Party 

-Manifesto issued April, 1970, by the Black Panther Party 





6. 
DAV I D H I L L I A R D  S P EA KS 

David Hilliard, Chief of Staff of the Black Panther Party, is one of 
the early members of the Party and has conducted widespread 
political education for the organization. Here are several of his 
speeches and an interview. The latter arose out of a remark made by 
Hilliard during a speech on November 1 5, 1969, at San Francisco 
for which he was indicted by a Federal Grand Jury. 
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The Ideology of the Black Panther Party 

The ideology of the Black Panther Party is the historical experi
ences of Black people in America translated through Marxism
Leninism. When we review the past h istory of Black people in this 
country, we realize that after 400 years we are victims of the oppres
s ive machinery that gags, binds and chains Black men who speak out 
in defense of their alleged constitutional rights . 

Many people act as if they were surprised at what's happening to 
the Chairman of the Black Panther Party, Bobby Seale, but I think 
a careful examination of who our persecutors are will clear the minds 
of the masses of people that could not see through the so-called ju
dicial smokescreen of justice. These people that tortured and gagged 
and chained Bobby are the descendants of pirates . Genocidal mur
derers of the Red Man; users of the atomic bomb upon the Japanese 
people. The enslavers and exploiters of Blacks in this country right 
up until this very day. 

The Black Panther Party since its inception has always used the 
weapon of example to educate the masses . When the Minister of 
Defense, Huey P. Newton, sent a delegation of armed Panthers 
to the California state Capitol this was a process of educating the 
people by example that Blacks did not have their rights guaranteed 
by the constitution to bear arms in defense of their l ives against 
racist mobs of fascists in or out of uniform . So that Huey P. Newton 
made the statement "an unarmed people are either enslaved or 
subjected to slavery at any given time." So given Bobby's situation 
it is crystal clear what he meant. 

I think we should get back to the legality of the U .S. constitution 
in respect to Black people. The rhetoric of the constitution was 
never in the first paragraph meant for people of African descent.  After 
violating Bobby's l s t  amendment rights, h is 8th amendment rights 
on through the 6-1 3-14  amendments it seems to me the whole 
damn thing is invalid in regards to Blacks in particular.  

As long as we are hung up in theory alone, without ever testing for 
ourselves the real ity of the laws of the courts of this system, we must 
expect more Bobby Seales, more cruel and inhumane treatment. We 
must remember this country is run by a slave oligarchy and brigandish 
criminals who have no respect for its people, be they Black or 
White; its primary interest is capitalism . So when we talk about the 
ideology of the Black Panther Party we are talking about the ex
periences of Blacks in racist, fascist America . 
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It is sometimes hard to understand how people react to the term 
fascist .  They think the fascists left when the Hitlerites were de
feated. I relate to what Eldridge says, "that the American flag and 
the American eagle are the true symbols of fascism." The American 
historian has a way of justifying this system by using Germany as the 
most vicious enemy against mankind, this is perhaps true for the 
people of Jewish descent .  But when we really check this shit out, 
starting with the genocide of the Indians, the 50,000,000 Black peo
ple slaughtered by the oppressors when taken against their will a t  
the point of guns, over 400 years ago, right here in  America . Then 
reminding ourselves of the genocidal and imperialist war against the 
Vietnamese people, the burning of Blacks on the sacred cross of 
Christianity. Then it becomes easier to relate to the chieftains of 
fascism, imperialism, racism; and Bobby Seale's demand for his right 
to self defense. 

How criminal and guilty these people must be to go to the last 
rung on the ladder of injustice, in the gross violaton of the Chair
man of the Black Panther Party's human rights; at a time when the 
entire oppressed peoples of the world are ra ising up in arms against 
them. So for the American people we outline your first political 
education class. The criminal hall of pig justice, the courts where 
Black ·men are railroaded from California to Chicago, because these 
pigs that judge other men and women; particularly Black men and 
women, are the guilty ones. 

The laws that they try to make us respect are oppressive laws, 
slave laws, laws that protect them and persecute us. I think that 
above and beyond the old evil, crooked judge and gag, Bobby left 
a scar on the minds of all those who relate to words without 
asking questions . 

So we say Right On Chairman Bobby, for you have without mak
ing a sound exposed the ugly, fascist racist, farce of American 
Patriotism starring Judge J .  J. Hoffman the people's enemy number l ?  

Remind that old racist motherfucker Hoffman, to  tell the pigs a t  
Chicago O'Hare airport to  put back up  the sign that says, "what 
you are, speak so loud I hardly hear  anything you are saying." 

Chief of Staff, 
David Hilliard 

-The Black Panther, November 8, 1969 
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Black Student Unions 

Speech del ivered at San Francisco State College 

The first thing that struck my mind was the composition of the 
leaflets . I couldn't even get past the first line, I didn't know what the 
word tenure meant.  So I had to go in my l ittle briefcase and try and 
figure out what the problem was on the campus . So after learning the 
definition of tenure, I got a little enlightened on what the problem 
is that the teachers are having here on the campus. 

I think the one thing we have to hold clear in our minds is that the 
campus only occupies the teachers and the students 7 or 8 hours a 
day; and after that they're back into the community. So that it's 
impossible to talk about waging any type of struggle, if the commu
nity is not a part of that struggle. So if we have problems, we have to 
bring the community into the campus . We have to stop isolating 
ourselves from the community. Because the very people on the 
campus live in the community. And they come from the community; 
so therefore, the universities are also a part of the community. So 
we have to relate to Eldridge's article, "Education and Revolution." 
He outlined it very clear how we have to move, what we have to 
do. He's made it clear that the Board of Regents, the Board of 
Trustees, the Administrators whoever the people are in power, that 
they are designated as enemies . Because these people are members of 
military regimes, they're politicians, they're very powerful people out
side of the community. 

When I look a round on San Francisco State College campus for the 
revolutionaries last year that so gallantly, so bravely, and courageously 
stood up for what they demanded in their Black studies program; it's 
not the same. I t  seems that they've taken a defeatist attitude . Well, 
I'm saying thaf perhaps out of the teachers we can make some 
revolutionaries on this campus . And we can put Hayakawa where he 
belongs,7 and we can show the tactical squad that we're not terror
ized by their violence. We're powerful because we out number them. 
And that there's nothing that they can do to stop our emancipation, 
there's nothing they can do to stop you from regaining your hu
manity. That's what  our struggle is about, it's about revolution . I t's 
not just about teachers holding their jobs . It 's about teachers edu
cating, and telling the truth on a very oppressive and corrupt system . 

The leader of the Korean people Kim II Sung, has said that, "reac
tionary ideas of the imperialist, are the main tools used to produce 
ideological degeneration in people and make them politically de
formed ." So that it's the duty of the teachers to teach revolution : 
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it's the duty of the teachers to join the revolution. Because they' re 
not teachers if they're not teaching something relevant to the com
munity. And we don' t  make any distinction between members of the 
A.F.T.,8 White people and the Black students on our campuses. We 
don't make any distinctions between the White students on our 
campuses and the B .S .U.  As a matter of fact, we want to expand 
the B .S.U.,  so that we can usurp all the revolutionary individuals;all 
the organizations; and put together a more formidable force, so that 
we can withstand the repression that's being meted out against us. 
That's the only way that we're going to make the American 
revolution. 

The Black Panther Party is not going to support any B.S .U.  policy 
that asks for an autonomous Black studies program that excludes 
other individuals . Because we recognize that our repression is being 
meted out by a very vicious government. A government that doesn't 
make any distinctions between revolutionaries . And as Eldridge has 
said, the only reason that the Black Panther Party is suffering the 
brunt of repression with such a magnitude is because our resistance 
requires that kind of repression, and that the same repression will be 
meted out to you, if you take the same position. 

So we're not going to be duped into aligning ourselves with 
cowards, with renegades from the revolution . We're here to make 
the revolution, we're aware that we're revolutionaries; and we want 
you to be revolutionaries . And that you must be revolutionaries 
if  you want peace in this country. You must be revolutionaries if 
you want to maintain the so-called democracy that you so often 
speak about, if you want to have freedom of speech . Because the 
only people that enjoy freedom of speech seems to be deaf mutes, 
those that have nothing to say, those who are afraid to say anything. 

So recognizing that, the teachers have to get into the community; 
they have to wage campaigns . They have to organize, and they have to 
bring those people from the community on the campuses; whether 
the pigs like that or not. Because the pigs don't  own these institu
tions . These institutions are here for the people, and it's the people 
that are going to put these pigs in their rightful places . They need 
to be institutionalized, they need to be in prison, they need to be 
done away with . And that's the kind of language that you have to 
get used to using. You have to get used to speaking in that idiom, 
because that's the language of revolutionaries. 

You have to keep a very watchful eye on the people that stand up 
and use super revolutionary slogans; but you can always catch them 
in various devious places . Watch these people . Judge these people 
by their actions and not by their words. Because the whole r7voluhon 
has been infiltrated; it's been infiltrated culturally, and . 1t'.s b.een 
infiltrated ideologically. So we have to be able to make d1stmchons 
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between people who are really dedicated to our cause and people who 
are just opportunistically getting on the band wagon because it's a 
popular trend.  These are the things you have to think about. We're 
either going to be revolutionaries or we're going to be the children 
of fascists . 

We know how to judge our friends from our enemies . We're not 
confused . We're not so confused that we cannot point out on the one 
hand the left capitulationist, and on the right the modern revi
sionist, they're very easily distinguishable . These are the people that 
advocate revolution from the high tower top and when the repres
sion comes down you can't find them . We know who these people 
are so I don't have to call their names. 

But I think that it would be proper to put an organization together 
on this campus that represents White people, that represents the 
oppressed Latin American people, that represents the Black People, 
that represents the Red man, that represents all the oppressed peo
ple in this country. Until we do that, then the oppressor will be 
victorious . The oppressor will gain all the victories, and we'll just 
be stagnant, arguing and debating about jobs . There's not going to be 
any jobs, there's not going to be any employment, there's not going 
to be any peace until there's peace for everybody. We're going to have 
to work in a concerned effort to get that, ( applause ) .  We have to 
work with the people, we have to work with students, students with 
teachers . And when we set up committees to voice our grievances, 
let the students have the power. Let the students make the deci
sions, and not fall victims to a committee of tin pot bourgeois 
thinking individuals .  Our power lies in the masses. Our power lies 
in the oppressed people that's out there, that's making conditions 
comfortable enough for the teachers to be able to have these uni
versities, so that they can espouse revolutionary ideas .  

So when we have our Central Committees, let our Central Com
mittees be an organ governed by the will of not only the Black 
students on this campus, but for the Latin Americans, and all other 
oppressed peoples, and all other progressive people on this campus. 
Let's have an organization that we call the Afro-American, Asian, 
Latin Alliance. Motherfuck the B .S .U., because the B .S .U.  is too nar
row. We recognize nationalism, because we know that our struggle is 
one of national salvation . But this doesn't hinder our struggle, to make 
alliances with other people that's moving in a common direction, but 
rather it strengthens our struggle.  Because it gives us more energy, 
it gives us a more powerful force to move and to withstand the 
repression that's being meted out against us. And when we have 
racists on our campuses, that advocate those kind of splits, then 
let's isolate those people by setting up a tricontinental organization 
on the campuses . Let's designate these people as being enemies, be
cause they're ultra-nationalists, because they're racists . And they 
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cannot say that they're revolutionaries, because if they were revolu
tionaries they would recognize the need for putting together an or
ganization that represented all ethnic categories of people. And they 
would recognize that the ruling class is only one composite of op
pression. That oppression is manifested in those that control the level 
of power in this country. 

So those are the things that we have to talk about when we have 
meetings. Those are the kind of decisions that the members of the 
A.F.T. have to talk about. The A.F.T. are intelligent people, so 
perhaps sometimes the organizations on the campuses that are not 
very politically mature, not just book worshipers; I mean people 
that have engaged in struggle, people that have suffered the brunt 
of the oppressor. Sometimes these people are hung up too much in 
their own national identity, to recognize that we're here to create a 
revolution that benefits all of the people, and not just some of the 
people. So it is our duty to wage arduous struggle against these 
people. There can never be any antagonistic contradictions between 
revolutionaries . We don't make any distinction between other frater
nal organizations and other fraternal parties. Those are ideological 
differences, and we can solve those differences if we want to. But 
if we choose to take a racist stand, and allow the administrators, 
Hayakawa, the predecessor of Sato, to allow this man, this imperialist, 
th is fascist, to maintain control of all the people on th is campus; 
then I say that you deserve that . Because we can put Hayakawa into 
flight anytime we get ready. We can run Hayakawa not only off this 
campus, but we can run him back to imperialistic Japan. Because the 
man ain't got no motherfucking power. He's a bootl icker, for a 
Mafioso named Alioto 0 and we recognize that, and we should make 
him know that ( applause ) .  

That's what we have to do. We have to talk about organizing on our 
campuses, not aside from our community, but our campuses should 
reflect the community. Because the things that take place on the cam
pus, are the very same things that you're faced with in the commu
nity; and that's racism.  So we have to get rid of that. Because these 
imperialists, these fascists they use racism as a bridge to delay our 
emancipation; to cause acts of racism, to cause the disruptions 
between the young White progressives and the Black revolutionaries . 
But it's our duty to set the record straight, and it's our duty to 
weed out all the opportunists and all the revisionists and take a revo
lutionary stand . 

ALL PO\VER TO THE PEOPLE 
David Hilliard 
Chief of Staff 
Black Panther Party 

-The Black Panther, December 27, 1969 
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If You Want Peace You Got to Fight for It 

Speech del ivered at San Fra ncisco Morator ium Demonstration, 
November 1 5, 1 969 

There's too many American flags out here, and our Minister of 
Information, Eldridge Cleaver, says that the American flag and the 
American eagle are the true symbols of fascism.  ALL POWER TO 
THE PEOPLE. Black power to Black people, Brown power to 
Brown people, Red power to Red people, and Yellow power to Ho 
Chi Minh, and Comrade Kim II Sung the courageous leader of the 
40,000,000 Korean people . 

The Black Panther Party takes the position that we want all Black 
men exempt from mil itary service and that we bel ieve that Black 
people should not be forced to fight in the military to defend a racist 
government that does not protect us. We will not fight and kill other 
people of color in the world, who like Black people are vicitims of US 
imperialism on an international level, and fascism domestically. So 
recognizing that, recognizing fascism, recognizing the occupation of 
all the pigs in the Black community, then it becomes evident that 
there's a war at home, there's a war of genocide being waged against 
Black people right here in America . 

So then, we would l ike to ask the American people do they want 
peace in Vietnam. Well, do you? ( audience ) "Yes." Do you want 
peace in the Black communities? (audience ) "Yes." Well you god
damned sure can't get it with no guitars, you sure can't get it 
demonstrating. The only way that you're going to get peace in Viet
nam is to withdraw the oppressive forces from the Black communities 
right here in Babylon . So that we have a suggestion for that, we have 
a proposal, we have a message for that. We have a petition that 
we're circulating on a national level to control the pigs in the Black 
community; and we know that those pigs are not going to move of 
their own volition . We know that those pigs are not going to stop 
murdering Black people in the Black community. We also recognize 
that White people are oppressed in the White community so that our 
petition is applicable in their community. 

But we have to make some very clear distinctions in terms of 
minor danger and major danger. We say that the major danger is 
right here in America because the Black community is occupied 
territory and the pigs of the power structure are killing Black people 
with the same lack of compunction, the same outrage and hatred that 
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they killed the courageous people of Vietnam. So that we' re not going 
to let you get around that. We're not going to let you talk about 
waging a struggle in support of people 10,000 miles from here, when 
you have problems right here in fascist America . We recognize that 
a whole lot of people get uptight and they think that the Black 
Panther Party is just making up shit, that they're distorting history 
when we say that this country is fascist. But I think just a little 
reexamination of your history will show to you that the American 
people, that the history of this country promulgates and it sets a 
precedence for any facism that has ever taken place on the stage of 
world history. 

Adolf Hitler was a fascist. The man was an animal. The man was 
a monster. He was a j ingoist, a warmongerer. But Adolf Hitler did not 
create fascism. Adolf Hitler did not create the Black Legion .10 
Black people were enslaved and killed in the millions before Hitler 
even came on the scene. The Red man was exterminated in this 
country and Hitler don't take responsibil ity for that. So that this 
country has a blood stained history. This country is a country that was 
built on war, it was built on the ruins it was built on the sweat and 
blood of its Black people. So that the history of the Black Panther 
Party, the ideology of the Black Panther Party is nothing more than 
the historical experiences of Black people in this country translated by 
way of Marxism-Leninism. Because we recognize that Marxism
Leninism is not a philosophy for Russians, it is not a philosophy for 
Chinese but it's a philosophy for any people that's moving against 
an oppressive power structure such as the capitalistic fascist system 
of the American society. And we have adopted that. And that we're 
putting it into practice because it is proven beyond a doubt that it's 
truly in the service of the proletariat. 

We would just like to ask the American people, we would like to 
ask all the mothers in the audience, all the wives who have husbands 
that are prisoners of war, that have been lost in action, do you want 
your sons home? Do you want your sons home? (audience ) "Yes ." 
Well we have a proposal for that. Our Minister of Information, 
Eldridge Cleaver is in Algeria . He spent two months in Korea, at the 
Pyongyang Journalist Conference, and there he spoke with members 
of the National Liberation Front of Vietnam.  So that we propose to 
the mothers whose sons are political prisoners of war or wives whose 
husbands are lost in action. That  they submit to the Black Panther 
Party their name, rank and serial number and we will turn this over 
to the Minister of Information of the Black Panther Party, and we 
will begin to negotiate for freedom for Huey P. Newton and Bobby 
Seale, because they're political prisoners of US fascism . That's the 
way that we want to help people. So that if you can relate to that 
then we can relate to the American people. I f  you can't relate to 
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freedom for our Chairman Bobby Seale and our Minister of Defense 
Huey P. Newton then we say that we can't relate to the American 
people. 

We say down with the American fascist society . Later for Richard 
Milhous Nixon, . the motherfucker. Later for all the pigs of the 
power structure. Later for all the people out here that don't want to 
hear me curse because that's all that I know how to do. That's all 
that I'm going to do. I'm not going to ever stop cursing, not only 
are we going to curse, we're going to put into practice some of the 
shit that we talk about. Because Richard Nixon is an evil man. This 
is the motherfucker that unleashed the counter-insurgent teams upon 
the BPP. This is the man that's responsible for all the attacks on 
the Black Panther Party nationally. This is the man that sends 
his vicious murderous dogs out into the Black community and in
vade upon our Black Panther Party Breakfast Programs. Destroy 
food that we have for hungry kids and expect us to accept shit like 
that idly. Fuck that motherfucking man. We will kill Richard 
Nixon. We will kill any motherfucker that stands in the way of our 
freedom. We ain't here for no goddamned peace, because we know 
that we can't have no peace because this country was built on war. 
And if you want peace you got to fight for it. 

ALL PO\VER TO THE PEOPLE 

-The Black Panther, November 19, 1969 

Interview with CBS News, 
December 28, 1 969 
REPORTERS: 
George Herma n, CBS News 
Bernard Nossiter, Washi ngton Post 
Ike Pappas, CBS News 

MR. HERMAN : Mr. Hilliard, the clashes between the Black Panther 
leaders and the police are now the subject of at least three investi
gations, one by the Justice Department, one by a group of Black 
Congressmen, and one by a group headed by former Supreme 
Court Justice Arthur Goldberg and former Attorney General Ramsey 
Clark. What do you hope for from any or all of these investigations? 

Mr. HILLIARD : We hope that these investigations will serve as a 
convincing indictment against the oppressive United States govern-
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ment and its killer police. The Black Panther Party has all along said 
that the police were the main forces of oppression in our commu
nities and also we have made a trip to New York City to the UN last 
year to apply for NGO status. So it has become very clear that the 
government is working in cohorts with the local agencies, the police, 
in a brutal attempt to try to liquidate the Black Panther Party. So 
out of that investigation we hope to bring the truth to the American 
people so that we can have peace in our communities . 

MR. HERMAN : Mr. Hilliard, all three of these investigations are 
being conducted by people either in or very close to the establish
ment, the Justice Department, former officials of the federal govern
ment, present members of Congress. Do you really think that one of 
these investigations will find what you claim, oppression by the 
government against the Black Panthers? 

MR. HILLIARD : I think that already the Black Congressmen, headed 
by Congressman Diggs, have shown concern for their own national 
salvation. Of course, we do not have faith in the Justice Depart
ment, because the Justice Department is the symbol of injustice as 
far as its Black subjects are concerned . We refer to Goldberg as a 
fox that watches over the chickens. So we do not expect any 
equality. We do not expect justice from the other individuals. 
But we do have faith in our own people and the very fact that they 
have come forth to try to bring out the criminal indictments against 
the police and the other agencies of the United States government 
shows, if nothing else, that there is solidarity with the Black people. 
So we see that as being victorious. 

MR. NossITER : Mr. Hilliard, you speak of criminal activities of 
police. But don't the Panthers stock and collect guns themselves? 
Isn't this an invitation to the police to take action? 

MR. HILLIARD : First of all, the Panthers do not stock guns . We 
are very aware of the gun laws . We advocate each individual having 
a shotgun in their homes, as spelled out under the Constitution of 
the United Sta tes . I t  is not our purpose to assemble large caches of 
weapons . I f  we have weapons, we would distribute the weapons in the 
community for self-defense, but we do not have armories . And, even 
if we did, we would expect the same treatment under the law that is 
given to members of the Ku Klux Klan, people like the Thorensons 
or the Birchites . 

MR. PAPPAS : Mr. Hilliard, the Justice Department denies what 
you say, that there is an organized attempt to destroy the Black 
Panthers .  But, if what you say is true, how successful has it been, has 
this campaign been against you? 

MR. HILLIARD : I don't think that we can say it was successful .  
What it has done is it brought to the attention of the American p�o
ple the atrociousness of the American government in terms of its 
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subjects, people moving for their freedom. The very fact that they 
attack us so openly shows that they are very brutal people, that they 
are a barbarous, criminal element within society. But, as far as their 
successfulness is concerned, they are not successful. They can never 
exterminate the Black Panther Party because the Black Panther Party 
is not just a party for itself but, rather, it is a party for the people, and 
its ideas-

MR. PAPPAS : Well, most of your leadership has been either jailed 
or is in exile, or some of them are dead. There is a leadership gap, 
obviously, in your organization. It seems to me that if there is a 
campaign against you, it has been successful to a certain point. 

MR. HILLIARD : Most people would like to think that, especially 
the enemy, but we're satisfied that they can never exterminate the 
Black Panther Party. In order to do that, they would have to commit 
genocide because what we are working for is already spelled out 
within the constitution of the United States . We are asking for the 
basic necessities for human life so, therefore, it would be impossible 
for them to exterminate or really have a successful extermination 
campaign against our Party. Our Party is manifested in the people. 

MR. HERMAN : Mr. Hilliard, you say that what you are after is mani
fested in the constitution and yet you personally have said that you 
advocate the very direct forceful overthrow of the government. You 
are under indictment, as I understand it, for advocating the assas
sination of President Nixon. That doesn't sound to me like it is all 
within the constitution .  

MR.  HILLIARD : What i s  within the constitution i s  our  right to free 
speech . 

MR. HERMAN : Yes . 
MR. HILLIARD : And as far as my threatening the president, this is a 

violation of my First Amendment right . I did not threaten the life 
of the president. In the context of a speech that I made, I stated 
very emphatically that we would kill anyone that stands in the way 
of our freedom and, of course, the newsmen and the news media is 
another instrument by which the government dupes and hypnotizes 
the people. So the very fact that the newsmen themselves are 
ideological lackeys for the system, they have mouthwashed the 
criminal elements in · the society and they have made the victims 
look like the criminals and the criminal look like the victim. I never 
said we would assassinate the president. 

MR. HERMAN : Do you feel that Richard Nixon is standing in the 
way of your freedom? 

MR. HILLIARD : I think that anybody that picks up guns against 
the oppressed people or anybody that endorses programs that main
tain the oppressive structure as it is, is in the way of our freedom. 

MR. HERMAN : Is that Richard Nixon? 
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MR. HILLIARD : Richard Nixon is the chief spokesman of the :'-merican people . and, i f  the man i� not responsible for the people 
m government, like the FBI agencies or the local police, then he 
should stand up and let the American people know that he does not 
endorse the kind of campaigns that have been waged against the 
Black Panther Party. 

MR. NossITER : Let us get this point clear. Are you saying that you 
were incorrectly quoted when you were quoted as saying "we should 
kill president Nixon?" 

MR. HILLIARD : I am saying that my whole speech was taken out of 
context, and this is nothing new. I think that the policy that the 
United States has adopted is the same policy put forth by Adolf 
Hitler, the big lie pol icy. And the big lie policy is to take things out 
of context. 

MR. NossITER : Well, whether this statement was taken out of con
text or not, was it a statement that you made, Mr. Hilliard? 

MR. HILLIARD : I t  was a statement that I made in the framework 
of a lot of other words. 

MR. NossnER : Right . 
MR. HILLIARD : So that the rhetoric as stated was joined with some 

other words, but I did not specifically say that we want to assassinate 
the president of the United States . We are not that stupid . 

MR. PAPPAS : I don't want to belabor this point, but I was in San 
Francisco. I was at the Moratorium Day ceremonies and I heard you 
make the speech and, within the context of what you said, I be
lieve it went "We will kill Richard Nixon. We will kill anyone, 
any blankety-blank who stands in the way of our freedom." And it is 
a very simple question : Do you think Richard Nixon is standing in 
the way of your freedom? Number two, would you kill him? 

MR. HILLIARD : I would say this : I would say that Richard Nixon 
is the chief spokesman for the American people. He is the highest of
ficial in this land . If Richard Nixon stands in opposition to 
freedom guaranteed to us under the alleged constitution, then the 
man is designated as enemy. But I did not and I will not here 
designate-I will not take the responsibil ity of saying assassinate 
anybody. 

MR. NossITER : Well, what you are suggesting, Mr. Hilliard, is that 
this was a metaphor, a figure of speech out in San Francisco. 

MR. HILLIARD : I am saying that it was political rhetoric. We can call 
it metaphor. It is the language of the ghetto . This is the way we 
relate. Even the profanity, the profanity is within the idiom of the 
oppressed people. So in the context of that speech I said that and I 
am not going to take that back. 

MR. NossITER : Okay. Then let me ask you this : Is your revolu
tionary-are your revolutionary slogans, are these too metaphors? Is 
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this also rhetoric or do Panthers literally believe that a violent over
throw of the government must take place in this country? 

MR. HILLIARD : Let's just say this : Let's say that we could have our 
freedom without a shot being fired, but we know that the imperial
ists, that the fascists on a very local level would not withdraw from 
the arena without violence. They have proven themselves very violent 
and thus far they haven't done anything to insure us our freedom. We 
do not ask for violence. We were in the forefront of peaceful 
demonstrations for peace abroad, while right here at home we are 
being victims of attacks day and night by the criminal agencies 
manifested in the police departments . So we do not advocate vio
lence. Our slogan is that we want an abol ition to war, but we do 
understand that in order to get rid of the gun it will be necessary to 
take up the gun. 

MR. NossITER : You say that you don't favor violence, and I gather 
that what you are suggesting is that you only use in your view your 
weapons for defensive purposes. Is that correct? 

MR. HILLIARD : That's right .  We have-
MR. NosSITER : All right. If this is so, then why does your party 

newspaper-and I see you have a copy of one in front of you-use 
as a repeated slogan, "kill the pigs"? Doesn't this suggest to an 
unwary reader, who isn't aware when you are being literal and when 
you are using metaphor, that indeed it is their duty to go out and 
kill police? 

MR. HILLIARD : There is nothing in this paper that says kill the 
pigs. We only advocate killing those that kill us. And if we designate 
our enemy as pigs, then I think that it would be justified to kill. You 
see, what you people do is you turn the terminology around . What 
you try to do is you try to make us all violent and you people all 
civil ized and peaceful, but what we understand is that it is all right 
to use violence if you are using violence for a change, a change for the 
better. So we make a distinction between the reactionary violence 
manifested in this system, the main oppressor of all men and in 
violence used in behalf of the oppressed people to throw off the 
shackles of colonialism and oppression. So that violence on our 
part would be justified. 

MR. HERMAN : But, without trying to put my own interpreta
tion on it, let me ask you your interpretation of this quote, which 
I find in a newspaper attributed to you . I don't know whether it is 
correct or not, but let me read it to you and you can say . "We advo
cate the very direct overthrow of the government by way of force 
and violence by picking up guns and moving against it, because we 
recognize it as being oppressive and, in recognizing that, we know that 
the only solution to it is armed struggle." 

MR. HILLIARD : Let's say this, let's quote from your very same 
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Constitution, where you say that : " . . .  when a long train of abuses 
and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same object, evinces a design 
to reduce them under absolute despotism, it is their right, it is their 
duty, to throw off such government, and to provide new guards for 
their future security.' ' Now this is from the Declaration of 
Independence. 

MR. HERMAN : Are you saying that time has now come? 
MR. HILLIARD : And if it is good for the American people, then 

we say it is good for the oppressed people of the world. 
MR. HERMAN : Are you saying that the time has come when the 

masses of people have been pushed to the wall, when they cannot 
any longer redress their grievances through the legal political ma
chinery of this country. 

MR. HILLIARD : We are not the decision-makers, the masses are. 
If the masses think it is time to overthrow th is system, then there is 
nothing you or the President or anyone else can do. 

We have about thirty chapters throughout the United States. 
MR. HERMAN : That would be what, 5,000 or 1 0,000 people? 
MR. HILLIARD : It may be. It may be more than that. 
MR. HERMAN : Do you have the feel ing that this small group 5,000 

or 1 0,000, really represent the masses of the Black people? 
MR. HILLIARD : I am saying that the ideas spelled out in our ten

point program and platform represent the basic desires and needs 
of the people. 

MR. HERMAN : How do you know? 
MR. HILLIARD : Because these are ideas taken from the masses . 

These are not just a bunch of abstract ideas that fell from the sky and 
ended up on our paper. This is a survey, what we asked for, th ings 
that were promised to us over 400 years ago. 

MR. HERMAN : But aren't some of these th ings that you have down 
on the paper in your demands and so forth, aren 't some of them para
phrases of Mao Tse-tung and Che Guevara, rather than the Black 
masses? 

MR. HILLIARD : There is nothing here that paraphrases per se Mao 
Tse-tung or Che Guevara, but the ideas, the desires asked for, the 
aspirations in our program are the same that all of the oppressed peo
ple in the world ask for, and that is freedom of self-determination . 
The ultimacy is national salvation . 

MR. NossITER : Mr. Hilliard, is your back really to the wall? Here 
you are on national television. Here are all kinds of moderate Black 
groups that have come to take up your cause, at least on the legal 
side. Doesn't this indicate that perhaps the society is much more 
responsive and much more open to legitimate demands than your 
rhetoric sometimes suggests? 

MR. HILLIARD : I don't think that television is the big payoff. We 
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could ask for a lot of other th ings . More so than television, I would 
rather be in our communities feeding hungry children, setting up, 
trying to erect institutions that would educate the people, the chil
dren in our communities so that they would not have to wage war 
in your name, or his, or this man's. 

MR. PAPPAS : Mr. Hilliard, there are twenty million Black people 
in this country and, if you say you have maybe five thousand or even 
ten thousand members, that still is not twenty million . How are you 
going to get them, the rest of the Black people, over to your side? We 
understand that you are having difficulty getting people to join with 
you in your philosophy. 

MR. HILLIARD : Well, first of all, I never quoted you any figure . I 
told you that we had about thirty chapters . But our program is the 
method for our organizing people. We are organizing them around 
our ten-point program, a program that spells out the basic desires and 
needs of all people. And the very fact that the Black Panther Party 
is a party that relates to internationalism as the key to eradicating 
racism in this country shows that we are much stronger than even 
you imagine. 

-The Black Panther, January 10, 1970 



7. 
F R E D  H A M PTO N S P EA KS 

On April 27, 1969, Fred Hampton, chairman of the Illinois Black 
Panther Party, delivered the following speech. On December 4, 1969, 
Hampton was dead in bed, murdered in a police raid on an apartment 
at 2337 W. Monroe Street in Chicago. ( Mark Clark, Panther member 
from Peoria, Illinois, was also killed; four other Panthers were critically 
wounded, and three were arrested unharmed. One policeman was 
slightly wounded. )  State's Attorney Edward V. Hanrahan held a press 
conference later that day, displaying what he said was the arms 
cache recovered from the apartment and saying that the police had 
fired only because they had been attacked by the Black Panthers . 
But it soon became clear that the police had massed a heavy con
centration of machine-gun and shotgun fire at one living-room wall 
and into two bedrooms, and that there was l ittle if any sign of re
turn fire .  In short, the murder of Fred Hampton was part of a pattern 
of constant arrests, repeated raids on Black Panther headquarters 
and assassination of the movement's leadership in order to destroy 
the Black Panther Party. A Federal Grand Jury investigating the 
murders reached the conclusion that the pol ice charge that they had 
fired in self-defense was false, but no pol ice officials were indicted . 

Hampton's speech describes, as he put it, "what the Black Pan
ther Party is about." 
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You Can Murder a Liberator, 
but You Can't Murder Liberation 

ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE. 
What we a re basica l ly going to be ta lk ing  a bout today i s  what 
the pig is  doing to the Pa nthers al l  a round the country. We a re 
goi ng to have to ta lk  a bout what we a re going to have to do 
about the repression that they a re putti ng on the Black Panther 
Party. We are not worried about gett ing off i t-let's try to deal  
with i t .  

We got to talk first of all about the main man. The main man in 
the Black Panther Party, the main man in the struggle today-in 
the United States, in Chicago, in Cuba and anywhere else-the main 
man in the liberation struggle is our Minister of Defense, and yours 
too, Huey P. Newton. He's the main man because the head of the 
imperialist octopus lies right in this country and whoever is deal ing 
with the head of the octopus in this country is the main man. He's 
in jail now. We must tell the world that Huey P. Newton was tried 
by the pigs and they found him guilty. He was tried by the peo
ple, who found him not guilty, and we say let him go, let him free, 
because we find him not guilty. This is our relentless demand .  We 
will not let up one day, we will not give up the struggle to liberate 
our Minister of Defense, Huey P. Newton and we will continue to 
exert pressure on the power structure and constantly bombard them 
with the people's demand that Huey P.  Newton be set free . 

I t  was Huey P. Newton who taught us how the people learn . You 
learn by participation. When Huey P. Newton started out what did 
he do? He got a gun and he got Bobby and Bobby got a gun .  They had 
a problem in the community because people was being run over
kids were being run over-at a certain intersection . 1 1  What did the 
people do? The people went down to the government to redress 
their grievances and the government told them to go to hell : "We 
are not going to put no stoplights down there UNTIL WE SEE 
FIT." What did Huey P. Newton do? Did he go out and tell the 
people about the laws and write letters and try to propagandize 'em 
all the time? NO! Some of that's good, but the masses of the people 
don't read-that's what I heard Huey say-they learn through ob
servation and participation . Did he just say this? NO! So what did 
he do? He got him a shotgun, he got Bobby and he got him a ham
mer and went down to the corner. He gave Bobby the shotgun 
and told him if any pig motherfuckers come by blow his mother 
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fuckin brains out. What did he do? He went to the comer and nailed 
up a stop sign. No more accidents, no more trouble . And then 
he went  back-another situation like that. What'd the people do? 
They looked at  it, they observed; they didn't get a chance to partici
pate in it. Next time what'd they do? Same kind of problem came up. 
The PEOPLE got THEIR shotguns, got THEIR nine milimeters, got 
THEIR hammers . How'd they learn? They learned by observation 
and participation. They learned one thing. When there is a fire you 
gather round the fire. Huey got a shotgun and everybody gathered 
round him and Bobby. They saw what was going on and they had a 
chance to participate in it . As the vanguard leader he taught the 
people about the power structure; he led the people down the 
correct road of revolution . What are we doing? 

lreakfa1t for Chlldren 
Our Breakfast for Children program is feeding a lot of children 

and the people understand our Breakfast for Children program.  We 
sayin' something like this-we saying that theory's cool, but theory 
with no practice ain ' t  shit. You got to have both of them-the two 
go together. We have a theory about feeding kids free. What'd we do? 
We put it into practice. That's how people learn. A lot of people don't 
know how serious the thing is. They think the children we feed 
ain't really hungry. I don 't know five year old kids that can act well, 
but I know that if they not hungry we sure got some actors. We got 
five year old actors that could take the academy award . Last week 
they had a whole week dedicated to the hungry in Chicago. Talking 
'bout the starvation rate here that went up 1 5%.  Over here where 
everybody should be eating. Why? Because of capitalism. 

What are we doing? The Breakfast for Children program. We are 
running it in a socialistic manner. People came and took our program, 
saw it in a socialistic fashion not even knowing it was socialism. 
People are gonna take our program and tell us to go on to a higher 
level . They gonna take that program and work it in a socialistic 
manner. What'd the pig say? He say, "Nigger-you like communism?" 
"No sir, I 'm scared of it." "You like socialism?" "No Sir, I 'm scared 
of it." "You like the breakfast for children program?" "Yes sir, I 'd 
die for it". Pig said, "Nigger, that program is a socialistic program." "I 
don't give a fuck if i t ' s  Communism. You put your hands on that 
program motherfucker and I 'l l blow your motherfucking brains 
ou't." And he knew it . We been educating him, not by reading matt�r, 
but through observation and participation . By letting him come m 
and work our program. Not theory and theory alone, but theory 
and practice. The two go together. We not only thou.gh� about the 
Marxist-Leninist theory-we put it into practice. This 1s what the 
Black Panther Party is about. 
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Subvenlves 
Some people talk a lot about communism, but the people can't 

understand and progress to the stage of communism right away or 
because of abstract arguments. They say you got to crawl before 
you can walk. And the Black Panther Party, as the vanguard party, 
thought that the Breakfast for Children Program was the best t!'!ch
nique of crawl ing that any vanguard party could follow. And we got 
a whole lot of folks that's going to be walking. And then a whole lot 
of folks that's gonna be runn ing. And when you got that, what you 
got? You got a whole lot of PIGS that's gonna be running. That's 
what our program's about. 

The Black Panther Party is about the complete revolution . We not 
gonna go out there and half do a thing. And you can let the pigs know 
it. 111ey come here and hide-they so uncomfortable they sitting on 
a taperecorder, they got their gun in their hair-they got to hide all 
this shit and they come here and do all th is weird action. All they 
got to do is come up to 2 3 50 West Madison any day of the week and 
anybody up there'll let them know, let the motherfucker know : Yes, 
we subversive. Yes, we subversive with the bullsh it we are confronted 
with today. Just as subversive as anybody can be subversive. And we 
think them motherfuckers is the criminals . 111ey the ones always 
h iding. We the ones up in front. We're out in the open , these 
motherfuckers should start wearing uniforms. They want to know if 
the Panthers are goin' underground-these motherfuckers IS under
ground. You can't find 'em . People calls the pigs but nobody knows 
where they at. They're out chasing us. 1 11ey hiding-can't nobody 
even see 'em . 

When people got a problem they come to the Black Panther 
Party for help and that's good . Because, like Mao says, we are sup· 
posed to be ridden by the people and Huey says we're going 
to be ridden down the path of social revolution and that's for the 
people. The people ought to know that the Black Panther Party 
is one thousand percent for the People. They write a lot of articles, 
you know, niggers']] run up to you in a minute-when I say niggers 
I mean white niggers and black niggers alike-niggers']] run up to 
you and talk that shit about, Man, I read in the Tribune today. 
Well you say, Man, fuck it right there . If you didn't read it in the 
BLACK PANTHER paper, in the MOVEMENT-then you ain't 
read shit . 

Mickey White 
We in the Black Panther Party have another brother I want to 

take some time to rap about. This brother is constan tly on our mind. 
This brother's name is Michael White-Mickey \Vhite. This brother 
is beautiful . He's being held now in jail for one hundred thousand 
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dollars bail . Some of you who l isten to the radio might have heard 
about brothers in the state chapter, our field secretary of Defense 
Captain, brother Nathaniel Junior and Brother Merrill Harvey being 
laid up on some phoney gun charge . We don't say the Panthers 
don't want guns, but we already got guns and we don't have to go 
and try and steal or connive to buy any guns from anybody. What 
they are trying to do is to squash out the Black Panther Party
they're trying to squash out the leadership. Trying to squash out 
Bobby Rush, the Deputy Minister of Defense. Trying to squash out 
Chaka and Che, the Deputy Minister of Education. 

Mickey White was in that bullsh it with Nathaniel Junior and 
Merrill Harvey. Last week when they went to court even the judge 
in court said, you all gonna get a fair trial whether you deserve it 
or not. These are the types of actions we are confronted with . Mickey 
White is in sol itary confinement and doesn't get to come out of his 
cell for anything at any time. And he might be in that cell for the 
rest of his l ife. His bond is $ 1 00,000. That's $ 10,000 cash . 

Mickey White is a proven revolutionary. He's not nobody we 
THINK is going to be a revolutionary. He's not nobody we trying 
to make a revolutionary .  He's a proven revolutionary. All of you 
have to understand that Mickey White is a Panther in ideology, 
he's a Panther in word and he's a Panther in deed . He's a Panther that 
understands it's a class struggle-not a race question. You have to 
understand the pressures the Black Panther Party goes through saying 
this. You can see the pressures the Black Panther Party goes through 
by making a coalition with whites . 

When the Black Panther Party stood up and said we not going to 
fight racism with racism US said "NO, we can't do that because it's 
a race question and if you make it a class question then the revolution 
might come sooner. We in US ain't prepared for no revolution 
because we think that power grows from the sleeve of a 
Dashiki ." They are armed with rhetoric and rhetoric alone . And we 
found that when you're armed with rhetoric and rhetoric alone a lot 
of times you get yourself hurt . Eldridge Cleaver told them, even 
though you say you fight fire with fire best, we think you fight fire 
with water. You can do either one, but we choose to fight with water. 
He said, we're not going to fight racism with racism, we're going to 
fight racism with solidarity. Even though you think you ought to 
fight capital ism with black capitalism, we're going to fight capitalism 
with socialism . 

We got a whole lot of people being busted and you don't even 
know about all these people. There's one here you definitely have to 
know about and that's our Deputy Minister of Defense-Bobby Rush . 
Our Deputy Minister Bobby Rush was busted on some b�llshit with a 
gun thing. He's got three gun charges . He's been convicted of one 
with a six month lead. He's out on appeal now. I know a lot of you 
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people say, well goddamn, you got a Mickey White defense fund, 
an Eldridge Cleaver defense fund, a Merrill Harvey defense fund, a 
Nathaniel Junior defense fund, a Huey Newton defense fund, a 
Fred Hampton, Jule, Che, and Chaka defense fund-and I just can't 
keep up with all these defense funds . But since we are the vanguard 
party we try to do things right, so we got one defense fund so you 
don' t  get mixed up on what name to send it to. We'll decide who it 
goes to . You can just send it to Political Defense Fund, 2350 West 
Madison. If you want to send something to Breakfast for Children, 
you can send it to 23 50 West Madison also, and you can earmark 
that money to go to the Breakfast for Children program. 

We got Mickey on our mind tonight-and everybody knows we 
got Huey P. Newton on our mind tonight . We got every political 
prisoner in jail on our mind tonight .  Eldridge Cleaver-all of these 
people either dead, or in exile or in jail. A lot of people under
standing this will lose real faith in the vanguard by not under
standing what we're talking about. 

A lot of these people will go up to you in a minute and say, "Why 
all these people being taken, why haven't they shot it out with 
some pigs ." Well, what do we say? If you kill a few, you get a little 
satisfaction . But when you can kill them ALL you get complete 
satisfaction . That's why we haven't moved . We have to organize the 
people. We have to educate the people. We have to arm the people. 
We have to teach them about revolutionary pol itical power. And when 
they understand all that we won't be killing no few and getting no 
little satisfaction, we'll be killing 'em all and getting complete 
satisfaction . 

Go with the People 
So what should we do if we're the vanguard? What is it right to do? 

Is it right for the leadership of that struggle to go faster than the 
followers of that struggle can go? NO! We're not going to be dealing 
in commandism, we're not going to be dealing in no tailism. We say 
that just as fast as the people can possibly go, that's just as fast as 
we can take it . 

While we take it we must be sure that we are not missing the 
people in the valley. In the valley we know that we can learn to 
understand the life of the people. We know that with all the bullshit 
out there, you can come to consider yourself on the mountain top. 
I may even consider mysel f one day on the mountaintop. I may have 
already. But I know that in the valley there are people like Benny 
and there are people like me, people l ike Mickey White and people 
like Huey P. Newton and Bobby Seale. And that below the valley 
are people like Bobby Hutton, people like Eldridge Cleaver. We 
know that going into the valley is a dangerous thing. We know that 
when you go out to the valley you got to make a commitment. 
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A lot of people think the revolution is bullshit, but it's not. A lot 
of us think that when you get in the revolution you can talk your way 
out of things, but that's not true. Ask Bobby Hutton, ask Huey 
Newton, ask Eldridge Cleaver, Mickey White and Dennis Mora.  Ask 
these people whether it's a game. If you get yourself involved 
in a revolutionary struggle then you've got to be serious. You got to 
know what you're doing. You got to already have practiced some 
type of theory. That's the reason we ask people to follow the leader
ship of the vanguard party. Because we all theorizing and we all 
practicing. We make mistakes, but we're always correcting them and 
we're always getting better. 

We used to run around yell in 'bout Panther Power-the Panthers 
run it. We admit we made mistakes. Our ten point program is in the 
midst of being changed right now, because we used the word 
"white" when we should have used the word "capitalist" . We're the 
first to admit our mistakes . We no longer say Panther Power because 
we don't believe the Panthers should have all the power. We are not 
for the dictatorship of the Panthers . We are not for the dictatorship 
of Black people . We are for the dictatorship of the people. 

The difference between the people and the vanguard is very im
portant. You got to understand that the people follow the vanguard . 
You got to understand that the Black Panther Party IS the van
guard.  If you are about going to the people you got to understand 
that the vanguard leads the people. After the social revolution, the 
vanguard party, through our educational programs-and that pro
gram is overwhelming-the people are educated to the point that 
they can run things themselves . That's what you call educating the 
people, organizing the people, arming the people and bringing them 
revolutionary pol itical power. That means people's power. That means 
the people's revolution. And if you're not about being involved in a 
people's revolution then you got to do something. You got to sup
port the people's revolution. 

Complete Satisfaction 
The Black Panther Party is the vanguard party. You better get on 

the Black Panther Party. If you can't get on, goddamit you better 
get behind . If you can't get behind goddamit, you better get behind 
somebody else so you'll at least be able to follow indirectly, mother
fucker. We ain't asking you to go out and ask no pig to leave us 
alone. We know that the pigs fuck with us cause they know we're 
doing something. 

Cause a lot of dudes walk around and write articles about it. I 
know some revolutionary groups say these niggers are runnin around 
saying these things-the PL 1 2  motherfuckers talking that. bull
shit, couldn't even find things to criticize. They was so far m �he 
ground. What was they doing? Organizing groundhogs, educatmg 
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groundhogs, arming groundhogs and teaching groundhogs revolu
tionary political power. 

I say that we're the first group to come above ground where the 
people can follow you and see you .  And if you make a mistake it's 
better than not even being at all . When I made that mistake I made 
it for the people, and I correct it for the people. You don' t  hear 
there was a raid on PL's office last night .  You ain't never heard that . 
When you hear of PL busted in New York, PL's leader in jail with 
no bars, PL leader run out of the country, PL leader shot 18 times 
while he was running with his back turned and hands tied up, PL 
leader gets breakfast for children for 1 800 people a week. You ever 
hear it? Ya never heard it. I want to hear it. If you do hear it, it'll 
be because of the Black Panther lead. I'm not putting all these things 
out and saying PL doesn't know 'em . But I'm saying that when people 
write something like this, a lot of people don't understand it. And I 
wanted to take the time to explain it . 

There are some things that PL says that are valid . Don't misunder
stand me. We don't get mad because in some way or another PL is 
trying to better the Black Panther Party by trying to criticize it .  But 
I just want to let you know, ain't nothing all right and a in't nothing 
all wrong. We're not all right-though we trying to get that way. We 
make mistakes but we understand that we gonna make some more 
mistakes . And we gonna try and correct these mistakes and we 
gonna try and keep on moving. 

So what do we say? Don't get the pigs offa us cause we can stand 
em. We jail Mickey White, we should let em murder Bobby Hutton, 
we should let em run Eldridge Cleaver out of the country. Why? 
Because you can jail a revolutionary, but you can't jail the revolution . 
You can run a freedom fighter around the country but you can't run 
freedom fighting around the country. You can murder a l iberator, but 
you can't murder liberation . 

Kill a few and get a little satisfaction . Kill some more and you 
get some more satisfaction. Kill 'em all and you get complete 
satisfaction . We say All Power to the People-Black Power to Black 
People and Brown Power to Brown People, Red Power to Red People 
and Yellow Power to Yellow People. We say White Power to White 
People EVEN. And we say Panther Power to the vanguard Party and 
we say don't kill a few and don't kill some more. As a matter of fact 
we rather you didn't move until you see we ready to move, and when 
you see we ready to move you know we not dealing with a few, we 
not dealing with some more. You know that when we get ready to 
move we deal ing from complete-that's what we're after-total, 
everything, everybody-complete satisfaction .  

POWER T O  THE PEOPLE 

-The Movement, January, 1970 



a. 
B LAC K PA NT H E R  WO M E N 

S P EA K  

In February, 1970, Kathleen Cleaver, Communication Secretary of 
the Black Panther Party, living in exile in Algiers with her husband, 
Eldridge, was asked by a reporter from the Women's Page of the 
Washington Post what was a woman's role in the revolution . "No 
one ever asks what a man's place in the Revolution is," she replied 
in part. Very early in the history of the Black Panther Party, Huey 
Newton, Bobby Seale and others moved to eliminate male chauvin
ism in the Party. From the early period, too, black women were 
important in the work of the Party. Nor was their activity confined 
to the typewriter and mimeograph machine. Panther women spoke at 
rallies and meetings and were interviewed in the underground press . 
Here are articles and speeches by five women active in the Black 
Panther Party, and a speech by the mother of a woman member of 
the Party. 
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Liberation and Politica l Assassination 

by Kathleen Cleaver 

With the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King in Memphis, 
Tennessee on April 4 and the attempted assassination of Eldridge 
Cleaver in Oakland on April 6, the Federal Government launched its 
national, systematic, and timetable plan to liquidate the leadership 
of the black l iberation struggle. The systematic attempt to liquidate 
the leadership of the Black Panther Party starting with the bullet 
fired into Huey P. Newton in October is but the most advanced 
stage of a national conspiracy in the mother country against black 
people in the colony because the leadership of the Black Panther 
Party was the most advanced in this country. The relationship of 
Dr. King's assassination to the attempted assassination of Eldridge 
Cleaver within two days of each other must be understood clearly in 
order to see the political direction the present leadership of the 
Federal Government has taken . 

LIJ Re1l9n1 
On April I, the most profound political shock since the assassination 

of John F. Kennedy issued from the White House and shot across 
the world like lightning : President Johnson would not run for re
election. The entire political apparatus in the mother country went 
into a new phase. The white left was thrown into disarray, afraid 
that  Robert Kennedy's presidential campaign would usurp their 
following; announcements of phony peace negotiations with Vietnam 
threatened to destroy the issue they were organized around. 'Ibe 
white liberals were led to believe they had an opening and could win 
with McCarthy; however, liberalism in leadership was ended 
with the assassination of President Kennedy. While both the white 
left and the white l iberals were being distracted by a tactical 
maneuver by LBJ, the white fascists were emboldened by the in
creasing display of police power and the disintegration of middle-class 
l iberalism . For the announcement of President Johnson, the 
murderous dictator perpetrating the most barbarous war in human 
history against the people of Vietnam, who has never given any 
indication of a desire to rel inquish power or to stop the war in Viet
nam regardless of the opposition of the white middle class, clearly 
means that the elections have been negated as a decision making pro
cess. Political decisions can no longer be implemented with a ballot, 
but with a bullet. 
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MLK Kiiied 

On April 4, a bullet went through Martin Luther King's neck . 
Before the chaos and bewilderment generated by President John
son's shock tactic statement settled, another even more profound 
political shock electrified the world and exploded in the black 
colony. l11e political apparatus of the colony went into a new phase, 
thrusting the revolutionaries, radicals, and militants into the front. 
patential national leadership simultaneously . In this vacuum, much 
On April 6, bullets directed for Bobby Seale murdered Little Bobby 
Hutton and wounded Eldridge Cleaver who was immediately taken to 
the state penitentiary for life imprisonment .  Immobilizing Eldridge 
Cleaver and destroying his ability to communicate with the politi
cal groups he was leading generated a profound state of chaos into the 
political apparatus of the Bay Area, of Alameda County in 
particular, where the most advanced political apparatus had been 
built around the issue of freeing Huey P. Newton . 

The national move to decapitate the leadership of the black 
liberation struggle initiated with the assassination of Martin Lutl)er 
King had its most powerful impact here in Oakland with the shooting 
and imprisonment of Eldridge Cleaver. For six months he had 
worked to build a defense campaign for Huey P. Newton, Minister 
of Defense of the Black Panther Party, indicted for murder and 
attempted murder and awaiting trial on May 6. The powerful 
political forces he was harnessing into a pol itical apparatus organized 
around the issue of Huey P. Newton had na tional and international 
significance. The attempted assassination and imprisonment of Eld
ridge Cleaver was directed against the mobilization and coordination 
of the forces . April 6, the day Eldridge was shot, was exactly one 
month prior to Huey Newton's trial on May 6. The entire focus of all 
of his political organizing and direction, the full strength of the 
movement he had structured and initiated, was directed towards 
guaranteeing Huey Newton's freedom, and was building up a tre
mendous momentum towards the opening of Huey Newton's trial .  

Pattern of Oakland Pigs 
The attempted assassination of Huey P. Newton in October ini

tiated the move to liquidate the leadersh ip of the Black Panther 
Party and thereby destroy its organization of the black community. 
This attempt was totally unsuccessful as the leadership of the Party 
was actively picked up by Eldridge Cleaver and Bobby Seal.e when 
he was released from jail in December. In January, as a wammg, the 
San Francisco gestapo kicked down the door of Eldridge Cl�aver's 
home at  3 : 30 am and invaded his house with guns drawn w1t.hout 
either a search warrant or an arrest warrant. In February, followmg a 
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massive show of community support for Huey P. Newton at the Free 
Huey Rally at the Oakland auditorium, the Berkeley gestapo sur
rounded Bobby Seale's home with shotguns and kicked in his door 
at 3 : 30 am, arresting him and his wife on charges of conspiracy to 
commit murder without either a search warrant or an arrest warrant, 
and arresting friends of his in the Black Panther Party outside his 
home. On April 3, the Oakland gestapo raided the St. Augustine's 
Church in West Oakland where Bobby Seale would lead the black 
community meetings held by the Black Panther Party. Twenty ge
stapo armed with shotguns invaded the church but left when they dis
covered Bobby Seale was not there. During the month of March 
they had framed up absurd charges attempting to send Bobby to 
jail in Berkeley municipal court, Oakland municipal court, and in 
Alameda County superior court . On April 6, Bobby Hutton 
was murdered, Eldridge Cleaver wounded and arrested, David Hilliard 
and several other captains and members of the Black Panther Party 
arrested following a massive attack on the party by the Oakland 
pigs. And, finally, on April 2 5, the Chief of the Oakland pigs held a 
press conference denouncing the Black Panther Party as a threat to 
the peace and the Peace and Freedom Party as creating anarchy. 

Pattem of Fed. Govt. 
The Federal Government has moved with the speed of lightning 

aga inst the leadership of the black liberation struggle on a national 
scale through all the police departments of the cities across the 
nation in a calculated and systematic plan following the assassination 
of King. The planned liquidation of the leadership of the Black 
Panther Party in the Bay Area is a microcosm of what has been done 
across this country. Following the rebellions initiated by King's as
sassination across the black colony, in which the police were por
trayed as restrained onlookers by the white press, mass arrests, 
jailings, beatings, and elimination of militant spokesmen and political 
organizers in the colony were initia ted without any coverage by the 
press. The elimination of King as a national leader, the elimination 
of scores of pol itical organizers and spokesmen in Boston , Buffalo, 
New York, Chicago, Detroit, Washington, D.C., Oakland and scores 
of other cities, and the attempted assassination and imprisonment of 
Eldridge Cleaver and the disruption of the political campaign to 
liberate Huey P. Newton, followed up with the arrest of Reies 
Tijerina in New Mexico last week is all one coordinated move to 
destroy the leadership of the black liberation struggle and its allies . 

The most powerful tool developed politically for Huey's defense 
was the coalition between the Black Panther Party, the Peace and 
Freedom Party, the Mexican American Community, and the stu
dent peace movement represented by the Stop the Draft Week 
organizing committee. The coalition between the most dynamic and 
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potentially explosive political forces in the mother country and in 
the colony generated tremendous power to the demands of its 
participants : FREE HUEY. The attack on Eldridge Cleaver was an 
attack on the political apparatus he had engineered to support Huey 
Newton, an attack on the political ideas he had projected and set into 
motion. The demand for Free Huey had obtained a revolutionary 
momentum in Alameda County, and plans were in motion to move 
nationally with this mechanism and this demand . The bullets fired at 
Eldridge Cleaver were intended to stop this move. 

The assassination of Dr. King was a move on a national scale 
similar to the attempted assassination of Eldridge Cleaver on a local 
scale; both attacks were against the pol itics of coalition . Dr. King had 
also moved to combine powerful forces for change into a single move
ment against poverty and racism. He had initiated organizing pro
jects in Appalachia among poor whites, had moved to establish an 
alliance with the leadership of the Mexican American community, 
and had deepened his struggle from civil rights to peace to an attack 
on poverty, combining it all into one fight for justice. Reies Tijerina 
was the Southwest Coordinator of the Poor People's March Dr. King 
was organizing and his recent arrest on April 27 on trumped up 
charges for which he was already out on bail only further reveals the 
national conspiracy to stop the Poor People's March and the coali
tion activities of colonized peoples . 

The attempted assassination of Eldridge Cleaver also indicates a 
sinister move to deprive the black community of leadership at both 
ends of the colonial spectrum, from liberal to revolutionary, to wipe 
out existing national leadership and potential national leadership 
simultaneously. In this vacuum much damage can be done to the 
black nation in this crucial stage of building national organization . 
The dual moves initia ted by the Black Panther Party coordinated 
by Eldridge Cleaver of merger with SNCC and coalition with the 
Peace and Freedom Party, of moving to unite with other organiza
tions in the colony working for the same purposes as the Party and 
to align with other organ izations in the mother country working for 
similar ends portended a move for national leadership. Regardless 
of the destruction of our leadership cadre and its imprisonment and 
elimination, the Black Panther Party will move and is moving to 
assume national leadership in the black liberation struggle because 
it meets the needs of the black nation . The entire thrust of this 
attack by the national government of the mother country is to destroy 
the political leadership of the colony in order to force our people 
into a confrontation with superior military power at an early s�age 
and to wipe us out with firepower . Removing the mil it�nt, rad1c�l, 
and revolutionary leadership of the black community will allow its 
deceivers and decoys to then come into the colony to co-?l?t, control , 
then kill the blacks who remain unorganized and unpohhcal. 
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Jall or Murder 
The level on which the national government of the mother coun

try is forced to deal with the political developments in the colony, 
on the level of assass ination and imprisonment, no longer on the level 
of phony negotia tions and pacification, indicates that our struggle has 
developed an even more powerful threat to the established patterns 
of exploitation and racism .  

The assassination of President Kennedy followed by the assas
sination of l\falcolm X, the assassination of Martin Luther King 
followed by the attempted assassination of Eldridge Cleaver in
dicates a definite pattern, a conspiracy of police forces from the 
local to the international level . In all of these assassina tions there 
has been coordination with the CIA and the local pol ice forces , 
and an inabil ity to locate the real assassin . The role of the police 
forces has become one of such high national prominence, one re
sponsible for executing top-level na tional policy . With the national 
decision making activity of the mother country being carried out by 
the local police forces , the national defense of the black colony lies 
in the Black Panther Party, its Ten Point Program, and its focus on 
the activities of the pol ice . 

Bullet Siiences 
The right-wing fascist element of this mother country madness has 

one outstanding pol itical drawback : it cannot produce any charis
matic or brilliant orators to advance its cause. These above mentioned 
four victims of police assassination plots had one thing in common 
with each other : they were all brilliant orators . The bullet has been 
called in to silence the oratory of the political leaders from the white 
liberal to black revolutionary arenas as well as destroy their political 
work. 111e price of speaking the truth, or even beautiful and 
inspiring lies, has become murder. These are political decisions 
made and implemented with the bullet. 

LBJ Throughout 
During all these assassination plots, LBJ has been Pres ident and 

benefactor. LBJ is a President notorious to unbelievable propor
tions for his outright corruption and high-level gangsterism . The 
pattern of assassination falls at his doorstep, on the front door of 
the White House. True, political power grows out of the barrel of a 
gun . The only question is whose poli tics : Huey P. Newton's or 
LB J's? Power to the pigs or power to the people? Martin Luther 
King and Eldridge Cleaver both stood for power to the people. One 
was a min ister of the church, the other a minister of the Black 
Panther Party. 'I 'he Black Panther Party will prevail . 

-The Black Panther, May 1 8, 1 968 
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On Cultura l  National ism 

by L inda Harrison 
East Oakland Office 

1 5 1  

Cultural nationalism is recognized b y  many who think in a revolu
tionary manner as a distinct and natural stage through which one 
proceeds in order to become a revolutionary. Such is not always 
the case, and many people remain at the level of a cultural nation
alist all of their lives. In the United States, cultural nationalism 
can be summed up in James Brown's words-'Tm Black and I 'm 
Proud ."  

Cultural national ism manifests itself in  many ways but  all of  
these manifestations are essentially grounded in one fact; a universal 
denial and ignoring of the present political, social, and economic 
realities and a concentration on the past as a frame of reference. 

This phenomenon is not unique to this stage of the revolution 
in which we find ourselves; neither is it unique to the United States 
Black "citizens" struggle for freedom. Frantz Fanon in THE 
WRETCHED OF THE EARTH said of this phenomenon that 
"There is no taking of the offensive-and no redefining of relation
ships. There is simply a concentration on a hard core of culture 
which is becoming more and more shrivelled up-inert and empty." 

Those who believe in the "I'm Black and Proud" theory-believe 
that there is dignity inherent in wearing naturals; that a buba makes 
a slave a man; and that a common language; Swahili; makes all of 
us brothers. These people usually want a culture rooted in African 
culture; a culture which ignores the colonization and brutalization 
that were part and parcel ; for example; of the formation and emer
gence of the Swahili language. In other words cultural nationalism 
ignores the political and concrete, and concentrates on a myth and 
fantasy. 

A man who lives under slavery and any of its extensions rarely 
regains his dignity by rejecting the clothiers of his enslaver; he 
rarely regains his dignity except by a confrontation on equal grounds 
with his enslaver. All men can die, and this is the only thing that 
equal izes them. Under many systems those with money die less 
often . Any confrontation which gives men, no matter what their 
social or economic position, an equal chance to die under equal 
conditions is uplifting for those who consider themselves at the 
bottom and degrading and toppl ing for those who are at the top. 
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To see himsel f on an equal plane with his enslaver is to realize 
that the ones who enslave and oppress do not have the divine right 
to do so. There is nothing to be proud of in colonization and slavery 
and only out of the in itiative of the oppressed can come something 
meaningful and amending to his existence. 

Quoting Fanon "The desire to attach oneself to tradition or 
bring abandoned traditions to life again does not only mean going 
against the current of history but also opposing one's own people-" 
Cultural Nationalists in their finery support many of the evil s which 
have put them in the position of servitude. In the absence of con
structive and corrective platforms and actions, the support and 
profit from "Being Black" they become profit seekers selling ear
rings at 400% mark up and buba's from dime store yardage at Saks 
5th Avenue prices. Sort of a hustler trying to become respectable. 
Exploiting those with weaker minds and weaker pocketbooks . 

And because cultural nationalism has no political doctrine as a 
rule-the limits of being black and proud are proximate. Where is 
there to go after a woman has got a natural-to the natural shop 
of course! !-and pay $5 . 50 for a hairdo, $2 .00 for oil spray; $2 .00 
for comb out conditioner, $ 3 . 50 for a line and comb-out, and then 
to the dress shop for a traditional wrap priced at $25 .00 to $ 50.00. 
On the way to and from this shopping and spending they are still 
observing the oppression and exploitation of their people-in differ
ent clothes. 

Because cultural nationalism offers no challenge or offense against 
the prevailing order; the influx of "Black and Proud" actors, movie 
stars, social workers, teachers, probation officers and politicians is 
tremendous. Bourgeoisie and upper class standing is no handicap to 
the "Black" and vice versa . 1 11e power structure, after the mandatory 
struggle, condones and even worships this new found pride which 
it uses to sell every product under the sun. I t  worships and con
dones anything that is harmless and presents no challenge to the 
existing order. Even its top representatives welcome it and tum it 
into "Black Capital ism" and related phenomenon. Everyone is black 
and the bourgeosie continue to hate their less fortunate black broth
ers and sisters; and the oppressed continue to want. The "Black" 
social worker continues to work for the degrading welfare system, 
and the "Black" probation and parole officers continue to vio
la te their probationers and parolees . 

We have no nation without a fight against those who oppress us. 
We have no culture but a culture born out of our resistance to 
oppression . "No colon ial system draws its justification from the 
fact that the territories ( and people ) it dominates are culturally 
nonexistent. You will never make colonialism blush for shame by 
spreading out l ittle known cultural treasures under its eyes ." The 
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peoples of Africa had cultures . It is only racism and economic 
necessities and whims that enslaved these countries and people. 
Apes have cultures-they are put into zoos. Economics transcends 
cultures in the capitalistic context. That is to say that capital ism 
will always use as its basis for expansion a real or imagined economic 
necessity. I t  will of course justify with racist conclusions and ex
planations of the progress that they bring to the "Natives" and 
"Savages," and no culture in the world, except a revolutionary culture 
will stop or halt or destroy that advance. Colonialism, slavery, neo
colon ialism, and other extensions of capitalism thrive over a thou
sand and one cultures. 

"It is around the peoples struggles that African-Negro culture 
takes on substance-and not around songs, poems or folklore." A 
culture that does not challenge wholly and resolutely the dominant 
and exploitative forces-political, economical, and social forces-is 
a culture which is either pre-slavery, pre-colonial istic or completely 
made up and in either case completely useless. And cultural na
tionalism is most always based on racism. We hear "Hate Whitey" 
and "Kill the Honkey" . These statements ignore the analysis
intellectual analysis such as those made by Eldridge Cleaver on the 
relationsh ips between the government and the pigs-and marines 
etc.; and they ignore the possibility of all ies . In all cases cultural 
nationalism-in the midst of struggle, seeks to create a racist ideol
ogy. To be a racist in America is certainly justified, but it is a 
handicapped position to take as a revolutionary. 

"Adherence to African-Negro culture and to cultural unity of 
Africa is arrived at in the first place by upholding unconditionally 
the people's struggle for freedom. No one can truly wish for the 
spread of African culture if he does not give practical support to 
the creation of the conditions necessary to existence of that 
culture . . .  " 

How can a cultural nationalist claim to love and to be proud of 
a country-and a continent that has suffered for hundreds of years 
in colonialism and slavery, and is still suffering in all the cleverly 
disguised and open forms of these institutions? How can he himself 
deny the political real ities of his own life in America by dressing up 
in a maternity smock ( brightly colored ) to participate in the culture 
of a people tom by revolution and revolt? How can a cultural 
nationalist claim adherence to the cultures of Africa, when the 
culture of Africa is a revolutionary culture? Sol idarity with the 
revolutionary people all over the world has brought about a common 
culture to people who know nothing of each other except that �hey 
suffer under similar systems of exploitation; degradation, and racism . 
That their people have undergone much the same change� and that 
in no case will the people regain their dignity and find theu freedom 
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except through a face to face and equal confrontation through revo
lutionary tactics and actions . "A revolutionary culture is the only valid 
cul ture for the oppressed ! ! "  

All quotations except the last one from THE WRETCHED O F  
THE EARTH by Fanon . 

-The Black Panther, February 2, 1969 

The Strugg le Is a World Strugg le 

by Connie Matthews 

Speech del ivered at  the Vietnam Morator ium demonstration, 
San Jose State Col lege, October 1 5, 1 969 

POWER TO THE PEOPLE. I have lis tened to all the speeches 
that have gone on before me. I have been reading the newspapers, 
reading the stuff that the so-called radical groups have been putting 
out and you are talking about the atrocities in Vietnam, you are 
talking about repression in the United States . I wonder whether you 
people really do understand what's going on . I have to ask myself 
this question because in 1967 there was a World Tribunal which 
was held in Roskilde in Denmark and there the world condemned 
the United States for the atrocities committed in Vietnam and 
found her guilty of war crimes and the United States said-Later 
for the World, because we rule the World. It was announced on 
the news that there would be demonstrations tomorrow against the 
war and Nixon said this morning that it makes no difference to his 
strategy in Vietnam. 

Now, I am not trying to negate or to diminish the efforts that 
you are making in holding these demonstrations .  What I am trying 
to say to you is that the time has come when we have to move in 
another direction. We have to understand that by peaceful demon
strations, by trying to negotiate, that we are not going to get any
where. We have to understand that the struggle at this moment is a 
world struggle, it's a world proletarian struggle; two things-the 
oppressed versus the oppressor. You have to understand that we must 
stop talking in terms of countries, we have to talk about inter
nationalism because the United States has now gone to the moon, 
they will go to Mars, they will go to Venus next, so that it is not 
just a question anymore of the planet earth. And you want to 
take a trip around the world and visit some of the countries I 
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have visited to see what American imperialism has done. Eldridge 
Cleaver, our Minister of Information, in his last article from exile, 
which is in the last issue of our newspaper ( there are some copies 
here ) has stated that the oppression in the United States, and the 
way that people l ive in ghettos here is as i f  you have been placed 
in silk sheets compared to what American imperialism has done in 
the other countries of the world . 13 

Now whenever the Vietnamese fight, and they are fighting, and 
they have won the war, they are fighting for you here. You have to 
understand this and I use Chairman Bobby Scale's statement-We 
are in the belly of the whale here 1 4-but you have to do your 
thing because you arc helping to enslave those millions of people 
in Asia, Africa and Latin America, because you are covertly con
doning what the administration is doing. Because power must belong 
to the people. You arc responsible for that administration being in 
power and just demonstrating and marching and saying-We don't 
dig th is-won't do any good to anyone. 

Now, you know the Black Panther Party started off and we said 
that we understood that this thing was a class struggle. We under
stood that there are Black people who are pigs and we understood 
that there are White people who are pigs . What we are trying to 
say is that we want a United Front of all ethnic oppressed groups, 
regardless of race, color, creed or what have you, because the ultimate 
aim is to overthrow this establ ishment. Sartre said that Europe the 
dying mother of capitalism gave birth to a monster, imperial ism, 
and this is the United States of America . You have to understand 
that what the Black Panther Pa rty is doing is for you and for the 
rest of the world. Now you have to rally behind the Black Panther 
Party and to support the Black Panther Party . It's o.k. when a bunch 
of niggers get out on the streets and say we hate all White people. 
Nixon endorses this ,  Nixon endorses Black capitalism, because he 
knows that what he is going to do is to get a few so-called elite 
Black people and create yet another divis ion and this is why I am 
glad I am talking to a group of students and the thing that I notice 
is that there are over 400 Black students here at San Jose State 
and that none of these students thought that the war in Vietnam 
has anything to do with them or else they would be in this god
damned room. And they should understand that those Vietnamese 
are fighting and dying for them . Now, to get back to the point, 
Nixon believes that by brainwashing you students, because you arc 
the ones who are going out tomorrow to continue what Nixon has 
brainwashed you into bel ieving everything is o.k. You have got 
to get hip to this thing, because you are the ones who are going 
to be the leaders and the establishment tomorrow, you are going 
to be the bank managers, members of the administration and all the 
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rest of it and you have got to get hip to the fact that you cannot 
allow this th ing to continue. You have got to get h ip to the fact 
that what the Black Panther Party wants is to take the wealth from 
out of the hands of the few, and it is only controlled by about 
250 people who run the world . This seems absurd, but there are 
only about 250 to 300 big capitalists in this country. They are the 
ones who put who they want in power, they are the ones who 
control and rule the world and say what should be done in this 
country and for that matter the world . Now the future rests with 
you people who are here today.  

You can see what has been going on in Chicago and I can tell 
you that the so-called mother country radicals have been a disap
pointment. I was in Court there and they don't take th is thing 
seriously. They do not understand that the trial in Chicago, the 
outcome, will set the precedence in the United States as to whether 
the people have any freedom or not. They seem to think th is is 
all a big joke, with Abbie Hoffman doing somersaults in Court and 
all that kind of buUs--t . Now, I am saying you have had what is 
known as group freedom and you are trying to find individual free
dom. We are all one people, this is all one country, in fact in the 
whole world we are all one people, so until everyone has known 
what group freedom is you are not going to be able to exist in 
your h ippie and yippie societies with individual freedom. And I am 
saying that over the last six months Nixon has launched a massive 
repression aga inst the Black Panther Party that is unheard of. When 
I have spoken in other countries, like France, Germany or even 
England, people find it hard to believe that Americans, people 
l ike you can sit here and watch this sort of thing happening and 
you do nothing about it .  Chairman Bobby Seale, at the beginning 
of his trial in Chicago was sick, and he wasn't allowed to have a 
doctor, he has no lawyer, he has no rights he is unable to defend 
himself, because Charles Garry, h is lawyer, is lying on h is back in 
the hospital righ t here in California, and because he is a Black 
man it doesn't matter. He shouldn't have anyone to defend him. 
I am now saying to you here, that I do not think you are trying 
hard enough, I don't th ink you understand fully what's going on . 
I think you need to get out of your bag and your safe complacency 
in these colleges. I think you need to go and work in those com
munities, but before you go into the communities and propagate 
the wrong ideology, arm yourselves with the right ideology, under
stand what the struggle is about. It is the oppressed ag�inst the 
oppressor. You middle-class people, because I do not beheve that 
any. of you here are capitalists, there are only about 300, Y?U are 
definitely in a vacuum and you are going to have to take sides at 
some stage or other and make sure that you take the right s ide, 
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because if you don 't you are not going to have any place to go, 
because the people must win . 

The Vietnamese are a good example of the people being victorious. 
Because with all of America's technology and her greatness she has 
been unable to defeat the Vietnamese. Every man, woman and 
child has resisted . You want to see what is going on in Vietnam. 
All the men have had to go to the front and you should see how 
those women and children safeguard their vil lages . I t  is probably 
very difficult for you in the middle of all this to see it clearly, but 
th is is why you have the greatest responsibil ity. The people who 
understand what is wrong, because it has to come from within as 
well as from outside. 

We have a petition for community control of police, and those of 
you who are not familiar with it, get yourself familiar with it, be
cause this is one of the ways in which we are trying to get the power 
back into the hands of the people . Here on your colleges you have 
these demonstrations and you go about saying that you don 't want 
this and you don't want that, and you want this and you want that, 
and then you sit down and you say you have won . You haven 't won 
anything because you must realize that the people who control the 
colleges are the same people who were put there because they have 
power in the communities. So your job is in the communities. The 
two things are tied up together. Don't try to put them in com
partments. I th ink the time has come for all you young people here 
in the United States to take a look at yourselves. Look inside first. 
Try and grasp what the Black Panther Party is trying to do, try and 
understand how many l ives we have lost, because we are trying to 
educate you. We are the Vanguard because of 400 years, of sweat, 
blood toil and tears. But we are not going to start the revolution, 
it's when you people arc educated fully that this thing is going to 
have to happen , and I am trying to say that i f  you sit by in this 
complacency you know what will happen?-This so-called United 
States of America was built up at the expense of genocide of 50 
million Indians and you people have romanticized it and called it 
"Cowboys and Indians." 111ink about that s--t. Six million Jews 
were murdered and people sat by and didn't believe it was happening. 
You sit by now and understand that this is happening righ t here, 
and that the power is in your hands, because you are the people so 
th is country belongs to you, so you are the ones who are going to 
have to stop it and you are going to have to stop it not just by 
concentrating on one aspect but all facets of what's going on . What 
I am trying to say is, educate yourselves, in turn educate your people, 
the people in the communities. Whenever you go out you talk about 
it .  You talk about the whole thing, the reason why they divided us 
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up into ethnic groups, into races, because as Fanon has said-<:api
talism and racism---0ne is cause and the other effect . They did not 
bring Black people over from Africa as slaves because we were Black .  
They brought Black people over so capitalism could thrive . When 
capitalism reached its highest fom1-imperialism-they had to define 
methods to keep the divisions .  

The United States is advancing so rapidly technologically, that 
most of you will become redundant, you will have no jobs and in 
fact nothing. The dollar at present is worth only about 75  cents, and 
all you people here who live on credit cards, watch it . They have 
you hoodwinked . If  you have been watching the stock market and the 
world monetary fund system, they have told you that the German 
market is floating. There are no changes . While the Gem1an mark is 
floating the dollar has decreased and watch---0ver the next six months 
or so what will happen . You are the ones who arc going to feel it 
most. Not the poor oppressed people, because they have noth ing 
anyway. But you in the middle, who think you have something, who 
have those bills and those $20,000 houses, you are the ones who are 
going to find out that the mortgage or interest or whatever it is that 
you are going to have to pay back is about twice what you thought 
originally . Get yourself hip to all this, do some research, you are the 
students, get with it and educate your people because the Black 
Panther Party is out there in the front but we can't stay out there in 
the front forever. We will stay until everyone of us is killed or im
prisoned by these racist pigs, but then someone will have to take 
over. So don 't let us all die in vain .  

POWER TO THE PEOPLE 

-The Black Panther, October 25, 1969 

I Joined the Panthers 

by Joa n  B i rd 

Joa n B i rd,  twenty-one-yea r-old Black Panther Pa rty mem ber, ac
cused of conspi racy to com m it m u rder, among other cha rges, spent 
nea rly a yea r a nd a half in  prison, pend i n g  her trial a s  pa rt of the 
Pa nther 21 case i n  N ew York, unti l  she was released on J u l y  6, 1 970, 
on $ 1 00,000 ba i l .  In the pre-dawn ra ids on the homes of Pa nthers 
named i n  the conspi racy cases, she was severely beaten .  In October, 
1 969, M iss B i rd sent a letter to the press tel l i ng the story of her 
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persecution. I t  was printed e ight  months later. The following excerpt 
dea ls  with the events that led up to Miss B ird's joining the Black 
Panther Party. 

I was born in New York City 20 years ago. I grew up in the 
Harlem Community and attended parochial elementary school , Res
urrection, and from there went on to Cathedral High School for 
Girls .  

Growing up in the typical black ghetto community I clearly 
recognize the ills of poverty, embedded there among my people. We 
suffer day to day . . .  trapped into hunger, disease and complete 
destitution, which is so actively . present in our l ives . Having loving 
and concerned parents I am indeed lucky, but there are many in 
Harlem who have none to tum to for help. Their world is blatant . 

My ambition : to become a nurse. I thought I could sincerely help 
my people with this perspective in mind . After graduating from 
Cathedral in 1967, I entered Bronx Community College, majoring 
in nursing. During this period, I felt this was not enough . I needed 
and wanted to be fully aware of mysel f, the changing world, my 
people's true identity and their roles in society and the need for us 
to unite if we are ever going to achieve any sort of power. 

I first heard and read about the Black Panther Party in the summer 
of 1968 right after the incident in Brooklyn Court when 200 police
men violently attacked members of the Black Panther Party. Having 
lived in Harlem all my l ife, I was aware of bad cops and police 
brutality, but this was more than I had ever dreamed of. 

I wanted to know more about the Black Pa·nther Party and its 
purpose so I went to the office on Seventh Avenue and met a few 
of the brothers .  They related to me the necessity for all oppressed 
people to be poli tically aware of the fascism which has crippled 
them for centuries. I read the IO-point program and what brothers 
l ike Malcolm, Huey, Eldridge and Che were talking about began to 
make sense. 

I became a Party member and actively participated in its various 
programs-free breakfast for the children, free clothing for the peo
ple, political education classes open to the public and finding out the 
immediate needs of the people by going into the community. I 
continued to go to school at night and devoted my days to working 
with the people. I was never tired by this schedule because doing 
anything to help my people gave me the energy to go on . 

-The Black Panther, June 27, 1970 
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We Will  Win: 
Letter from Prison by Afeni Shakur 

Afeni  Shakur  is  one  of  the  Pa nther 2 1  i n  New York accused of 
conspi racy. The letter was wri tten whi le  she was imprisoned in the 
Women's House of Detenti on in l ieu of $ 1 00,000 bai l .  

We feel that you are indicting, arresting, incarcerating, trying, and 
probably convicting us on an erroneous image of us that you have 
received from the daily press and we know that this daily press is not 
only erroneous but also brutally racist . We feel before we go on , since 
it is our l ives that are in jeopardy, we would appreciate it if we could 
shed at least some facts about our organization, its goals, as to why 
these charges are not only illegal, unconstitutional, but also ridiculous 
to say the least. 

The Black Panther Party was formed three years ago in Oakland 
Cal iforn ia by Huey P. Newton-but was it? Black Panther h istorians 
argue themselves over the beginning at the spirit of the Black Panther 
Party. Some say it had its beginnings around 400 years ago when you 
first decided that we were not human beings . Others attribute it to the 
100 million or so that you killed on slave ships .  Others to Gabriel 
Prosser, Denmark Vesey, Nat Turner and of course Toussaint 
L'Ouverture . r n  Some even say it began at the time of the fugitive 
slave act and the Dred Scott decision . But all agree that this spirit 
is there and has been for quite sometime . And all agree on the 
modern adaptation of it-that Frantz Fanon put it on paper, that 
Malcolm X put into words, and that Huey P. Newton put it into 
action. It  is a spirit that has been stifled for centuries but cannot 
be and will not be stifled any longer. 

We know that you are trying to break us up because we are the 
truth and because you can't control us. We know that you always 
try to destroy what you can't control . We know that you arc afraid of 
us because we represent a truth of the universe. \Ve are not being 
tried for any overt act nor for attempt to commit any overt act-we 
are being tried for bringing within our minds the focusing of the ideas 
of centuries and trying to bring this knowledge into a workable plan 
to liberate our people from oppression . We are being tried only be
cause we know you and because we are not afraid of you . We know 
of your history of lies, deceit and slavery. \Ve know that you now 
have 80% of the world in slavery. We know how you tum nation 
against nation, tribe against tribe, brother aga inst brother. We know 
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that you are blood-thirsty, pitiless and inhuman .  We have seen you 
justify the most inhuman crimes-the worst of which was the de
struction of men's hearts and minds. We know of your greed . We 
know that 1 0,000 army bases does not make this a "free world" except 
free for your exploitation and imperialism . How many civil izations 
have you destroyed? 

In this country we know that we are not 2nd class citizens-we 
know that we are not citizens at all . We know that the 1 3th, 14th 
and 1 5th amendments did not l iberate us-that they only legalized 
slavery and expanded the Dred Scott decision to include the In
dians, Span ish speaking and poor whites. We know that things have 
not gotten any better-but only progressively worse. We know that 
this is the rich man's courts, laws, and justice. It  is his skies, and air
we can only look at it and breathe it if he says so. We know that 
wealth is not the fruit of labor but the result of organized protected 
robbery. But you teach the poor workers to be honest. We know that 
the Almighty dolla r which everyone is taught to revere is only 
guaranteed by slavery and exploitation. We know that we live in a 
world inhuman in its poverty. We know that we are a colony, living 
under community imperialism. The U.S. that we see is not one of 
freedom, beauty, and wisdom, but of fear, terror, and hate. This is a 
nation of your laws, run by your police, and based on protecting your 
economic strength . The poor are politically, economically and legally 
non-existent that is why in jail , 80% of the inmates are non-wh ite 
and all are poor. Yet even your sociologists and criminologists admit 
that 80% of these are innocent. 

We see that inhuman treatment but are told that we do not. We 
see men beaten to death in jail but are told that they died of "natural 
causes" but we are liars. Just as we arc always presumed guilty. We 
heard the judge tell us that "The law didn't apply to us," but it isn't 
in the record-and of course we lie. We arc born criminals and l iars .  
We know we are innocent but we are liars. The people know we arc 
innocent but they don 't count. 111e prisoners know we arc innocent 
but they too are liars. The guards and even the captains of the guards 
know we are innocent but they can't testify. They will lose their jobs . 
We can prove we are innocent .  But we wonder docs it really matter. 
We can prove it in detail and we will, but j ust in general the charges 
against us in this indictment are ridiculous and arc contradictory to 
our basic bel iefs .  We have never been asked as a people whether we 
wanted to be governed by your God, your laws, your justice, your 
customs, your speech, dress, and eth ics. We do not. We have no 
respect for them. We have no respect for your laws, taxes, your 
gratitude, sincerity, honor and dignity-you have no respect for them 
yourself. You don't respect us-thus we don 't respect YOU. 

We admit that we do not  want  you to "elevate" us to be workers 
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who are only free enough to sec our labors to you .  We will not be 
your killers any longer-nor will we be "elevated" to become your 
accomplices . You will not reform nor improve upon this system-we 
feel that it cannot be reformed and we do not want it improved-we 
demand that it be changed . We realize that you have filled the army, 
the jails, and the dope seller lists with our young people-we demand 
their release. We real ize that you cannot give us the right to any
thing-either we have it or we do not. That we must be independent 
we must stop being dependent-and now. We cannot do it by moder
ation-that is a contradiction and an impossibility-you do not stop 
a child from starving by moderation-you do not stop murder by 
moderation . We real ize that freedom is a duty and it is our duty to 
get this freedom for our people and to yield to no one in obtaining 
it . We will be beggars no longer. You brought the nigger into exis
tence and now, finally, we are destroying him . 

We know that your economic system is a chain around our necks 
and we are breaking all of your chains . We will identify with the 
needs of our people-the oppressed . You do not want us to rule you 
and we do not want you to rule us. We will rule ourselves, make our 
own progress, our own mistakes, our own friends, and our own 
enemies. We will judge our own . We will mend enmities that you 
have created and make enemies of your friends. We will live. We 
will have a humanistic, disciplined mutual cooperation as our goal .  
The question becomes-does the state rule the people or do the 
people rule the sta te? You are the state and we say "All Power to the 
People" and the people will have the power. But you will try to stop 
us . You will oppress us until we stop you and we will stop you .  His
tory shows that wars aga inst oppression are always successful . And 
there will be a war-a true revolutionary war-a bloody war. No one 
not you nor us nor anyone in this country can stop it from occurring 
now. And we will win . We admit all of this . But, and this is impor
tant, the charges you have aga inst us we are innocent of. You see for 
one th ing we study Malcolm X-and he said : "I believe in anything 
that is necessary to correct unjust conditions . . .  I believe in it as 
long as it's intelligently directed and designed to get results. But I 
don't believe in getting involved in any kind of political action or 
other kind of action without sitting down and analyzing the possibil
ity of success or failure ." What success could we have achieved, what 
results could we have obtained that would correspond with our goal? 
You have accused us of conspiring to murder innocent people l;>Y the 
use of terrorism.  We feel that in itself is an insult to our intelligence 
and our seriousness. The techn ique of terrorism is always the . same
bombs-usually against soldiers and always against our enemies . The 
people who shop in those stores are not our enemies. Why would 
we want to hurt or kill or burn them? All of the workers and most 
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of the shoppers, especially, around Easter are our people. As Frantz 
Fanon says, "The decision to kill a civilian is not an easy one and 
no one takes it lightly. No one takes the step of placing a bomb in a 
public place without a battle of conscience." Why should we do that? 

What would we have gained as Black Panthers ,  as Black People, 
as Poor People as Human Beings? We are not melodramatic-we are 
not, at least not willingly, martyrs and we are not crazy-we are 
revolutionaries and as such we will do what is necessary and only 
what is necessary-when and only when that action will actually be 
furthering the in terest of our struggle. All else, as in this indictment, 
is folly. 

-Rat, January 7-20, 1970 

A Word for Panther Parents 

by Mrs. Jewel Barker 

Mrs. Ba rker del ivered this speech at the memorial rally held De· 
cem ber 6, 1 969, 201 So. Ashland in honor of Fred Hampton and 
Mark Clark. She i s  the mother of Panther Ann Cam pbel l .  

I have but one thing that I would like to ask of the Black mothers 
and fathers in this country and all over the world . You have given 
much to your sons and daughters . You have overcome insurmount
able forces of evil against you . You have paid the supreme price . You 
have given to the world the best. Stand behind it . Do not be 
ashamed. I have but one child . I gave her to the cause . She works for 
you, because she knows where Vietnam really is. She said to me one 
day, she said "Mother, they are not oppressing us in Vietnam,  they 
are not killing the soul brothers in Vietnam, they are not shooting 
th rough doors and killing Black women in Vietnam, they're doing it 
here ! "  Yes, mothers and fathers, I would like to say to you that you 
have listened to the television, the radio, and you have read the news
papers, but you have not walked out of your doors to the Breakfast 
Centers to see what your �hildren are trying to do. Don't l isten-walk 
and find out for yourselves . And when you see the tremendous forces 
that are working against the beautiful work your children are trying 
to do, I think you will be very glad to stand up and be counted . 
Remember this : prayer is good . If Fred could be murdered while he 
slept, remember what can happen to you while you're on your knees . 

I pledge allegiance to my parents and I hope that you will under-
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stand the necessity of standing behind your beautiful sons and 
daughters who are working so fervently, working for the salvation of 
all mankind. Don't let anybody tell you that you have failed . Don't 
sneak in corners and hide when your ch ildren cry "All Power to the 
People." Don't sneak in comers and hide when they ask you to help 
build a Medical Center that will accommodate all poor people. Sup
port them in their struggle. 

Father Clemens said yesterday that he was ashamed of his gener
ation. You have no need to be ashamed . Be our judges . Be our 
jurors .  You are our peers . Make it real for our ch ildren . And this is 
the only way. The only way is th rough the struggle of our children 
and generations to come. Not through the birth control pil l ;  no, not 
through hungry children, not through fine minks and big Cadillacs, 
and not through money. And if you love Fred Hampton, he wouldn't 
appreciate your being here saying al l  these beautiful words, but you 
will fight for Fred, you will hold up Fred's banner. 

POWER TO THE PEOPLE 

-The Black Panther, December 1 3, 1 969 





9. 
CO M M U N I TY ACT I V I T I ES 

"Breakfast for Children pulls people out  of the system and organ
izes them into an alternative. Black children who go to school hungry 
each morning have been organized into their poverty, and the Panther 
program liberates them, frees them from .that aspect of their 
poverty. This is liberation in practice . . . .  If  we can understand Break
fast for Children, can we not also understand Lunch for Children, 
and Dinner for Children, and Clothing for Children, and Education 
for Children, and Medical Care for Children? And if we can under
stand that, why can't we understand not only a People's Park, but 
People's Housing, and People's Transportation, and People's Industry 
and People's Banks? And why can't we understand a People's Gov
ernment?': So wrote Eldridge Cleaver from exile in an article enti
tled "On Meeting the Needs of the People," published in The 
Black Panther of August 16, 1 969. In this section, the reader will 
find examples of community activities conducted by the Black Pan
ther Party : the Free Breakfast for School Children program, Libera
tion schools and other programs. 

1 67 
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To Feed Our Ch i ldren 

The Free Breakfast for School Children is about to cover the 
country and be initiated in every chapter and branch of the Black 
Panther Party . This program was created because the Black Panther 
Party understands that oul"'thildren need a nourish ing breakfast every 
morning so that they can learn,, 

These Breakfasts include every nutrient that they need for the day. 
For too long have our people gone hungry and without the proper 
health aids they need . But the Black Panther Party says that th is type 
of thing must be halted, because we must survive th is evil govern
ment and build a new one fit for the service of all the people . This 
program is run through donations of concerned people and the 
avaricious businessmen that pinch selfishly a little to the program . 
\Ve say that th is is not enough, especially from those that thrive off 
the Black Community like leeches . All of the avaricious businessmen 
have their factories etc. cen tered in our communities and even most 
of the people that work in these sweat shops are members of the 
oppressed masses. 

It is a beautiful sight to see our children eat in the mornings after 
remembering the times when our stomachs were not full, and even 
the teachers in the schools say that there i� a great improvement in 
the academic skills of the children that do get the breakfast! At one 
time there were children that passed out in class from hunger, or had 
to be sent home for something to ea t .  But our children shall be fed, 
and the Black Panther Party will not let the malady of hunger keep 
our children down any longer. 

The Breakfast has already been in itiated in several chapters, and 
our love for the masses makes us realize that it must continue per
manently and be a national program .  But we need your help, and 
that means money, food, and time. \Ve want to turn the program 
over to the community but without your efforts and support we 
cannot. \Ve have had a few mothers to come down to the breakfast 
in the mornings to cook and serve, but not hardly enough . This is the 
people's program, for the people, and we want the people to assist 
in it. \Ve are holding a community meeting May 3, 7 :  30 pm at St. 
Augustine's Episcopal Church on 27th and \Vest in Oakland, con
cerning the Breakfast Program.  \Ve will have a movie of the children 
participating in the Breakfast, your children, to show to all of the 
members of our conununit�· . Speakers from the Black Panther Party 
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shall inform you on the achievements of the Breakfasts, and the ways 
that you can assist. Hunger is one of the means of oppression and it 
must be halted . 

POWER TO THE PEOPLE 

-The Black Panther, March 26, 1969 

Why the Free Breakfast? 

111e Free Breakfast for Children is just one of the programs being 
carried out by the Black Panther Party that can be attributed to 
Huey P. Newton. Huey P. Newton, organizer and Minister of De
fense of the Black Panther Party says that the Party must go forth to 
meet the basic desires and needs of the people. Huey says the mem
bers of the Party are oxen to be ridden by the people. 

How is the Party ridden by the people? Panthers working the 
breakfast program get out of bed at approximately 6 : 00 a .m. every 
school day. 111ey set tables, clean facilities, cook and prepare the 
food, they direct traffic to see that the children cross the streets 
safely. After a day's breakfast has been completed, the Panthers at
tend to the constant task of procuring food from the merchants who 
do business in the community, to see that the program is constantly 
supplied with the necessary food . Why a Breakfast for Children Pro
gram? The answers to this question need be answered for only those 
who belong to the upper or so-called middle class. The majority of 
Black, Mexican-American, Orientals and poor Whites know from 
their American experience that it is impossible to obtain and sustain 
any education when one has to attend school hungry. 

Huey P. Newton knew that these conditions existed and that the 
American school system has not seen fit to alleviate them. Val idity 
has been added to Huey's knowledge by the fact that the Free 
Breakfast program has spread like wild fire across the United States 
wherever Black Panther Chapters and Branches exist. 

Tbe Free Breakfast for Children program is a socialistic program, 
designed to serve the people. All institutions in a society should _be 
designed to serve the masses, not just a "chosen few" . In Amenca 
this program is revolutionary. In capitalist America any program that 
is absolutely free is considered bad business. The Black Panther Party 
is a vanguard organization and a vanguard organization educates by 
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example. The Black Panther Party is educating the people to the 
fact they have a right to the best that modern technology and human 
knowledge can produce. 

"The world belongs to all the people." 

FOR TOO LONG OUR CHILDREN HAVE GONE HUNGRY 

-The Black Panther, October 4, 1 969 

Liberation Schools 

What are revolutionaries? "Revolutionaries are changers ." This 
response comes from the eager lips of the youngsters participating in 
the first liberation school sponsored by the Black Panther Party. The 
liberation school is the realization of point five of the ten point 
platform and program, that is, "We want education for our people 
that exposes the true nature of this decadent American society. We 
want education that teaches our true history and our role in the 
present-day society." We recognize that education is only relevant 
when it teaches the art of survival. Our role in this society is to pre
pare ourselves and the masses for change. The change we want is 
within this decadent society. It 's the implementation of the I O  point 
pla tform of the Vanguard Party. It's the destruction of the ruling 
class that oppresses and exploits the poor. I t's the destruction of 
the avaricious businessman ( the youth in the liberation school call 
him the "big, fat, businessman" ) .  It's the destruction of the lying, 
deceiving pol iticians, and most important of all, the destruction of 
the racist pigs that are running rampant in our communities. 

Liberation schools will replace for the summer the Free Breakfast 
for School Children that was initiated in the beginning of this year 
and has since spread in chapters and branches of the party through
out the country. Liberation School is the second of the many social
istic and educational programs that will be implemented by the 
Black Panther Party to meet the needs of the people. The first pro
gram began Wednesday, June 2 5  at 9th and Hearst Streets in 
Berkeley, California . The program is a success with the maximum 
participation coming from the youth and volunteers throughout the 
community. The curriculum is designed to meet the needs of the 
youth, to guide them in their search for revolutionary truths and 
principles .  Brunch and a well-balanced lunch is served daily. Three 
days of the week are spent in class. Thursday is Film day and Fri
day is set aside for field trips throughout the community. The 30th 
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o f  June marked the opening o f  two additional schools i n  East 
Oakland, and Hunters Point in San Francisco, California. Additional 
programs are scheduled to begin in the very near future throughout 
the Bay Area and across the country. 

The youth understand the struggle that's being waged in th is 
society. It's evident by their eagerness to participate in the program. 
They understand that we're not fighting a race struggle, but in fact, 
a class struggle. They recognize the need for all oppressed people to 
unite against the forces that are making our lives unbearable. Their 
understanding manifests itself in their definitions, i .e. Revolution 
means Change; Revolutionaries are Changers; Liberation means Free
dom and by their collective view of themselves as being part of a 
BIG FAMILY working, playing, and living together in the struggle. 
The beauty of socialism is seen through their daily practice wh ile 
involving themselves in the program. 

We call upon the people within the community to join the Van
guard Party in putting forth the correct examples for our youth 
through their active participation in our l iberation schools across 
th is country. 

Community Political Education classes will also be starting in the 
evening for adults. The education of the masses is primary to the 
Vanguard Party. People, take part in this revolutionary program to 
continue the struggle for freedom in this country." 

ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE! 
ALL POWER TO THE YOUTH! 

-The Black Panther, July 5, 1969 

The Youth Make the Revolution 

by Va l Douglas 

Children come through the doors ready to eat, learn and play. 
They know that when they come in, their breakfast is being pre
pared, because the Black Panther Party knows the importance of 
having breakfast in the morning. It wakes them up and gives them 
strength to exert their energy. 

Being an assistant teacher, I have an opportunity to ?e a?1ongst 
the children and start a conversation, and stimulate their mm�s to 
seeing clearly the state of repression that we are living in . ':"hat is S? 
fascinating for the teachers and parents is to see how qmckly their 
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minds work, and are able to elaborate and go into detail. We know 
that our children are brill iant, all you have to do is show them and 
guide them in the right direction . Most of the ch.ildren raise their 
hands without even being asked, to speak of the ten point platform 
and program, what is happening in their community, pigs, and Pan
thers .  They are given posters and can tell you all of the names, such 
as; Huey, Bobby, Eldridge, and others . And when you speak of 
Eldridge they say, "he's free, he's eating watermelon and the pigs 
can't touch him." 

TI1ey are eager to learn and exchange ideas, because the curriculum 
is based on true experiences of revolutionaries and everyday people 
who the children can relate to. One Mother of five told me that her 
children made satisfactory grades in school , but when she saw the 
work they were doing in the Liberation School, such as; choosing 
articles and writing about them or giving an oral report about an 
event that happened in the world, she smiled with pride; she said, 
"their work shows that they can relate to what is happening to them 
and other poor people in the world." Some of the children who can't 
even write, try because they understand that we are there to help 
each other. We have a basic topic each day : 
Monday is Revolutionary History Day 
Tuesday is Revolutionary Culture Day 
Wednesday is Current Events Day 
Thursday is Movie Day 
Friday is Field Trip Day 
( The topics can be changed around for the benefit of the people 
working in a Liberation School ) 

This is basic, but we have a Curriculum Coordinator who arranges 
a curriculum each week . We also take the children outside for exer
cises . They all raise their hands to lead in the exercises . You watch 
them strong and full of vigor. lney march to songs that tell of the 
pigs running amuck, and Panthers fighting for the people. 

We have children in the Liberation School ranging from 2-1 3 .  The 
older ones are becoming more and more helpful to their younger 
brothers and sisters . At the age of 10-1 3 children have seen and ex
perienced things for themselves, where as, they understand the need 
for their younger brothers and sisters to fully understand why there 
is a need for a Liberation School . We call ourselves the Big Family 
along with the rest of our class brothers and sisters all over the world . 
We want the children to especially understand the class struggle, be
cause people of all colors are being exploited by the same pigs all 
over the world. Most of the Liberation Schools are in areas where 
poor people of all colors l ive who are being exploited and oppressed, 
because of this it is easier for them to relate to the class struggle 
when they see people of different races who are just as poor as they. 
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Our young children are becoming more and more disciplined each 
day, simply because they can relate to what is being taught. One four 
year old, Sonya, told her fellow student who is three that he was too 
big to be crymg, and don't you want to hear about Huey P. Newton 
and Bobby Seale. "She'', got the three year old to stop crying. We 
know that the children are going to rebel against their teachers and 
older people, but we know that the most important thing is to get the 
children to work with each other, because there's not going to be a 
Black Panther Party around all the time to set things straight. They're 
going to have to depend and relate to each other. We have small 
fights and arguments, but when they do occur we sit down and dis
cuss the matter and come to a conclusion, a unity of will, because we 
know that if we don 't solve the problem then and there, the ch ildren 
will be holding grudges against each other. 

In the past the colleges, and recently high school students have 
been voicing their demands and opinions. These ch ildren will teach 
their other brothers and sisters, and even the elementary schools will 
be expressing their disgust of the situation they are in. They are the 
ones that will carry on the struggle, and we are happy to say that in 
the next couple of weeks, Liberation Schools will be springing up all 
over the Nation, just like the Breakfast for School Children . 

ALL POWER TO THE YOUTH 
Liberation School , 9th & Hearst 
Berkeley 

-The Black Panther, August 2, 1969 

People's Medical Care Center 

by Lincoln Webster Sheffield 

In the current drive to exterminate the Black Panther Party, scant 
attention has been focused by the establishment press on the Panther 
programs aimed at serving the people. One of th�se programs in 
Chicago is the People's Medical Care Center, located m the Lawndale 
ghetto on the West Side. The_ center is �amed for Spurgeon "Jake" 
Winters, a martyred Panther killed by po_l ice last year. . 

The only publicity the center has received came when city author
ities attempted to close it a few days after it opened in December, 
charging numerous building and Board of Health violations. 

But the center has remained open, in spite of this harassment, and 
it regularly treats more than 1 00 patients every week. 
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One of the center's volunteers is Mrs. Sylvia \Voods, a licensed 
practical nurse . 

"\Ve have ten doctors, twelve nurses, and two registered techni
cians who officially serve in the Free Medical Center," Mrs .  \Voods 
told me. "\Ve also have a large number of interns who come and 
help regularly, from medical schools around the city ." 

Part of the center's work includes tra ining community people to 
perform services wherever possible. "For example," said Mrs .  \Voods, 
"we are training some of the young people to do laboratory urinalysis 
and blood tests, and teams of people from the community are or
ganized to canvass the neighborhood and bring the center to the 
people. Most of the people in Lawndale are so poor they never go 
to a doctor until they are practically dying. Our teams take their 
blood pressure, medical histories, and in general determine if there 
are people suffering from illness. 

"If illness is discovered , whether chronic or just simple ailments, 
the person is urged to visit the center, where an examination, treat
ment, and prescription are all free ." 

In a typical even ing of duty, Mrs. \Voods may help to treat 20 or 
30 people, some of whom come in after being referred by the survey 
teams, and many who come after hearing from friends and neigh
bors about the center. 

"The center opens at 6 o'clock every evening," she said, describing a 
typical night's work . "Last night, when I got to the center, there 
weren 't any patients in yet, so I worked with some Panthers straight
ening and clean ing up the reception area . 

"At about 6 : 20, our first patients arrived . They were two children, 
14 and 12 years old, who needed a routine health examination for 
school . \Vhen I worked for the Joslyn Clinic in Maywood, these 
examinations cost at least $ 10 .  But at the Panther center, they are 
absolutely free . If the parents happen to be on wel fare, I don't 
know what they did before we had the center, because welfare 
wouldn't pay for school examinations . 

"I took the histories of the two youths, and we did a complete 
urinalysis and blood test .  Then, each was examined thoroughly by a 
licensed pediatrician . Neither had had DPT ( diphtheria-tetanus tox
oid ) shots, so they were admin istered . Both patients were in gener
ally good heal th, except that the oldest had a cold . He was given 
medication , and we made an appointment for him to return . 111ere 
was, of course, no charge for any of this . 

"Next, a 2 1 -year-old woman came in .  She was seriously il l and 
aborting her first pregnancy. She was examined , given some medica
tion for pain, and taken to a hospital that has agreed to take some of 
our patients . 
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"Next, we had several more young people who came in for routine 
examinations, and then a mother brought in a four-month old baby 
who had a bad cold . The baby was examined by the pediatrician, and 
a throat culture was taken.  This baby had been going to the well
baby cl inic operated by the Board of Health, but had not yet re
ceived any of the normal shots . After the examination and discussion 
with the mother, an appointment was made for the baby to return 
for continued treatment and the shots ." 

Among others who came in that evening, Mrs. Woods said, was a 
young woman who had contracted venereal disease, several other 
children, and a woman suffering from a "cold" for three months .  

"All these people were treated free, no questions asked about 
'ability to pay' or anything. On hand to take care of all these people 
were a pediatrician, a general practitioner, two interns, and two 
nurses ." 

The center does not stop at treating medical problems . A member 
of the Black Panther Party is on hand at all times to serve as a 
"people's advocate." He interviews each patient .  

"111e people's advocate makes the center more able to deal with 
the entire range of people's problems," Mrs .  Woods said .  "After 
being examined, the patient and his or her parents if a minor discuss 
any other problems they may have with the representative of the 
Panthers . 1be people's advocate will try to find out if the patient has 
any difficulties at home, such as paying the rent, find ing clothes for 
the family, food, or whether they may be having trouble studying, or 
in school-almost any kind of problem is relevant .  

"Whenever possible, the Panthers will help with the problem, no 
matter what it is . For example, we discovered that many of the school 
children, aside from problems l ike going without breakfast, faced 
serious strain from the difficulty of finding a place to study or play, 
safe from the hazards of the street. So we opened up the center to 
them during the afternoon, before the regular hours, where they 
can play quietly, or study, pa int or do whatever they wish ." 

Most diseases the center has treated, frequently discovered by 
the canvass teams and previously unknown to the patient, are 
bronchial ailments, heart disease, diabetes, apparent mental retarda
tion, and high blood pressure . 

The success of the Spurgeon "Jake" Winters People's Medical Care 
Center has inspired similar efforts by other organ izations, particularly 
those in the "rainbow coalition" with the Panthers. Both the Young 
Lords and the Young Patriots have opened centers, although they 
are not yet operating on as full a schedule as the Panthers .  

-Daily World, May 16, 1 970 
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Pocket Lawyer of Legal  First Aid 

This pocket lawyer is provided as a means of keeping black peo
ple up to date on their rights. We are always the first to be arrested 
and the racist police forces are constantly trying to pretend that 
rights are extended equally to all people. Cut this out, brothers and 
sisters, and carry it with you. Until we arm ourselves to righteously 
take care of our own, the pocket lawyer is what's happening. 

1. If you are stopped and/or arrested by the police, you may re
main silent; you do not have to answer any questions about alleged 
crimes, you should provide your name and address only if requested 
( although it is not absolutely clear that you must do so. ) But then 
do so, and at  all times remember the fifth amendment. 

2 .  I f  a pol ice officer is not in uniform, ask him to show his identi
fication . He has no authority over you unless he properly identifies 
himself. Beware of persons posing as pol ice officers . Always get his 
badge number and his name. 

3 .  Police have no right to search your car or your home unless 
they have a search warrant, probable cause or your consent. 111ey 
may conduct no exploratory search, that is, one for evidence of crime 
generally or for evidence of a crime unconnected with the one you 
are being questioned about. (Thus, a stop for an auto violation does 
not give the right to search the auto . ) You are not required to con
sent to a search; therefore, you should not consent and should state 
clearly and unequivocally that you do not consent, in front of wit
nesses i f  possible. I f  you do not consent, the pol ice will have the 
burden in court of showing probable cause. Arrest may be cor
rected later. 

4. You may not resist arrest forcibly or by going limp, even if  you 
are innocent. To do so is a separate crime of which you can be con
victed even if you are acquitted of the original charge. Do not resist 
arrest under any circumstances . 

5. I f  you are stopped and/or arrested, the police may search you by 
patting you on the outside of your clothing. You can be stripped of 
your personal possessions. Do not carry anything that includes the 
name of your employer or friends. 

6. Do not engage in " friendly" conversation with officers on the 
way to or at the station Once you are arrested, there is little l ikel i
hood that anything you say will get you released . 

7. As soon as you have been booked, you have the right to com-
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pletc a t  least two phone calls-one to a relative, friend or attorney, 
the other to a ba il bondsman . If you can, call the Black Panther 
Party, 845-0103  ( 845-0104 ) ,  and the Party will post bail if possible. 

8. You must be allowed to hire and see an a ttorney immediately. 
9. You do not have to give any statement to the police, nor do 

you have to sign any statement you might give them, and therefore 
you should not sign anything. Take the Fifth and Fourteenth 
Amendments, because you cannot be forced to testify against 
yourself .  

IO. You must be allowed to post ba il in most cases, but you must 
be able to pay the ba il bondsmen's fee .  I f  you cannot pay the fee, 
you may ask the judge to release you from custody without bail or to 
lower your bail, but he does not have to do so . 

I I .  The pol ice must bring you into court or release you within 
48 hours after your arrest ( unless the time ends on a week-end or a 
holiday, and they must bring you before a judge the first day court 
is in session . )  

I 2. I f  you do not have the money to hire an attorney, immediately 
ask the police to get you an attorney without charge. 

I 3 .  If you have the money to hire a private attorney, but do not 
know of one, call the National Lawyers' Guild or the Alameda 
County Bar Association ( or the Bar Association of your county ) and 
ask them to furnish you with the name of an attorney who practices 
criminal law. 

-The Black Panther, March 2 3, I969 

In  Memory of 
Dr. Martin Luther King 

Martin Luther King is dead-the victim of a white racist bullet. 
The entire nation has assumed a cloak of mourning. The Com
mander-in-Chief of the United States Army pays official tribute to 
Martin Luther King and to non-violence. But although officials on 
all levels of government give public praise to the man and his deeds, 
they are all too silent in pledging themselves to the concrete actions 
that are needed to deal with the evils in American societv that Dr. 
King dedicated his l i fe to eliminating. As a response to the racism 
that took his l ife, and as a tribute to the man, we make the follow
ing demands upon those who now hold power in this country : 
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Existing Pol le• Forces Must le Withdrawn 
from All Black Communities 

'Ihe Black Panthers Speak 

I t  is the police who are the main perpetrators of violence aga inst 
Black people. They are the official agents of a white racist society 
which enforces the will of that society upon the Black and other 
national minority communities. They are not of that community, 
cannot understand its problems, and do not identify with it and 
its needs. Their ignorance of the community leads them to deal 
with it through violence and gives an official stamp of approval to 
the idea that white racist violence is an appropriate response to the 
needs and demands of the Black community. Existing police forces 
should be replaced by a new police force responsible to the Black 
community and consisting of men who live in that community. 

Massive Econom ic Aid Should le Provided 
to Rebuild the Black Communities 

The United States spends over 40 billion dollars per year in Viet
nam. At least that amount should immediately be redirected to 
meet the needs of America 's oppressed communities. Ghetto hous
ing must be rebuilt and turned over to the occupants. Adequate 
jobs and services must be provided to all ghetto residents, and these 
must be turned over to the cooperative control of the ghetto resi
dents. White racism is a reactionary response to the just demands 
of Black people. Ultimately, white racism will not be eliminated 
until those demands are adequately met. 

Control of the Institutions of the. Black Comm unity 
Must le Turned Over to That Community 

Not only control over jobs and housing, but also control over the 
schools and courts of the Black community must be turned over to 
that community. Only the residents of a community have a true 
understanding of i ts needs and desires . As long as white society 
dominates the institutions of the ghetto, racial tensions will continue 
to exist .  No people is free unless it can determine its own destiny. 

We believe that those who mourn the death of Dr. Martin Luther 
King, but do nothing to eliminate the white racism and oppression 
that has characterized America for the past three hundred years are 
merely mocking h im and the Black community. We will judge men 
not by their words, but by their deeds, not by their sentiments, but 
by their programs. America must stop mourning Dr. King and must 
begin satisfying the needs and desires of its Black community. 

BLACK PANTHER PARTY 
PEACE & FREEDOM MOVEMENT 
LOS ANGELES COUNTY 
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Petition Statement for 
Community Control  of Police 
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SUMMARY OF POLICE CONTROL AMENDMENT THAT 
MUST BE ESTABLISHED IN THE CITIES AND COMMU
NITIES OF AMERICA TO END FASCISM 

This amendment to a City charter would give control of the 
police to community elected neighborhood councils so that those 
whom the pol ice should serve will be able to set pol ice pol icy and 
standards of conduct. 

The amendment provides for community control of the police by 
establishing police departments for the major communities of any 
city; the Black community, the predominantly White area, the Mexi
can American Communities, etc., etc. The departments would be 
separate and autonomous. They can by mutual agreement use com
mon facilities . Each Department will be administered by full time 
police commissions. ( Not single police chiefs. ) TI1e Commissioners 
are selected by a Neighborhood Police Control Council composed 
of fifteen members from that community elected by those who live 
there. Each department shall have five Community Council divisions 
within it. ( Or number of departments ratioed to population . )  

The Councils shall have the power to discipline officers for 
breaches of Department policy or violations of law. ( Against the 
people ) .  They may direct their police Commissioner to make changes 
in department wide police policy by majority vote of the said de
partment commissioners .  The Council can recall the Commissioner 
appointed by it at any time it finds that he is no longer responsive to 
the community. The community can recall the council members 
when they are not responsive to it . 

All police officers must l ive in the department they work in, and will 
be hired accordingly. 

-The Black Panther, June 14, 1969 
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Defend the Ghetto 

DEFEND THE GHETTO 
IN OOR SmooGLE FCll NATIONAL LilllllATIClf, we are now in the phase ot ccmmm1ty libera
tion, to tree our black ccmmmities tran the 1mper1aliet1c ccntrol exereised. aver them 
by the racist explo:itillg cliques within white caamunities , to f'ree our people , locked 
up as they are 1n Urban DungeCllS , tran the 1Jnperialiem of the white suburbs . 

ams IS A Smu:JGLE agaiD&t CalllluDity Imperialiem. Q.1r black ccmmm1t1es are colcn
ized and controlled fran Ol.lts1de , and it is this control that has to be 81D8Bhed, 
broken , shatter�, by ltbatever means necessary. 

TBE POLI!I!ICS :m am CQ.t!lJNITIES are ccmtrolled 1'ran outside , the econanics ot our 
caammities are caatrolled tran Ol.lts1de , and we Ol\ll'SMB are controlled by the racist 
police who cane into our ccmmm1t1es 1'rCID Ol.ltside alld occupy them, patrolling , terrar-
1zillg , and brutalizil:Jg our people like a foreign 9ZDrif 1n a conque:red lalld . 

THE BIACK PAN'IHER PARTY IS THE REVOW'l'IONARY CRlANIZA'l'ION S'mlXIGLIKl TO F!!EE am 
PEOPIE FRa.! OPPRESBI<l'l, BY POLUICAL AND PHYllICAL MEANS. WE HAVE TO GET CllGANIZED, 
AND WE HAVE TO DEFEND amsELVES . - - - JOm TBE JIIACK PAN'IHER PARTY ---

B LAC K PAN TH E R  PARTY 
1808A Fu l ton Street , Bro ok l yn  
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Commun ity Discussion Groups 

· COMMUNlTY OISCUSSlON GROUPS 
. \JOULD YOU LIKE TO HAVE A MEMBER OF THE 

B.P.P. COME TO ·voUR HOME AND DISCUSS: 

1 •The Ten-Po1Nt Platform an d Prooram of Tht. BLACK 
PANTHER PARTY c1ld What 1t Means lo Black Peo�e, 

2. • Tiie Need For COMMUNITY CONTROL or POLICE . 

3. ·The Need for Black People To Become RrCIS TER£0 
VOTERS So lhev Can Sit on Jury Pnb and Give 
..iJst1ce To Black People. 

4. ·The Murders of f'RED HAMPTON aid MARK CLARK 
111 Ch1caGo. 

5. · The ManY A1tacks on our Homes and Offices m L.A. , 
CHICAGO , NEW YORK . etc. ond The Interntt1onal 
Harros5ment, Repression and Murdus of Tha Member.s 
cl The BUCK PANTHER PARTY. 

--- ---�---

HOME DISCUSSI ON GROUPS SHOULD NUHBER AT 
.LEAST SIX P£0Pl.E . APPOINTl'IENTS ARE AVAI L
ABLE BETWEEN THE HOURS Of 9..., t 7p.m. , 
SEVE:N OAYS A WEEK • 

CALL-
mw.EY - 845· 0103 ... 0104-
E. CW<.lAWt> - 56& -.3334 
� FRANCISCO - 922.-0095 
RICHMOND - 2 3 7 - 630.5 

1\1 flW 1ij M �ijK[ 
8UCl PAlllllR PAID' Nrtl. �· 
.310& 5HATTUC� M. BfRK . 

1 8 1  





1 0. 
B LAC K PA N T H ERS I N  CO U RT 

The picture of Bobby Seale gagged, shackled, and bound during 
the Chicago conspiracy trial shocked the en tire world, as did the cruel 
contempt sentence imposed upon him by Judge Julius Hoffman .  Mil
lions at the same time admired and respected the Chairman of the 
Black Panther Party for h is courage in insisting upon his constitu
tional rights. 

Bobby Seale was one of eight defendants in the Chicago conspiracy 
trial who were being tried under an amendment to the Civil Rights 
Act of 1968-the so-c;alled Rap Brown Amendment-which makes it 
a crime to cross state lines with intent to incite a riot. The penalty for 
such in tentions is five years in jail . Together with the other seven 
defendants, Seale was accused of having come to Chicago in August, 
1968, with the intention of creating a riot and stirring up violence 
during the Democratic National Convention being held in that city. 
During the trial, Seale had frequent clashes with Judge Hoffman. He 
charged that he had been unfairly denied the counsel of his choice 
because fudge Hoffman had refused to postpone the trial so that 
Charles R. Garry, Seale's San Francisco lawyer, could attend the trial 
after h is recovery from a major operation . Seale also charged that the 
judge, having refused the postponement, then refused to permit 
Seale to defend h imself in Garry's absence and had illegally imposed 
a counsel upon him. On October 29, Seale was chained hand and 
foot to a metal chair and a gag of muslin was put in h is mouth so 
that he could not continue to challenge the judge and interrupt the 
trial proceedings . During the next few days, the gag was strength
ened .  A few days later, in response to rising protests, Scale was al
lowed to enter the courtroom free of h is gags and straps. \Vhen 
Seale continued to insist on his right to defend h imself, Judge Hoff
man declared a mistrial in h is case; sentenced him to sixteen terms of 
th ree months each for contempt, and ordered him to remain in jail 
until h is trial on April 2 3, 1970. 

The first part of this section contains excerpts from Judge Hoff
man's long statement citing evidence of what he described as proof 
of Bobby Seale's conduct in continually disrupting "the orderly 
admin istration of justice"-but which Seale maintained proved only 
his efforts to uphold h is constitutional rights-and which preceded 
the judge's announcement of his sentence of contempt. 

1 83 
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During the pre-trial hearings of thirteen Black Panthers in New 
York accused of conspiracy, New York Supreme Court Justice John 
M. Murtagh suspended the proceedings and insisted that the de
fendants give him assurances about their behavior during the trial . 
The th irteen sent a twenty-four-page response to Judge Murtagh 
(which he rejected ) which rapidly became famous as a significant 
summary of Black History as well as for its clear assertion that it is 
impossible for black pe9ple to receive a fair trial in the United 
States. The entire document is reprinted in the second part of this 
section .  It  was written by th irteen defendants .  Originally, twenty-one 
persons were arrested and charged. Eight have been severed from the 
case for various reasons, but the case is still referred to as the Panther 
2 1 .  

The section ends with the moving concluding appeal t o  the jury 
by Charles R. Garry in the trial of Huey P. Newton . Garry has 
been the main attorney for the Black Panther Party. He has defended 
Newton and Scale, among others, and at the time of this writing 
is defending Seale in Connecticut. Mr. Garry is also the attorney 
for six Mexican-Americans in the trial known as Los Siete de la Raza. 
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Bobby Sea le vs. Judge Hoffma n  

Jm>eE HOFFMAN : 

I tem No. 5. At the morning session on October 22, 1 969, during 
argument on a motion of Attorney Will iam Kunstler for leave to 
withdraw as counsel for the defendant Seale, the following occurred 
in open court . 1 6  

MR. SEALE : Can I speak on that  and answer his argument? 
THE CouRT : No. This is not your motion, sir. Your motion has 

been decided . 
MR. SEALE : In  other words, I can't speak in behalf of myself? 
THE CouRT : Not at this time, sir. 
MR. SEALE : Why not? 
THE CouRT : Because this is your lawyer's motion. 
MR. SEALE : That ain't my lawyer. 
THE CouRT : This is not your motion.  This is the motion of Mr. 

William Kunstler for leave to withdraw as your lawyer. 
MR. SEALE : Well, this man has misconstrued a whole lot of things 

concerning my right to defend myself and he knows he did. 
They can jack you up and get you to sit up there and say rotten, 

crazy stuff concerning my right to defend myself. 
THE CouRT : I would request the marshal to ask the young man to 

sit down. 
MR. SEALE : Well, I want my right to defend myself and this man 

knew, I indicated to him he was not my counsel at the very beginning 
when I first got here and arrived here and was in jail . 

THE CouRT : That motion-since you will not listen to the Court, 
you may sit down. 

Have him sit down, Mr. Marshal .  
MR. SEALE : I st i l l  want my right to defend myself. A railroad opera

tion, and you know it, from Nixon on down. They got you running 
around here violating my constitutional rights . 

I tem No. 6 :  
During the morning session on  October 22nd, 1969, i n  the pres

ence of the jury . . .  the following occurred : 
MR. SCHULTZ : Your Honor, before the next witness testifies, 

would i t  be possible i f  the Court would permit the Government
well, we haven't offered the picture, as a matter of fact. We have the 
picture of the boy with the black power symbol fist on his sweat 
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shirt that was identified by Officer Tobin and Carcerano as the boy
THE CouRT : Is that Government's Exhibit 14? 
MR. SCHULTZ : That's the one . . . .  We are going to move to offer 

that exhibit in evidence at this time . . .  . 
THE CouRT : Show it to counsel . 
MR. SEALE : That's not a black power sign . Somebody correct the 

Court on that. I t's not the black power sign. I t's the power to the 
people sign . 

THE CouRT : Mr. Marshal, will you stop the talking, please. 
MR. SEALE : Yes, but that is still wrong, Judge Hoffman .  It's not a 

black power sign . It's a power to the people sign, and he is deliberately 
distorting that and that's a racist technique. 

MR. SCHULTZ : If the Court please, this man has repeatedly called 
me a racist-

MR. SEALE : Yes, you are. You are, Dick Schultz. 
MR. SCHULTZ : And called Mr. Foran a racist-
THE CouRT : Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, I will ask you to 

leave the Court. Mr. Marshal, remove the ladies and gentlemen of 
the jury : 

(The following proceedings were had in open court, out of the 
presence and hearing of the jury : ) 

THE CouRT : Mr. Seale and Mr. Kunstler, your lawyer, I must ad
monish you that such outbursts are considered by the Court to be 
contemptuous, contumacious, and will be dealt with appropriately in 
the future. 

MR. KuNSTLER : Your Honor, the defendant was trying to defend 
himself, and I have already indicated my-

THE CouRT : The defendant was not defending himself. 
MR. SEALE : I was, too, defending myself. Any time anybody gives 

me the wrong symbol in this courtroom is deliberately
THE CouRT : He is not addressing me with authority
MR. SEALE : -distorting, and put it on the record . 
THE CouRT : Instruct that man to keep quiet. 
MR. SEALE : I want to defend myself and ask him if he isn't lying, 

and he is going to put that lying crap on the record . No, siree-1 am 
not going to sit here and get that on the record. I am going to at least 
let it be known-request that you understand that this man is 
erroneously representing symbols directly related to the party of 
which I am chairman .  

Item No. 8 :  
At  the opening o f  the morning session on  October 27, 1969, the 

following occurred in open court : . 
THE CouRT : Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, good mornmg. 
MR. SEALE : Good morning, ladies and gentlemen of the jury. As I 

said before, I hope you don't blame me for anything. 
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THE CouRT : Mr. Marshal, will you tell that man to sit down. 
THE MARSHAL : Take a seat, Mr. Seale .  
MR.  SEALE : I know-
THE CouRT : Mr. Marshal, I think Mr. Seale is saying someth ing 

there. 
MR. SEALE : I know I am saying something. You know I am getting 

ready to speak out in behalf of my constitutional rights again, don't 
you? 

THE CouRT : I will ask you to sit down, sir. 
THE MARSHAL : Sit down . 
MR. SEALE : You also know I am speaking out for the right to de

fend myself aga in, don't you, because I have that right as a de
fendant, don't I?  

THE CouRT : I will have to ask you to s i t  down sir. 
MR. SEALE : You know what I am going to say, don't you? 
THE CouRT : No, I don' t . 
MR. SEALE : Well, I said it before. 
THE CouRT : I don't know what you are going to say and you have a 

very competent lawyer of record here. 
MR. SEALE : He is not my lawyer and you know I fired him before 

tha t jury was even picked and put together. 
THE CouRT : Will you ask h im to sit down, Mr. Marshal? 
THE MARSHAL : Sit down, Mr. Seale. 
MR. SEALE : What about my constitutional right to defend myself 

and have my lawyer? 
THE CouRT : Your constitutional rights-
MR. SEALE : You are denying them. You have been denying them. 

Every other word you say i s  denied, denied, denied, denied, and you 
begin to oink in the faces of the masses of the people of this coun
try. That is what you begin to represent, the corruptness of this 
rotten government, or four hundred years . 

THE MARSHAL : Mr. Seale, will you sit down. 
MR. SEALE : Why don't you knock me in the mouth? Try that .  
THE MARSHAL : Sit down. 
THE CouRT : Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, I regret that I will 

have to excuse you. 
MR. SEALE : [To the jury] I hope you don't blame me for anything 

and those false lying notes and letters that were sent that said the 
Black Panther Party threatened that jury, it's a lie and you know it's 
a lie, and the government did i t  to ta int the j ury against me. 

( The following proceedings were had in open court, out of the 
presence and hearing of the jury : ) 

MR. SEALE : You got that? This racist and fascist administrative 
government with its superman notions and comic book politics. 
We're h ip to the fact that Superman never saved no black people. 
You got that? 
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MR. KuNSTLER : I might say, your Honor, you know that I have 
tried to withdraw from this and you know that Mr. Seale-

THE CouRT : I don't know what you tried to do. I know your ap
pearance is of record, and I know I have your assurance orally of 
record that you represent this man. 

MR. KuNSTLER : You have a withdrawal of that assurance, your 
Honor. You knew that on September 30th, you knew that Mr. 
Seale had discharged me. 

THE CouRT : You represent him and the record shows it . 
MR. KuNSTLER : Your Honor, you can't go on those semantics .  This 

man wants to defend himself. 
THE CouRT : This isn't semantics .  I am not fooled by all of this 

business . 
MR. SEALE : I still demand the right to defend myself. You are not 

fooled? After you have walked over people's constitutional rights? 
THE MARSHAL : Sit down, Mr. Seale. 
MR. SEALE : After you done walked over people's constitutional 

rights, the Sixth Amendment, the Fifth Amendment, and the 
phoniness and the corruptness of this very trial, for people to have 
a right to speak out, freedom of speech, freedom of assembly, and 
et cetera . You have did everything you could with those j ive lying 
witnesses up there presented by these pig agents of the Government 
to lie and say and condone some rotten racists, fascist crap by racist 
cops and pigs that beat people's heads-and I demand my con
stitutional rights-demand-demand-

Call in the jury. 
THE CouRT : Will the Marshal bring in the jury, please. 

I tem No. 9 :  
During the direct examination o f  the witness William Frapolly on 

October· 27, 1969, the following occurred : 
MR. SEALE : I object to that because my lawyer is not here. I have 

been denied my right to defend myself in th is courtroom. I object to 
this man's testimony against me because I have not been allowed my 
constitutional rights. 

THE CouRT : I repeat to you, sir, you have a lawyer. Your lawyer is 
Mr. Kunstler, who represented to the Court that he represents you . 

MR. SEALE : He does not represent me. 
THE CouRT : And he has filed an appearance. 
Ladies and gentlemen, I will excuse you. 
( The following proceedings were had in open court, within the 

presence and hearing of the jury : ) 
MR. KuNSTLER : May I say I have withdrawn or attempted to 

withdraw. 
MR. SEALE : The defense filed a motion before the jury ever heard 

any evidence, and I object to that testimony. 
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THE CouRT : For your information, sir, I do not hear parties to a 
case who are not represented by lawyers . You are represented by a 
lawyer. 

MR. SMLE : I am not represented by a lawyer. I am not represented 
by Charles Garry for your information . 

THE MARSHAL : Sit down, Mr. Seale. 
THE CouRT : Now you just keep on this way and
MR. SEALE : Keep on what? Keep on what? 
THE CouRT : Just sit down . 
MR. SEALE : Keep on what? Keep on getting denied my constitu

tional rights? 
THE CouRT : Will you be quiet? 
MR. SEALE : I object to that man's-can't I object to that man there 

sitting up there testi fying against me and my constitutional rights 
denied to my lawyer being here? 

Now I still object. I object because you know it is wrong. You 
denied me my right to defend myself. You think black people don't 
haYe a mind. Well, we got big minds, good minds, and we know 
how to come forth with constitutional rights, the so-called constitu
tional rights . I am not going to be quiet. I am talking in behalf of my 
constitutional rights, man, in behalf of myself, that's my constitu
tional right to talk in behalf of my constitutional rights. 

THE CouRT : Bring in the jury, Mr. Marshal . 
MR. SEALE : I still object to that man testifying against me without 

my lawyer being here, without me haying a right to defend myself. 
Black people ain't supposed to haYe a mind? That's what you 

think. We got a body and a mind. I wonder, did you lose yours in 
the Superman syndrome comic book stories? You must haYe, to 
deny us our constitutiona l rights. 

THE CouRT : Are you getting all of this, Miss Reporter? 
MR. SEALE : I hope she gets it all . 
(The following proceedings were had in open court, out of the 

presence and hearing of the jury : ) 
MR. SEALE : Taint the jury aga inst me, send them threaten ing 

letters that I ne\'er sent, and you know it's a lie, you keep them away 
from their homes and they blame me eyery time they come in this 
room because they are being kept away from their homes, and you 
did it . 

THE CouRT : Are you going to stop, sir? 
MR. SEALE : I am going to talk in behalf of my constitutional 

rights. 
THE CouRT : You may continue, sir, with the direct examination of 

this witness . 
And I note that your counsel has remained quiet during your 

dissertation . 
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MR. SEALE : You know what? I have no counsel here. I fired that 
lawyer before that jury heard anything and you know it . That jurv 
hasn't heard all of the motions you denied behind the scenes . How 
you tricked that juror out of that stand there by threatening her with 
that jive letter that you know darned well I didn 't send, which is a 
lie. And they blame me every time they are being kept from their 
loved ones and their homes . They blame me every time they come 
in the room. And I never sent those letters, you know it . 

THE CouRT : Please continue with the direct examination . 

On October 28, 1969-this is Item No. 10-on October 28, 1969, 
during the a fternoon session, while the witness William Frapolly was 
testifying on cross-examination, the following occurred in open court : 

THE CouRT : Mr. Weinglass, do you want to cross-examine this 
witness? 

MR. SEALE : I would like to request to cross-examine the witness. 
THE CouRT : You have a lawyer here. 
MR. SEALE : That man is not my lawyer. The man made state

ments against me. Furthermore, he violated Title 1 892 of the United 
States . Well, you are still violating it . 17 

THE MARSHAL: Sit down, Mr. Seale. 
MR. SEALE : You violated the Code. You violated the United 

States laws against my rights . 
THE CouRT : Mr. Marshal, will you ask Mr. Seale to sit down in his 

chair? 
MR. SEALE : You are violating Title 42, United States Criminal 

Code. You are violating it because it sta tes that a black man cannot 
be discriminated against in his legal defense. 

THE CouRT : Will you sit down, Mr. Seale? 
MR. SEALE : It is an old reconstruction law and you won't recog-

nize it. So I would like to cross-examine the witness . 
THE CouRT : Will you sit down, sir? 
MR. SEALE : I still want to cross-examine the witness . 
THE CouRT : You may not. 
A MARSHAL : May I remove the jury, please? 
THE CouRT : Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, you may be 

excused . 
After the jury was excused, the defendant Seale continued to re

fuse to obey the order of the Court to remain silent. Thereupon the 
following occurred in open court : 

THE CouRT : Let the record show that the defendant-
MR. SEALE : Let the record show you viola ted that and a black man 

cannot be discriminated against in relation to h is legal defense and 
that is exactly what you have done. You know you have. Let the 
record show that. 

THE CouRT : 'I11e record shows exactly to the contrary. 
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MR. SEALE : The record shows that you are violating, that you 
violated my constitutional rights . I want to cross-examine the 
witness . I want to cross-examine the witness . 

THE CouRT : Bring in the jury, Mr. Marshal, and we will let them 
go for this evening. 

I admonish you, s ir, that you have a lot of contemptuous conduct 
against you .  

l\fa. SEALE : I admonish you. You are in  contempt of people's con
stitutional rights. You are in contempt of the constitutional 
rights of the mass of the people of the United States. You are the 
one in contempt of people's constitutional rights. I am not in con
tempt of nothing. You are the one who is in contempt. The people 
of America need to admonish you and the whole Nixon admin
istration .  

Let me  cross-examine the witness. You won't even let me  read
you wouldn't even let me read my statement this morning, my 
motion this morning, concerning the fact that I wanted a copy of the 
transcript for my own legal defense. 

THE CouRT : Bring in the jury. 
Is he getting the jury? 
THE CLERK : Yes, your Honor. 
THE CouRT : Tell him to just bring them before the box. 
MR. SEALE : I want to cross-examine the witness. 
MR. HAYDEN : Let the record show the judge was laughing. [Mr. 

Hayden is a defendant. ] 
MR. SEALE : Yes, he is laughing. 
THE CouRT : \Vho made that remark? 
MR. FoRAN : The defendant Hayden, your Honor, made the 

remark .  
MR. SEALE : And me. 
THE CouRT : Let the record show tha t-
MR. SEALE : I still want to cross-examine the witness to defend 

myself. 
The jury was then returned to the courtroom to be excused for 

the day, during which time, the defendant Seale continued to speak. 
Thereafter, the following occurred in open court : 

THE CouRT : You may sit down . 
I must admonish the defendant and his counsel-
MR. SEALE : Counsel ain't got nothing to do with it .  I 'm my own 

counsel. 
THE CouRT : You are not doing very well for yourself. 
MR. SEALE : Yes, that's because you violated my constitutional 

rights, Judge Hoffman. That's because you violated them overtly, 
deliberately, in a very racist manner. Somebody ought to point out 
the law to you . You don't want to investigate it to see whether the 
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people get their constitutional rights. 68,000 black men died in the 
Civil War for that right. That right was made during the Recon
struction period . They fought in that war and 68,000 of them died. 
That law was made for me to have my constitutional rights . 

THE CouRT : Do you want to listen to me for a moment? 
Ma. SEALE : Why should I continue to l isten to you unless you are 

going to give me my constitutional rights? Let me defend myself. 
THE CouRT : I am warning you, sir, that the law-
Ma. SEALE : Instead of warning, why don't you warn me I have got 

a right to defend myself, huh? 
THE COURT : I am warning you that the Court has the right to gag 

you. I don't want to do that .  Under the law you may be gagged and 
chained to your chair. 

Ma. SEALE : Gagged? I am being railroaded already. I am being 
railroaded already. 

THE CouRT : The Court has that right and 1-
Ma. SEALE : The Court has no right whatsoever. The Court has no 

right to stop me from speaking out in behalf of my constitutional 
rights because it is denying me the constitutional rights to speak out 
in behalf of myself and my legal defense. 

THE COURT : The Court will be in recess until tomorrow morn
ing at ten o'clock. 

THE MARSHAL : Everyone will please rise. 
Ma. SEALE : I am not rising. I am not ris ing until he recognizes my 

constitutional rights. Why should I rise for him? He is not 
recognizing-

THE CouRT : Mr. Marshal
Ma. SEALE : I am not rising. 

I tem No. 1 2, on October 29, 1 969, during the morning session when 
the cross-examination of the witness Frapolly was completed, the 
following occurred in open court : 

THE CouRT : Is there any redirect examination? 
Ma. SEALE : Before the redirect, I would like to request again

demand, that I be able to cross-examine the witness . My lawyer is 
not here. I think I have a right to defend myself in this courtroom.  

THE CouRT : Take the jury out, and they may go  to  lunch with the 
usual order. 

Ma. SEALE : You have George Wash ington and Benjamin Franklin 
sitting in a picture behind you, and they were slave owners . 18 That's 
what they were. They owned slaves . You are acting in the same 
manner, denying me my constitutional rights being able to cross
examine th is witness . 

THE COURT : Gentlemen, we will recess until two o'clock. . 
Accordingly, it is therefore ordered that pursuant to the au�ho.nty 

vested in this Court by Rule 42 ( a )  of the Federal Rules of Cnmmal 
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Procedure and by Title 1 8, United States Code, Section 401 , the 
defendant Bobby Seale be punished for contempt. 

I will hear from you, Mr. Kunstler. 
MR. KuNSTLER : Your Honor, I have already indicated that because 

I have been discharged I can say nothing for Mr. Seale. He wants 
to be his own attorney, as your Honor has read at least thirty or 
forty times from your own opinion, and I think that I would be 
derelict in my duty to my understanding of my right and l iability 
as an attorney were I to speak for him now. 

THE CouRT : Mr. Seale, you have a right to speak now. I will 
hear you. 

MR. SEALE : For myself? 
THE CouRT : In your own behalf; yes. 
MR. SEALE : How come I couldn't speak before? 
THE CouRT : This is a special occasion . 
MR. SEALE : Wait a minute. Now are you going to try to-you 

going to attempt to punish me for attempting to speak for myself 
before? Now after you punish me, you sit up and say something 
about you can speak? What kind of j ive is that? I don't understand 
it. What kind of court is this? Is this a court? It  must be a fascist 
operation like I see it in my mind, you know,-1 don't understand 
you. 

THE CouRT : I am call ing on you-
MR. SEALE : You just read a complete record of me trying to 

persuade you, trying to show you, demonstrating my right, demon
strating to you the need, showing you all this stuff about my right 
to defend mysel f, my right to defend myself, history, slavery, et 
cetera; and you going to sit there and say something about, "OK, 
now you can speak"? 

What am I supposed to speak about? I still haven't got the right 
to defend myself. I would like to speak about that .  I would like 
to-since you let me stand up and speak, can I speak about in 
behalf of-can I defend myself? 

THE CouRT : You may speak to the matters I have discussed here 
today, matters dealing with your contemptuous conduct. The law 
obligates me to call on you to speak at this time. 

MR. SEALE : About what? About the fact that I want  a right to 
defend myself? That's all I am speaking about. 

THE COURT : No, about possible punishment for contempt of court. 
MR. SEALE : Punishment? You've punished black people all your 

l ife. I mean, you, they even say you own a factory that produces 
raw materials to kill people in Viet Nam [ the family of Judge 
Hoffman's wife is involved in the Brunswick Corporation which 
produces war materials, among other things ] ,  you know, so it's 
nothing, death is nothing, I mean, if that is what you're talking 
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about, or putting me in jail, or prison, or hanging people, and all 
that stuff. I have nothing to say about that. I have something to 
say about the fact that I want to defend myself still. I want my 
rights, to be able to stand up and cross-examine the witnesses . I 
want that, so I don't know what you're talking about. 

THE CouRT : I have tried to make it clear. 
MR. SEALE : All you make clear to me is that you don't want me, 

you refuse to let me, you will not go by my persuasion, or my 
arguments, my motions, my requests to be, to the extent of even 
having to shout loud enough to get on that record for that record 
so that they can hear me half the time. You don't want to listen to 
me. You don't want to let a man stand up, contend to you that 
that man is not my lawyer, show you and point out that fact, in 
fact, made motions and told you that I fired the man. 

And to stand up here and say, "Look, I have the right to defend 
mysel f," continuously over and over, even to the point just recently 
on Friday you recognized that I did have only one lawyer by letting 
this man and lbomas Hayden to go and to talk to Charles R. Garry 
to see about coming out here for me, which begin to show me that 
I was beginning to persuade you to do something, at least allow 
somebody to investigate my situation . Now what are you talking 
about? Now all of a sudden on the record? 

THE CouRT : I want to make it clear. I don't want to be ques
tioned any further. The law gives you the right to speak out now in 
respect to possible punishment for contempt of court, sir. 

MR. SEALE : Well, the first thing, I'm not in no contempt of court. 
I know that. I know that I as a person and a human being have 
the right to stand up in a court and use .his constitutional right 
to speak in behalf of his constitutional rights. That is very clear, 
I hope. That's all I have to say. I still want to cross-examine the 
witnesses, I make those requests. I make my motions, and I make 
those requests, and I will continue to make those requests, hoping 
that once in one way along this trial, you will recognize my rights 
as a human being, a black man living under the scope and influence 
of a racist decadent America where the Government of the United 
States does not recognize the black people's constitutional rights, 
and have never recognized them from 1 867 to the Dred Scott case 
situation, in a period of slaves you never recognized them, and here 
you are, and all I can say is that you're probably acting in the same 
manner as Benjamin Franklin and George Washington . We are hep 
to that kind of business . 

THE CouRT : Oh, but you are mistaken about that .  
MR. SEALE : Oh, yes, you're acting in the same manner as tho�c 

courts acted in those periods of slavery history, and you know it. 
That's what you're doing. 
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If a black man stands up and speaks, i f  a black man asks for his 
rights, i f  a black man demands his rights, if a black man requests 
his rights, what do you do? You're talking about punishing. If a 
black man gets up and speaks in behalf of the world-

THE CouRT : Are you addressing me, sir? 
MR. SEALE : I'm talking. You can see I'm talking . 
THE CouRT : That's right, but if you address me, you'll have to 

stand . 
MR. SEALE : Stand? Stand now. Now let's see, first you said that I 

couldn't stand . I got my suit. I t's going to a higher court, possibly 
the highest court in America . 

To Judge Murtagh: From the Panther 2 1  

We the defendants named by the state in the proceedings now 
pending before "Justice" John M.  Murtagh, in Part 38 Supreme 
Court, County of New York, say : 

That the history of this nation has most definitely developed a 
dual set of social, economic and political reali ties, as well as dy
namics. One white, and the other Black (The Black experience, or 
ghetto real ity )  having as their roots one of the most insidious and 
ruthless systems of human exploitation known to man, the enslave
ment and murder of over 40 million Black people, spread over a 
period of less than three centuries . 

llack1-nat Human? 
Long ago in this nation certain basic decisions were made about 

Black people, but not consulting them . Even before the Consti tu
tion was ever put on paper with its beautiful words and glowing 
rhetoric of man's equality and philosophical rights, human consid
eration had long given way before white economic necessity. Black 
people were to legally be defined and classified as non-human, be
low a horse-but definitely not a man . 

Color became the crucial variable, and the foundation of the 
system of Black slavery. While chattel slavery is no longer upheld 
by the supreme law of the land, the habit and practice in thought 
and speech of looking at Black people from the chattel pla in still 
persist . After much refinement, sophistication and development, it 
has remained to become embedded in the national character, making 
itself clear in organized society, its institutions, and the attitudes 
of the dominant white culture to this very day . 
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For us to state there are two real ities ( experiences ) that exist in 
this nation, is a statement of fact. 

When we speak of American traditions, let us not forget the 
tradition of injustice inflicted again, and again upon those whom 
tradition has been created to exclude, exploit, dehumanize and 
murder. 

Let us not conveniently forget how the system of "American 
justice" systematically upheld the bizarre reasoning about Black 
people in order to reta in a system of slave labor. And when th is 
became economically unnecessary, how "the great American system 
of justice" helped to establish and maintain social degradation and 
deprivation of all who were not wh ite, and most certainly, those who 
were Black. To be sure, the enti re country had to share in this 
denial; to justify the inhuman treatment of other human beings, 
the American had to conceal from himself and others his oppression 
of Blacks, but again the wh ite dominant society has long had absolute 
power, especially over Black people-so it was no difficult matter to 
ignore them, define them, forget them, and if they persisted, pacify 
or punish them. 

laclsm Is lullt In 
The duality of American society today need no longer be rein

forced by laws, for it is now and has long been in the minds of men : 
The Harlems of America, as opposed to those who decide the 

fate of America's Harlems. This is essentially a historical continu
ation today, of yesterday-the plantation mentality, system and 
division, in the cloak of 20th century enlightenment. 

"Traditional American justice," its very application has created 
what it claims to remedy, for its eyes are truly covered : it does not 
see the Black reality, nor does it consider or know of the Black 
experience, least of all consider it valid . 

Black poor people are always subject to, but do not take part in 
your corrupt grand jury system and process . 

We as a people do not exist except as victims, and to th is and 
much more, we say no more. For 3 5 1Ji  years we said this in various 
ways. But running deep in the American psyche is the fear of the 
ex-slave. He who for so long has been wronged, will be wronged 
no more, and in fact will demand, fight and die for his human 
rights. 

NO MOIEI 
But why need we feel this way in the first place? J?oe� not Y?ur 

Constitution guarantee man's freedom, his human d1gmt_y against 
state encroachment? Or does the innate fear of the rebellious slave 
in the heart of the slave-master continue to this day to negate all 
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those guarantees in the cases of Black people? Does this cultural 
racist phobia make one forget, and abridge his own constitution, 
as this court has done to us? Do you not know what we mean when 
we say "NO MORE"? What has been done to us by your court, 
the District Attorney, is only a reflection of all that has been in
fused and penneates this racist society . 

Black people have said and felt th is for over 1 00 years. But those 
of the other real ity, the dominant white culture, its institutions, 
had no ears to truly hear. The wax of centuries of slave master-slave 
relationship had stopped up their ears, your ears .  For if our reality, 
the Black experience in America, is invalid, then so are the insti
tutions and social structure that contributed to its creation invalid . 
If you then concede it is valid ( which it most definitely is ) ,  then 
it must be of consequence in determining what is "justice" com
pared to us, ( Black people ) .  

White citizens have grown up with the identity of an American, 
and have enjoyed a completely different relationship to the in
stitutions of this nation, with that, the unresolved conflicts of the 
ex-slaveholder. 

Blacks arc no longer the economic underpinning of the nation. 
But we continue to be willing, or unwilling, victims. There is a 
timeless quality to the unconscious which transforms yesterday into 
today. 

The Black Experience 
On August 1 7, 16 19, over a year prior to the landing of the pil

grims at Plymouth Rock, a Dutch privateer dropped anchor off 
Jamestown, Virgin ia . There she exchanged her cargo of twenty Black 
men, women and ch ildren for provis ions. According to the Dutch 
sailors, these Black people had been baptized, they were "Christians" 
and therefore could not be enslaved under British laws. As a result 
of that law, we were legally defined as "indentured" servants .  

By 1663, though, the "Christian" conscience had given way to the 
capitalist desire for maximum profits. By 1663 also the Carol inas, 
New York and Maryland in 1 664, Delaware and Pennsylvania in 1 682 
perpetrated the most heinous and despicable act conceivable to the 
human mind, that of denying an entire race of people their freedom 
by relegating them to an eternal status of "chattel slavery," and this 
abominable feat was done through the courts, legally, and with the 
backing of guns-our first experience with "American justice ." 

But it did not stop there . Although later the "Declaration of 
Independence" proclaimed that "All men are created equal, that 
they are endowed by t!1eir creator with certain unal ienable rights, that 
among these are Li fe, Liberty, and the Pursuit of I lappiness," there 
was a most interesting omission . In the original draft there was a 
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paragraph that Thomas Jefferson intended to include in the list of 
grievances against King George I I .  The paragraph read : "He has 
waged cruel war against human nature itself, violating its most sacred 
rights of life and liberty in the person of a distant people ( African 
Black people ) ,  who never offended him; captivating and carrying 
them into slavery in another hemisphere, or to incur miserable death 
in their transportation thither." 

This paragraph was omitted in the final document, and under
standably. For not only would it have been a valid and factual in
dictment against King George, but also one against the "Founding 
Fathers" themselves . 

When the "glorious" and "sacred" Constitution of the United 
States of America was drawn up in 1 787, the "noble," "just" and 
" freedom loving" men who had fought a long and bloody war against 
the tyrannical and oppressive British regime headed by King George, 
for their freedom, wrote into their constitution laws that further 
sanctified, legalized and protected that most "peculiar institution" 
( slavery ) .  Apparently they recognized the absurd and repugnant 
contradiction, but not sufficiently enough to do anything other than 
exclude the term "Negro" and "slave" from that document. 

The Constitution contained three provis ions that dealt specifically 
with the issue of slavery. The first, established the policy that in 
counting population in order to detennine how many representatives 
a state might send to Congress all free persons and "three-fifths 
of all other persons" were to be counted ( Article I Section 2 )  . The 
second forbade the Congress from making any laws restricting the 
slave trade until 1 808 ( Article I Section 9 ) ,  and the third, provided 
that runaway slaves who had escaped from any state had to be 
returned by any other state in which they might have sought 
refuge ( Article IV Section 2 )  . 

The World the Slave-Holders Made 
The years passed and our wretched plight progressively worsened, 

the "laws" of bondage became even more institutionalized, incul
cated in the dominant culture. In order to further protect and 
perpetuate their domination over us, the southern states passed 
many repressive laws called "slave codes ." For us, there was no 
freedom of assembly. If more than four or five slaves came together 
without permission from a white person, that gathering in. the 
depraved minds of the slave-masters was construed as a conspuacy. 
'Ibe towns and cities imposed a 9 p.m. curfew on us, there was no 
freedom of movement, a pass had to be carried by the slave when
ever he was out of the presence of his master. And to enforce these 
ignoble laws, slave patrols, organized like militias were comp�sed of 
armed and mounted whites . (This mentality persists to this day. 
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\Voe to the Black man who is out very late in a white neighborhood; 
the police ( white ) suspect him immediately of being up to some 
foul deed, even into the ghetto, the white policeman brings this 
mentality. ) 

Although slavery had been abol ished in certa in states, the Black 
people who lived in those states were subjected to degrading laws 
which belied their so-called free status, and even worse, they were 
subject to kidnapping and being sold into slavery. 'n1is so-called 
free Black man was anything but free under the "American system 
of justice." 

Throughout this horrid epoch, a few slaves managed to escape, 
then more slaves . The slaveholders demanded that the runaway 
slave laws be enforced . They pleaded to the United States Supreme 
Court, and that "august" body, the most powerful judiciary body 
in the land, the ultimate interpreters of the Constitution, answered 
thei r plea by passing the "fugitive slave law" in 1 8 50.19 Now for 
the run-away slave escaping to the North was not enough, for the 
Northern cities were overrun with slave-catchers . 

Dred Scott 
In July 1 847, Dred Scott, a Black resident of Missouri, brought 

suit in a Federal Court for his freedom . I t  read : 
"Your petitioner, Dred Scott, a man of color, respectfully repre

sents that sometime in the year of 1 8 3 5  your petitioner was 'pur
chased' as a slave by one John Emerson, since deceased, who . . .  
conveyed your petitioner from the state of Missouri to Fort Snelling 
[I llinois ] a fort then occupied by the troops of the United States 
and under the jurisdiction of the United States ." 

In essence Dred Scott was claiming that since he had been trans
ported into territory ( Illinois ) ,  in which slavery was forbidden by 
an act of Congress as well as state law, he was now a free man. 
This case was looked upon as a test to determine just what rights 
a Black man had in this country. It was the profound hope of many 
that a just and humane verdict would be rendered . 

It took the Dred Scott case IO  years to reach the "sacred" halls 
of the Supreme Court, and when that "prestigious" group of men 
spoke in March 1 8 57 through the voice of "Chief Justice" Roger 
Taney, the Court ruled that "people of African descent are not and 
cannot be citizens of the United States and cannot sue in any 
court of the United States," and the Black people have "no rights 
which whites are bound to respect"-a classic example of the "Amer
ican way of justice." 

Reconstruction-the Pretense of Democracy 
The Reconstruction Era was a time of great and unparalleled hope. 

It  seemed as though Black people were finally to be accorded equal 
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and humane treatment when the 1 3th, 1 4th and 1 5th Amendments 
were enacted . 

But terror, violence, intimidation and murder still haunted us; 
the Ku Klux Klan did "their thing." 

In 1 875 Congress enacted the first sign ificant civil rights law. 
I t  theoretically gave Black people the right to equal accommodations, 
facil ities and access to public transportation and places of publ ic 
amusement. But · as Blacks well know and whites deny, there is a 
world of difference in America between theory and practice . For 
although the 1 3th, 1 4th and 1 5th Amendments and the civil rights 
act of 1 875  "gave" Black people so-called freedom, the right of 
citizenship and the right to vote, the enforcement of those laws 
was an entirely different thing. The extent of enforcement was 
totally dependent upon the degree to which it was advantageous 
to the Republican Party and the Northern industrial ist . 

By 1 876 it was decided tha t Black people had served their purpose 
and, therefore, even the pretense of Black equality was no longer 
necessary. 

The Supreme Court in 1 883  embodied that attitude in law by 
declaring that the civil rights act of 1 875  was unconstitutional . In 
other decisions it displayed its remarkable and ingenious talent for 
interpreting the law according to the needs and interests of the 
dominant white rul ing class. It nullified the 1 4th and 1 5th Amend
ments by declaring that they were Federal restrictions only on the 
powers of the states or their agents, not on the powers of individuals 
within those states. Thus it was still illegal for any states to violate 
or abridge the rights of Black people; but if on the other hand, 
private citizens or a group of them ( such as the Ku Klux Klan ) ,  
within any state actively prevented Black people from exercising 
their rights, then the crime came under the jurisdiction of the state 
in which the crime, or crimes, took place. 

The court also ruled that if a state law did not appear on its 
surface discrimina tory against Black people, then the federal courts 
had no right to investiga te. But this was not enough . It was neces
sary to go even further, and they did .  

In 1 896 the Supreme Court in J>lessy vs. Ferguso11 , 163  U .S. 5 37, 
upheld a Louisiana law requiring segregated rail road facil ities. As 
long as equal ity of accommodations existed, the court held segrega
tion did not constitute discrimination, and Black people were not 
deprived of equal protection of the law under the 1 4th Amendment. 
American justice ! 

Segregation automatically meant discrimination . Black people were 
forced to use in public buil� ings, freight elevators and toilet f�cilities 
reserved for janitors. On trams all Black people, .even those with first 
class tickets, were forced to scat themselves m the baggage car. 
Employment discrimination and wage discrimination, " inferior" 
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schools for Black children. All of  these inhuman crimes were made 
legal by the highest court in the land. Typical American justice, for 
Black people. 

The 20th Century 
In 1 954 the Supreme Court, only after intense domestic pressure 

and unveiling internationally as a nation of hypocrites, this nation's 
ruling elite reversed the infamous Plessy vs. Ferguson decision, and 
ruled that segregated educational facilities were unconstitutional. 
But this ruling, l ike virtually every seemingly just decision for Black 
people, was almost immediately revealed as a sham, a mere gesture 
to pacify us and alleviate your embarrassment. For the publ ic schools 
of the nation are still overwhelmingly segregated and unequal, the 
result of a century of duality. 

In the north ,  in the south, in the east and in the west, all over 
the country Black people are accused of crimes, thrown in your jails, 
dragged through your courts and administered a sour dose of "Amer
ican justice.'' We are in jail outside, and jail inside. Black people 
and now all poor people have been well educated in the American 
system of justice. 

We know very well what is meant by your statement, "This 
court is responsible for maintaining proper respect for the administra
tion of criminal justice and preventing any reflection on the image 
of American justice." Properly translated, it simply means that the 
farce must go on. The image must remain intact. 

I t  is precisely these contradictions of maintaining justice as a reality 
or rhetorically asserting such procedure that must be resolved . The 
process of determining judicially by which the legal rights of private 
parties or the people are vindicated, and the guilt or innocence of 
accused persons is established has a history that is as variable as 
the color and the class of the individual prosecuted. It is not only 
doubtful, it is appall ing, to say the least. 

Who 11 In Contempt? 

Accusations of contempt for the "dignity" of and respect for, the 
court indicates to us, the defendants, that a devious attempt by the 
court prevails, to obscure the truth of these proceedings. There is a 
note of glaring distinction between theory and practice within the 
"halls of justice" which is consistent with the judicial history as it 
pertains to Black and poor people. This is why the brief history. 
What fool cannot see that the "justice" of which you speak has a 
dual interpretation quite apart from the legal definition and is in 
keeping with "slave-master" traditions. 

In  l ight of historical fact, the perspective must be put into the 
proper context and true time continuum as to whether justice and 
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United States constitutional rights are effectively afforded unvaryingly 
to all who stand before the "American system" of justice, that 
exercises due process. 

Just law, in reality, shall not be defamed by its dual application 
according to racial and social values because of wealth, position and 
influence. History provides the doubt of "American system" of jus
tice when comparison of class orientation defines the degree of rights, 
respect and justice the individual shall · receive. Pol itical favors as 
existed then for judicial position has not varied even to the present. 

With such political relationsh ips existing have the courts, in prac
tice, escaped from the abuse of authority which is a threat to the 
development of a free nation of people? Fascism encroaches in just 
such a manner. Historically the qualitative change in society still 
reveals a lack of humane interaction with the socially, economically 
and politically exploited and isolated Black and poor peoples . The 
preceeding chronology substantiates a blatant contempt for Black 
people and other non-white poor people, not recognizing their 
human rights and l iberties as a matter of law, or moral ity, and a 
total disregard to our social reality, is an insult to us. We can see 
the yesterday in today and the history of our particular case runs 
upon the same tracks as does our people's long struggle. 

The 111 Lie 
This court represents the most ruthless system in the world, 

caring nothing for the wholesale misery that it brings, while at the 
same time, your papers are full of verbiage of your "nobility," 
"righteousness," "justice," "fairness," and the "good" that you do. 

We are very, very sick and tired of the BIG LIE. We cannot 
stand passive to the big lie any longer. We cannot accept i t  any 
longer. 

It is time to state the truth, for Black people, for poor Puerto 
Rican, Mexican American, Chinese American, Indian and poor white 
people. The "Amerikkan system of justice" is a hideous sham and 
a revolting farce. 

We must look at the s ituation objectively. As has been explicitly 
implied in the preceding, we real ize that we are not 2nd Class 
citizens at all. We are a colonized people. ( Read your own Com
mission Reports ) .  We see that  we are still considered chattel. W.e 
see how the Fugitive Slave Act has been modified in words, but is 
still being used, how the Dred Scott decision was never really re
versed. That the 1 3th, 1 4th and 1 5th Amendments of the Con
stitution did not liberate us-that in fact, in social reality, they only 
legalized slavery and expanded the Dred Scott decision to include 
Indians, Spanish-speaking and poor white people. . 

We see that things have not gotten better, but only progressively 
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worse, and that includes tyranny. We completely oppose racism and 
tyranny and will continue to do so. You wish us to act according to 
a Decorum set down by an organization, the "American Bar As
sociation," which is not only racist, but is also not against geno
cide. ( Perhaps they realize the truth, and see that the American 
ruling class is definitely liable, for its treatment of Black people? )  

I n  court you ask u s  to submit to a code o f  laws . . .  your laws, 
not our laws ( Black and poor people ) but your laws-your laws 
because we were never asked ( Black people ) i f  we consented to 
having them as our laws, nor are these laws relevant  to our ghetto 
reality. They are your laws, and we find them racist and oppressive. 
They, these laws, perpetuate our plantation continuation .  Right 
now, in 1 970, 90% of the inmates of your prisons are non-white. 
90%1  And we ( Black people, etc . )  have never had the right to 
decide i f  we wanted to be governed by laws which we had no part 
in making. Yet, the primary concern of the men who drafted the 
"Declaration of Independence" was the consent of the governed 
by laws which they had a part in forming and which was relevant 
to them. We are in your prison, but these are not our laws . They 
are your laws, and in dealing with Black and poor people, you do 
not even adhere to your own laws. 

In fact, a leading criminologist, Dr. R. R. Korn of Stanford 
University, has noted than 80% of the people now in prison were 
put there illegally according to your own law. ( Strange that the 
overwhelming population is Black and non-white? ) 

Hanging Judge 
Mr. Murtagh-your record speaks for itself. You are known in the 

ghetto as a "Hanging Judge." ( How many Black and white poor 
men did you convict without their even having counsel just in 1 969 
alone, in your clever slick way? ) Frank Hogan and his a ides are 
well known in the Ghetto-very well known in the Ghetto-known 
for what they are-racist and unethical . ( We have knowledge of cases, 
since our incarceration of Assistant District Attorneys, or D.A.'s men 
posing as legal a ides to get conviction ) . But in our case you and 
Mr. Hogan have gotten together and have outdone yourselves in 
denying us all, everyone of our "alleged" state, federal and human 
rights. The record clearly shows this, when not clouded with the 
mist of racism. 

A) Let us clear up one basic misconception .  You constantly refer 
to this case as a "criminal" trial, while all of the time we know, 
you know, Frank Hogan knows, the people know, the other prisoners 
and even the guards know that this is not a criminal trial . Everyone 
knows that this is a pol itical trial, for if we were not members of 
the Black Panther Party, a lot of things would never have been done 
to us in the first place . 
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Why are we not allowed to be with other prisoners? Why are we 
not allowed to even talk to the other prisoners? Why are we isolated? 
( Something we might say or do that can open their eyes , perhaps? )  
Alleged murderers and rapists are not treated in th is manner, even 
"convicted" murderers and rapists are not treated in the manner 
in which we were treated . Why do you persist in the big lie? It 
is one of many clear contradictions. 

B) On April 2, 1969, hordes of "police" broke down our doors, 
or otherwise forced entry into our homes, and ran amuck . Rampaging 
and rummaging through our homes, they seized articles from us 
with wild abandon while having no search warrants. The "police" 
put us and our famil ies in grave danger, nervously aiming shotguns, 
rifles and pistols at us and our families-even our ch ildren . 

We were then kidnapped as were some of our families . We state 
"kidnap" because many of us were never shown any arrest warrant, 
even to this day. This is illegal . This is a blatant contradiction of 
your own Constitution . . . .  We said nothing. 

C )  Upon the arrest of some of the defendants and before the 
appearance of any of the defendants, New York City District At
torney Frank Hogan appeared on national ra�io and national tele
vision ( Channels 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, and I I )  in a press conference, during 
which time he gave our information from an " indictment" against 
us in an inflammatory and provocative manner, deliberately de
signed to incite the people against us and to deny us even the 
semblance of a "fair trial ." Mr. Hogan implied a lie-that we had 
been seized on the way to commit these alleged acts with bombs 
in our hands-rather than the truth-that we had no bombs and 
that most of us were taken out of our beds. 

Subsequent to that press conference, "unidentified police sources" 
and "persons close to the investigation" stated falsely to the press 
that we, as members of the Black Panther Party were being aided 
and abetted by foreign governments considered hostile to your 
government ( i .e. Cuba and China )-that we, as Black Panther Party 
members were stealing money from federal and/or state agencies 
and many other false wild charges, designed to heighten the public 
alarm against us and our Party, rather than diminish it, so as to 
create an atmosphere conducive to the extermination of the Black 
Panther Party and justify anything that might be done to us. 

Fair Trial lmpo11lble 
This unethical behavior gave, aided, and abetted further prejudici�l 

pre-trial publicity, in direct contradiction to your law as .outlined m 
the 14th Amendment of your Constitution of the United States. 
Due to this behavior alone, we are positive that .we co�ld not get 
a fair trial anywhere in this countrY . . . .  We still said nothmg. 

D )  When our attorneys learne·d of our arrest, they attempted to 
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see us, as we were being held in your District Attorney's office. 
They were refused permission to do so. At the "arraignment" a 
similar request by our counsel was again refused by Mr. Charles 
Marks who presided thereat .  These refusals were in blatant violation 
of your law as outlined in the 6th and 1 4th Amendments of your 
Constitution of the United States . . . .  We continued to be silen t .  

E )  At this "arraignment" this Mr. Charles Marks who was pre
siding, refused to read, explain or give us a copy of this "indictment" 
against us. This is another violation of your law as outlined in the 
·6th and 14th Amendments of your Constitution of the United 
States . . . .  yet, we remained silent. 

F) Bail ( ransom ) was set at $ 1 00,000, which is ridiculous and 
tantamount to no bail at all . This is another violation of your own 
law as outlined in the 8th and 1 4th Amendments of your Con
stitution of the United States . We state that this bail is not only 
contradictory to your own law, but that it is also racist . When white 
"radical" groups are arrested, their bails do not usually exceed 
$ 1 0,000. When three Yemenites were charged with "conspiracy" to 
murder your President Nixon, and with the equipment to do such, 
their bail was $2 5,000; when Minutemen in New York were arrested 
and charged with a conspiracy to commit murder, the murder of 
1 5 5 persons and were arrested with bombs and guns more than 
enough to do th is. Bail was set at $2 5,000. We had no bombs . Our 
bail was $ 100,000 . . . .  We remained silent .  

G) At this arraignment, this Mr. Cha,rles Marks, the same "Judge" 
who is alleged to have signed the "Arrest Warrants," stated in words 
or substance that he was accepting all of the allegation in the " in 
dictment" aga inst us to be true. On subsequent hearings during 
May 1969 concern ing reduction of ransom (bail ) at which this same 
Mr. Marks still presided, he stated that we were "un-American" 
and that the law "did not apply to us" ( sou�ds l ike h istory? ) .  This 
does not quite show impartiality . . . .  Yet, we said nothing. 

H )  Our counsel have been in front of at least 35 "Judges" con
cern ing our bail, and this attitude permeates the "great American 
system of justice." All motions on this were denied, either without 
comment or because of the "seriousness" of the "charges," but never 
dealing with the Constitutional issues involved, and it is your Con
stitution . All of this seems to underlie "Judge" Marks' remarks . 
. . . Yet, we said nothing. 

I )  We have been treated like animals-in fact, like less than 
animals. On January 1 7, 1 969, Miss Joan Bird was kidnapped, beaten, 
and tortured . She was punched and beaten, given the "Thumb 
Torture," hung upside down by the ankle from out of a third-story 
window of a "Police Precinct." On April 2-3, 1 969, some of us 
were bea ten as we were being kidnapped . From April 2, 1 969, all 
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of us were placed under constant abuse and harrassment, which 
included 24-hour lock-in, complete isolation, no library or recreation, 
lights kept on in our cells for 24 hours, physical assaults, deprivations 
of seeing our families, at times denied mattresses, medication, sheets, 
showers, pillow-cases, towels, soap, toothpaste, and toilet paper. 

Our families have suffered abuse in visiting us, and mental an
guish . One of us suffered the loss of a child because of th is . Some 
of our families had to go on welfare because of our outrageous 
incarceration and ransom. We were denied mail, even from our 
attorneys-denied access to consult all together with our attorneys. 
We have been subjected to the most onerous and barbaric of jail 
conditions. The objective of all this was our psychological and 
physical destruction during our pre-trial detention . 

As NEWSWEEK Magazine even states, " .  . . the handling of 
the suspects between their arrest and their trial was something less 
than a model of American criminal justice," and "None of it was 
very becoming to the state . . .  " ( l low well we know. ) All this is 
a blatant violation of your own law as outlined in the 8th and 14th 
Amendments of your own Federal Constitution . . . .  Yet, we still 
remained silent. 

J )  You-Murtagh . You came into the case in May 1969. You 
were informed of these conditions. You could have righted these 
blatant violations of your own law, the laws you have "sworn" to 
uphold. But you did not. You refused to do this . . .  and remained 
silent .  You tried to rush us pell-mell to tria 1, knowing full well 
that we were not, could not, be prepared . . . .  We remained silent. 

The Government Conspiracy 
We filed motions that are guaranteed to "citizens" by the 14th 

Amendment of your Federal Constitution . You denied them all . 
You denied us the right as guaranteed in your laws in the 6th 
and 14th Amendments of your own Constitution, to conduct a voir 
dire of the Grand Jury in these proceedings, knowing full well that 
they did not comprise members of our peer group . . . .  We re
mained silent. 

You denied us a hearing with which to be confronted with the 
witnesses against us, as is guaranteed by your law in the 6th Amend
ment of your Constitution . . . .  We remained silent. 

You denied us a Bill of Particulars which is guaranteed by your 
laws in the 6th and 14th Amendments of your Constitution . . . . 
We remained silent. 

Two "suspects" were kidnapped under the modification of the 
Fugitive Slave Act in November 1969. You gave them no bail. ( No 
sense pretending anymore, it seems ) . . . .  We remained silent. 

You denied us every state and federal constitutional right, and we 
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remained silent .  You substantiated Mr. Marks' "the law does not 
apply" to us . . . .  Yet, we remained silent .  

Lee Berry 
K )  Lee Berry. Lee Berry is a classical example of how you and 

your cohorts conduct the "American System of Justice" when deal
ing with Black people. On April 3, 1 969, Lee Berry was a patient 
in the Veterans' Administration Hospital where he was receiving 
treatment as an epileptic, subject to Grand Mal seizures, which can 
be fatal. Lee Berry is not mentioned particularly in the "indictment." 
Yet, on April 3, 1 969, your "police" dragged him out of the hospital . 
These "police" stood him up before your cohort, "Judge" Marks. 
Lee was "arraigned" without counsel . Bail $ 1 00,000. He was thrown 
into an isolation cell in the Tombs without even a mattress . In  
July 1 969, he was physically attacked without provocation and with
out warning, while he was in a drugged stupor. 

You were aware of his condition-you were quite aware. Numerous 
motions were in your "Great Court System ." It took four months 
to even get him medication, and only in November when he had 
become so ill, so progressively worse that it was frightening. He 
finally got consent to be transferred to Bellevue Hospital .  Because 
of the courts' decisions under your "American System of Justice," 
Lee Berry has had four serious operations within the last two months. 
Because of the courts' decisions under the great American System 
of Justice at this precise moment Lee Berry is lying in the shadow 
of death with a possible fatal case of pneumonia. At the very least, 
your Great Court system is guilty of attempted murder, and D.A. 
Hogan should be named as a co-defendant. Lee Berry is our Brother, 
and what is done to him, has been done to us all .  . . . and we 
remained silent. 

L) In November 1 969, four white persons were arrested for 
allegedly "bombing" various sites in New York City. They were 
arrested allegedly with "bombs in their possession," but they were 
white. For three of them, bail was reduced 80% in two days, be
cause "the presumption of innocence is basic among both the 
statutory and constitutional principles affecting bail" . . . if you 
are white. (The pol itical climate is such today, even this hardly 
matters anymore if  one is dissident . ) 

We Could Be Siient No Longer 
Two days after that decision, we were brought in front of you 

and given a superseding "indictment." We could be silent no longer. 
We had been insulted enough-more than enough . We had been 
treated with contempt, in an atmosphere of intimidation for too 
long. 
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We must reiterate-we are looking at the situation objectively. 
Object Reality. 

At the pre-trial hearings we are confronted with a "Judge" who 
has admitted, in fact, had been indicted and arrested for ignoring 
"police" graft and corruption . . .  a "Judge" .who by his record shows 
an unblemished career of "police" favoritism and All-American rac
ism. In your previous dealings with Black people, you have shown 
yourself to be totally unjust, bloodthirsty, pitiless, and inhuman.  We 
are confronted with a District Attorney machine which has shown 
itself to be vigilant  and unswerving in its racist policies . 90% of 
the inmates convicted are non-white and poor. This machine has 
shown itself to be unethical in its techn iques and practices-even 
in front of our eyes-tactics which include going up and whispering 
to the witnesses on the stand, signalling and coaching them. We 
know as LOOK Magazine stated in June 1969 "how the police 
corrupt the truth . . .  Prosecutors and Judges become their ac
complices : "  To cite a small example : A man, a Black man . . .  was 
beaten to death in the Tombs in front of forty witnesses in May 
1969 and the police swore that he died of a "heart attack." Yes, 
we know to what the police will swear to. All Black people, poor 
people, know to what the police will swear to. With all this, together 
with the hostility inculcated in the dominant white culture towards 
anything Black, is shown by you and your cohorts very well indeed . 
Under these conditions, and considering our stand against American 
racism, this is not only a challenge to us and Black people, but 
the whole people. To relate in terms you can understand, even 
Racist Woodrow Wilson stated concerning fascism : " . . .  This is 
a challenge to all mankind; there is one choice we cannot make, 
we arc incapable of making, we will not choose the path of sub
mission . . .  we will be, we must be as harsh as the Truth and as 
uncompromising as Justice-true Justice is on our side" . . . .  To 
that we say, Right On! 

Court O ut  o f  Ordor 
You have implied contempt charges. We cannot conceive of how 

this could be possible. How can we be in contempt of a court that 
is in contempt of its own laws? How can you be responsible for 
"maintaining respect and dispersing justice," when you have dis
pensed with justice, and you do not maintain respect for your own 
Constitution? How can you expect us to respect your laws, when 
you do not respect them yourself? Then you have the audacity to 
demand respect, when you, your whole Great System of Justice 
is out of order and does not respect us, or our rights. 

You have talked about our counsel inciting us . Nothing could be 
further from the truth . The injustices we have been accorded over 
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the past year incite us, the injustice in these hearings incite us, 
racism incites us, fascism incites us, in short-when we reflect back 
over h istory, its continuation up until today, you and your courts 
incite us. 

But we will not leave it there for you and others, to distort, as 
some are inclined to do. There will be left no room for your courts 
and media to distort and misinterpret our actions .  We wish for a 
speedy and F AJ.R trial, a just trial. But-we must have our "alleged" 
Constitutional rights. This court is in contempt of our Constitutional 
rights and have been for almost a year. We must have our rights 
first. The wrongs inflicted must be redressed . Bygones are not by
gones. Later for that. 3 5 1�  years are enough . We must clean the 
slate. We do not believe in your Appeal Courts (we've had ex
perience with 300 years of appeals generally, and 3 5  judges si)ecifi
cally ) .  So we must begin with a mutual understanding anew. When 
we have our constitutional guarantees redressed, we will give the 
court the respect it claims to deserve-precisely the respect it 
deserves . 

Contempt of the People 
In l ight of all that has been said, in view of the collusion of the 

federal, state, and city courts, the New York City Department of 
Correction, the city police, and District Attorney's office, we feel 
that we, as members of the Black Panther Party, cannot receive a 
fair and impartial trial without certain pre-conditions conforming 
to our alleged constitutional rights . So we state the following : we 
feel that the courts should follow their own federal Constitution, 
and when they have fa iled to do so, and continue to ignore their 
mistakes, but persist dogmatically to add insult to injury, those 
courts are in contempt of the people. One need not be black to 
relate to that, but it is often those who never experience such 
actions on the part of the courts, who believe they, the courts, can 
never be wrong. 

So, in keeping with that, and the social reality in which that 
principle must relate, we further state : 

I )  That we have a constitutional right to reasonable bail, and a 
few would, if they were white, be released in their own custody. 
We demand that, and the courts' consistent denial of that right, 
in effect is in contempt of its own Constitution . 

2 )  We demand a jury of our peers, or people from our own 
community, as defined by the Constitution . 

3 )  We say that because the Grand Jury system in New York 
City systematically excludes poor Black people, it can!lot be repre
sentative of a cross-section of the community from wluch we come. 
So in effect, it is unconstitutional, and nothing more than a method 
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of wielding class power and racial suppression and repression . We 
demand to have a constitutional and legal indictment, or be released, 
for we are being held illegally, by malicious and racist unethical 
laws. 

4) We demand that the unethical practice of the police and D.A.'s 
office, in its production of evidence, lying, and misrepresenta tion be 
strictly limited by the introduction of an impartial jury of our peers 
of all pre-trial hearings, to judge all motions and evidence submitted, 
subsequent to a new constitutional indictment. 

Therefore, since you have effectively denied by your ruling of 
Wednesday, February 2 5, 1970, our right to a trial, and since this 
ruling will affect the future of Black and white political prisoners, 
we have directed our Attorneys to do everything in their power, to 
upset this vicious, barbaric, insidious and racist ruling, which runs 
head-on in contrast with the promise of the 1 3th and 14th Amend
ments of your U .S .  Constitution . 

Let this be entered into all records pertaining to our case. 

AU POWER TO THE PEOPLE! 
Lumumba Abdul Shakur 
Richard Moore (Anal ye Dharuba ) 
Curtis Powell 
Michael Tabor ( Cetewayo ) 
Robert Collier 
Walter Johnson (Baba Odinga ) 
Afeni Shakur 
John J .  Casson ( Ali Bey Hassan ) 
Alex Mc Kiever ( Ca tarra ) 
Clark Squire 
Joan Bird 
Lee Roper 
William King ( Kinshasa ) 

-Rat, March 7-2 1 ,  1970 

C losing Remarks to the Jury 
by Charles R. Garry 
in People of Ca l ifornia v. Huey P. Newton 

I f  the Court pleases, Ladies and Gentlemen of the Jury, Mr. 
Jensen ( prosecuting attorney ) ,  and Defense Staff, and the rest of 
the members of the audience : 
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This i s  supposed to be the argument by counsel . I don't intend 
to argue to you . I intend to think out loud with you . 

As Mr. Jensen was presenting his views and telling you what a 
difficult task you had before you because of the type of evidence 
( at least that  was my reaction to what he had to say ) ,  it reminded 
me of Alice in Wonderland. Some of you probably remember Alice 
in Wonderland. The King said, "The evidence first, and then the 
sentence ." The Queen said, "No. The sentence first and then the 
evidence." Alice sa id, "That's nonsense," and yelled, and everybody 
got alarmed at what she said . "The idea of a sentence first and the 
evidence second!" 

It reminded me of that .  I am too often reminded of Alice in 
Wonderland and Gulliver's Travels. 

As I have sat in this courtroom for days l ike you have, at first 
picking the jury, asking you questions that probably infuriated you
I hope that your infuriations stopped as the evidence unfolded-I 
hope that it got you to thinking about the things that are going 
on in my beloved America and your beloved America . I hope that 
you remember the things that we asked you in this voir dire. 

Mr. Newton and I feel as though we have a pact with you and 
that pact is that you be able to decipher th is evidence, evaluate 
this evidence, without any prejudgments, and without any exterior 
feelings of what's going on in our cradle of freedom, so-called . 

I hope you can divorce from your minds the [Democratic and 
Republican ]  conventions that you saw, the two conventions, the 
spectacle that was made in them of democracy. The candidates 
today are talking about safety in the streets, against violence and all 
this, which is nothing but a camouflage for curta iling civil rights 
and civil liberties . 

Some of you, maybe one or two of you, remember the early de
pression . I do. I am a by-product of a great depression that we had . 
I am a student of FDR. I knew no other president .  We know that 
FDR stopped the so-called crime in the street by bringing means 
where people could be self-rel iant and at least be able to fill their 
tummies without begging or selling apples on the street corners . 
I 'm going to go into this a l ittle fuller. I thought that perhaps I 
ought to get into the evidentiary aspect of this case so that you 
will have an opportunity when we adjourn here tonight to be think
ing about some of the things that we are talking about .  . . .  

I am going to talk briefly about Huey Newton as a person,  as 
a man . 

You have seen exposed his entire past. Frankly I wish my ?wn 
past was as clean as his was. Did you sec in any one of the thmgs 
the difficulties that he had ever gotten into, where he h.ad stolen 
so much as a loaf of bread, a pencil? Did you see anything about 
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his past, h is juvenile record was even brought in, which is sup
posed to be sacred, and the only juvenile difficulty he got into was 
when he was s ixteen years of age when he was transferred to another 
school, in Berkeley where they were all strangers and seven people 
beat him up the day before . And this youngster sought some way 
of defending himself . Everyone of you would have done the same 
thing. 

111 is is the background, this is the hate that Mr. Jensen said 
that man had engendered within h imself. Huey Newton was on 
probation from 1964 and he thought until the 27th day of October, 
1 967, and during that entire time his probation was never revoked 
for anything that happened because the probation department recog
nized the struggle that black people have to go through, and some 
of the encounters with the pol ice, and the conduct of the pol ice, 
weren't  sufficient to revoke his probation . 

One time Huey said that the probation officer called him in and 
he said you have the right to have a weapon that is exposed, a 
shotgun or a rifle and that admonition he carried through . You 
heard the probation officer Melvin Torly testify and say "I  may 
have told him that his probation expired on the 27th instead of 
the 28th, I may have made that mistake and I may have told him 
that ." 

Is it any wonder a man who is walking around with the law book 
and was attending law school shortly prior to this event so that 
he could be an officer of the court, so that he can make his con
tribution as a lawyer to the profession, to the people who need 
him; is it any wonder that when his probation was fin ished, he 
thought, on the 27th, that he would be celebrating? 

Huey Newton doesn't ask very much for himself. Huey Newton, 
in my opinion, is a selfless man. I am sure that that came out in 
his testimony. A man who is not interested in himsel f as a person; 
he is a devoted man; he is a rare man. Mr. Jensen tried to make 
this man a liar. He says he talks about love and he preaches 
violence or words to that effect . He may not have said it in those 
words. I am reminded of the Book of Matthew, Chapter 10, Verse 
34 :  "Think not that I come to send peace on earth . I came not to 
send peace but the sword ." 

I am sure that most of you have never heard that version of 
Christ. This was talking to the twelve disciples shortly before his 
arrest .  He was telling them that he was going to be arrested . You 
have heard Christ say time and time again, "Turn your swords into 
plowshares ." [Then ] He was talking to the multitude. [ But when ] 
he was talking to the twelve disciples on the day of his arrest, 
[when ] he was subsequently crucified by the people in power at that 
t ime, he told them to sell and buy their swords. This is again found 
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i n  Luke 22 : 36: "Then h e  said unto them, 'But now, h e  that hath 
a purse, let h im take it, and l ikewise h is script : and he that hath no 
sword, let him sell his garment and buy one.' " 

What is Huey Newton saying, what is Christ saying? Christ 
wasn't saying get out the sword and destroy people. He was saying 
that the twelve disciples in order to be able to carry out their 
mandate and their responsibilities would also at a time have to 
resort to the sword for self-defense. 

Huey Newton is saying to the black community and the black 
ghetto there has got to be times when you will have to defend 
yourself by poli tical means and any other means for your life, for 
your survival . 

You know we fought a great war against Fascism which had as its 
cradle the destruction of the freedom of the human being. We 
fought a great war because one nation practiced genocide on six 
million Jews . You saw evidence of that. 

We know through history that there is and there have been 
massacres of people. The Armenians have gone through several 
massacres. Other nations have gone through genocide in more ways 
than one, but history tells me that the black people of the world 
have had genocide in excess of fifty million of them. Fifty million 
black people throughout this world since history has been able to 
document, have been destroyed, eliminated . The black community 
today, the black ghetto, is fighting for the right of survivalsh ip. 'fbe 
white community is sitting smug and saying, "Let's have more police, 
let's have more guns, let's arm ourselves against the blacks." They 
are saying that time and time again . 

That is not the answer. If you think that is the answer we are 
all destroyed . I f  you think that Mayor Daley has the answer we 
are all destroyed . I f  you think that this nation with all of its power 
and all of its strength can eliminate violence on the street with 
more violence they have got another thought coming. 

My client and h is party are not for destruction; they want to 
build . They want a better America for black people. lbey want the 
police out of their neighborhoods . 1l1ey wanted them out of their 
streets . Everyone of you here possibly know one policeman in your 
neighborhood . I know several people in police departments . I think 
they are wonderful people. I live in Daly City, I have a beautiful 
relationship with them. Those pol ice live in my neighborhood 
within three or four blocks. I know where one of them l ives . I can 
call on him if I need him, but in the black ghetto no police officer 
l ives in that ghetto. Why don 't they live in that ghetto? 

_
Becaus� a 

man that is making eight or nine or ten thousand dollars isn' t gomg 
to live in the kind of hovel that the ghetto has . . , 

Has anybody thought of uplifting that ghetto so that 1t doesn t 
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exist in the manner that it has? l11ese are the things that Huey 
Newton and the Black Panthers and other people seek; they are 
not the only ones . Professor Black initiated and gave it to you, 
'TCB', taking care of business, and taking care of the wants and 
desires and needs of a community that has been forgotten, a com
munity that we don't even understand. We don't even have their 
language. Mr. Jensen doesn't understand their language. It took me 
a long time to understand their language. I spent ten months on 
this case and I have been in th is case since November l st .  I had 
to start leaming. I thought I knew something about Negro America 
because some of my intimate friends are Negro professionals who 
have been accepted partially in our great white society. I thought 
I knew them and we exchanged visits back and forth and we were 
buddies. It wasn't a week or two weeks after I got into this case 
and I came to the conclusion that I knew absolutely nothing about 
black America . 

I was ignorant-as ignorant as any white could be and I am a 
person that thought I was infonned . I have had to educate myself. 
I have had to read everything that I could get hold of. I read one 
book by a man by the name of Frantz Fanon called "Wretched of 
the Earth," a book called "Listen, \Vhite Man, Listen ." I have 
gone down the list, the Kerner Report came out and most of you 
when I voir dired you hadn't even heard of it. Some of you had 
heard about it in a l ip-service sort of a way. 

The Kerner Report lays down the hypothesis and the problems 
of black America today. White American, listen, white American, 
listen . l11e answer is not to put Huey Newton in the gas chamber, 
it is not the answer to put Huey Newton and his organization 
into jail . The answer is not that .  The answer is not more pol ice. 
The answer is wipe out the ghetto, the conditions of the ghetto 
so that black brothers and sisters can l ive with dignity, so that they 
can walk down the street with dignity. 

I cut out a piece that I worked out and I would l ike to call 
to your attention. 

Take a look at  the extent to which the slaughter of Negroes has 
been killed in our language, in our vocabulary. White denotes charity, 
simpl icity and candor, innocent truth, and hope, while black is sin, 
synonymous with sinful, inhuman,  fiendish, devilish, infernal, mon
strous, atrocious, horrible, nefarious, treacherous, venal . 

A white l ie is one made with the best of intentions while a 
black one is deliberate, harmful and inexcusable. We wish to elimi
nate a person from favorable consideration, we blackball or black
list him. We are able to whitewash anything except a black mark, 
not even magic can overcome the preface black. We consider the 
black guys as a badge of shame while at the same time we reward 
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the normal badge o f  combat with the Purple Heart, but the white 
flag takes a back seat to the Black Death, and everyone is familiar 
with the connotation of black man, black heart, black deed, black 
outlook, black sheep and Black Maria . 

These are the th ings that white America, white racist America 
has been doing. Four years ago just a simple thing of passing a law 
so that the owner of a property could not discriminate against any 
person because of race, color or creed . Sixty-six percent of the white 
Californians voted against such a law. I th ink that we white people 
ought to start bowing our heads and start thinking, start thinking 
on Huey Newton, a Black Panther. Malcolm X, Dr. Du Bois, a great 
historian of the world-I had to read ten or twelve of his books 
so that I could understand. I could understand the language when 
Huey Newton is talking. When Huey Newton is presenting h imself 
I can feel a vibration of h is thoughts so that 1 could at least try 
to transmit to you, practical white jurors . . . .  

This case is a diabolical attempt to put an innocent man into jail 
or into the gas chamber and my government should not be a party 
to that kind of a scheme. I want  to remind you again of Alice in 
Wonderland. When I sit down I am finished . I wish I could say 
that it has been a pleasure trying this case. I can't . It is like saying 
I enjoyed a broken neck, or a broken heart. With my 30 years in 
the practice of law, turbulent practice of the law in many areas, I 
find that the need for this type of a trial makes me sick inside. 
It  makes me sick inside that America that I have grown to love, 
to be a part of, today is the kind of an America that I don't 
understand and I hate. 

I hate the violence that is created because of the lack of common 
language, understanding. I see the northern and western part of the 
United States creating ghettos where ghettos did not exist before, 
segregate and divide people, great and beautiful friends being ham
strung to the stake. 

-Charles R. Garry, Minimizing Racism in fury Trials, 
Berkeley, California, 1970, pp. 199-204 
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A L L I A N C ES A N D COA L I T I O N S  

Early in its history the Black Panther Party, disregarding the criticism 
of the Cultural National ists in the black community, moved to 
achieve an alliance and coalition with all people and organizations 
who were prepared to move against the power structure. In 1968 
the Party establ ished a coalition with the Peace and Freedom Party 
in California in the campaign to free Huey Newton and in the 
election of that year. The Party also established alliances with a 
number of groups which were influenced by the Black Panthers and 
modeled their program and activities in their own communities on 
the Black Panther Party. Among them were the Young Lords, a 
Puerto Rican gang which had become a pol itical movement; the 
Brown Berets, a group of young Chicanos ( Mexican-Americans ) ;  the 
Young Patriots , a group of young whites who aimed to organize poor 
whites; and the Red Guards , a group of Chinese-Americans who 
organized to battle oppression in the Chinese-American communities 
under the slogan of "Yellow Power." The Black Panther Party also 
worked closely with Black Student Unions which were influenced by 
the ideology and program of the Black Panthers, and cooperated with 
black workers who were establishing black caucuses in a number of 
labor unions to combat racism in the labor movement and end the 
second-class status of many black members of trade unions. 

In  this section are a number of examples of the coalition ac
tivities of the Black Panther Party, as well as the programs and 
activities of some of the organizations and groups influenced by the 
Black Panthers . 

On June 1 8, 1970, at a press conference at the Overseas Press 
Club, Ossie Davis, spokesman for the Committee to Petition the 
United Nations, announced a plan to submit another petition to 
the UN to end U.S.  genocide aga inst black, yellow, red and brown 
Americans. A minimum of one million signatures will be sought for 
the petition . Members of the committee which drafted the petition 
included Huey Newton; Black Congresswoman Shirley Chish�lm; 
the black scholar Dr. Nathan Wright; Roger Littlehorn of the Indians 
of All Tribes, the group which is occupying Alcatraz Island off. San 
Francisco; Dick Gregory, one of the co-chairmen of the conumttee; 
and Carl Blakley of the Saulteaux tribe. The first signatures on

_ �he 
petitjon were by Huey P. Newton and Bobby Seale, �nd the petition 
with their s ignatures is the final document in this section . 

2 1 9 
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The Black Panther Party 
Stands for Revolutionary Solidarity 

The Black Panther party stands for revolutionary solidarity with 
all people fighting against the forces of imperial ism, capitalism, 
racism and fascism. Our solidarity is extended to those people who 
are fighting these evils at home and abroad. Because we understand 
that our struggle for our l iberation is part of a worldwide struggle 
being waged by the poor and oppressed against imperialism and the 
world's chief imperialist, the United States of America, we-the 
Black Panther party-understand that the most effective way that 
we can aid our Vietnamese brothers and sisters i s  to destroy im
perialism from the inside, attack it where it breeds . As for the 
Vietnamese people, for the peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin America 
as well. 

The aims of the Black Panther party are manifest in our I O-point 
platform and program. We demand the right to self-determination 
for all third-world peoples and we call for a United Nations-super
vised plebiscite to be held throughout the black colony in which 
only the black colon ial subjects will be allowed to participate for 
the purpose of determining the will of black people as to their 
national destiny. Our program is not much different from any libera
tion front's program in the third world. Because we are victims of 
U.S. imperialism ( community imperialism ) just as the people of 
the thi rd world are, we see our struggle as one and the same. 

History has shown that while the nations of Asia, Africa and Latin 
America were shackled in colonial bondage, black people in the 
U.S. were bound by the chains of racism and forced with its special 
brand of murder and terror. \Ve see our revolutionary position 
vis-a-vis this evil as directly derived from the actions of liberationists 
like Nat Turner and Toussaint L'Ouverture. We must emulate the 
actions of these black heroes, combine them with the socialist per
spective the party's IO-point program gives us. 

t In the words of the party's chairman, Bobby Seale, we will not 
fight capitalism with black capitalism; we will not fight imperialism 
with black imperialism; we will not fight racism with black racism.1  
Rather we will take our stand against these evils with a solidarity 
derived from a proletarian internationalism born of socialist idealism. 

-Statement especially written for special supplement on The 
Black Panthers, The Guardian, February, 1970, by the national office 
of the Black Panther Party 
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Alliances and Coalitions 

On Establish ing a United Front 
with Communists 

223 

What objections can the opponents of the united front have and 
how do they voice their objections? 

Some say : "To the Communists the slogan of the united front 
is merely a maneuver." But i f  it is a maneuver, we reply, why don't 
you expose the "Communist maneuver" by your honest participation 
in a united front? We declare frankly : "We want unity of action 
by the working class , so that the proletariat may grow strong in its 
struggle against the bourgeoisie, in order that while defending today 
its current interests against attacking capital, against fascism,  the 
proletariat may be in a position tomorrow to create the preliminary 
conditions for its final emancipation." 

"The Communists attack us," say others . But listen, we have 
repeatedly declared : We shall not attack anyone, nei�her persons nor 
organizations nor parties that stand for the united front of the 
working class against the class enemy. But at the same time it is 
our duty, in the interests of the proletariat and its cause, to criticize 
those persons, those organizations, those parties which impede unity 
of action by the workers . 

"We cannot form a united front with the Communists, since they 
have a different program," says a third group. But you yourselves 
say that your program differs from the program of the bourgeois 
parties, and yet this did not and does not prevent you from entering 
into coalitions with these parties. 

"The bourgeois-democratic parties are better allies against fascism 
than the Communists," say the opponents of the united front and 
the advocates of coalition with the bourgeoisie. But what does 
Germany's experience teach? Did not the Social-Democrats form a 
block with those "better" allies? And what were the results? 

"If we establish a united front with the Communists, the petty 
bourgeoisie will take fright at the 'Red danger' and will desert to 
the fascists," we hear it said quite frequently. But does the united 
front represent a threat to the peasants, the petty traders ,  the arti
sans, the toil ing intellectuals, No, the united front is a threat to the 
big bourgeoisie, the financial magnates, the Junkers and other ex
ploiters, whose regime brings complete ruin to all these strata . 

"Social-Democracy is for democracy, the Communists �re for 
dictatorship; therefore we cannot form a united front with the 
Communists," say some of the Social-Democratic leaders . But are 
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we offering you now a united front for the purpose of procla iming 
the dictatorship of the proletariat? We make no such proposal for 
the time being. 
'"Let the Communists recognize democracy, let them come out 

in its defense, then we shall be ready for a united front ." To this we 
reply : "\Ve are adherents of Soviet democracy, the democracy of the 
toilers, the most consistent democracy in the world . , But in the 
capitalist countries we defend and shall continue to defend every 
inch of bourgeois-democratic liberties which are being attacked by 
fascism and bourgeois reaction, because the interests of the class 
struggle of the proletariat so dictate ." 

"But the t iny Communist Parties do not contribute anything by 
participating in the united front brought about by the Labor Party," 
say, for instance, the Labor leaders of Great Britain . Recall how the 
Austrian Social-Democratic leaders said the same things with refer
ence to the small Austrian Communist Party . And what have events 
shown? It was not the Austrian Social-Democratic Party headed by 
Otto Bauer and Karl Renner that proved right but the tiny Austrian 
Communist Party which at the right moment signaled the fascist 
danger in Austria and called upon the workers to struggle. For the 
whole experience of the labor movement has shown that the Com
munists with all their relative insignificance in numbers are the 
motive power of the militant activity of the proletariat .  Besides 
this, it must not be forgotten that the Communist Parties of 
Austria or Great Britain are not only the tens of thousands of 
workers who are supporters of the Party, but are parts of the world 
Communist movement, are sections of the Communist Interna
tional, the leading party of which is the party of a proletariat wh ich 
has already ach ieved victory and rules over one-sixth part of the 
globe . 

"But the united front did not prevent fascism from being vic
torious in the Saar," is another objection advanced by the opponents 
of the united front .  Strange is the logic of these gentlemen!  First 
they leave no stone unturned to ensure the victory of fascism and 
then they rejoice with malicious glee because the united front 
which they entered into only at the last moment did not lead to 
the victory of the workers . 

"If we were to form a united front with the Communists, we 
should have to withdraw from the coal ition, and reactionary and 
fascist parties would enter the government," say the Social-Demo
cratic leaders holding cabinet posts in various countries . Very well . 
Was not the German Social-Democratic Party in a coali tion govern
ment? It was. Was not the Austrian Social-Democratic Party in 
office? It was .  Were not the Spanish Socialists in the same govern-
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ment as the bourgeoisie? They were, too . Did the participation of 
the Social-Democratic Parties in the bourgeois coalition governments 
in these countries prevent fascism from attacking the proletariat? 
I t did not. Consequently it is as clear as daylight that participation 
of Social-Democratic ministers in bourgeois government is not a 
barrier to fascism.  

f'The Communists act  like dictators, they want to prescribe and 
dictate everyth ing to us." No. We prescribe nothing and dictate 
nothing. We only make proposals concerning which we are con
vinced that if real ized they will meet the interests of the toil ing 
people.I This is not only the right but the duty of all those acting 
in the name of the workers . You are afra id of the "dictatorsh ip" 
of the Communists? Let us jointly discuss them and choose, to
gether with all the workers, those proposals which arc most useful 
to the cause of the working class. 

Thus all these arguments against the united front will not bear 
the slightest criticism .  They are rather the flimsy excuses of the re
actionary leaders of Social Democracy, who prefer their united front 
with the bourgeoisie to the united front of the proletariat. 

No. These excuses will not hold water. The international pro
letariat has known all the bitterness of tribulation caused by the split 
in the working class, and becomes more and more convinced that 
the united front, that the proletariat's unity of action on a national 
and international scale are both necessary and perfectly possih)e. 

-The Black Panther, July 1 7, 1 969 

SDS Resolution on the Black Panther Party 

Editor's Note: Follow ing is the f u l l  text of a resolution e ntit led "The 
Black Panther Pa rty: towa rd the l i beration of the colony," passed 
by the SOS (Students for a Democratic Society) national cou nci l  meet
ing in Aust i n ,  Texa s, on March 30, 1 969. I t  was presented by Ed 
J e n n i ngs, Chicago C i rcle Ca mpus SOS. 

The sharpest struggles in the world today are those of the _ op
pressed nations against imperialism and for national l iberation . 
Within this country the sharpest struggle is that of the black _colony 
for its liberation; it is a struggle which by its very nature 1s anh
imperialist and increasingly anticapitalist. The demand for self-de-
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termination for the black colony-a demand which arises from the 
most oppressed elements within the black community-is anti-im
perial ist and anticapital ist insofar as it challenges the power of the 
ruling class . Furthermore the black liberation movement consciously 
identifies with and expresses solidarity with the liberation struggles 
of other oppressed peoples. 

Within the black liberation movement the vanguard force is the 
Black Panther party. Their development of an essentially correct 
program for the black community and their ability to organ ize 
blacks around this program have brought them to this leadersh ip. 
An especially important part of the Panther program is the Black 
People's Army-a military force to be used not only in the defense 
of the black community but also for its liberation . Given the military 
occupation of the black community, it is especially true that "with
out a people's army the people have nothing." A second important 
part of their program is their efforts to organize black workers . 111ey 
are increasingly moving into the factories and shops, e.g. , DRUM,20 
Panther caucuses, Black Labor Federations, etc. It is important for 
us to understand that the black worker is not only a "subject" in an 
oppressed colony fighting for its liberation but that he is also a 
member of the working class. Thus the black worker, as a result 
of this dual oppression, will play the vanguard role not only in the 
black liberation movement but also in uniting and leading the whole 
working class in its fight against oppression and exploitation . 

The fundamental reason for the success of the Black Panther party 
is that it has a correct analysis of American society. They see clearly 
the colonial status of blacks and the dual oppression from which 
they suffer : national oppression as a people and class exploitation 
as a superexploited part of the working class. 111e demand for self
determination becomes the most basic demand of the oppressed 
colony. And nationalism becomes a necessary and effective means for 
organizing the black community and forging unity against the 
oppressor. 

We must be very clear about the nature of nationalism. If the 
principal contradiction in the world today is that of the oppressed 
nations against imperial ism, then support for these revolutionary 
national movements becomes the most important criterion for 
dividing revolutionaries from counterrevolutionaries ( and revision
ists ) .  To say that "in the name of nationalism, the bourgeoisie 
of all nations do their reactionary and dirty work" is to obscure 
the reality that in the name of national l iberation the workers and 
peasants of all oppressed nations will struggle against and defeat 
imperial ism . To say that "all nationalism is reactionary" is objectively 
to ally with imperialism in opposition to the struggles of the op
pressed nations. 
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Natlonall1m 
But nationalism is not always revolutionary. There is a fundamental 

difference between revolutionary nationalism which is "dependent 
upon a people's revolution" and reactionary nationalism in which 
the "end goal is the oppression of the people." What do the Pan
thers say about the reactionary, cultural or "porkchop" variety of 
nationalism? 

"We must destroy all cultural nationalism, because it is reac
tionary and has become a tool of Richard Milhous Nixon, and all 
the U.S. power structure which divides the poor and oppressed, 
and is used by the greasy-slick black bourgeoisie to exploit black 
people in the ghetto ." 

-George Mason Murray 
Minister of Education 

Black Panther Party 

The Black Panther party is under no illusion that l iberation for 
the black colony can be achieved while capitalism still exists . Their 
call for "liberation in the colony, revolution in the mother country" 
clearly recognizes the dialectical relationship between l iberation for 
the black colony and socialist revolution for the whole society. 

"It's impossible for us to have control of the institutions in our 
community when a capitalistic system exists on the outside of it, 
when in fact the capitalistic system was the very system that 
enslaved us and is responsible for our continued oppression . So 
if we want to develop a socialistic system within the black com
munity, we're saying it's also going to have to exist in the white 
community." 

-Bobby Seale 
Chairman 

Black Panther Party 

111e correct and uncompromising leadership which the Black Pan
ther party has brought to the black liberation movement has brought 
down the most vicious repression from the racist pig power struc
ture. When the leading black revolutionary group is continually 
harassed, its leaders jailed, hounded out of the country and brutally 
assassinated, when Panther members daily face the provocations of 
the ruling class and its racist pigs, when their blood has been spilled 
and their list of revolutionary martyrs-Huey, Eldridge, Bobby Hut
ton, Bunchy Carter, John Huggins-increases daily, then the ti�e 
has come for SOS to give total and complete support to their 
defense efforts. To do less would be a mockery of the word "revo
lutionary." We must continually expose and attack the role of the 
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pigs and the courts in oppressing the black community. We must 
publicize the inhuman, brutal and unjust nature of "justice" in this 
society. 

Fight White Supremacy 

We see clearly the need to join with the Black Panther party 
and other revolutionary black groups in the fight against national 
chauvinism and white supremacy. The development of the Panthers 
as a disciplined and militant group fighting for black liberation has 
had a tremendous impact on the white radical movement. No longer 
can we refuse to deal with the chauvinism and white supremacy 
which exists both in the larger society and in our movement. Toler
ation of any vestige of white supremacy in the schools, shops and 
communities must be seen as nothing less than "scabbing" on the 
black liberation movement and on possibilities for unity of the 
working class. 

SOS declares :-its support for the Black Panther party and their 
essentially correct program for the liberation of the black colony;
its commitment to defend the Black Panther party and the black 
colony against the vicious attacks of the racist pig power structure; 
-its commitment to join with the Black Panther party and other 
black revolutionary groups in the fight against white national chau
vinism and white supremacy;-its total commitment to the fight for 
liberation in the colony and revolution in the mother country. 

Implementation 
-Form Newton-Cleaver Defense Committees. The Black Panther 

party has requested that SOS join in setting up these committees . 
Huey P. Newton is "the key political prisoner in this country at 
the present  time.' '  The committees should first raise money for 
the defense of Newton, Cleaver and all other Panthers facing charges, 
and second, educate the people about the real nature of "justice" 
in this racist society. 

-The SOS national office should be mandated to print and dis
tribute information about the history, development and programs 
of the Black Panther party and other black revolutionary groups. 
Information about the repression directed against the black com
munity should be kept up to date and distributed. Literature about 
the history of the black colony and its 400 years of unending struggle 
against oppression should be produced . 

-The national office should be mandated to print and distribute 
information about the organizing of black workers . This would in
clude Panther organizing in the factories, DRUM and other revolu
tionary black unions. 

-This resolution should stimulate SOS chapters and regions to 
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develop and/or strengthen informal and formal relationships with the 
Panthers. We must keep in mind that the Black Panther party is 
not fighting black people's struggles only, but is in fact the vanguard 
in our common struggles against capitalism and imperialism. 

-This resolution should be seen as a formal repudiation of the 
resolution, "Smash Racism : Build a Worker-Student Alliance," which 
was passed at the December national council. This previous resolu
tion with its refusal to recognize the colonial oppression of blacks 
in this country, its statement that nationalism is "the main ideologi
cal weapon of the ruling class" within the black liberation move
ment, and its inability to distinguish between revolutionary and 
reactionary nationalism, is a t  best nonrevolutionary .  SOS must not 
be on record as supporting any resolution which considers revolu
tionary nationalism-the main factor which ties all oppressed nations 
together in their fight against imperialism-as a "weapon of the 
ruling class." Anyth ing less than complete repudiation of this pre
vious resolution is a cop-out on the support and solidarity which 
we must give to the worldwide movement of oppressed peoples 
for national liberation . 

-The Guardian, April 19, 1969 

The Young Lords Organization 
on the Move: Interview with Rafael Viera 

by Roland Young 
Community News Reporter 

On Saturday, February 7, I rapped with Rafael Viera who is 
the Chief Medical Cadre of the Young Lords Organization, a pre
dominantly Puerto Rican revolutionary organization that is trying to 
Seize the Time. 

Rou.No : Would you run down what the Young Lords Organiza
tion is all about, how you got together, where you are going, et�.? 

RAFAEL : The Y.L.O. (Young Lords Organization ) started m 
Chicago in 1956 as a street gang, but they came under so mu�h 
pressure and were tired of being beaten up by the White people m 
the area that they had to reorganize on another basis . Before that 
it was just the hustle and bustle of the gang days . They would 
go out and kill White brothers one day, then they'd go. out .an_d 
kill Black brothers the other day, then they'd go out and kill Asiatic 
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brothers the next day, and then when they d idn't have anybody 
else to kill, they'd kill each other-that's what they were about at 
the time. Then in 1 967 Cha Cha Jiminez, who was the president 
of the Y.L.O. at that time, reorganized the whole organization.  I t 
became political and changed i ts name from the Young Lords to 
the Young Lords Organization .  They took over a church which they 
still have right now. They started community programs to help 
people in the streets and they just related to serving the people
which was their motto at the time. 

RoLAND : Was it just the motivation of one cat that brought about 
the change or was i t  a lot of different cats? 

RAFAEL : A lot of various cats had a lot of different experiences 
together and they finally woke up. 111ey said, 'we're out here killing 
each other and we ain't even dealing with the system that's really 
messing us up.' So they got i t  together and organized around that 
main base, that is, they stopped killing each other. That was around 
the time when the Black Stone Rangers became political and others 
started getting it together. 

In  January, 1 969, the Y.L.O. started in N.Y. There was an organ i
zation in N.Y. named after Pedro Albizu Campos ( he was a nation
alist-socialist revolutionary who started the first armed revolutionary 
struggle in Puerto Rico, twenty years ago ) . They were a group of 
college students and a lot of them had been going back and forth 
from Chicago digging what the Y.L.O. was doing and decided to 
start a chapter in N.Y. At that time they went out into the streets 
and started rapping with "street brothers," because that's where it's 
at .  They got the support of a lot of dope fiends, hustlers, pimps 
and everything else, and these street brothers started a period of 
transformation, of transition. That was when the Y.L.O. got orga
nized in N.Y. We then had to think of something to let the people 
know that the Y.L.O.  was there, not only there, but there to serve 
the people of East ( Spanish ) Harlem . And so the thing that we 
thought of, and this is where our creativity came in, was the GAR
BAGE OFFENSIVE. We were out in the streets for three Sundays 
sweeping the streets . We would take the garbage and put it in to 
garbage cans, cover up the l ids and wait for the garbage men to 
come, but the garbage men never came. The people saw this and 
they said, "what's happening." On the third Sunday the people got 
out into the streets and we put the garbage in the avenues . We 
piled it up and overturned cars that were abandoned on the streets 
as well as baby cribs and everything else we could find, and we 
blocked-off the traffic. You know how it is in 90 degree weather when 
all those businessmen want to go home, they were' mighty upset. 
We did this two Sundays in a row and on the third Sunday they 
were going to lay for us. There were repercussions all along, l ike 
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the pigs did vamp on people and people were throwing bottles 
and stuff. On the third week we took care of business on a Friday. 
lbe pigs came down with guns in their hands, ready to shoot any
body and so we would put the garbage in the streets, then we'd leave 
and when they came we had taken off our berets, and we'd be 
standing on the corner asking "what's happening." That was our first 
offensive. 

ROLAND : What are the conditions in East Harlem and how do 
they compare to the conditions with the rest of Harlem? 

RAFAEL : The conditions are the same. The rats are so big that 
they pay rent, the cockroaches are hump-backed because they don't 
have room to move around. The buildings are completely messed 
up. Our children are dying from all types of diseases . One of the 
biggest problems is lead poisoning. Inside the apartments of Harlem, 
they painted them with cheap lead paint until a year ago when it 
was outlawed . Our children tended to take the peelings off of the 
walls and eat them, this caused lead poisoning which would kill 
them or cause them permanent brain damage. We went out in the 
streets and started doing something about that. This was our second 
offensive. 

We went from door to door checking the children's urine and we 
organized a great deal around that. I'm the Chief Medical Cadre 
for the Y.L.O. and we've got doctors, nurses and medical students 
who would go into the streets and from door to door serving the 
people. 

The oppression is there, the people see it but they don't know 
what to do about it, so that's why the Y.L.O. is there. We have 
people in East Harlem who live fourteen to a room and who have 
been denied public housing. The buildings in Harlem are from the 
19th century and they should have been torn down a long time ago, 
but they're still there .  

ROLAND : Is your base primarily among the East Harlem lumpen
proletariat? 

RAFAEL : Yes !  The people who live in East Harlem are from the 
lumpenproletariat .  But we do have a small group of Puerto Rican 
people who have "made it" up the so-called "ladder" and who are 
supposedly assimilated into the system, but they really aren't .  Our 
people must remember that they are Puerto Ricans no matter what 
and that they should be out in the streets doing their stuff for their 
Puerto Rican people. 

ROLAND : Is the Y.L.O. primarily a Puerto Rican organization? 
RAFAEL : Yes, it's predominantly Puerto Rican, but we also have 

Black brothers, Asiatic brothers and some Chicanos. We refuse 
White people admittance into the Y.L.O. for the purpose that .we 
are out there to serve the community, the Puerto Rican community. 
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If White people want to serve their community then there is the 
Young Patriots in Yorkville or other respective organizations . Unlike 
us, our people are still hung up on this thing of believing that it's 
not the system but that it's the White man who is oppressing them.  
It takes time and effort to teach people it i s  not  the White man 
but  it's the system that oppresses them. 

ROLAND : Is the Y.L.O. based primarily in N.Y.? 
RAFAEL : No. Our National Headquarters is in Chicago . We have 

an office in N.Y., Puerto Rico, one opening up in Hayward, Cali f. , 
one opening in "Philly" and a new one that just opened up in 
Newark. So we're expanding. 

ROLAND : What kind of solutions docs the Y.L.O. offer to the 
problems that confront Puerto Rican people in this country? 

RAFAEL : We're getting down to the needs of the people, no 
matter how little they may be and no matter how big. 'Ibe main 
problems right now are food and clothing. We've got four breakfast 
programs going. When a mother comes up to us and says that her 
children are hungry and they need shoes on their feet, we can't  
pull out a Red Book and say Mao says th is, this, and this, cause 
the lady is going to close the door in our face or maybe laugh 
at us . So we go out and we tell them, "you and I together, we can 
put food in your children's stomach and we can put shoes on your 
children's feet, if we join together. You alone can't  do it and we 
alone can't do it, but both of us together can do it ." 

RoLAND : Is there a group similar to yours in Puerto Rico and 
have any of your members recently arrived from or gone to Puerto 
Rico? 

RAFAEL : We've got some brothers who arc in Puerto Rico right 
now. I just got back a few months ago and I'm going back there 
next week. 

They've got a lot of small organizations going in Puerto Rico . 
There is a group called LIBERATION that is organizing a lot of 
the grass roots people-JIBAROS. 111ese are the people that all of 
us s tem from. J ibaro is the man who \\·ould be cutting sugar cane, 
picking coffee, h is coffee and his sugar. Felipe Luciano, our N.Y. 
State Chainnan, has a poem that reads : 

Coming home with the smell 
of sweet sugar on you 
You don't need no perfume and 
no cologne 

to bathe yourself in 
And your woman loves you
J ibaro 
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The biggest thing in Puerto Rico is the ARMED COMMANDOS 
FOR LIBERATION, who, in the past year and a half, have tom up 
$35  million worth of ameriKKKan enterprise. This organization is 
not underground, it's just people who represent the military fraction 
of the Puerto Rican liberation movement. They have done some 
beautiful things, but they have jumped one step ahead of the people. 
They started engaging in armed struggle before the people were 
educated to the need for arms. That's where organizations like 
LIBERATION come in, they educate the people. 

ROLAND : Are a lot of brothers and sisters from Puerto Rico still 
coming to Harlem in large numbers? 

RAFAEL : I would say that more are going back now. The people 
who came up from Puerto Rico looking for milk and honey found 
that the milk was sour and that there was no honey. 

ROLAND : Would you run down some of the specifics relating to 
your recent bust . 

RAFAEL : I was arrested March 29, 1969, in Detroit for the alleged 
murder of a policeman in Detroit, 147 of us were arrested after 
the attack upon the church . We were later released by Judge Crockett 
of Detroit. A week later I was re-arrested stemming from in forma
tion given by a "concerned citizen." This "concerned citizen" was 
David Brown, Jr., from Compton, Calif. , who is a 19 year old 
"Mod Squad nigger." He said that he saw me shoot the pol iceman, 
but al l the evidence is completely contradictory in itsel f. I spent 
five months in jail and I'm out now on $5,000 bail, pending second 
degree murder charges . My trial starts March 2 in Detroit. 

ROLAND : Are any demonstrations planned in Detroit or elsewhere? 
RAFAEL : What we're trying to do is organize a whole month of 

demonstrations for all pol itical prisoners throughout the month of 
March. A lot of brothers and sisters are on trial now and their 
trials will be running all through March; the Panther 2 1 ,  Rap 
Brown's trial will start in March, the Brooklyn 19 trial will start in 
March, Huey's appeal comes up this week which might run for a 
wh ile, Los Siete de Ia Raza's trial starts February 16. We are going 
to try and organize around all these trials. The reason all these 
trials are in March is so they could spl it up the support into differ
ent factions .  We want a month long demonstration to support all 
pol itical prisoners. 

RoLAND : Before we close would you run down some of the things 
the Y.L.O. plans to do in the future? 

RAFAEL : We plan to try and get our church back, plus we are 
organizing hospital workers and hopefully soon we are going to take 
over a hospital . That's most likely our next offensive. 

One of the main reasons Rafael came to the \Vest Coast was to 
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raise funds to help defend their political prisoners, all contributions 
may be sent to : 
The Young Lords Organization 
1678 Madison Ave. 
New York, New York 10029 

ALL PO"WER TO THE PEOPLE 

SEIZE THE TIME 

-The Black Panther, February 1 7, 1 970 

Young Lords Block Street with Garbage 

In a display of community strength and support of the YOUNG 
LORDS ORGANIZATION, the people of fast Harlem ( El Barrio ) ,  
and the YLO closed the streets of Third Ave. from I I Oth, across 
to l l 2th and down to Second Ave. on Sunday, July 27. 

For two weeks previously, the YOUNG LORDS had been clean
ing garbage from the streets and into garbage cans to show the 
people that the department of garbage ( Lindsay's department of 
sanitation ) ,  or D.O.G., does not serve them. At first, communica
tion with the people was slow. Then, as the. barriers broke down 
and everyone got their thing together, the people saw that even a 
nothing department like D.O.G. looks upon Puerto Ricans and 
Blacks as though they are something lower than garbage. These dogs 
at D.O.G. have forgotten that they must SERVE THE PEOPLE. 
And it all blew up Sunday. 

By July 27, the original operation had grown to such a large 
number of people, not just including LORDS, that the brooms and 
shovels we were using were not enough . So four LORDS-the 
Deputy Ministers of Finance, Information and Education and an 
information photographer-went to the nearest D.O.G. hole at l08th 
St. After some Bureaucratic Bullshitting they steered us to the 
D.O.G. hole at 73rd St. Dig it ! Two miles away, while a hole is 
sitting three blocks away. 

After playing the man's game of red tape, the LORDS brought 
it al l  back home. We ran it down about what happened and a 
course of action was developed . As fast as it takes a streetlight to 
change, all the People-Lords, mothers Li'] Lords placed cans of 
garbage across Third Ave. at l IOth St. The pigs, who have been 
eyeing the LORDS for the past few weeks in New York, came to the 
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scene in a matter of seconds. Sources on the blocks say the pigs 
had trucks waiting a few blocks away. 

But the pigs found out that the spirit of the people is greater 
than all the man's pigs. At least 1 ,000 Puerto Ricans turned out 
to cheer the LORDS on as they woofed the pigs to their pens. 
Brothers and Sisters on l l l th and 1 1 2th caught that old revolu
tionary spirit, last seen in '66, and blocked their streets, too. 

When the garbage truck finally did show, the man vainly tried 
his game once more. For all those streets filled with garbage, D.O.G. 
sen t one ( 1 )  Puerto Rican Brother. The people wouldn't fall for 
th is cheap trick, and finally two white garbage men patted the junk 
into place while the brother hustled i t  into the truck. Afterwards 
a rally was held at 1 1 2th St. The cats in the street agreed to that. 

The streets belong to the People! 
The moon belongs to the People! 
Power to the People! 

PALANTE! 
Yoruba 

Dep. Minister of In formation 
New York State YLO 

You ng lords Pa rty 

-Y.L.O., January, 1 970 

1 3-Point Prog ram and Platform 

The Young Lords Party I s  a Revolut ionary Pol i tica l Party 
F ight ing for the Li beration of A l l  Oppressed People 

1 . WE WANT SELF-DETERMINATION FOR PUERTO RI
CANS-LIBERATION ON THE ISLAND AND INSIDE THE 
UNITED ST ATES. 

For 500 years, first spain and then united states have colonized 
our country. Billions of dollars in profits leave our country for the 
united states every year. In every way we are slaves of the gringo. 
We want liberation and the Power in the hands of the People, not 
Puerto Rican exploiters . 
QUE VIVA PUERTO RICO LIBRE! 
2. WE WANT SELF-DETERMINATION FOR ALL LATINOS. 

Our Latin Brothers and Sisters, inside and outside the united 
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states, are oppressed by amerikkkan business . The Chicano people 
built the Southwest, and we support their right to control their 
l ives and their land. The people of Santo Domingo continue to fight 
aga inst gringo domination and its puppet generals. The armed l ibera
tion struggles in Latin America are part of the war of Latinos aga inst 
imperialism . 
QUE VIVA LA RAZA! 
3. WE WANT LIBERATION OF ALL THIRD WORLD 
PEOPLE. 

Just as Latins first slaved under spain and the yanquis, Black 
people, Indians, and Asians slaved to build the wealth of this country. 
For 400 years they have fought for freedom and dignity aga inst racist 
Babylon ( decadent empire ) .  Third World people have led the fight 
for freedom . All the colored and oppressed peoples of the world 
are one nation under oppression . 
NO PUERTO RICAN IS FREE UNTIL ALL PEOPLE ARE 
FREE!  
4 .  WE ARE REVOLUTIONARY NATIONALISTS AND OP
POSE RACISM. 

The Latin, . Black, Indian and Asian people inside the u.s .  a re 
colonies fighting for l iberation. We know that washington, wall 
street, and city hall will try to make our nationalism into racism; 
but Puerto Ricans are of all colors and we resist racism . Millions of 
poor white people are rising up to demand freedom and we support 
them. These are the ones in the u.s . that are stepped on by the 
rulers and the government. We each organize our people, but our 
fights are the same aga inst oppression and we will defeat it together. 
POWER TO ALL OPPRESSED PEOPLE! 
5. WE WANT COMMUNITY CONTROL OF OUR INSTITU
TIONS AND LAND. 

We want control of our communities by our people and programs 
to guarantee that al l institutions serve the needs of our people. 
People's control of pol ice, health services, churches, schools, housing, 
transportation and welfare are needed . We want an end to attacks 
on our land by urban removal, highway destruction, universities and 
corporations . 
LAND BELONGS TO ALL THE PEOPLE! 
6 . WE WANT A TRUE EDUCATION OF OUR CREOLE 
CULTURE AND SPANISH LANGUAGE. 

We must learn our history of fighting against cultural, as well as 
economic genocide by the yanqui. Revolutionary culture, culture of 
our people, is the only true teaching. 
7 .  WE OPPOSE CAPITALISTS AND ALLIANCES WITH 
TRAITORS. 

Puerto Rican rulers, or puppets of the oppressor, do not help our 
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people. They are paid by the system to lead our people down bl ind 
alleys, just like the thousands of poverty pimps who keep our 
communities peaceful for business, or the street workers who keep 
gangs divided and blowing each other away. We want a society where 
the people socialistically control their labor. 
VENCEREMOS! 
8. WE OPPOSE THE AMERIKKKAN MILITARY. 

We demand immediate withdrawal of u.s . military forces and 
bases from Puerto Rico, Vietnam, and all oppressed communities 
inside and outside the u .s .  No Puerto Rican should serve in the 
u.s. army against his Brothers and Sisters, for the only true am1y 
of oppressed people is the people's a rmy to fight all rulers . 
U.S. OUT OF VIETNAM, FREE PUERTO RICO! 
9. WE WANT FREEDOM FOR ALL POLITICAL PRIS
ONERS. 

We want all Puerto Ricans freed because they have been tried by 
the racist courts of the colonizers, and not by their own people and 
peers . We want all freedom fighters released from jail . 
FREE ALL POLITICAL PRISONERS! 
IO .  WE WANT EQUALITY FOR WOMEN. MACHISMO 
MUST BE REVOLUTIONARY . . .  NOT OPPRESSIVE. 

Under capitalism, our women have been oppressed by both the 
society and our own men . The doctrine of machismo has been used 
by our men to take out their frustra tions against their wives, sisters, 
mothers, and children. Our men must support their women in their 
fight for economic and social equality, and must recognize that our 
women are equals in every way within the revolutionary ranks . 
FORWARD, SISTERS, IN THE STRUGGLE! 
1 1 .  WE FIGHT ANTI-COMMUNISM WITH INTERNA
TIONAL UNITY. 

Anyone who resists injustice is called a communist by " the man" 
and condemned . Our people are brainwashed by television, radio, 
newspapers, schools, and books to oppose people in other countries 
fighting for their freedom. No longer will our people believe attacks 
and slanders, because they have learned who the real enemy is and 
who their real friends are .  We will defend our Brothers and Sisters 
around the world who fight for justice against the rich rulers of 
this country. 
VIVA CHE! 
1 2 . WE BELIEVE ARMED SELF-DEFENSE AND ARMED 
STRUGGLE ARE THE ONLY MEANS TO LIBERATION. 

We are opposed to violence-the violence of hungry children, 
illiterate adults, diseased old people, and the violence of poverty and 
profit. We have asked, petitioned, gone to courts, demonstrated 
peacefully, and voted for pol iticians full of empty promises . But we 
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still a in't free . The time has come to defend the lives of our people 
against repression and for revolutionary war aga inst the businessman, 
politician, and pol ice . When a government oppresses our people, we 
have the right to abolish it and create a new one. 
BO RI CUA IS AW AKE! ALL PIGS BEW ARE! 
1 3 . WE WANT A SOCIALIST SOCIETY. 

We want liberation, clothing, free food, education, health care, 
transportation, utilities, and employment for all . We want a society 
where the needs of our people come first, and where we give 
solidarity and aid to the peoples of the world, not oppression and 
racism . 
HASTA LA VICTORIA SIEMPRE! 22 

-Palante, Latin Revolutionary News Serv ice 

Ten-Point Hea lth Program of the Young lords 

I )  We want total self-determination of all health services in East 
Harlem ( El Barrio ) through an incorporated Community-Staff Gov
erning Board for Metropolitan Hospital .  ( Staff is anyone and every
one working at Metropolitan ) .  
2 )  We want immediate replacement of all Lindsay administrators 
by community and staff appointed people whose practice has dem
onstrated their commitment to serve our poor community. 
3 )  We demand immediate end to construction of the new emer
gency room until the Metropolitan Hospital Community-Staff Gov
erning Board inspects and approves them or authorizes new plans. 
4) We want employment for our people. All jobs filled in El Barrio 
must be filled by residents first, using on-the-job training and other 
educational opportunities as bases for service and promotion . 
5 )  We want free publicly supported health care for treatment and 
prevention. WE WANT AN END TO ALL FEES. 
6) We want  total decentralization-block health officers responsible 
to the community-staff board should be instituted . 
7 )  We want "door-to-door" preventive health services emphasizing 
environment and sanitation control, nutrition, drug addiction, ma
ternal and child care and senior citizen's services. 
8) We want education programs for all the people to expose health 
problems-sanitation, rats, poor housing, malnutrition, police bru
tality, pollution, and other forms of oppression . 
9 )  We want total control by the Metropolitan hospital community
staff governing board of the budget allocations, medical policy along 
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the above points, hiring, firing, and salaries of employees, construc
tion and health code enforcement. 
1 0 )  Any community, union, or workers organization must support 
all the points of this program and work and fight for that or be 
shown as what they are-enemies of the poor people of East Harlem. 

-Y.L.0., January, 1970 

The Patriot Party 
Speaks to the Movement 

The Patriot Party is a revolutionary Party for poor and oppressed 
white people .  We recognize that the struggle here in Babylon is a 
class struggle; the haves against the have nots; the oppressed against 
the oppressor and the exploited against the exploiter. 

For some time now, the so called white "movement" in this 
country, has failed to recognize or support the Patriot Party-this 
includes : radical groups and radical papers . The Patriot Party is 
not playing; we're drawing that clear line of demarcation between 
our enemies and our friends, so the "movement" had better make 
up its mind which way it's going to go. The Patriot Party is moving 
too fast to be concerned about those holding the people back from 
their freedom. 

The Patriot Party is dealing with the survival of our people-the 
poor and oppressed white people. We're sick and tired of certain 
people and groups telling us " there ain't no such thing as poor 
and oppressed white people," that's where the Patriot Party comes 
in-we're that "no such thing"-we're people from all over Babylon
north, south, Appalachia-where our children die at four because 
of starvation and indecent housing-the poor and oppressed white 
people. The so called "movement" better begin to realize, that
first of all-we're human beings, we're real; second-we've always 
been here, we didn't just materialize; and third-we're not going 
away, even if you choose not to admit we exist. 

The "movement" seems to be more interested in Class-Clown, 
Abbie Hoffman, than kids getting food in their stomachs, or medi
cal needs. They are more interested in Abbie Hoffman-the actor, 
making his film debut in "Prologue." Well, we've got something 
for Abbie Hoffman-he'd better tum that money over to the people. 
That's what we've got to say to Abbie. He talks about Revolution 
for the fun of it . Well, this is no game. We've got 30 class brothers 
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killed already. 32 to be exact. When we talk about Brothers being 
killed and murdered, we're talking about Panthers, Patriots and 
Lords-the oppressed people's warriors being killed . And i f  he thinks 
this is a revolution for the fun of it, he's either a fool or a pig. 

Abbie Hoffman and the rest of the Conspiracy 7 now get paid 
to speak about their famous trial .  Well , we have something to say 
to the rest of them too; those defendants who stood by and wakhed 
the Chairman of the Black Panther Party be handcuffed and gagged 
in that courtroom. If there were Patriots at that trial with the 
Chairman, they would have had to gag and chain 8 of us down . 
We're talking about Brothers and Sisters who stand in solidarity, 
who go down together-not make fool movies about it. Nobody calls 
us Brother unless they can take that step----that's solidarity ! We know 
damn well if there were Patriots at that lynching ( trial ) ,  they would 
have had to shoot us. We would have gagged that fascist Hoffman, 
and all his lackeys and, while we would have been gagging them, 
we would have been educating the people. The only educating that 
came out of that trial was by Chairman Bobby. The rest of the 
defendants didn't educate, they made a circus out of it .  They showed 
that the only leader was Bobby Seale because as soon as Bobby left 
the trial, the only ringmaster was Fascist Hoffman.  The seven de
fendants had never been so honored in their l ives than to have 
Bobby Seale in the same courtroom with them, and they'll never 
be so honored again.  That's what the Patriots have to say to them. 

Most of the so-called "movement" states that they recognize our 
Brothers and Sisters of the Black Panther Party as the Vanguard 
Party-however, they do not follow their ideology or practice. The 
Patriot Party recognizes the Black Panther Party as the Vanguard 
by our practice. The people learn by observation and participation .  
The "movement" doesn't even recognize that we exist .  They are 
racist toward oppressed white people. The Patriot Party comes from 
the people who have been down, and when you're down, the only 
place to go is up toward freedom, and anybody who stands in our 
way, and tries to stop us, is the enemy. 

The Patriot Party grew out of the old Young Patriot Organiza
tion in Uptown Chicago . We split from the Young Patriot Or
gan ization because they were concerned with old friendships, in
dividuals, rather than the masses of people in Uptown . They would 
rather be friends with a few people and indulge in drinking than 
lis ten to the community's cry for help. These old friends were 
holding the people's party back, and they became more important 
than the masses . The Young Patriot Organization was guilty of 
extreme liberalism-"For the sake of peace and friendship, when 
things have clearly gone wrong." A few programs were started 

_
by 

the Y.P.O. in Uptown Chicago. However, the People were not bemg 
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educated to the struggle, so they had the effect of being refonnist 
programs. People all over the country were calling for the Patriots; 
the People in Richmond, Va. were calling for us; the people in 
Carbondale, Ill . were calling for us, the people in Eugene, Oregon 
were calling for us; the people in Cleveland, Ohio were call ing for 
us, and the people in New York, N.Y. were call ing for us . Yet 
the Y.P.O. would rather relate to some old barroom friends than 
the masses of the people. So, a few of the Y.P.O. members said, 
"we've got to move with the people. We can't  relate to old friends 
that are actually hurting our people." We knew that a revolutionary 
Party could not tail beh ind the people, but has to lead, and show 
the people by example. So we left the Y.P.O. and formed the 
Patriot Party. Let it be clear that we did not leave the people of 
Uptown Chicago, only the organization, that is misleading and 
confusing the people. Uptown Chicago is the home of our people, 
and we will serve our people's needs. 

The Patriot Party has become a National Party with over five 
branches already functioning, and others in training. We don't relate 
to "Serve the people," "Power to the people," only in words, we 
are putting these terms into practice. Our programs range from 
Free Breakfast for Children to the Free Lumber Programs ( in Eu
gene, Oregon-for the people's stoves in the mountain areas ) .  111e 
Patriot Party is working in oppressed communities . 

In New Haven, Conn . ,  the Patriot Party is now serving 30-40 
children breakfast per day, and they're moving on a medical clinic 
already. It's heightening the contradictions and making the people 
aware of the system's faults. They're practicing Socialism.  We rec
ognize that this is the last th ing the pigs want to see, and we know 
that we're educating the white community around the trial of our 
brother, Chairman Bobby Seale of the Black Panther Party. The 
pigs are uptight about that too, the white community coming out 
in support of Bobby Seale. Then they couldn't use racism to 
separate the people. When we say white people coming to support 
the trial, we don't mean the usual crowd of hippies with helmets, 
they're always there .  We're talking about the community people
people nobody's ever seen before being moved and beginning to 
scream til they release Bobby Seale, because they understand by 
class oppression how Bobby's being framed, the same way they see 
Tom Dostou, our Field Marshal as their white brother being framed . 
They see Bobby Seale being framed as their black brother. So we 
know the pigs in New Haven are uptight, so we're going to make 
them more uptight. 

As Fred Hampton said, "come down from that mountain top into 
the valley with the people." What we' re saying is that "movement" 
people better stop fool ing around, because we ain't fooling around. 
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I f  they're serious about revolution, if they' re serious about change, 
well then come on down. You dig? The Chairman of the Patriot 
Party calls what they're doing petty bourgeois arrogance-all along, 
they've had all the education, they had all the schooling and put all 
that smoke in their brains . They made their pea brain grow into a 
watermelon you dig? And now that watermelon is confused because 
the people who never had the education, those who kept their pea 
bra in, are now teaching them revolution.  They can't dig that. They 
can't dig their own white n iggers teaching them about Class Struggle. 

So, Brothers and Sisters, we must get together. We have Chairman 
Bobby Seale facing a murder · charge. Do people realize that? That 
he's on trial for his l ife in New Haven, Conn .? But, he ain't going 
to go, we'll tell you right now-you can quote the Patriot Party 
on that. 

I f  Chairman Bobby is not set free-that's it !  That's it as far as 
the Patriot Party is concerned . We say-ALL POWER TO THE 
PEOPLE OR ELSE. Bobby Seale is going to be set free, or else. 
And that goes for any of our leadership-Panther Party or Patriot 
Party. We're not taking it any more, they're not ripping off our 
leadersh ip anymore. If any more of our leadership gets ripped off, 
there are going to be some political consequences, or physical 
alienation of the Problem . 

ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE---OR ELSE 

PATRIOT PARTY 
NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS 
1742 Second Ave. 
New York 

-The Black Panther, February 1 7, 1970 

Latinos Walkout 

by Doug Mon i ca 

Richmond Cal ifornia.  The home of Sta ndard O i l .  B lack, brown, and 
working wh ites. A racist school board, a nd no money for  the schools. 

September 16th was the date set for a nationwide walkout of 
Chicano youth at The National Chicano Youth Conference held in 
Denver last March . That date, in the Bay Area, coincided with a 
wide series of demonstrations at the Interna tional Industrialists 
Conference in San Francisco . The target of the Richmond demon
strations was Safeway stores, which was prominently represented at 
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the Conference, which continues to sell California grapes and has 
been hit by many boycotts, and rips off everyone. 

In Richmond, several hundred high school, junior high, and ele
mentary school students walked out. At one junior high the ad
ministration tried to keep students in by locking all the gates . By 
that time, large numbers of students were already in the streets, 
and when they got to that j unior high, students from inside would 
run out, and climb over the fence to join the ones outside. 

Jailbreak 

At one school, one girl had gotten left behind and didn't know 
how to catch up, so she called her mother, who came and picked 
her up to drive her to the demonstration . There were many Chicanos 
among the marchers, but also many black and white all ies . They 
marched with raised fists down to a local Safeway. Seeing few police
men on the streets they rushed into the Safeway, threw all the grapes 
on the floor and stomped all over them. The action went off 
smoothly and the march continued . 

The march passed another high school, gaining strength, and then 
headed for another Safeway. When the march was a few blocks 
away from the store, pigs moved in and started busting Chicano 
students . Many students were busted on so-called truancy raps . 
Others managed to get away, and made it to the Safeway, where 
they found that the manager had locked the store. For a time pigs 
continued cruising, busting any brown youth they could, including 
one Chicano who was riding in a car with a city official observing 
the arrests. 

Later, at the police station the pigs hassled Chicano parents who 
came to get their children . That only made the parents more angry. 
The parents organized and succeeded in having all the charges 
dropped, and in getting all students who were suspended from school 
back in. 

In organizing the action in Richmond, reliance was placed on 
the masses of students. Students, not non-students, wrote the leaf
lets, determined the nature of the demonstration. Being familiar 
with other students and the schools, they had to take the leading 
role. Not all aspects of the demonstration were perfect, but there 
would have been no action except for the leading role of many 
students . 

And the leading role played by women. Brown women, at several 
key points in the demonstration pushed ahead and acted as the 
vanguard . At one school, several hundred students were milling 
around in the schoolyard undecided about whether to walk out a 
gate flanked by deans and teachers taking names . It was the women 
who broke the indecision, who walked defiantly through, and the 
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rest soon followed . When there was a brief argument and tussle at 
the door of the Safeway that  was entered, it was the women who 
knocked the manager aside and led the rest of the students to the 
grapes . 

The idea that  this was part of a planned nationwide action helped 
bring the reality of a brown l iberation movement home to many 
students. By tying in Safeway, the boycott, and the meeting of the 
imperialists, the enemy was well defined . By making Safeway, as a 
local arm of imperialism, the target, there was support from large 
numbers of black and white kids. This unity was a big step in 
schools that last spring were the scene of heavy racial fighting. 

Students grasped the situation, and began learning how to move 
in a disciplined way against the enemy. And they're on the move. 

-The Movement, November, 1969 

Getting Together 

The young people in Chinatown are afraid and confused . We 
don't know what to do with our lives . There seems to be no hope 
in the future. Many of us join groups. We join groups for security 
and friendship. With the war eating up more men, with no good 
jobs and with boring and useless schools, no wonder more people 
are looking towards the groups. 

There have been a lot of stabbings and shootings lately and every
body is confused and afraid because the pigs are picking up sus
pected troublemakers . Because pigs are racist they come down on 
everybody because "all Chinese look alike." ( Just l ike at Songmy 
where the pigs killed all the Vietnamese because they couldn't tell 
them apart . ) 23 Just last week four brothers were picked up and 
falsely charged with conspiracy and attempted murder. The pigs 
are using the courts and the legal system to jail the four brothers 
by setting excessively h igh bails and lengthy court procedures. Be
cause of the high bail they have to rot in jail . 

Why are the pigs coming down now? Because more and more 
young people are looking towards groups and because the groups 
of people are really together. The pigs are afraid of people getting 
together. 

We have to get ourselves together and this means not only that 
all Chinese should unite but also that we unite with our Puerto 
Rican and Black brothers and sisters. The fighting amongst our
selves is used by the rich white people in the. gove�nmen.t and in 
the schools to keep the Chinese and Puerto Ricans m their places . 
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They figure if these non-white groups fight among themselves 
the problems of I )  crowded, run-down, roach infested apartments, 
2 )  mothers working long hours in the sweat shops for 75 cents an 
hour, and 3) bullshit education given by racist teachers, will not 
have to be dealt with . But they are wrong because some of the 
young people in Chinatown are seeing through this bullshit and 
instead of fighting with Blacks and Puerto Ricans who share the 
same problems we do are now un iting in order to fight the real 
enemies-the establishment and schools for more decent lives . 
Young people in Chinatown realize that it is not the Blacks and 
Puerto Ricans who are oppressing them, that divisions among non
white people are used by the white man to further screw us and 
by fighting in the schools against Puerto Ricans is playing right into 
the hands of these pigs ( big shots ) who oppress the Chinese people 
and exploit the Ch inatown community. 

Recently, these fights have become greater in intensity and num
bers .  Many injuries, some serious ones, result from these fights. At 
this point we've got to ask ourselves : What are these gang fights 
doing for the Ch inese people and our community? Are they helping 
us in any way? 

People join gangs and fight because they are angry at something. 
They are right in being angry. Who wouldn't be angry with all th is 
poverty, unemployment, racism, stupid war and hard life? So all 
of us Chinese, especial ly the young Chinese should be angry. And 
we should fight, and "fight hard. But let's make sure we fight against 
the real enemy-the rich whites who run this country and who profit 
from the war against the Asian people. NOT against our own 
brothers in Chinatown, and NOT against our Black and Puerto 
Rican brothers !  

A LL  POWER T O  THE PEOPLE! 
ALL POWER TO THE BROTHERS & SISTERS WHO LOVE THE PEOPLE & FIGHT 
THE RE.AL ENEMY ! !  

-Getting Together, February, 1970 

Ten-Point Program and Platform 
of the Black Student Unions 

We want an education for our people that exposes the true nature 
of th is decadent American Society. We want an education that  
teaches us our  true history and role in the present day society. 
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We bel ieve in an educational system that will give our people a 
knowledge of self. I f  a man does not have knowledge of himself 
and h is position in society and the world, then he has little chance 
to relate to anything else. 

I. We want freedom. We want power to determine the destiny 
of our school. 

We believe that we will not be free with in the schools to get a 
decent education unless we are able to have a say and determine 
the type of education that will affect and determine the destiny of 
our people. 

2.  We want full enrollment in the schools for our people. 
We believe that the city and federal government is responsible 

and obligated to give every man a decent education . 
3. We want an end to the robbery by the white man of our 

black community. 
We believe that this racist government has robbed us of an 

education . We believe that this racist capitalist government has 
robbed the Black Community of its money by forcing us to pay 
higher taxes for less quality . 

4. We want decent educational facilities, fit for the use of 
students. 

We believe that if these businessmen will not give decent fa
cilities to our community schools, then the schools and their 
facil ities should be taken out of the hands of these few individual 
racists and placed into the hands of the community, with govern
ment a id, so the community can develop a decent and suitable 
educational system. 

5. We want an education for our people that teaches us how to 
survive in the present day society. 

We believe that if the educational system does not teach us how 
to survive in society and the world it loses its meaning for existence . 

6. We want all racist teachers to be excluded and restricted from 
all public schools .  

We believe that if the teacher in a school is  acting in racist 
fashion then tha t teacher is not interested in the wel fare or de
velopment of the students but only in their destruction . 

7. We want an immediate end to police brutality and murder of 
black people. We want all police and special agents to be excluded 
and restricted from school premises. 

We believe that there should be an end to harassment by the 
police department of Black people. We believe that if all of the 
pol ice were pulled out of the schools, the schools would become 
more functional. 

8. We want all students that have been exempt, expelled, or sus
pended from school to be reinstated. 
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We believe all students should be reinstated because they haven't 
received fa ir and impartial judgment or have been put out because 
of incidents or situations that have occurred outside of the school's 
authority. 

9. We want all students when brought to trial to be tried in 
student court by a ;ury of their peer group or students of their 
school. 

We believe that the student courts should follow the United 
States Constitution so that students can receive a fair trial . 111e 
14th Amendment of the U.S. Constitution gives a man a right to 
be tried by a jury of his peer group. A peer is a person from a 
similar economical, social, religious, geographical, environmental , h is
torical and racial background. To do this the court would be forced 
to select a jury of students from the community from which the 
defendant came. We have been and are being tried by a white 
principal, vice-principal, and white students that have no under
standing of the "average reasoning man" of the Black Community. 

1 0. We want power, enrollment, equipment, education, teachers, 
;ustice, and peace. 

As our major political objective, an assembly for the student body, 
in which only the students will be allowed to participate, for the 
purpose of determining the will of the students as to the school's 
destiny. 

We hold these truths as being self-evident, that all men are 
created equal, that they are endowed by their creator with certa in 
inalienable rights, that among these are life, l iberty and the pursuit 
of happiness. To secure these rights within the schools, governments 
are instituted among the students, deriving their just powers from 
the consent of the governed, that whenever any form of student 
government becomes destructive to these ends, it is the right of 
the students to alter or abolish it and to institute new government, 
laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its power 
in such form as to them shall seem most likely to effect their 
safety and happiness. 

Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments long established 
should not be changed for l ight and transient causes, and accordingly 
all experiences have shown, that mankind are more liable to suffer, 
while evils are sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing 
the forms to which they are accustomed. But when a long tra in 
of abuses and force, pursuing invariably the same object, reveals 
a design to reduce them to absolute destruction, it is their right, 
it is their duty, to throw off such a government and to provide 
new guards for their future security. 

-The Black Panther, February 2, 1969 
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Speech of Ray "Masa i" Hewitt, Min ister of Education, Black Pa n
ther Party, to  the  Revol ut ionary Labor Conference 

Power to the people, definitely all power to the workers . What 
we want to do, we definitely want to put forth the Black Panther 
Party's correct ideology and try to make the workers a class for 
itself instead of a class in itself. But we know that it's been tried 
before. Now that the workers made some attempts that failed, does 
not mean that the analysis of the class struggle no longer applies . 
There's many attempts now-a-days to apply any other kind of analysis, 
religious analysis, race analysis, all kinds of idealism and metaphysics 
are being applied to the struggle of the workers including sell -outs, 
bootlicking, ass kissing, back stabbing. 

The Panther Party has already implemented in some areas, con
crete revolutionary Marxist-Leninist principles, put them into prac
tice to make the workers a class for itself, to make the workers 
a strong political organ for themselves. Without revolutionary theory, 
this is impossible. To think that correct revolutionary principles are 
going to drop out of the sky, or that they're born innate in the 
mind really borders on the ridiculous. As students say, into a tele
vision set. 

The Black Panther Party is definitely willing to work in coopera
tion to help put into practice anything that will take the workers 
to the conscious level and organize economic and political struggle. 
We're not talking about rampant unionism, or separatism by occu
pation, by race, by salary. We're talking about making the workers 
a political tool, a real pol itical force because the student movement 
gets a hell of a lot of publicity, what they like to call the mil itants 
and the radicals and the so-called black militant movement gets a 
hell of a lot of publicity. But it should be quite clear to anybody 
that has done a little research and has a reasonable amount of 
practice that only the workers can free the workers . And that to do 
this the workers will have to become a strong political force with 
a party based on correct revolutionary principles to guide them. 

Now the vanguard position of any political struggle, is not some
thing that's bestowed by the heavens, or snatched up by some lucky 
opportunists . The vanguard position is objective ly earned through 
struggle and usually organizations or people who earned the van-
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guard position, only find out about it when they real ize that 
they're wearing out the steps in the jails and the courts . The jail
house doors are getting rusty from slamming and opening and 
slamming and opening. There won't be any alternative for the 
workers except to become a strong militant revolutionary political 
force. The students cannot free the workers, the workers cannot 
free the students. Black folks cannot free White folks, White folks 
cannot free Black folks .  The Black Panther Party has a very clear 
understanding of these concepts . And we say that for all the workers 
the first point of demarcation which seems to have been forgotten 
in this country, is that there has to be a correct recognition that 
the primary struggle is the class struggle. Once this line of demarca
tion has been departed from the workers usually become turned on 
each other, or they become in many cases the champions of reform . 
With the type of unions that we've had in this country, it's been 
understandable why this weird phenomenon has come about .  An
other thing that we would like to make clear in the very beginning, is 
that we do recognize the need for a degree of self-determination , 
of self-rule for militant Black workers . This is not in any way to 
endorse racism. The Party has a very clear line on that point . But 
there is a need among Blacks, who are the most oppressed and 
exploited people within the confines of this Babylon they call 
America to have self-rule, this is not independent rule, independent 
of others, located geographically together, but self-rule. And there's 
also an equal need for these Blacks to work in very close working 
coalit ion and close communication with their class brothers, regard
less of color, regardless of whether you're for or against intermarriage, 
whether you want  to l ive in Beverly Hills or Watts or Oakland or 
Washington, D.C., it doesn't make any difference. The need is for 
a constant maintenance of a correct class line. And there's some 
unions that profess th is in l ip-service and then they take it as far 
as their local community, say Los Angeles, or the San Francisco area. 
Then these same unions that cla im to be workers unions, forget 
one of the basic Marxist-Leninist principles, which Lenin put down, 
is that the interest of the local proletariat should be subordinate 
to the interest of the world proletariat. That's the advent of unionism 
there, they start selling out their working class brothers all around 
the world, even on the other s ide of the city. The Black Panther 
Party is against this kind of separatism, opportunism, individualism, 
th is very subjective approach to a problem that is in reality a world
wide problem . The workers that catch a collective hell and try to 
deal with it in an individual manner, we see them as suicidal, non
sensical, and very backwards politically. So when we talk about 
self-rule this does not negate the need for a very close working coali
tion with class brothers, because the main problem in the United 
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States is not the race contradictions but the class contradictions .  It's 
made that way by the royal fucking that the working class gets in 
this country. This is not the exclusive right of any ethnic group in 
this country .  But racism does exist to such a high level in this 
country, that the people have to deal first on a level that goes from 
step by step, taking it from a lower to a higher level . There's no need 
of going into whether or not we think it has to always be l ike this. 
No we don 't, we hope it doesn't . That the day when the workers 
will all belong to one working class associa tion, when that day 
comes we'll all be much happier. But until then that's the way it 
has to be. 

Another point of clarification is the role of the white radical 
workers . The white radical workers are the ones best sui ted to fight 
racism, ignorance and the political backwardness that exists in the 
whole community. We definitely cannot expect any working brothers 
from the Panther Caucuses or DRUM or other Black revolutionary 
groups to go among the white workers when racism is still so 
rampant .  It would be like myself and these four brothers here 
going down to clean up the white folks in Mobile, Alabama . Not 
only would it probably be sheer suicide, it would be lunacy, it would 
be an apolitical move, but there is a role. We find that many times 
the white mother-country radicals among the workers would like to 
come into the Black community and do their thing or come in 
among the Black workers and do their thing. The sentiments are 
beautiful, but it's not very practical at all. For one thing to assume 
that the Black workers don 't have enough brains to take care of 
themselves, is really a racist fallacy, the manifestation of a real racist 
attitude. For another the purpose of the working class as a whole 
can best be served by each going into his own community, because 
this mosaic that's passed off as a melting pot, this ethnic mosaic 
is a mixed-up mess . Racism is institutional ized to a degree that it 
has never been institutional ized in the history of mankind, I mean 
it's bounced off telestar and shot around the world .  They pipe it 
under the ocean in cables, it's in the comic books, it's in Sunday 
papers, it's in television and radio. So it's rampant idealism to try 
to ignore th is . But it 's very foolhardy and poli tically backwards to 
ignore the fact that the primary struggle is the class struggle, this 
goes for Blacks and Whites alike. Now we can start with that basic 
degree of understanding and we can probably accomplish something. 

Another thing that has to be understood is that if we get away 
from unionism, then the working class group, the group that pro
fesses to be for the worker is going to have to have a very concrete 
and practical pla tform and program. And I would say t�at the Black 
Panther Party's I O-point Pla tform and Program exe?1phfies th� type 
of program that a revolutionary group needs .  We re not gomg to 
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confine ourselves just to the factory and divorce the factory from 
the community, that's a metaphysical approach, and that's not our 
theory. I think we'll have a question and answer period later on, so 
I won' t  try to take up too much of your time. lbank you . 

-The Black Panther, May 4, 1969 

Black Caucus Program: 
An Interview 

MOVEMENT : The Black Caucus has a 7 point program : What is it? 
WILBERT : The first point is that the Black Caucus will attack 

all forms of discrimination and racism among workers . Immediately 
upon any of this shit being perpetrated by the International, the 
local leadership, or the boss, we'll be there to fight it and explain 
how racism goes against the interests of the workers. 

The second point is that the Black Caucus is against the in
dividual acceptance of special privileges and favoritism. We under
stand how Toms and lackeys are developed, by getting special 
privileges . By getting jobs that have less work to them. And people 
get these positions because of their loyalty to the policies of the 
union leadership. With the union leadersh ip working only for its 
own and the bosses' advantage, they need some workers within 
the workers to perpetuate their position . We have workers in Local 
2 50A who are Toms and lackeys . When the black caucus runs down 
a progressive line or expose something, these workers run some 
madness to confuse the membership. And they get paid for this. 
We're against special privileges . Period . 

Josi: : To add to that. The special privileges don' t  come down 
so much from the union leadersh ip, but from the bosses . The bosses 
set up these so-called special duty jobs . I t's a special privilege to be 
in the dispatchers' office, you do less work and make the same 
money as platform employees . ll1ese jobs are given to people who 
adhere to policies set down by the management and these policies 
are endorsed by the union by the mere fact that the union does 
not attack this practice. We say :  if there's an opening for a dis
patcher then there should be examinations given for dispatcher. We 
say open up the ranks. Not using a position to play on favoritism 
and cause dissension among the workers . The bosses play that game : 
divide and conquer. 

W1LBER:r : The third point of the program is the Black Caucus will 
actively support all unions working in the best interest of the work-
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ers. We don 't support a union that turns its back on its membership, 
just because the membership is pol itically ignorant. If the leadership 
of a union sees the membership is ignorant politically, and it is 
educating the membership, and struggling together with it, we 
support it . 

MovEMENT : Have you supported any unions in this a rea? 
Josi : Not any specific union . There have been workers from many 

local unions that  we have stood in solidarity with . 
The fourth point of the program is that the Caucus will support 

or select members seeking political office in the union after we've 
run a background survey of his history, union activities, sincerity, 
then we will support him if he will work in the interest of the 
workers. 

MovEMENT : Does the Caucus itself run candidates? 
WILBERT : Should members and central committee people run 

for office? Members ask us why we haven 't, when we've raised so 
many questions about how fucked up things are. We say that our 
main purpose is to raise the consciousness of the workers, and then 
they'll vote for men among themselves who are not opportunists, 
and who understand the necessity for strong unions. If  the member
ship wanted us to represent them, and a particular situation arose 
where we felt this would serve their needs then we would . The 
whole union leadership is up for election in May and this is what 
the caucus is about right now, raising the political consciousness of 
the members so that when people come campaigning for different 
positions, they will be able to judge whether they'll serve them 
or not. 

Josi : One way we can do that is specify exactly what our black 
president  now is doing that's not in the workers' interests. That 
way they'll understand clearly that when he says, "I 'm doing this 
for you", he's not. 

DucHo : The fifth point of the program is that we reject all 
rumors or hearsay that are not given the official word of the Caucus. 
We had to make this point because of all the rumors being spread 
about us and what we stood for among the drivers .  That's another 
reason why we came out with the paper. 

Josi : The sixth point is that the caucus does not recognize the 
union as being above constructive criticism. Criticism is to be ad
ministered in an educational manner, not to destroy, but to build 
and strengthen. Through criticism we expose the union leadership 
and educate. 

The seventh point is that it is not the intention of the Bl�ck 
Caucus to disrupt the workings of the grievance procedures.

, 
which 

this union with honor has achieved in the past. Every gnevai:ice 
that comes forth from the membership to the extent that the umon 
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has dealt with it and the members were satisfied, we say right on 
to that. The objective of the Black Caucus is to unite the workers 
for the purpose of bringing about positive and concrete changes in 
the laws, rules, conditions, and their application. When laws, rules 
and policies do not serve the workers, we attack them. 

MOVEMENT : Are there black caucuses in other transport unions? 
What about link ups with other black caucuses? 

WILBERT : Right now we have a working coalition with the Black 
Panther Caucus of the U.A.W. in Fremont, California. Other than 
that we have no bonafide coalitions at this time. We are working 
with people in several different locals, and we ate constantly making 
contact with people who are having problems within their local 
unions and are trying to come up with strategy and tactics to handle 
the problems . 

In New York City there's a revolutionary element in the Transit 
workers union who are trying to start an independent union because 
of the shit that's coming down between the TWU and the Transit 
Authority. We keep in touch with them, although at this time we 
don't intend to split the union out here or start an independent 
union . . .  but, we're revolutionaries and we'll do what's necessary. 

MovEMENT : What's the relationship to the Black Panther Party? 
WILBERT : I myself am a member of the Black Panther Party, and 

these other brothers here on the Central Committee are very dedi
cated brothers and practice the Party ideology, the ten-point plat
form and program of the Party. That's what our relationship is with 
the Party, we feel we are one, and if that shakes anybody, well right 
on. Our objective is to show people by practice what our politics 
are, and they are the politics of the rank and file exercising their 
right to change the system, the politics of revolution in this country, 
and the politics of oppressed people all over the world ga ining 
liberation from this imperialist pig that we here in Babylon are 
strategically close to . 

-The Movement, November, 1969 

Petition to the United Nations u 

We, the undersigned citizens of the United States, gravely con
cerned with the continued racist persecution, conscious and uncon· 
scious, and centuries-old denial of Constitutional rights and respect 
for human dignity to men, women and children of red, brown, 
yellow and particularly black Americans, assert that : 

The savage police activities, based upon official policies of Federal, 
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State and City governments, has resulted in innumerable beatings, 
frameups, arrests and murders of black Americans, the classical 
example of which is the Black Panther Party. The murderous attacks 
on Black youth in Chicago Illinois, Orangeburg South Carolina, 
Augusta Georgia, Jackson, Mississippi, and the innumerable beatings, 
legal frameups of Brown, Red, Yellow and Black youths are not only 
in violation of their legal rights, but as well of this government's 
commitment under the Charter of the United Nations. 

The Genocide Convention adopted by the General Assembly of 
the United Nations on December 9, 1948, defines as genocide 
"killing members of the group and any intent to destroy in whole 
or in part a national racial or ethnic or religious group". And 
further, according to the Convention, "Causing serious bodily or 
mental harm to members of the group" is Genocide. 

We assert that the Genocide Convention has been flagrantly 
violated by the Government of the United States. We further assert 
that the United Nations has jurisdiction in this matter, to hold 
otherwise is to repudiate its position regarding apartheid in South 
Africa and as well its universal Declaration of Human Rights, and 
its Convention for the Prevention and Punishment of Genocide. 

The racist planned and unplanned terror suffered by more than 
40 millions of black, brown, red and yellow citizens of the United 
States cannot be regarded solely as a domestic issue. The continuance 
of these practices threatens the struggle of mankind throughout the 
world to achieve peace, security and dignity. 

On the basis of simple justice, it is time for the Human Rights 
Commission of the United Nations to call for universal action, in
cluding political and economic sanctions against the United States. 
We further demand that the United States government make repa
rations to those who have suffered the damages of racist and geno
cidal practices . 

NAME 

Huey P. Newton 
Bobby Seale 

UNDER THE AUSPICES OF :  The Committee to 

Petition The United Nations, of the Conference 
Committee, 33 Union Square W., 

New York, N .Y., 10003, Room 907 





APPEN D I X ES 

I.  TH E PERS ECUTION OF TH E 
BLACK PANTH ER PARTY 

The Old Rules Do Not Apply 

A Survey of the Persecution of the Black Panther Party by Charles 
R. Garry 

In July, 1969, the Black Panther Party told the American people 
and, indeed, the entire world, that all who opposed fascism must 
unite against it and its encroachment first on the lives of the Black 
militants and the Black people as a whole and then on the lives 
of White radicals. Unfortunately, many people did not pay much 
attention to this appeal and warning. In fact, few Americans took 
it seriously, regarding it as mere rhetoric. 

Since July, 1969, events have borne out the val idity of the warn
ings of the Black Panther Party. 

In December, 1969, the records of the Panthers who had been 
murdered and harassed since its early years were compiled . Un
fortunately, the Party did not begin to keep records at its inception 
of the men and women who were harassed and killed, and the 
demand for such statistics was so great that they had to be compiled 
hastily. Nevertheless, even the incomplete records tell a story of 
systematic arrest and harassment of men and women in Los Angeles 
county alone for a period of almost two years . A man or woman 
or a group of men and women would be charged with murder, be 
held in jail for five or ten days, or twenty days, and all at once, 
the charges against them would be dropped . The familiar buzz-saw 
would .be "attempted murder" or "resisting arrest." 

The pattern in Los Angeles is the same pattern that has emerged 
throughout the United States wherever the Black Panther Party has 
set up chapters and commenced operation . 

In a period of two years-December, 1967 to December, 1 969-
the Black Panther Party expended in bail-bond premiums alone
just the premiums, that is, money that would never be returned
a sum in excess of $200 000! How many breakfasts or lunches for 
hungry children how m�ch medical attention sorely needed in the 
ghetto communities would that $200,000 have furnished? 
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In the same two-year period, twenty-eight Panthers were killed . 
And we have documented all of these cases . Since then other 
Panthers have been murdered . How many more men and women 
will have to be murdered before the American people will wake 
up to their responsibility, and assert without equivocation that they 
are not going to permit fascism and a pol ice state in this country? 

Let me cite some additional statistics, though for the complete 
record, I would recommend you consult the special issue of The 
Black Panther ( February 2 1 ,  1970 ) entitled, "Evidence and Intimi
dation of Fascist Crimes by U.S.A." Between May 2, 1967 and 
December 2 5, 1969 charges were dropped against at least 87 Panthers 
arrested for a wide variety of so-called violations of the law. Yet 
these men and women were kept in prison for days, weeks, and 
months even though there was absolutely no evidence against them, 
and they were finally released . At least a dozen cases involving 
Panthers have been dismissed in court . In these cases, the purpose 
has clearly been to intimidate, to frighten, to remove from operation 
and activities the Panthers, and to hope that the hysteria against the 
Black Panther Party would produce convictions and imprisonments . 

A few Panthers have walked out of courtrooms as free men, 
having won acquittals in trials . One was Ralph Cobb who was 
acquitted on April 28, 1970 in a trial in Essex County, New Jersey . 
Cobb had been charged on the sole statement of one witness with 
three counts of kidnapping, assault and extortion .  Furthermore, the 
prosecution openly implied that he had committed these crimes 
under orders from the Black Panther Party. At one point, the prose
cution introduced the Party's I O-point program as evidence.  As 
Milton H .  Friedman, Cobb's lawyer, pointed out during the trial , 
had Cobb not been a Panther the evidence on which he was arrested 
would not have warranted his being brought to trial .  In this case, 
the frame-up was too crude, and Judge Antell displayed a respect 
for the law, in sharp contrast to the conduct of judges most Pan
thers have had to face . 

As I write this, one of the most beautiful, selfless human beings 
that I have ever known, one of the world 's greatest revolutionary 
leaders is sitting in a penitentiary in San Luis Obispo, confined in 
prison for a crime he did not commit, and despite the fact that 
the Appeals Court of the State of California has ruled that he 
should have been acquitted . Huey Newton's conviction has been 
reversed. But already he has spent over three years in the penitentiary 
for a crime for which most people would have to spend six to nine 
months at the most. He now has to face another trial . 

Eldridge Cleaver is widely acknowledged to be one of the most 
brilliant writers in contemporary American literature . Yet this man 
who Maxwell Geismar called "one of the best cultural critics now 
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writing," and of whom Robert Coles in the Atlantic Monthly de
scribed as being "full of Christian care, Christian grief and disap
pointment, Christian resignation, Christian messian ic toughness, 
and hope," will have to spend the rest of his days-unless a radical 
change occurs-in exile. 

I did not personally know Mark Clark from Chicago who was 
murdered by the police. But I did know Fred Hampton, and he was 
a brilliant, aggress ive, down-to-earth young man with tremendous 
understanding combined with great affability. As everyone knows, 
he was murdered when the Panther headquarters were ra ided in 
the wee hours of the morning. But who will pay for these deaths? 

Twenty-one Panthers in New York have been kept in prison in 
New York under abominable conditions on all kinds of wild charges . 
The bail for the 2 1  is $2, 1 00,000,000! 

Because he exercised h is rights under the First Amendment, 
David Hilliard, Chief of Staff of the Black Panther Party, now stands 
before the bourgeois world as Publ ic Enemy No. I .  His bail premium 
was $ 30,000 and 1903 colla teral for the $30,000, before the bail 
bondsman would put up the bail . Even then it was impossible to 
get any Bay Area bondsman to write, and we had to import a man 
from Los Angeles to do it. He had to have 1903 colla teral so that 
he would put up $30,000-plus the $ 3,000 premium. And while all 
of this was being transacted, David Hilliard had to spend an addi
tional four days in a cell block in the Oakland courthouse where 
the only ventilation comes through a small vent underneath the 
cage. This is the same cell in which Huey Newton was confined for 
seven months. Eldridge Cleaver, who spent four hours in this same 
cell, told the court in Alameda County . that in all of the twelve 
years he had spent in prison, th is was the worst hell-hole he had 
ever known. 

In the over thirty years I have been practicing law, I have never 
experienced the type of persecution faced by the Black Panthers. 
The old rules do not apply to the Black Panther Party. There are 
new sets of rules, new requirements, new methods of harassment. 
I find that the judges are gutless, without any backbone. To be sure, 
there is a judge here and there who has guts and stands up against 
the onslaught of the police state. But most of them are frightened, 
and most of them are racists. The pathetic part of it is that they 
do not realize that they are racists. 

Day a fter day in the courtroom in Chicago, Bobby Seale ?e
manded the right to defend himself. After five weeks of beg�mg 
and pleading for the right to exercise his right under the sixth 
amendment of the United States Constitution, he finally told that  

J·udge "You are a blatan t  fascist pig. You are trampling over my 
' ' · t tha t  bench and constitutional rights . You are not worthy to si on 
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decide the fate of men and women ." For that he was gagged, chained 
like a wild animal. And when public opinion began to turn 
against that judge, what did he do? He declared a mistrial on 
Bobby Seale. He took advantag� of his cloak and his oath of office 
and his responsibility to humanity. In vindictiveness, in anger, he 
sentenced Bobby Seale to four years in a federal penitentiary .  

The judge could not do this legally .  But this clever little judge 
worked out a little scheme. He knew that the United States Su
preme Court had held that anyone who is imprisoned more than 
s ix months is entitled to a jury foal. This little man knew that. 
So he took 16  different charges, and sentenced Bobby to 3 months 
each which added up to 48 months . He was confident he would get 
away with that, and he will unless the people arise. 

Whenever a Panther speaks in public, agents of the police de
partment, the FBI, the CIA and other similar organizations are 
present taking notes on what is said, and then they proceed to take 
sentences out of context. Here is a concrete example. In December, 
1969 I asked the court to permit David Hilliard to travel the length 
and breadth of the United States. All hell broke loose. The repre
sentative of the government objected strenuously. He said : "To 
permit Mr. Hilliard to be out of the district of North California 
would enable him to foment strife and continue to threaten the 
life of the President of the United States ." The judge then asked 
why Mr. Hilliard had to be treated any differently than any other 
defendant. The two experts from the Attorney General 's staff in 
Washington who were brought here to San Francisco finally had 
to admit that there would be no reason to treat Mr. Hilliard differ
ently. I was asked to prepare an order, and one was prepared along 
the lines that the judge had indicated . We came to the court at 
one o'clock. Mr. Hilliard was not present, because all that was to 
be submitted was the order to be signed . 

It was finally signed by the judge at 5 :  30 in the afternoon. But 
not before we had to face more harassment. In the afternoon in 
came two fat cats with an affidavit to be submitted to the judge. 
I said, "May I see the affidavit?" One of the cats said, "No." I 
said, "I 'd like to see it." The judge said, "Give Mr. Garry a copy 
of the affidavit." The affidavit said that in a speech at the Glide 
Memorial Church on Sunday night, December 14, 1 969, David 
Hilliard had said again, "We will kill the President." This was signed 
by an agent of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 

Those who had heard David Hilliard at the Glide Memorial 
Church know that the statement made by that FBI agent was a lie. 
All Hill iard did was to explain the language which he used in his 
speech on the 1 5th day of November, 1969, and the history of 
rhetoric in relationship to the dialectics of American history in 
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connection with the oppression of the men and women in the Black 
ghetto . 

\Vhen the judge would not consider the affidavit, the government 
demanded that the copy that had been shown me be taken from me. 
I had to give it back to them because I wanted the judge to sign 
the order for travel. But the record shows how statements of Pan
thers are continually being distorted as part of the deliberate cam
paign to exterminate the Party. 

The telephone l ines of the Black Panther Party and of anyone 
who regularly converses with that organization are constantly being 
tapped . The authorities know, before the members know, what the 
Black Panther Party is going to do next. 

Let us look briefly at the case of Bobby Seale in Connecticut. 
There was a man named Rackley who was a Black Panther and who 
was murdered . We have every reason to believe, and intend to prove, 
when the time comes, that Rackley was murdered by police agents. 
Bobby Seale went to New Haven, Connecticut on the 19th day of 
May, 1969, at the request of Yale University, to speak. He received 
an honorarium for his expenses and speech . He left New Haven in 
the early morning, around five A.M.,  of the 20th . Rackley was mur
dered on the 2 1st day of May. No one mentioned Bobby Seale 
until the 2 1st day of August, 1969. 

The papers submitted in Sacramento for the extradition of Bobby 
Seale to Connecticut carried the following statement by the in
telligence officer : "Bobby Seale arrived in New Haven, spoke at 
Yale University, we picked him up there, and he went to the BPP 
headquarters at midnight ." They also followed him to another place 
and until he left New Haven at five o'clock on the morning of 
May 20th . When, I ask, would he have had time to commit a 
murder, or to plan a murder, or to get involved in any way either 
directly or indirectly-especially with a man he did not even know 
and had not even heard of before? And yet today Bobby Seale is 
facing the death penalty. 

The story of the Connecticut Panthers illustrates how constitu
tional rights fly out of the window when the Black Panther Party 
becomes involved . On the basis of information they claimed to have 
received from an informant whom they refused to identify, the 
police burst into the New Haven headquarters of the Black Panther 
Party, and arrested the people found inside. The_y were all take? 
to the pol ice station, where they were denied the nght to have �heir 
attorneys present. All eight people arrested _were thus extensively 
questioned in violation of their constitutional nghts . . 

The arrests were made without warrants . A heavily armed squad 
of police broke down doors at party headquarters, entered bedr�o_ms 

where women and children were sleeping, ransacked the office, seizing 
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personal items as well as money collected for the children's breakfast 
programs. On May 22 the arrests were widely and sensationally 
publicized, with much illegal discussion of evidence and items seized . 
Mug shots of eight defendants were spread beneath a banner heading 
announcing the arrests in a New Haven paper. 

Connecticut law states that ba il should be granted even in a 
capital case unless the evidence against the accused is very great .  
I t  has been held that an indictment is  not prima facie proof of 
this "very great" evidence; the state must come forth with more. 
Despite that provision all defendants but one ( Frances Carter ) were 
denied bail. As of this writing, virtually all of the defendants will 
have been in jail for over a year. Three of the women-Frances 
Carter, Rose Smith, and Loretta Luckes-were pregnant at the time 
of arrest, and have had their children while in custody.* 

I t  should be clear, then, that in the case of the Black Panthers 
the old rules simply do not apply. Any methods will be resorted to, 
in defiance of the constitutional rights of the Panthers, in the 
drive to destroy that Black Panther Party. But we will not sit by 
and allow these onslaughts on American democratic rights to con
tinue. We have demanded that there be a special Congressional 
investigation of the actions of all the police departments, together 
with the Department of Justice and its auxiliary agents. And not by 
the House Committee on Un-American Activities or by the House 
Internal Security Committee, or whatever else such bodies call 
themselves, but by men and women in Congress who we feel have 
some integrity. There are not very many of them, unfortunately, 
but there are some in Congress who should do the investigating and 
the other work that is necessary to bring out the facts. We also 
intend to file a petition with the United Nations charging violation 
of human rights by the government of the United States .24 

America is at the crossroads today. The people are not going to 
put up any longer with the existing state of affairs. They are not 
going to tolerate a society that is being run by 76 corporations and 
their stooges they pick to run the country. They are not going to be 
satisfied in having Tweedledee and Tweedledum for their next 
governor or their next president. 

As for mysel f, if we are going to have fascism for everyone-as we 
already have fascism for the majority of the people in the Black 
ghetto and the Brown ghetto, and particularly for the Black Panther 
Party, and if it becomes impossible to stand before a courtroom 
and defend one's client, I will withdraw from the Bar. (That may 
make a lot of people happy. ) But I do not ever intend to be a 
fixture in a courtroom, in order to give the semblance of due process 
of law, and say "Heil Hitler." 

• These events arc related in the "Memorandum for [Yale] Law Students on 
the History and Current Status of Panther Cases as of April 1 8 ." 
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News Release Issued by the 
American Civil  Liberties Union, 
December 29, 1 969 
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"The record of police actions across the country against the Black 
Panther Party forms a prima facie case for the conclusion that law 
enforcement officials are waging a drive against the black militant 
organization resulting in serious civil l iberties violations," the Ameri
can Civil Liberties Union said today. 

"First Amendment and due process guarantees have been breached 
in numerous instances," the ACLU reported in disclosing a spot 
check survey of ACLU affiliate offices in 9 major metropolitan 
centers . 

The national survey, prompted by the recent Chicago and Los 
Angeles pol ice raids on Black Panther officials, suggests that a pattern 
of harassment exists and describes the nature of the civil l iberties 
violations involved . ACLU affiliates, in individual cases, have de
fended the rights of Black Panther groups when civil liberties issues 
have arisen . 

"Quite aside from the killing of Panthers and police which we 
abhor, ACLU affiliates have reported that the style of law enforce
ment applied to Black Panthers has amounted to provocative and 
even punitive harassment, defying the constitutional rights of Pan
thers to make political speeches or distribute political literature. 

"In San Francisco, Los Angeles, Chicago, Philadelphia and New 
York, police have made repeated arrests of Panthers for distributing 
papers without a permit, harassment, interfering with an officer, 
loitering and disorderly conduct-stemming from incidents where 
police have challenged Panthers as they attempted to distribute 
their newspaper or other political materials . Seldom have these 
charges held up in court, often they have been dropped by the 
prosecutor prior to trial, and in one New York case the arresting 
officer acknowledged that he had no evidence but had been in
structed to 'get on the books' the arrest of a particular .Panth�r who 
was al ready on the books of an adjoining county. We view this style 
of law enforcement as applied with prejudice to . the .Pan the.rs, as 
inflammatory, and very susceptible to escalation mto violent 
confrontations . . 

"ACLU affiliates in New York and Indiana report infiltration by 

government  informants into black groups th�ug�t to be Panthers 

for the purpose of entrapment. The evidence md1cates that govern-
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ment agents have attempted to induce black militants to burglarize, 
in one case offering automatic weapons, in another providing a map 
of the likely target, a getaway car and the offer of weapons. This is 
an abominable tactic for officers of the law to undertake. Police 
are supposed to prevent crimes, not encourage them. 

"A common police procedure reported to us by ACLU affiliates 
in New York, Pennsylvania, Connecticut, Illinois, Indiana, Californ ia 
and Wisconsin is that of excessive traffic stops by police of Black 
Panther Party members . These challenges by police are so frequent 
in number and so forceful in manner as to be unconstitutional .  
They have rarely resulted in traffic violations, arrest of a known 
fugitive or charges of illegal possession of weapons. They more often 
produce the traditional catch-all charges of the police roust-dis
orderly conduct, interference with an officer, res isting arrest . 

"Other police actions which bear out charges of harassment are 
reported from Chicago where police and FBI agents undertook a 
June 4th dawn raid on Panther headquarters with an arrest warrant 
for George Sams, but no search warrant .  Upon smashing down the 
door of the office and failing to find George Sams, enforcement 
officials broke up furniture, confiscated literature, lists of donors and 
petitions and arrested eight Panthers on charges so flimsy they were 
later dismissed . The following day a similar raid was made in Detroit, 
the door broken down, documents photographed, three Panthers 
arrested on specious charges and later released . 

"Our reports do not prove a directed national campaign to get 
the Panthers . However, even if not a concerted program of harass
ment, high national officials, by their statements and actions, have 
helped to create the climate of oppression and have encouraged local 
pol ice to initiate the crackdowns. For example, the Vice President 
has called the Panthers a 'completely irresponsible, anarchistic group 
of criminals;' the Assistant Attorney General, Jerris Leonard has 
said, 'The Black Panthers are nothing but hoodlums and we've got 
to get them;' FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover has called the Panthers 
'the greatest threat to the internal security of the country [among] 
violence-prone black-extremist groups;' and Attorney General John 
N. Mitchell has ruled that the Panthers are a threat to national 
security, thus subject to FBI surveillance by wiretapping. 

"This official federal posture makes it easy for the president of 
the Cleveland Fraternal Order of Police to suggest, 'the country 
doesn't need the Black Panther Party, to my way of thinking, they 
need to be wiped out. ' 

"We believe the cl imate of anger and the specific cases of police 
harassment against the Black Panther Party warrant intensive in
vestigation . We are therefore consolidating the case materials, letters 
and notes from ACLU affiliates for submission to the Commission 
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of Inquiry into the Black Panthers and Law Enforcement Officials 
convened by 28 eminent Americans and national organizations and 
headed by former U.S. Supreme Court Justice Arthur Goldberg. 
The ACLU is a participating organization in the Inquiry." 

The ACLU statement was released by John de J. Pemberton, Jr., 
Executive Director. Mr. Pemberton commented : 

"Law enforcement officials symbolize the rule of law and have an 
extra responsibility to abide by lawful procedures . Peaceful resolu
tion of conflict, through the fair application of law, must be pre
served as the mainstay of the democratic process . No matter how 
inflammatory a political program is perceived to be, policemen and 
their superiors cannot decide to exceed their legal authority, even 
in treating specific violations of the law. For police excesses lead 
to tyranny of law and sow the seeds of a police state .  

"It  is  therefore essential that reports supplied by ACLU affiliates 
be fully probed so public and legislative officials may know the 
special qualities of police behavior in their confrontations with the 
Black Panther Party." 

Resolution Adopted by the New Yo rk 
Group of the Society for Phi losophy and 
Public Affairs, May 23, 1 970 

At its May 23 meeting, the New York group of the Society for 
Philosophy and Public Affairs adopted the following resolution con
cerning the Trial of the New York Panther 2 1 : 

The treatment of the New York Panther 2 1  by courts of the State 
of New York represents what we regard as a judicial outrage. The 
evidence brought against the defendants seems far from conclusive; 
yet the defendants have been placed under excessive bond that they 
have no chance of meeting, and that is far greater than the bond 
imposed on other defendants in New York charged with similar 
crimes and confronted with greater evidence against them. Eleven 
of the defendants have spent the past year in jail. In jail they have 
been the victims of gross brutality. In  courtrooms they and their 
lawyers have been constantly harassed and have. be�n denied ele
mentary rights necessary for the conduct of a fair !nal .  . We believe the defendants in this case must 1mmed1ately be 
granted bail that they can afford to pay. Also -.ye �lieve that 
Justice Murtagh, who is conducting the pre-trial hearmgs m the case, 
has shown himself to be prejudiced against the defendants and 
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should be disqualified from presiding at further proceedings . I f, as 
we sadly believe is very possible, the defendants cannot be given a 
fair trial in any court of this state, then the charges against them 
must be dismissed . Also we believe that official investigations must 
be conducted into all aspects of the handling of this case by police, 
the courts, penal institutions, and the district attorney's office. Un
fortunately, it would appear necessary in the course of any thorough 
investigation to consider the possibility that this case is part of a 
nationwide "police conspiracy" to destroy the Black Panther Party. 

The crimes committed against these defendants by our judicial 
system not only endanger the lives of the defendants and the Black 
Panther Party, but also endanger the very legitimacy of the courts 
of our state. In the face of this crisis of legitimacy the New York 
chapter of the Society for Philosophy and Public Affairs believes 
that militant nonviolent actions, including acts of civil disobedience 
and symbolic contempt of court, can be permissible means to help 
secure for these defendants their rights to a fair trial and to be free 
on reasonable bail until proven guilty, and the chapter calls upon its 
members to establish or join committees on their respective cam
puses to raise money for and give other appropriate a id to the 
Panther 2 1 .  

President, New York Chapter 
Society for Philosophy and Public Affairs 
and Chairman, Department of Philosophy 
Washington Square College 
New York University 

Kai Nielsen 

-New York Review of Books, July 2, 1 970 
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I I . CALL FOR 
REVOLUTIONARY PEOPLE'S 
CONSTITUTIONAL 
CONVENTION, 
SEPTEM BER 7, 1 9 70, 
PH I LADELPHIA, PA. 

Message to America 

Del ivered on the 1 07th Ann iversary of 
the Emancipation Procla mation at  Washi ngton, D.C.  
Capitol of Babylon,  World Racism, and Imperia l i sm 
J une 1 9, 1 970 by The Black Pa nther Party 

267 

As oppressed people held captive within the confines of the 
Fascist-Imperialist United States of America ,  we Black Americans 
take a dim view of the position that we, as a people, find ourselves 
in at the beginning of the 7th decade of the Twentieth Century. 

We find ourselves in a very dangerous world-situation. White 
America has always adhered to a very racist attitude in its pol icy 
towards people who have color. This has been true in the past and 
it is true today. We see very clearly that whereas White America 
has escalated its policy of repression and conta inment of Black 
people inside the United States itself, on a world scale, the United 
States is playing the leading role in organizing the White race aga inst 
the people of the world who have a color. Resolving contradictions 
between White Protestants and White Catholics, between White 
Christians and White Jews, between White Capitalists and Whi�e 
Communists, between White Eastern Europeans and White Western 
Europeans, between White Archeo-Colonialists and White Neo-Colo
nialists, wherever we look, the picture is one and the same. White 
racist America, which domestically has adopted the policy of open 
fascism in order to put down the uprisings of oppressed people of 
color and those few Whites who take a stand against the grizzly 
reality of the Babylonian scene, this same White racist America has 
projected its domestic racist perspective onto the international scene 
and has organized world imperialism along racist . lines . Within the 
domestic confines of the United States of Amenca, we see clearly 
that a well-planned, calculated Fascist Genocidal Conspiracy is being 
implemented aga inst our people. 
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Black people within the domestic confines of the U .S .A. have 
reached another cross road. This is a time for the most serious 
decisions that we, as a people, have ever been called upon to make. 
The decisions that  we make in our time, the actions that we take 
or fail to take, will determine whether we, as a people, will survive 
or fall victims to genocidal extermination at the hands of the FAS
CIST MAJORITY which the Nixon clique are rapidly mobil izing 
into a beastly vigilante weapon to be unleashed aga inst us . 
The U.S.A. Monster 

The United States of America is a barbaric organization con
trolled and operated by avaricious, sadistic, bloodthirsty thieves . The 
United States of America is the Number One exploiter and op
pressor of the peoples of the whole world . The inhuman capitalistic 
system which defines the core of reality of the U.S .A., is the root 
of the evil that has polluted the very fabric of existence within the 
U.S.A. Exploitation of man by man; the rule of man over man 
instead of the rule of the laws of Human Rights and Justice; savage 
wars of aggression, mass murder, genocide, and shameless slaughter 
of the people of the world; impudent, arrogant White Racism; 
and a naked, brazen attempt to perpetuate White Supremacy on a 
world scale-these are a few of the unsavory characteristics of the 
U.S .A. Monster with which we have to deal . 

We did not ask for this situation . We did not create it. And 
we do not prefer it but we must deal with it. 

Tho Emancipation Proclamation 

Today, June 19th, is the anniversary of the issuance by President 
Abraham Lincoln of THE EMANCIPATION PROCLAMATION 
during the Civil War, officially dated January I, 1 863 .  The end result 
of the EMANCIPATION PROCLAMATION was supposed to be 
the freedom and l iberation of Black people from the cruel shackles 
of chattel slavery . And yet, 100 and 7 years later, today, Black people 
still are not free . Where is that  freedom supposedly granted to our 
people by THE EMANCIPATION PROCLAMATION and guar
anteed to us by the Constitution of the United States? 

Is it in the many "Civil Rights Bills" that have been passed to 
try to hide the irrelevance of the Constitution for Black People? 

Is it in the blood-shed and lives lost by Black People when America 
brings "Law and Order" to the ghetto in the same fashion and by 
those same forces that  export "Freedom and Democracy" to Korea, 
to Vietnam, to Africa, Asia, and Latin America? 

Is it the right to "pol itical activity" when the U.S .A.  a ttempts 
to legally murder Bobby Seale, Chairman of the Black Panther Party, 
for his political beliefs? . 

Where was that right when brother Malcolm was murdered, when 
Martin Luther King was gunned down? 

Where is Freedom when a people's right to "Freedom of Speech" 
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is denied to the point of murder? When attempts at "Freedom of 
the Press" brings bombings and lynchings? 

Where is Freedom when the right to "peacefully assemble" brings 
on massacres? Where is our right to "keep and bear arms" when 
Black People are attacked by the Racist Gestapo of America? Where 
is "rel igious freedom" when places of worship become the scene of 
shoot-ins and bomb-ins? Where is the right to vote " regardless of 
race or color" when murder takes place at the voting polls? Are we 
free when we are not even secure from being savagely murdered 
in our sleep by policemen who stand blatantly before the world 
but yet go unpunished? Is that " . . . equal protection of the laws"? 
The empty promise of the Constitution to "establish Justice" l ies 
exposed to the world by the reality of Black Peoples' existence. 
For over 400 years now, Black people have suffered an unbroken 
chain of abuse at the hands of White America . For 400 years we 
have been treated as America's footstool . This fact is so clear that 
it requires no argumentation . 

The Constitution 

The Constitution of the U.S.A. does not and never has protected 
our people or guaranteed to us those lofty ideals enshrined within it . 
When the Constitution was first adopted we were held as slaves . 
We were held in slavery under the Constitution . We have suffered 
every form of indignity and imposition under the Constitution, from 
economic exploitation, political subjugation, to physical extermination. 

We need no further evidence that there is something wrong with 
the Constitution of the United States of America . We have had our 
Human Rights denied and violated perpetually under this Con
stitution-for hundreds of years . As a people, we have received neither 
the Equal Protection of the Laws nor Due Process of Law. Where 
Human Rights are being daily violated there is denial of Due Process 
of Law and there is no Equal Protection of the Law. The Con
stitution of the United States does not guarantee and protect our 
Economic Rights, or our Political Rights, nor our Social Rights. It 
does not even guarantee and protect our most basic Human Right, 
the right to LIVE! 

Implementing Point No. 1 0  of the Block Panther 
Party Platform and Program 

Point No. IO of the Black Panther Party's Platform and Program 
addresses itself to the question of the National Destiny of Black 
people. We feel that, in practical terms, it is time for Black people 
as a whole to address their attention to the question of our National 
Destiny. . . 

Black people can no longer either respect the u.�. C'.onshtuh�n, 
look to it with hope, or live under it. The Constitut.1on 1s the so�ial 
contract that binds the American people together mto a sov�re1gn 
nation and defines authority and the distribution of power, nghts, 
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and privileges . By shoving the Constitution aside, rendering it null 
and void, in order to carry out fascist oppression and repression 
of Black people, the fascists have, by that very fact, destroyed even 
the false foundations of authority in this society. We live in a lawless 
society where racist pigs have usurped the Legisla tive, Judicial, and 
Executive branches of government and perverted them towards the 
prosperity of their private interests. We repudiate, most emphatically, 
all documents, Laws, Conventions, and Practices that allow this sorry 
state of affairs to exist-including the Constitution of the United 
States . 

For us, the case is absolutely clear :  Black people have no future 
within the present structure of power and authority in the United 
States under the present Constitution. For us, also, the alternatives 
are absolutely clear :  the present structure of power and authority in 
the United States must be radically changed or we, as a people, 
must extricate ourselves from entanglement with the United States . 

If we are to remain a part of the United States, then we must 
have a new Constitution that will strictly guarantee our Human 
Rights to Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness, which is 
promised but not delivered by the present Constitution . We shall 
not accept one iota less than this, our full, unblemished Human 
Rights . I f  this is not to be, if we cannot make a new arrangement 
within the United States, then we have no alternative but to declare 
ourselves free and independent of the United States . I f  it is our 
national destiny to follow the latter course, then we must declare 
ourselves into self-governing machinery, and seek the recognition of 
the freedom-loving nations of the world. 

The Black Panther Party fully realizes that the two roads open to 
us as set forth above involve monumental undertakings . But we are 
trapped in a monstrous situation that requires a monumental solu
tion. And no task, however great, is too much to deal with when 
the very welfare, survival, and national destiny of our people are at 
stake. Having already struggled up from the dismal depths of chattel 
slavery, no . obstacles can be too high for us to surmount in order 
to liberate our people and take back the freedom and security that 
was taken away from us and denied us for so long. 
Coll for a Revolutionary People'• 
Con1tltutlonal Convention 

The hour is la te and the situation is desperate. As a nation, 
America is now in the middle of the greatest crisis in its history. 
The Black Panther Party believes that the American people are 
capable of rising to the task which history has la id before the nation. 
We believe that the American people are capable of rejecting the 
fascist solution to the national crisis which the fascist Nixon clique, 
the George Wallaces', Lester Maddoxes', Ronald Reagans', Spiro 
Agnews', etc. hold out to the people . 
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WE THEREFORE, CALL FOR A REVOLUTIONARY 
PEOPLE'S CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION, TO BE 
CONVENED BY THE AMERICAN PEOPLE, TO WRITE A 
NEW CONSTITUTION THAT WILL GUARANTEE AND 
DELIVER TO EVERY AMERICAN CITIZEN THE INVIO
LABLE HUMAN RIGHT TO LIFE, LIBERTY, AND THE 
PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS! 

We call upon the American people to rise up, repudiate, and 
restrain the forces of fascism that are now rampant in the land 
and which are the only real obstacles standing between us and a 
rational resolution of the national crisis . 

We believe that Black people are not the only group within 
America that stands in need of a new Constitution. Other oppressed 
ethnic groups, the youth of America, Women, young men who are 
slaughtered as cannon fodder in mad, avaricious wars of aggression, 
our neglected elderly people all have an interest in a new Consti
tution that will guarantee us a society in which Human Rights are 
supreme and Justice is assured to every man, woman, and child 
within its jurisdiction .  For it is only through this means that Amer
ica, as a nation, can live together in peace with our brothers and 
sisters the world over. Only through this means can the present 
character of America, the purveyor of exploitation, misery, death, 
and wanton destruction all over the planet earth, be changed . 

Warning to America 

We are from 2 5  to 30 million strong, and we are armed . And 
we are conscious of our situation . And we are determined to change 
it . And we are unafraid. Because we have our guarantee. If the 
American people, as a whole, do not rise up, reverse the present 
course of this nation, which, if unchecked, holds out only fascist 
repression and genocide for Black people, then we, Black people, will 
be forced to respond with a form of War of Salvation that in the 
chaos of carrying it out and the attempt to repress it, will gut this 
country and utterly destroy it. Before we accept Genocide, we will 
inflict Total Destruction upon Babylon.  

It  had best be understood, now, that the power we rely upon 
ultimately, as our only guarantee against Genocide at the hands of 
the Fascist Majority, is our strategic ability to lay this country in 
ruins, from the bottom to the top. If forced to resort to this guar
antee, we will not hesitate to do so. 

FOR THE SALVATION, LIBERATION, AND FREEDOM 
OF OUR PEOPLE, WE WILL NOT HESITATE TO EITHER 
KILL OR DIE! 

ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE 

-Quicksilver Times, June 23-July 3, 1 970 
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1 .  The reference is to the Pact of Zanjon which ended the Ten 
Years War ( 1 868-1 878 ) of the Cuban people to gain independence 
from Spain. Maceo refused to sign the Pact mainly because it did 
not include the abolition of slavery and issued his famous Protest 
of Baragua in which he announced his determination to continue 
the war. However, he was soon forced to leave Cuba because of 
limited resources . He never surrendered to the Spaniards. 

2. The quotation is from Regis Debray's book, Revolution Within 
a Revolution. 

3 .  The reference is to the sending of marines to the Dominican 
Republic by President Johnson ostensibly to protect American lives 
but in reality to prevent the coming to power of Juan Bosch and 
the liberal-radical forces he headed. 

4. Robert Williams, president of the Republic of New Africa, 
had just returned to the United States from exile. The Republic 
of New Africa 's blueprint for black l iberation called for the setting 
up of a black Republic in the United States which would declare 
its independence from the "mother country." This Republic was to 
have its own economy, army and navy in five Southern states . 

For an exposition of Williams's views, see the interview with him 
in The Black Scholar, May, 1970. 

5 .  For Bobby Seale's report of his tour, see The Black Panther, 
March 3 1 ,  1 970. For his speech in Scandinavia, see ibid., Oct . 2 5, 
1969. 

6. During the summer of 1969, Stokeley Carmichael announced 
from Africa that he had resigned from the Black Panthers because 
of their work with white radicals. Carmichael asserted that the only 
path to liberation lay in effecting a united front of black people in 
Africa and in the United States. 

Ron Karenga and his organization, US, also feel that Afro-Ameri
cans must fashion their own plans and conduct their own programs 
apart from any involvement with white radicals. Karenga and his 
organization have been bitter enemies of the Black Panthers, and 
the Panthers view them as agents of the white power structure. 

7. The reference is to the president of San Francisco State College, 
who won wide approval in the reactionary press because of his 
actions in calling in police to smash the student-faculty strike at 
the College. 

8. The reference is to the American Federation of Teachers . 
9. The reference is to the Mayor of San Francisco. 

272 
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10 .  The Black Legion was an anti-labor, anti-black pro-fascist ter
rorist organization founded during the depression years of the early 
1 930's. 

1 1 .  For a full discussion of this incident, see Bobby Seale, Seize 
the Time: The Story of the Black Panther Party and Huey P. 
Newton, New York, 1 970, pp. 99-105 .  

1 2. PL refers to  Progressive Labor, a group of radicals who split 
off from the Communist Party. 

1 3 . For Eldridge Cleaver's remark referred to, see page 1 1 3 . 
14. This is a variation of the famous remark of Jose Marti, the 

Cuban revolutionary leader who spent fifteen years in the United 
States from 1 880 to 1 895 and wrote in 1 892 : "I have lived inside 
the belly of the Monster and know him from within." 

1 5 . Gabriel Prosser was the leader of the slave conspiracy of 1 800 
in Virginia. Denmark Vesey, a slave who succeeded in purchasing 
his freedom, led the slave conspiracy in Charleston, South Carolina, 
in 1 82 1-22. Nat Turner led the great slave uprising in Virginia in 
1 8 3 1 .  Toussaint L'Ouverture was the slave leader in the uprising 
against the French in Saint Domingue in the l 790's which led to 
the establishment of Haiti, the first black Republic in h istory and 
the second Republic in the New World. 

1 6. William Kunstler, a famous civil rights lawyer, was one of the 
two attorneys for the other seven defendants in the Chicago con
spiracy trial . He had been appointed by Judge Hoffman to represent 
Bobby Seale after the Judge refused to postpone the trial until 
Charles R. Garry could defend him. Schultz and Foran were the 
prosecuting attorneys for the government in the trial . 

1 7. Seale is referring to Title 42 US Code Section 1 98 1 ,  which 
was a statute passed during Reconstruction granting black men equal 
protection under the law. The reference to 1 892 is incorrect .  

1 8. While Seale is correct in making the statement that Benjamin 
Franklin owned ( and dealt in ) slaves, Franklin was a founder and 
president of the Pennsylvania Society for Promoting the Abolition 
of Slavery, the Relief of Free Negroes Unlawfully Held in Bondage, 
and for Improving the Condition of the African Race. His last 
public act was to sign a memorial to Congress for the abolition of 
slavery .  

1 9. The Fugitive Slave Act of 1 850 was passed by Congress, not 
by the Supreme Court. It was part of the Compromise of 1 8 50. 

20. DRUM refers to the Dodge Revolutionary Union Movement, 
a Black Caucus formed by black members of the Dodge local of 
the United Auto Workers who accuse the union leadership of neglect
ing the interests of its black membership.  

� l .  On July 1 8-20, 1 969, the Black Pant�er Party sponso�ed t�e 
United Front Against Fascism Conference m Oakland, Cahforma. 
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Four thousand people, representing a wide variety of organizations, 
attended the conference in response to the appeal that Americans 
regardless of race, creed or color make a stand against "the rising 
tide of fascism in America ." 

22. "Hasta la victoria siempre" ["Ever onward to victory" ] ,  the 
phrase Che Guevara used in his farewell letter to Fidel Castro . 

23 .  On March 16, 1968, at My Lai between 450 and 500 Viet
namese-most of them women, children, and old men-were brutally 
massacred by American soldiers of the Charlie Company. 

24. The idea of an appeal by black Americans to the United 
Nations began soon after the international organ ization was formed. 
The NAACP presented the document "An Appeal to the World" 
to the UN in 1947. Written under the editorial supervision of 
W. E. B .  Du Bois, the document was subtitled "A Statement on 
the Denial of Human Rights to Minorities in the Case of Citizens 
of Negro Descent in the United States of America and an Appeal 
to the United Nations for redress." In 195 1  the petition "We 
Charge Genocide" was presented to the UN by William L. Patterson, 
national executive secretary of the Civil Rights Congress. The pe
tition was a catalog of lynchings and other acts of violence against 
Negroes and asked for UN action under Article II ,  the Genocide 
Convention . In 1964 Malcolm X attended the conference of the 
Organization of African Unity to urge African nations to bring the 
question of Negro rights to the United Nations. On July 19, 1964, 
Jesse Gray, leader of the Harlem Rent strike, told the press that 
he planned to lead a demonstration at United Nations Plaza "to 
ask the UN to intervene in the 'police terror in the United States.' " 
On June 1 5, 1964, at a forum sponsored by the Association of 
Artists for Freedom at Town Hall, John 0. Killens, the black 
novelist, declared that black Americans had to "place our case 
before the United Nations . . .  since it is a case of denial of human 
rights. I believe there is a Human Rights Commission." 
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